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ABSTRACT «

The goal of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT)
Educational. Research and Dissemination Program was to establish a
model for dissemination of educational research to classroom
teachers. Research findings focusing.on classroom management and
teacher effectiveness were translated to individual teachers by
Teacher Research Linkers (TRLs) who hid received training supported
by the AFT. TRL worked as peer-3 with teachers and administrators in
selected school sites. This:review provides an analysis of.the
program's processes by answering select questions: (1) What kind of
research is adaptable to'classroom situations? '(2) What ..!s required

. to make findings adaptable to classroom situations? (3) What were
program staff's roles in facilitating the process? (4) What were
teachers' roles in facilitatingOtheprocess?d5) To what degree were
researchers involved in the prose s? (6) What is needed to continue
the processat the pilot sites? aild (7) What is needed to replicate
the process for futUre use? Appendices document site selection, TRL
selection criteria, feedback from teachers, andITRL evaluations of
the program.Newsclips on the project are included as well as a
progress report from September 15 to December 31, 1982. (JD),
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INTRODUCTION
%

The goal-of the AFT 'Educational Research and Dissemination
Program was to establish a model for dissemination of educational
research to cJassroom teachers.- From the onset, this has barer'.
identified as a "unique" undertaking. Unquestionably, the program
has attained its objectives. Resbarch was disseminated to
teachers in a form that was meaningful to them.

Now that we have reached-thetfinal juncture of federal funding
for the projeCt, we are engaged in a process of review. What-
should be docummted in this review are answers to the questions:

What kind of research is adaptable to classroom'situations?
What is required to make the findings adaptable to clasroom \
situations?
What were project'staff's roles in facilitating the pr ocess?
What were teachers' roles in facilitating the, process?
To what degrees did the teacher union impact on the process?
To what degree weLs researchers involvd in the process ?.
What is needed to continue the process at the .pilot sites?
What is needed to replicate the process for future use?
Posing the questions provides a skeletal framework for ana-

lyzing the process. AnSwering the questions pxovides us with the
opportunity to describe the often complicated series of events
that contributed to achievement of our

THE RESEARCHERS

Members of the program Advisory Board Were researchers wha
were also sensitive to the need to get research information into
the classroom. At the initialAdvisory Board meeting they suggested
some studies that they felt would best suit the purposesof our
program design. The selection turned out to be exactly what was
needed to "turn teachers on to research."

However, more needs to be said-about the value of the input from
the Advisory Board to the ER&D process. For the past tWo vears,
our communications with the Board have extended well beyond needed.
Advisory Board members were the "linkers" between the program and
the research world. As linkers, they helped us to establish contact
with the researchers whose work we used and instructed us on how to
ask the right questions in order to get productive responses. We
were in constant contact with our Advisory Board,by letter or
telephone as well as at educational research conferences.

At the final convening of the Advisory Board in the last month
of the project, they guided us through a structure for reporting
project findings. We are impressed that the success of this project
was indelibly influenced by the high caliber of contributions of
advisory board members: Ann Liebermarl, Teachers College, Columbia
University; Betty Ward, Far West Lab; Lee Shulman, Stanford Univer-
sity.
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THE RESEARCH
lb

AFT received constant feedback from its membershipon issues
of professional concern through OuEST ConferenCes,dialogue at
meetings, written inquiries, and surveys. This feedback_helped:.
determine that the classroom managethent and teaching effectiveness
were areas in which educational research information' could be bene-
ficial to the teaching process. The next step was'o'identify
relevant research in these areas that was Current and that would
have credibility with our'mem4ers.

The research studies sqggeSted by the Advisory BOard stood the
test of time. We could say that they also stood the .test of fire
ed. water. Originally., teachers viewed, educational research with
something less than enthuSiasm. Findings on classroom management
that did not immediatelz address the issues of how to get relief
from disruptive students in.the classroom were at first considered
"nice but not really useful.' What teachers needed was time to
digest the information, 'DO it into proper perspective, and then'
come to the realization that methods of creating an orderly climate
in the classroom would diminish major discipline problems.

TRL TRAINING SESSIONS.

During training sessions, we accompanied our research discus-
/sions with classroom-oriented activities that brought the'researCh
to "life" for teachers. (We studied and synthesized rese4rch on
how adult6 learned and realized that adults learn best. when the
information being presented is related to their experiences.)
These activities which often simulated classroom. situations to
which teacher.1 could apply research-concepts. were important in
three ways. They helped teachers to' understand the concept, they
facilitated discussion,of the concept, and they gave teachers a
base from which to design their own activities for implementation
in their classrooms. The activities served as "icebreakers" to
get teachers. involved in looking at workable strategies for using
research; As the project developed and teachers became familiar re

with the research design, the need to "work through" the activities
during the training/sessions diminished. We might mention, however,
that in one site where time contraints limited the utilization of'
the activities during the project training session,there was .a
lesser degree of research iMplementation in TRL's classrooms.

Among the characteristics exemplified by Teacher Research
Linkers were the ability to "express opinions and try new ideas."
As pLbject participant's engaged in discussions of the research
concepts, it was important that they articulate their questions and
conderns. We -moved from "bringing". the research to theM at the
sessions to mailing the research summaries out in advance of the
sessions so that ample time could'be devoted to discussions of the
concepts. This was time well spent. TRL discussion covered the
advisability of using a particular research strategy at one grade
level and not at another. Discussions also gave us-cues as to
which research ideas could be universally applied. (Our TRLs
represented teaching situations from pre-school to 12th grade.)

2
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Ddring these discussion Periods, we digcovered whether or not we
had written the research summaries in functional ways or whether we
needed to restructure the language and format. Discussions Of what
TaLs implemented helped us to understand which research findings.
lent themselves to immediate classroom practice and which On'es.
required more time to be assimilated:intO the classroom structure.
Discussions with TRLs helped us to understand how other teachers
reacted to TRLs' involvement in the program and what'was needed to
get other teachers to try out :the research concepts.

The process of incorporating research strategies into teaching
practice' might look like this:

1. Read the translated summary.
2.' Discuss the concepts.
3. Personally select relevant concepts. -
/4. Practice implementation to enhance understanding.
5. Devise plan for classroom implementation.
6. Implement strategies in classroom.
7. Question concepts; react to implementation attempt.
8. Implement again.
9. Check for relevande'to research.

10. Implement again.
11. Share with others.
12. Institutionalize in classroom process.,
'We call this process Transformation of Research into Practical.

Usage. This was a multi-facetedprocess which made us look at and
treat inservicing in a way never before undertaken. Teachers were

0 encouraged to review, implement, digest, investigate and assimilate
research concepts.' This could easily have been an exercise in
futility. We have already-acknowledged.that teachers were not,
attuned to the research desigb and did not feel that research could
benefit them. How did we help them overcome these feelings?

THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER UNION_

The role of the,teacher union was cardinal to the process.
Teachers can exercise the freedoms to investigate and make personal
selections only in an atmosphere that ,is non-threatening and non-
judgemental. The peer-to-peer modeliwas the-only one which could
supn,:rt the process. Because the union is its members, it has great
credibility with teachers. Teachers themselves, through_ the union,
can identify competent, trusted leaders. Teachers, if they are to
functiOn as professional6,.must have a sense of control over 'their
_work, which requires input into decision-making." Collective,
'bargaining accomplishes this goal at one level. Educational research
which affirms good practice gives teachers in their day-to-day
experiences the same opportunity to act as professionals and nego-
tiae the bes possible teaching/learning environment. Defining the
professional knowledge base inevitably gives teachers e9re control
and therefore more power over their profession. -

3



The AFT project team and the TRLs had two common bonds:
1) The desire to improve the quality of education and 2) the member-
ship in the union. These bonds sustained project participants
through good and bad times. TRLs trusted us and trusted each,other.
.Each site formed a closely knit group that worked well together and
learned to depend on each other.

Research has proven that when a small group of, teachers are
allowed to work together in a systematic way and are exposed to
information which influences practice, they Will change, behavior and
their students will learn more. The AFT ER&D Program succeeded in,
implementing a research dissemination process for teachers which
demdnstrates not only that the above findings are accurate, but that
the appropriate small group model can be successfully translated. into
staff development fdi large numbers of teachers. The AFT pledges
continued support to replication and expansion'of the ER&D Program.

4
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RESEARCH.SELECTION,

One of the major goals of this Project was to disseminate
educational research on teaChing effectiveness and classroom
management. These two areas were targeted because of their
widescale applicability for teachers and because the AFT, throUgh
its resources and networks, had determined that these were the..
two areas of greatest need identified byteachers.-

Within these two broad Categories, project 'staff de'Veloped
-rthe following set of criteria for selecting specific researclfor

dissemination. Selected research should:
have practical application for teachers

e be generic in scope, applicable across disciplines ancl
grade levels
yield consistent findings about more effective to ching
practices
be based on actual classroom observation§ of teac g
practices

e be "translatable"
The educational research that is disseminated to teachers

through this project should be relevant to teachers' lives; it
should be something that they can apply in their classrooms................

This criterion was especially important becaus teachers often
view research with skepticism, feeling that i 's too "heady "and
"pie in the sky." Many teachers feel resear has no bearing on
their classrooms and their lives. In seeking to overcome.these
stereotypic views of research, it was important to show that
research could be useful. The issue of applicability also fits
teachers' needsto "walk away with something that can be-used
'Monday morning." Finally, project staff also sought research that
could be implemented by teachers without necessarily requiring
administrative permisSion or assistance. For example, the time on
task research suggests instructional management and behavior
management practices which teachers can implement to achieve better
student engaged time and academic learning time. The research
also identifies a number of schOol-wide policies regarding allocated
time and practices such as the scheduling of pull-out programs and
announcements and the frequency of administration's interruptions
to classrooms which impact on student engagement and learningtime,
yet are outside the direct control of teachers. Consequently, this
research-has limitations for teachers. It was felt that, at least
initially, this was a necessary trade-off in preserving teacher
control and ownership of the project and insuring that the research
was presented in a non-threatening, non-evaluative atmosphere.
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The research that is disseminated should be generic in its
scope and applicability. Since project staff would e working
with teachers spanning all grade levels and disciplines, we
sought research findings which could generally be applicable.t
all versus findings which might apply only to reading and
language arts teachers or math teachers or secondary English
teachers. Initially, we were concerned that the greatest research
base had been generated at thd elementary level, and might not be '\

useful to secondary teachers. Accordingly, we 'urged the local
coordinators to identif primarily elementary teachers for TRL
positions. While they followed our suggestion, the local coor-
dinators also felt a'nped to involve a certain'number of junior
high and secondary teachers in the project. As we reviewed the
elementary research findings, staff identified/basic principles
which could be applied both at the elementary and secondary
levels.

The research presented to teachers should also be consistent
inlits message about whaft constitutes more effective teaching
practices. Most.teacherks often view research as being contra-
dictory in nature, that is the findings from one study refpte

toward research nd'
To help overcome teachers' negative feelings

to enhance the project's credibility with
k....whatianothei-claimste

a
respect to disseminating research, staff consciously sought research
findings which consistently yielded a clear message regarding
effective teaching practices and were'supported by a body of
research evidence.

Later in the research ..raining stage when teachers' (TRLs)
attitudes towards research becathe more positive and-receptive,
staff did introduce seemingly .conttadictory research findings to
TRLs to challenge their thinking. At that point we encouraged
TRLs to look for the intent underlying the findings to better
understand the apparent contradictions and appreciate the
contextual differences'which require the application of one
finding or another 'or a synthesis of both (see Research Tranela-
tion). t

The first research studies disseminated under this project
were based on actual classroom observations of more effective and
less effective teachers. Staff found that the TRLs were more

',-.receRtive to the research findings becpuse they were based-on
,:xpbservations of\reai classroom situations. They were not based
upon some classroom lab or experimental classroom in which
teaching conditions such as class size or student diversity were

' ,far from the norm. The-findings from these observational studies
were more credible and relevant to our TRLs, especially since many
of the studies were conducted in urban classrooms. Thus, this
method of conducting researchfurtimately became a consideration
in selecting subsequent research. %

1,.
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Lastly, the findings that were disseminated had to be
available in a form which the staff could translate for teacher
use. The project staff were not trained researchers and
statisticians per se. Staff sought studies in which the
'statistical results were interpreted. Initially, staff .relied
on summaries and reviews-of research because the language was
not so technical. However, staff were concerned that these
.reviews would not be sufficient for accurate translations. We
found that in most instances the summaries or reviews were
adequate. In some instances, either the original study or the
researcher was consulted for clarification and interpretation
of findings.

Given the time constraints imposed by the project, staff
sought the assistance of_the advisory board in identifying
educational researchers whose work best fit our criteria and
fell into the categories of teaching-effectiveness and class-
room management. Among the researchers they suggested were:
Anderson'iuBerliner, Brophy, Doyle, Elias, Emmer, Evertson,
Fisher., Gage, McDonald, 'Rosenshine, Soar and Soar, and Stallings.
Staff also searched biblio'graphies of studies, contacted federal
labs and centers,i'and participated in many national research
conferences. Gradually, as staff built a network of contacts
within the research community, they were able to seek additional
recommendations on whom to contact.

7
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RESEARCH TRANSLATION

A significant element influencing the researclitranslation
process has been the philosophy underlying the AFT's approach
to research dissemination. This project sought to disseminate
research to teachers in a manner whi.:11 was non- threatening and
non-judgemental and which respected teachers' personal experi--
ences and.belief systems. While the research-may haire.challenged
sortie teachers' values systems; the intent was always to do so in
a supportive way which allowed.teachers to reflect and change or
grow where they felt a need. Lastly, this project sought to
revitalize the professional in each teacher. Teachers are indeed
professionals; but too often they.are not treated as such by
either administratdrs or the community. Their professional
opinions or advice are seldom sought; instead, they are told wilat
to do. This project was specifically designed to promote
teachers' thinking about research, to encourage them to reflect
on it, analyze it, and use it where it was applicable. Lastly,
it sought their professional judgements on the value of the
research they implemented.

Accordingly, in developing translations of the research,
staff sought to identify basic principles of pore effective
teaching practice from the research rather Wien a laundry list
of prescriptions for practice.: By writing research summaries
which addressed fundamental principles of more effective
practice, this AFT project not only helped. ..teachers better
understand the research, particularly the intent behind specific
findings, it also provided teachers the opportunity to analyze
research and reflect on it in terms of their own practice.

Emphasizing the principles of more effective practice rather
than specific prescriptions allowed the information to be shared
with a more diverse group of teachers. For example, the first
research to be translated and presented to teachers was the
Beginning of the Year Classroom Management Research by Evertson,
Emmer and Anderson. At the time of the translation, staff were
unaware that in addition to.the elementary school study, a similar
study with similar results had been conducted at the junior high
level. While the findings froM the elementary study identified
a number of specific teaching practices which were shown to be
more effective, the basic principles emerging_frOm the research
concerned: (1) establishing \effective room arrangements for
easy flow of traffic and monitoring of students by the teacher;
(2) establishing behavioral rules and instructional or general
housekeeping procedures for the orderly functioning of students

8
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in a classroom; (3) teaching these rules and procedures to
students just.as any new content or skill might be taught;-and
(4) fairly and consistently enforcing the class rules and
procedures to set clear expectations for student behavior.
These principles apply to all teachers, regardless of discipline
or grade level. Thus, scondary teachers were able to discuss
and use theresearch even though the findings were based on
observations of elementary classrooms. The application of
specific findings could be modified to take into account the
age and experience of students. For example, mare effective
elementary teachers spent the first three weeks of.school
teaching, reviewing and reinforcing their rules and procedures.
Secondary teachers may not have to spend that much time teaching
their rules and procedures, as most of their pupils are already
socialized into the student role and are aware of proper school
behavior. Emphasis for these students is on specific procedures
for heading papers, turning in assignments, reviewing homework,
etc.

Similarly, in translating seemingly contradictory findings,
staff addressed the intent behind the findings in their summaries
so that teachers could better appreciate some of the contextual
differences which necessitate different practices. For example,
in the area of turn-taking (teachers calling on students to
respond to their questions), Jacob Kounin advises random turn-
aking, while Jere Brophy advises'ordered turn-taking. These
findings are quite different. Kounin stresses random turn-
taking because it holds students' attention during recitations
and keeps them more engaged. Brophy advocates ordered turn-
taking to equalize students' opportunities to interact with the
teacher and receive persorial feedback. He found tVt teachers
who use random turn-taking consistently miss certain students
in the room. The research translation points out these differ-
ences and encourages teachers to either vary their approach
depending on their intent or devise methods of calling on students
which satisfy both intents or goals.

As evidenced in the discussion so far, staff also made "leaps
of faith" in translating the research. Drawing upon their own
experiences as teachers and work with other teachers, staff often
had to make judgements as to the degree to which some research
findings might be applied to elementary, secondary or special
education situations. Other leaps of faith were made when staff
filled in the holes or gaps in the research message concerning
effective practice. In some instances there was a void in the
research findings. Yet there was enough research pointing in a
given direction that staff drew upon their own teaching experi-
ences to bridge the gap by extending the application of specific,
existing findings.,

9
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Presenting research findings as principles of more effective
practice was also less threatening to teachers because it was not
prescriptive in the sense of a list of tondo's. The principles
offered,rapionales for why a set of teaching practices were more
effective than otherp. It allowed greater flexibility for

3 teachers to reflect on their personal practice and apply the
research to their "own specific styles. The apprOach of using
pripciples also,allowed staff to be more sensitive to teachers'
values. For example, many teachers. claim that they individualize
instruction and are firmly locked into the value system of gearing
instruction to individual learners'. needs. The rese ch'on
direct instruction symbolizes to this group a return t the dark
ages. They stereotypically perceived direct instruction ash whole
group instruction--overly structured, students in row , teacher'
at the front'of the room. While- direct instruction often is
incorrectly interpreted as the above, our research translations
emphasized the essence of direct instruction as a high level of
teacher-student interaction and\teacher-directed or'-guided,,
learning. Instruction is provided directly by the teacher, as
opposed to indirectly through workbooks or programmed learnirig
materials. These qualities or principles, which are linked to
greater student learning, can be applied equally to whole group
as well as individualized instructional approaches. The trans-
lation also addresses the degrees of teacher'directedness which
may be more or less appropriate for certain groups of students.
Finally, the translation points out this approach may not be
appropriate to all 'learning situations. Thus, the translations
reflect the limitations of research but are open enough to allow
teachers to consider the full implications of the findings in a
.wide range of contexts.

The actual research translations were,narratives summarizing
a body of research on a particular theme or themes. Frequently,
even though the research base referenced for any given summary
may have been quite large, staff relied on or cited only one or
a few exemPlary itudies in theactual summary to avoid having the
summary sound like a major research or thesis paper. Staff
sought a balance between mantaining the integrity of the researdh
base without sounding too esoteric.

The ,summaries or translations focused primarily on the
findings from the research. Some attention was given to method-
ology to orient teachers to the grade levels at which the research
was conducted and the setting of the school district--whether it
was urban, suburban pr rural. The grade level context helped
teachers to better recognize the limitations of some specific
findings and/or make adaptations in implementing the research,

10
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which reflected their own classroom contexts. As might be
expected, our TRLs more closely entified with the research
findings because the studio 1 imarily were conducted in urban
settings similar. totheir qwn. Recognizing that much of the
research was conducted in urban settings helped teachers to
see that their classroom life vi4s not so unique. They found
other urban teachers experienced problems similar to theirs
and had been successful in overcoming them.

The summaries averaged 10 to 15 pages each. While staff
made conscious efforts to keep the summaries as short as
possible, we aAso recognized that3;the summaries were major
training materials. They had to have sufficient depth, to
provide the TRLs with a readily accessible resource for
answering questions and preparing for presentations to others.
One-page summaries would be inadequate as effective resources
for trainers.

While the translations focused on principles underlying
more effective teaching practices, they were illustrated by
examples ofspecific teaching practices or behaviors or
situations in which the research concepts might apply. Both
elementary and secondary examples were given where appropriate.
Staff we conscious of citing enough examples to reinforce
the research concept without providing too many how to's. We
purposefully withheld supplying too many examples pf research
applicatons to encourage TRLs to think about the'-xesearch and
generate their own how to's or research applications indepen-
deitly or in group discusSion. Staff believed this process
.would both help teachers to better understand the findings atd
encourage greater ownership of the research and, information
sharing.process.

Additionally, concepts presentedr,in one summary were
linked to those presented in another study to demonstrate the

° "wholeness" of the research and how mutually supportive the
findings could be despite the different orientations. This
'also enhanced the credibility of the.research presented to
teachers.

We were mindful of the-specific language used in the
translations, avoiding "good teachers should do" statements
which might be either offensiye yr personally threatening.
Instead, staff adopted the languge orientation, "more effec-
tive,teachers exhibit these behaviors, while less effective
teachers exhibit those behaviors."' This approach seemed to be
least threatening to the TRLs and allowed them to see differences
and judge for themselves yhere they were more or less effective.
We were pleased to note tIiat this is the language adopted by the
TRLs in their presentations to other teachers. Staff, also

11
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avoided such language as "behav-Lor X correlates with behavior
Y" or "there was a significant positive relationship between
behavior X and behavior Y" because it sounded too technical.
It was not a lariguage most teachers were comfortable with. In .

fact, the second half of one of the research.drafts presented
to TRLs slipped into this research jargon. .Subsequently, staff (
noted that of all the research concepts presented.to TRLs, the
ones they had the most difficulty understanding and implementing

-cane from `the second. half of this one translation. It was
necessary to present these concepts again to reinforce them.
Later, after the draft was rewritten to include more secondary
examples and to remove the research language, the TRLs remarked
that it was .a much better summary. The summaries did make
reference to "the research showed" or the "firidings suggest" in
order to preserve the research orientation:and reinforce the '4

fact that the, information presented is research-based.
In wri'ting the translations, staff sometimes consulted" the

researchers to clarify or ditcuss the implications of certain
:*findings. These consultations aided the staff in making those
intelligent leaps of faith noted earlier. Other times, staff
collectively brainstorm%d the possible applications, of some
findings.

WHAT MAKES SOME RESEARCH MORE TRANSLATABLE

The greatest difficulty teachers have in using research it
interpretation of statistical results. Few teachers have a
working knowledge of statistics. For teachers to use research
reports, more attention must be given to the language used in
conclusions statements. StatiAical results need to be clearly
interpreted, and significant relationships need to be delineated
with an explanatory comment about the nature of the relationship
and its significance for teachers. AFT recognizes that researchers
are often hesitant to discuss the significance of their findings
because they don't want to make claims. that can't be supported.
It is reasonable for researchers to hedge upon the 'Ognificance.
by saying "this finding suggests that...." Teachers can then use
their professional experience.. to judge how strongly significant the
finding might be for practice. , \A

Additionally, to help teachers better understand the relation-
ships noted by researchers, it might help if conclusions state-
ments cited more examples of teacher behaviors and studeftt outcomes
from the data which led the researcher to identify a positive (or
negative relationship between behaviors X and Y.' Generally,

15



resea'rcners seem to shy away from conclusions statements, rely-
ing on other researchers to draw their own conclusions from the
results. Teachers, however, need the additional explanations.

Teachers also need the benefit pf having site specific
variables--contexts or environmental factors--pointed out, since
most are not sufficiently trained in research and statistics to
analyze methodologies.

Lastly, it seems that syntheses or reviews of research/and
executive summaries are more suited to teacher translation because
there is greater attention paid to results and conclusions, and
they are written more understandably. Since syntheses and,
reviews pull together findings from a wide body of research, the
Conclusionsseemingly are more fully substantiated and are,
therefore, more useful to teachers.
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SITE SELECTION
C

The initial selection of sites was dork on an RFP-type
basis; thais, a mailing announcing the start-up of the project
was sent to the presidents of AFT's fifty largest locals
(ranging in membership size from X5,000 to 900 teac!'ers), each
state federation president and the 34 national vice-1.residents.
Out of this mailing, twenty-seven locals and two stat federa-
tions requested applications; eleven locals completed an
returned those applications. Project staff then conduct d
follow-up telephone interviews to gather additional infor ation.
Descriptions of those sites related to teaching populatio ,
minority/disadvantaged student population and members of a tual
school buildings are found in Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix A-
. Criteria for site selection were a union operating structure
which would facilitate the project, local commitment of time and
resources--both human and other, professional interest in
promoting the use of educational research, and proximity to
institutions (colleges, universities, federal labs) with which
we could attempt to foster collaboration. We selected New York,
San Francisco, and Washington, D.C. -

At the time of the final selection, all three AFT locals were
the bargaining agent and had union leaders directing local
teacher centers. Shortly after the selection, one site, San
Francisco, lost a collective bargaining representation challenge
and, subsequently, the positions of director and policy board
members of the teacher center. Since most AFT locals do not
have teacher centers and some are not bargaining representatives,
we decided to maintain this site as a pilot and determine if the
process needed to be different in this-context than in the other
two pilot sites.

LOCAL COORDI1%.NATOR SELECTION

The selection of the local coordinator for the project
ultimately rested with the local union leadership. In two sites,
the director of the teacher center, and in San Francisco, the
former director of the teacher center, were "appointed" to this
position by the leadership. These three persons were the most
familiar with staff development and could Most readily help
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identify potential TRLs. (Teacher Research.LinkerS). In addi-
tion, all three directors were already part of the ur4on
leadership structure. In San Francisco and Washington, the
coordinators served on the executive boards and in New York
the local coordinator was on the union staff. These people had
also.served as AFT representatives on 'several national projects.
In'alI three sites, the local union had played a crucial role in
establishing the centers and providing support for the directors.

TM_ IDENTIFICATION

Although we provided criteria (See Appendix B) for selection
of TRLs, the selection rested primarily with the local leadership
and coordinator. Each site modified the criteria based on local
context. In New York, a representative cross-section of those who°
had been involved in teacher center activity and were recommended
by teacher center "specialists" were invited to become part of
the project. Of the thirty-six who were initially invited,
twenty-one became TRLs.

In San Francisco, TRL seledtion was based on our recommended
"pairing" model; that is, choosing two TRLs per building site.
Also taken into consideration, then, was the "friendliness" of
building administrators, in addition to qualifications of prospec-
tive TRLs.

In Washington, D.C. the union building representative Structure
was tapped. Project staff did an "awareness" session on the project
and "interested volunteers" were recruited who already served in
this union leadership capacity..-

Regardless of the ways in which criteria were modified,
several strands emerged as initial common characteristics among
those who became TRLs across sites: loyalty and commitment to
the union; desire to be a "good teacher;" willingness to learn;
respect of their colleagues; willingness to try new ideas; and
sense of efficacy as a teacher. As the program developed, addi-
tional characteristics of the TRLs became evident:. ability to
express opinions and articulate ideas; willingness to devote time
to the project; willingness to implement research strategies in
the classroom and willingness to disseminate research information.
TRLs at each of the sites were fairly representative of,the stated
criteria and were able to utilize their talents to carry out their
roles as "linkers."
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LOCAL UNION LEADERSHIP AND SUPPORT

Initial union support came in the form of the application
process. In beginning site work, meetings' were held with
union leadership and the local coordinator to determine the
form the process would take within the specific local union
context, Who would take responsibility for decision- making;
who rOorts to whom; what support could the local provide;
what support could AFT provide, etc.

In reviewing the process over'the two years, several factors
emerged regarding the kinds of union support which facilitate
the adoption of the process and the growth of the individuals
involved.

The leadership of the loCal coordinator'is one such factor.
Each of the three coordinators demonstrated different leadership
_styles. In two sites the coordinators were not part of the TRL
.group; in the third site the coordinator was also a TRL.
Interestingly, in New York and Washington, where coordinators
were not trained as TRLs, various leadership roes emerged among
TRLs. Individually and collectively, they became more active in
program planning. In New York, specifically, two teacher center
specialist TRLs were designated by the coordinator to. serve as
project liaisons,. since the operation of the 'teacher center is
of such magnitude. However, the coordinator was often available ,

during training sessions and would sit in and interact with the
group. All final decisions rested with her but not without input
from participants.

In Washington, D.C. one center staff person was designated
a TRL. The local site coordinator functioned as teachef center
director and vice presidentof the local union. Several TRLs
were on the Teacher Center Policy Board and/or the union execu-
tive board. This indirectly signalled center. and union support
of the project to other TRLs and teachers in the district. While
not specifically developed by the coordinator, various leadership
roles were allowed to evolve within the group to aid project
development. The coordinator did not go through the training,
but consistently verbalized her support for the TRLS and their
efforts.

San Francisco was the only'site in which the coordinator
also functioned as TRL. In addition to the coordinator, a local
union staff, member was directly involved in planning and decision-
making. In terms of overall program planning:other.TRLs were.
involved only in the collaborative efforts with IHEs and federal
labs. It may be that since the coordinator was part of the TRL
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group, the evolution of additional leaders was limited. These
TRLs may not have felethe need to take charge, since a leader
was already designated.

Another organizational factor which contributed to the
success of role development in all three sites was the use of
local rewards,. When TRLs were invited by the.union to present
what they had learned, this enhanced their self-recognition as
being contributing mewbers to that organization. They were
being recognized as "spedial" people. When their efforts were
publicized in local union /teachet center newspapers, this
elevated their self- esteem. .Thew publications not only
recognized their talents butcalled them to the attention of
64,000 other teachers across sites.

The third factor relates to amenities. 'Providing refresh-
ments and a pleasant atmosphere for meetings communicated that
TRLs were appreciated. In New York and Wahington, the unions/
teacher centers also intervened in providing periodic stipends
for delivery.of wide -scale inservice proTeams and obtaining
professional leave days for training, respectively.

. In allethree sites, calling the building principal's and
central administration's att-entjon to these peoples' accomplish-
ments was also a form of union support.

t,
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READINESS OF SITES AND TRLS

1.

Sites applied for participation in the project; therefore
we could assume some readiness on their part. However, after ti

reflection upon the total process, we realized that for both
the sites (local union, school administration, and IHEs) and
individual TRLs, the project'process was atypical in many ways;
therefore initiation and cemented understanding of the process
was evolutionary in nature. .

Teacher training at both the pre-service and in-service
levels is seldomsa sustained, true interaption. That is, the
presentation of "information" infrequently demands teacher-
response based pri interim application. Teachers are not asked,
"Try this out in your,classroom and let us know how it works
for you." At the pre-service level there are no classrooms in
which to "try it out" and at,,the in-'service level much training
is of the "one- shot " workshop:type where teachers generally
don't have the opportunity to_ feed back to the "expert" who
gave -them the information in the first place. If teachers
acquire new information from a journal article or other profes-
sional publication, the author is not available to help them
out, if a strategy does not work or to work with them in developing
other strategies. The continuing dialogue that this project
provided between the information givers--AFT staff as translators
of the research--and the information receivers--TRLs--was an
alien experience for many.

Furthering this atypicalness was the dissemination aspect
of the project. We told TRLs, "Not only are we going to share
this information with you and ask for your feedback based on
classroom implementation, we are going to ask you to share what
you know with your peers in some kind of systematic fashion."
This project was creating a brand new role for teachers, one
with which they were not completely familiar.

This role was being created within the union structure. To
understand how this relates to readiness, one must be aware of
basic teacher trade union philosophy.. The whole purpose behind
unionism is to form a collective unit of "workers".in the hopes
of achieving some common end. Particularly in the teaching
'profession, the union has been the only institution within a
school district to purposefully aim for moving teachers oat from
under the isolated conditions in which they teach and promote
collective action so that all may benefit. The union's basic
role is thatof a service'organization for its members whose
concerns and needs are communicated through involvement and

Cr,
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democratic representation. Historically, the union has asked
its members to make sustained commitments--as elected
officials, committee members, building representatives,
membership recruiters, and political action workers. We were
now asking local union leaders and TRLs to makea sustained
commitment to the professional growth of members:..Committing
members to active involvement is a typical characteristic of
teacher unionism, but commitment specifically for the'purpose
of enhancing the professional knowledge base may be viewed by,
some, particularly school administration and colleges,
universities And/or federal research labs, as atypical.

With"the aforementioned as a frame of reference, pilot
sites and TRLs were at various levels of readiness.

NEW YORK

In New York City, our primary vehicle for delivery of this
process was the New York Teacher Center Consortium. The
relationship of the Center to the United Federation of Teachers
has been described in the section on site selection. Of the
three sites, New York most closely paralleled our own process
model for dissemination. The Center operated oft a building
level basis. Initially the Center employed nine Teacher Center
Specialists, each "housed" in an individual school. Specialists
work with teachers in those buildings in a consultant role,, plus
develop continuing staff development programs for that building
and others in the district. (There are 32 decentralized districts
within the New York City schools, each with-its own superintendent
and board, and district union xepresentation.) In addition,
Teacher Center course offerings are held in these various loca-
tions. Of our 21 TRLs, seven were Specialists at the beginning
of the project. Presently 12 are Specialists, five being relieved
of classroom duties to become Specialists as the project progressedl
The Specialist's primary role isto provide teachers in a building
setting with information and assistance to help them in the
classroom.

Classroom TRLs in New York all had experience in conducting
workshops or seminars through the Center' but not in being a
"legitimized" resource person in their respective buildings.

Of all the TRLs, two specialist TRLshad been involVed in the
Interactive Research and Development on Schooling project with the
Teachers College of Columbia University and oneclassrbom TRL,
who has recently become a specialist, was familiar with research
in a generic sense in preparation for doctoral work. None of the
TRLs were familiar with any body of research this project offered.
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SAN FRANCISCO

Since the San Francisco Federation of Teachers had lost
governance of the local teacher center along with their
representation status, the model here would work strictly
through the union: In terms of offering inservice to teachers,
the local union sponsored QuEST* and leadership conferences
annually. Ducal QuEST is a modification of the National QuEST,
conference sponsored by AFT. Organizationally, it is the
primary forum for active sharing of classroom practice and
other professional issues. Sustained involvement in a profes-'
sional growth project such asours'was not a typical occurrence.
As indicated 4y the San Franciscq Teacher Center continuing
application of February, 19,81, only two of'the TRLs had con-
ducted Center workshops at that point. Of those two, one had
been involved as a teacher representative to a Far West Lab
review committee and served on the union executive board.
One had served a Stanford internship, had served as a department
chair, and has had extensive involvement with Dr. Jean Houston
and her work related to brain growth and learning. One other
TRL serves on the union executive board.

Again, these TRLs were not faMiliar with the studies we
weresoffering them.

WASHRaTON, D.C. I/

As in New York, our vehicle for delivery of the project
was the District of Columbia Teacher Center, recently
institutionalized by the LEA. The Center operates out of
one site, but staff also act as consultants to teachers in
indiVidual buildings.

TRLs were identified through the union 'leadership
structure, specifically by AFT staff delivering an overview
of the project and asking for volunteers from this .

group.
Levels of "readiness" for D.C. TRLs break down as follows:

Of the 15 TRLs, 6 serve on the Washington Teachers Union
Executive Board; 9 are or have been union building-iepresenta-
tives; 2 serve as department chairs; 2 serve on the Center Policy
Board; 2 had been D.C. Teachers of the 'Tear; 1 serves on a city-
wide staff development committee; 1 was the teacher-coordinator
for staff development in the building; 1 is a full-time Center
staff member. Two TRLs were "regular" classroom teachers who

*Quality Educational Standards in Teaching
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had been brought in as "partners" by other TRLs. Out of this
total group, 4 TRLs are regularly involved in conducting Center
courses and/or workshops.

As in the other two sites, Washington. TRLs were not
familiar with the studies we delivered to them, although they
were familiar with the effects of programs developed by the
central administration based on the research. The district-
mandated CBC (Competency-Based Curriculum) is derived from
the direct instruction functions, and most recently the
administration has received training in ALT (Academic Learning
Time).

We can speculate that having these administration-developed
programs established in the system does affect readiness in the
motivational sense, once TRLs and teachers come to know the
research base. (See Appendix on Feedback:- Direct Instruction.)

In terms of cross-site readiness, we can safely say that
each site was at a different level, as,were TRLs within and
across sites. Some, because of their union activity or staffing
role, were used to sustained commitment to "servicing" teachers.
Some had the experience of formally acting as a resource-
consultant for teachers. Few had actively used research. Some
had none of these experiences, but all had the experience of
classroom practice to draw upon.

How then did the level of readiness affect program initia
tion and follow-through? From an organizational perspective we
can say that the less familiar the local is with this type of
sustained, interactive process, the longer the process will take.
This is evidenced in the fact that while all TRLs implemented
research concepts in their classrooms, formal dissemination was
initiated at different stages. In New York, the initial formal
dissemination occurred after the second TRL training session; in
Washington, D.C., it occurred after the fourth session; apd.in
San Francisco, after the eighth session. The New York activity
was organized by the Teacher Center. TRLs formed trios to
deliver a three-part series in the five union borough offices.
In Washington, the TRL who was teacher-coordinator of staff
development began meeting regularly with other teachers in the
building. In San Francisco, the activity was a two -part series
organized by the union and delivered district-wide.. There was
one external. factor which also ,impacted.on this local's activity 4

both in the fall of 1981 and 1982. The transfer policy and its
implementation by the Board results in final teacher placement
not being solidified until the end of October after the school
year begins. Since this local was no longer'the bargaining
representative, it was a policy into Waich they.had little input,
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The preceding really addresses implementation and follow-
through. In initiating involvement, we found three factors
necessary across sites. First, even "we" had to establish a
level of trust with sites and TRLs. Indeed, their union was
bringing this project to them, but we still had to assure them
that the process would be self-evaluative and non-judgemental.
Project staff had to,"get to know" the system and provide
background on their own experience. In one instance we had to
assure TRLs that we were not doing this to provide information
for doctoral dissertations,'. The more visibly involved we could
be in the classroom l'i'ves of these teachers, the better. Above
all, we had to assure them that we were not researchers. This
was a result of teachers' initial skepticism of research and
desire not to be treated as'subjects.

Second, we had to make sure the dual-role of the TRL was
clearly defined. The first level of participation would be as
a "user" of the information. Sites and TRLs were fairly
comfortable with this role; the process of directly asking
teachers to find "answers," rather than having them supplied,
is atypical. In defining the second level of participation,
the "teacher-of-teachers" role, it is not adequate to simply
say, "You will do this." Initially, we had to assure TRLs that
we would help them plan, develop skills necessary for this role,
and provide support by being there.

Third, the first piece of research-information delivered
had to be noncontradictory to accepted classroom practice and
rather directly suggest immediate strategies for classroom use.
This was important to the process of neutralizing negative
attitudes towards research and communicating our belief that
some research can be useful to teachers. Additionally, having
TRLs interact with; this body of research provided feedback to
AFT staff on where TRLs were in their own senseof professionalism.
If TRLs had difficulty perceiving this kind of research as useful,
there was a strong indication that future success of the TRL was
unlikely. This would help guide future planning.
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TRANSFORMATION OF THE RESEARCH THROUGH THE TRL TRAINING PROCESS

One of the most important insights gained through this
project was that "translation" of research into language meaning-
ful to teachers was not enough. What really bridged the gap
between research and practice was a process we call "transforma-
tion." Only after TRLs worked intensively with research concepts
over an extended period of time were the findings internalized or
"transformed." By relating theory practice in training
activities, testing strategies in classroom situations, interact-
ing with peers, reflecting on their own and others' results,
preparing for and practicing sharing the research concepts, and
actually presenting findings to other teachers, TRLs developed a
grasp of the research which could never have occurred through
mere readings of the translations. TRLs evolved from a group of
teachers given a special title to masters of the professional
knowledge base on classroom management and teaching effectiveness.
Neither the TRLs nor the AFT staff realized the existence or
importance of the transformation process until the latter stages
of the project when its effect became obvious. The progression
from "being" a TRL to having "become" a TRL involved a myriad of
functions described below.

DEVELOPING A MINDSET TO RECEIVE,
REVIEW AND UTILIZE RESEARCH INFORMATION

Most of our TRLs, although identified as being "special" by
their peers, were at point of entry into the project, as leary
as other teachers about the validity of educational research for
classroom practice. Our criteria for selecting TRLs did not
address the issue of teachers' attitudes toward research%
Approximately five of the 50 TRLs in all three sites did demon-
strate some initial affinity for research and were accustomed to
reading and discussing research information. We have little
evidence that TRLs had field-tested these self-found research
studies in their classrooms to the end that they implemented
the strategies and reported the results.

Our job was to capitalize on the assets TRLs brought with
them--i.e. dedication to the union, peer respect and trust,
teaching effectiveness, and willingness to investigate innovations- -
in order to develop their receptivity to professional knowledge
based on research findings.

-*a
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We were aware that in the main, teachers had previously
received research information in a very debilitating form.
Usually it came to them as mandated programs for classroom
implementation'without the teachers' input and/or without the/
teachers' understanding of the research base (e.g., The
Competency-Based Curriculum).

We found that membership in the union, associated with
providing positive benefits, was very important in developing
TRLs' willingness to believe that a non-threatening, non-
evaluative process was indeed achievable. This greatly enhanced
their ability to investigate the translated research summaries
on a personal level. Our foot was in the door.

Our next goal was to convince the TRLs that as their peers,
we valued them as individuals and we recognized that personalized
teacher style was very important when asking people to assimi-
late new information. Consequently, we found that teachers were
willing to say, "I thought the idea was super," or "I don't
think that works for me:" Moreover, we discovered that teachers
began to broaden their perspectives and were likely to comment,
."This appears to be workable at second-grade level. Is it
equally as successful with older children?", The degree to which
teachers were open to asking questions of, and receiving answers
from, each other reflected another developmental process. The
AFT team constantly demonstrated respect for professional
opinions based on individual teaching/learning styles. The
establishment of ground rules which encouraged people to "agree
to disagree" enabled research discussion sessions to be
increasingly fruitful.

Information on adult learning styles indicated that chal-
lenges to experiences shared by adults could be translated into
personal attacks, so we encouraged our TRLs to avoid negative
challenging, both as consumers and disseminators of the research
information.

Important in setting the stage for acceptance of the ER&D
process, even beyond the elements of trust and openness, was
the task of getting teachers to envelope research into the
mainstream of their thinking as professionals. This suggests
that teachers could perceive what we were doing, not only as a
nice'addition to their lives as teachers, but as an essential
element in developing good practice. The most prevalent evidende
we have that this began-to happen came via feedback from
successful teachers whose. practice was validated by research
findings. Often they said, "It took me years of struggle to
develop my teaching strategies, only to find that they are here
for the asking. Why didn't we get this in pre-service training?"
There are, of course, many reasons why this information was not
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accessible to experienced or pre-service teachers, but what is
important here are opinions expressed by teachers indicating
that research information,,should be maintained as a staple ip
the teaching/training process, not as an occasional whim or
flimsy supplement.

Teachers often find themselves in a position of isolation, -

having minimal contact with their peers or adminisrators during
,a school day. We found that discussion and sharing of research-
based educational strategies prOvided our TRLs with a vehicle
for "coming-out" of isolation and discovering that other teachers
were-experiencing the same successes and failures they were.
This was .a very important component in helping TRLs develop
into a cohesive group that, through investigations of their own
teaching situations, could begin to address the science of
teaching on a more global level of interacting with their pedts.

z4.

DEVELOPING INTEREST IN SPECIFIC PIECES OF RESEARCH

We have described the reasoning behind the selections of
the two major topic areas in which we sought out research.
Combining our own experiences as classroom teachers and inter-

. actions with teachers through the union structure, we had a sense
of what might be interesting to teachers or what are their major
areas of concern. As we read the research summaries, we culled
some of these highlighted areas and made decisions on how they
should be presented to get the most mileage.

A typical training session involved discussion of the
research concepts among the group assembled. As we have indicated,
we emerged from a process Jf bringing the research summaries to
the training session and "explaining"4the concepts to the TRLs to
mailing the summaries-to the TRLs' homes for advance review so
that they could contribute to an investigation of the particular
research findings in a discussion-oriented format. We found that
as time progressed, more and more of our TRLs looked forward to
reading the summaries so that they could be involved in the
research discussions.

We decided to enhance the summaries with classroom-oriented
training activities related to the research concepti. We pooled
all of our talents in order to tailor these activities to suit
the intent of the research, while at the same time developing
"tangibility" betweenthe concept and practice. Again, we used
actual and vicarious teaching experiences to recall classroom
situations which appropriately demonstrated the idea being
presented in the research. We developed role-playing experiences
in which students' disruptive actions as individuals or as groups
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were reenacted. TRLs were often exhuberant in their portrayals
of their roles as "students "or as "teachers." We noted from
our role-playing that teachers certainly know a great deal about
student behavior. Other activities included review of actual
or simulated case studies and response to open-endea questions..
In some cases, activities which Irequired overt'parti4pation by_
a larger group were presented as case studies and discussed in
a small-group format as an alternative to the more time-consuming
role-playing experiences. A typical example of this process may
be drawn from Jacob Kounin's research -on Group Management
Strategies. In demonstrating the importance of "overlapping"
skills needed.by teachers, we developed a role-playing situation
whereby a student who has been in a pull-out program for specfal
education training returns to the classroom earlier than
scheduled in a foul and noisy mood. Most teachers easily relate
to this experience in terms of adjusting their schedules to
accommodate individual "pull - outs'' planning to keep the rest
of the class "on-task." Many frustrations come to mind and
teachers easily "buy into" the activity as participants or
discussants.7

After the discussion and the activity (although we were not
always able to do an activity due to time restraints), we were
reasonably sure that teachers had a grasp on the major focus of
the research. Next, we asked that they select some portions of
that particularlresearch study for implementation in their
classrooms. Generally, they had a minimum of three weeks
between sessions to work with the concept. We provided 'research
action forms for them to jot down some of the details of their
implementation plan, mainly a listing of all of the concepts
covered, followed by a delineation of the concept(s) they would
implement in the classroom for whatever reason they decided they
would try it. Then, they would outline the ways in which they felt
they could bring about the implementation, with which .group, and what
they would need to make it work.

A natural follow-up was to find out what happened as a result,
of trying Ahe research. The type of feedback we got through these
follow-aprdiscussions is discussed in the Appendix.

In each site, the TRL group developed into a cohesive entity
dedicated to a cause. Teachers found ways to overcome their, level
distinctions, whether grade, subject or experiential, to make
decisions about the applicability of research condepts.. A sense
of identification with the cause was visible as elementary and
secondary teachers collaborated to design efficient classroom
arrangements and to discuss thepappropriateness of rules and
consequences. We saw evidences of people in "specialized" positions,
such as counsellors and teacher specialists (trainers) develop
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commonality or c;oser peer relationships with classroom teachers.,
One of our TRLs is a teacher in a day care center, while another
is a special education teacher. All of these elements contributed
richness to the process and put the research concepts to the
ultimate test. In most cases, the research passed with flying
bolors. When it didn't, we found out why and were able to go
back to the drawing board.

Our training for trainers process ran concurrent with the
exposure to the research concepts. As our people became com-
fortable with research information-and began to branch out as
disseminators, we utilzied several strategies to facilitate their
efforts, one of which involved "practicing" research presentations.
What we discovered "here was that in the act of practicing, TRLs
reported they received even greater understanding of the research
concept. In most instances they were forced to review the research
maries and made three important discoveries: First, that they

nad learned much more than they thought; Second, that they had
implemented much more than they realized; and Third, thit,there
was a lot of information to be digested. We couldn't ask for much
more.
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DEVELOPING DISSEMINATORS

The TRL role as disseminator involves a rather complicated
network of behaviors. Essentially we were asking TRLs to dis-
seminate the research information under the same philosophical
umbrella we had used to disseminate to thdm. We wanted them to
share the information with those of their peers who were willing
to receive it,and to guarantee that the information would be
used at teachers' professional discretion. Moreover, we wanted
them to develop others as users of research by encouraging
classroom implementation of the research-based strategies.
Finally, we wanted them to soiicit.feedback from teachers to
keep the lines of communication open between teachers and
researchers.

We discovered during the process that the TRLs often modeled
our methods of conducting sessions and that we had to be careful
to set good examples. It was not always easy to please everyone,
based on their individual,learning styles. Some TRLs were
information-oriented and did not mind receiving the-information
in lecture form and converting it to practice. Most others,
however, preferred supplementing the research. information with
practical, hands-on activities drawn from teaching experiences.
In planning our own training sessions, the AFT ER & D team tried
to accommodate both schools of thought, in addition to building
in sufficient time forgroup interaction through discussions.
Again we were cognizant that most TRLs wouldduplicate our be-
haviors. We constantly reminded them that they too would serve
as models in their dissemination efforts and would be confronted
with' dilemmas similar to ours.

Believing that there is strength in numbers, we encouraged
"pairing"of TRLs, whenever possible, to provide a basis of
support for those who were presenting research. This was a
process that. was successfully utilized in each site. Pairs and
even trios, which often included a member of the AFT staff team,
collaborated to plan and present research information at large-
scale workshops and small-scale meetings. -Individuals made
selections of areas of research to present based on interest
and level of preparation. The amount of support given by ,the
AFT team was dependent upon the degree of readiness of both
the TRL and the project site.

Sometimes ER & D team members were very involved in the
process, helping TRLs make decisions about what they wanted
to present (this was rarely,, the case, however; most TRLs did
have a sense of the material they wanted to cover) and providing
xeroxed copie of materials for TRLs to use as handouts.. The
team also madb great efforts to be "on site" with TRLs when
they made their presentations and to spend as much plannihg
and reviewing time as possible with them before the presentations.
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We simulated situations in which presenters could possibly find
themselves in adversarial pdsitions.and encouraged TRLs.to brain-
storm solutions for dealing with challenges, negativism; un-
cooperativeness and even hostility. Many of, the scenarios we
developed came from our own experiences in the project. TRLs
found this to be a worthwhile' exercise,

The ER.& D team was mindfjil to let the TRLs take the lead.
and give only as much support as the TRL indicated was necessary.
We co-presented only when asked by1RLs. Ma,one instance in
which a TRL has been very active as a 'presenter and has made
requests of the team for help, we have begun to "wean" the TRL
in order to encourage increased self-reliance. Yet, we had to
be mindful of the fact that some schools. have limited supplies
of paper and that it may be difficult at times to locate enough
supplies to reproduce materials. In other situations; the
acquisition of supplies is not a.problem. We encouraged TRLs
to investigate appropriate places. to conduct their sessions.
Would buildings close? Is area safe after dark? Is parking
accessible?

Our review of the literature on how adults learn provided
with someInsiglits on effeCtive ways of sharing information

with adults. We realized that we could not "teach" them in
the same manner that children are taught; that adult orientation
to learning is based on life situations and, therefore, classroom
experiences would be a constant frame of referencefor TRLs as
they reviewed the research information. Rather than simply
transmitting information and skills for TRL absOrption, we
fostered a process model for teaching these adults, whereby they
were exposed to procedures and resources designed .to help them
acquire information and skills which could be applied to present
and future situations. It was necessary for us to make some
changes in our own process, hence we .decided to mail the research
summaries to the TRLs well in advance of the training sessions
so that they could participate:as "equals" during discussions.
We always encouraged theTRLs to utilize similar strategies in
working with teachers in their schools, even though some of them
found.it difficult to move away. from the pedagogical model.

During our own training sessions, we talked about these
methods of teaching adults and encouraged "practice" sessions;
It:was. during these practice sessions that we learned another
lesson; Teachers are required to present information to students
all the time. It is a quite different and often intimidating
ex erience for them to resent information to their seers. Even
within our project sites where TM's' had developed a sense of
sharing and groupednesS, those TRLswho did not come to-us as
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experienced presenters were apprehensive during the practice
research presentations. This required a lot of hand-holding on
our part as we recognized that these teachers were struggling to
absorb the research information, while at the same time they were
developing-skills as teacher trainers. In reference to absorbing
the research information, we constantly supported the idea that
being able to "try out" the research strategies on a first-hand
basis was a valuable way of helping to learn the concepts. Yet,

we were aware that some of our TRLs, the New York City Teacher
Specialists, two of our local site coordinators and members of
the AFT team, did not have current classroom in which to implement
the strategies. Still the dissemination process was supported
and facilitated by all. We can only speculate that the research
information itself stood its ground in terms of usefulness, logic
and credibility in the science of teaching. We are also tempted
to conclude that the methods by which we shared the information'
influenced the-way it was received and therefore impacted on the
recipients' desire to have it shared with others.

Our disseminators operated on two levels, the most valuable
to our process being the research sharing at building levels.
It is at this level that the ongoing practice of ex g and

utilizing research-based information can be maintained. iven

a continuous supply of information, linkers can continue share

the information with individual teachers who ask for help in
small, informal groups; organized study groups; and regularly
scheduled meeting groups. TRLs can realize their role as research
facilitators because they can .serve as on-site consultants,
capitalizing on their proximity to their -fellow teachers. A
sense of groupedness similar to that,developed by the TRLs at

the pilot project ites can develop within schools.
We have do mented evidence that these things have already

begun to happen in some of our schools and can be exemplified by
recalling TRLs' experineces with one segment of the classroom
management resea ch which dealt with classroom arrangement of
furniture and supplies. 'A New York City TRL reports that the

librarian in her 'elementary school was complaining about the
unmanageability of the classes that came to the library. She

asked the TRL for suggestions. .The TRL discovered that the
library furniture was massive and actually too large for
students to be comfortable. Furthermore, the shelves were so
high that the librarian could not see over them in order to

monitor individuals or groups. Through a school effort of
"begging and borrowing," the library was able to get smaller
chairs and tables and lower shelves: It made all the difference
in the world. 'Also, a Washington, D.C. TRL reported that she
rearranged her own classroom after working with Evertson',s
Beginning of the Year Classroom Management Strategies. Other

teachers at her school complimented her on the new arrangement
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and asked her to help them rear'ange their classrooms. She
set up a workshop session for those interested titled "Let's
Get Physical." A.San Francisco TRL used a manual based on the
Evertson research on Organizing and Managing the Classroom to
influence the school principal to reassign her and
classrooms and supply adequate furniture in order forher.teaching
team to implement their special re-entry program for students.
In this case, the principal was entirely'unaware of the importance
of room arrangement in helping teachers to better manage group
situations. Having understood this need through the research
information, the principal assigned this teacher'to a larger
classr*dt and provided portable tables which the teacher could
use to set up small and large group learning situations for
her students.

A portion of our research dissemination has also been done
on a wide-scale basis. Attendance at these sessions has been
exceptional at all sites and in one case a repeat session had
to be planned to accommodate those who were turned away. These
district-wide sessions serve as information-sharing formats,
which help to support the idea of utilizing research -based
teaching techniques and tend to stimulate interest in the project.
In some bases, workshop participants have expressed interest
in becoming TRLs. Most gratifying of all in these sessions
is the sense of fulfillment registered by the TRL presenters
as they receive praise and encoura,sment from their peers for
the service they have performed.'

We had to learn to be comfortable with the disseminat:;.on role
TRLs felt secure in assuming and felt comfortable to share, from
placing research information in teacher lounge areas and'respond-
ing to inquiries, discussions with small groups, or presentations
to large groups.
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COLLABORATION

The ER & D Program enhanced an important. function of the
union in service delivery to its members by establishing a
relationship between the educational research. community and
practicing teachers. This program has generated tremendous
interest from representatives ofgocal education agencies, as
well as institutions of higher education.

Collaboration with Building Principals

From the very beginning, we recognized that support from
the building site principals was imperative in order for TRLs
to implement the program-in their schools. We were able to
meet with almost every building principal in schools where our
TRLs were located. In some cases, especially in D.C., the TRLs
were released from classroom duties and participated with us
in project - orientation meetings with their building principals.
This worked well because agreements on how to proceed could be
made first-hand, as TRLs described to their principals how they
would like to operate in the school. In other cases, the AFT
team met with principals to develop awareness of the project and
to pave the way for TRLs to arrange a plan of operation. It is
important to note that in situations where we could not arrange
meetings with building principals, no building level disseMination
took place.

Important in our, message to principals were the stipulations
that teachers could participate im this process without fear that
the information and materials they received would be used as a
measure of evaluating their teaching performance. This condition
is necessary because teachers often shy away from innovation and
experimentation which results in increased administrative observa-
tion and evaluation. In effect, they perceive themselves as being
penalized for trying to improve practice. For the most part,
principals agreed to the non-evaluative stipulations.

Additional support sought from principals included provisions
for a place where teachers could meet, arrangement for after-
:school meeting times,-possible in-school meeting times and a
general attitude of moral support for the process.

In rare instances, principals attended some of the ER & D
sessions with the teachers. We found them to be as receptive to
the research information as they were to the idea of having an
educational research program in their schools. Sometimes we had
to restrain their exuberance, as"they would tend to lapse into
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the mode of mandating_teacher behaviors based on the research
information. one principal, in particular, addressed his staff
on the morning after a reseAch presentation had been made by
a TRL on Rules, Procedures and Consequences and congratulated
the TRL for the quality of the information and of her performance
and then informed the school that he would be checking with each
teacher to see if they had developed a hierarchy of consequences
for students who broke the school's no-gum-chewing rule. The
effect was to change faculty receptivity 'to the research to a
feeling of resentment.

The principal's participation in ER & D sessions was sometimes
quite helpful. In two school districts in which ER & D team members
conducted large-scale classroom management sessions, principals
and other administrators present came up to inquire as to how they
could help to further the ER & D cause or how they could get the
program in their schools.

Examples of the cruciality of the building principal's
support for the project can be cited by describing what happened
when that support was lacking. One of the most active D.C. TRLs
is in an open-school environment to which her buildirtg principal
did not went her admitted. Apparently, placement in this school
is considered something of a reward for highly effective teachers.
The TRL deserves the placement, but there exists between the TRL
and the principal some personal differences that have spilled
overto professional areas. The principal met with the AFT
ER & D team and was impressed with the program but wanted to
exclude the TRL in presenting the information to the staff by
having members of the ER & D team as, presenters. Having been
thwarted in this attempt, the principal led the. entire staff in

resisting any efforts on the part of. the TRL to.disseminate in

the building. This caused the TRL to abandon any planpto
operate in that school except on a one-to-one basis. ft should
be noted that this same TRL servedon a national panel of teachers
who participated in a research collaboration project with Far
West Laboratory and performed admirably.

Another principal initiated his comments to us at our'first
meeting by stating, "Actually, all a good teacher needs is some
kids, some chalk and a blackboard; and they can.close the door
and teach." We explored the purpose of the project-with him in
two subsequent meetings to the end that he could see the value of
teachers implementing research-based teaching strategies. Build-
ing level dissemination in that school continues to be stymied,
however, due to the principal's insistance that all ER
inservicing operate under his control (e.g., attendance taking,
and evaluation of workshop participants and follow-up behaviors).
The TRL, who is also a teacher center specialist, has been forced
to share the research information with teachers on a very limited
low-key basis.
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Collaboration with Institutions of Higher Education

The process for effecting ER & D collaboration with colleges
and universities varied in each site. Primarily, our goal in
establishing relationships with the institutions of higher educa-
tion was to provide an ongoing supply of relevant research in
areas of need designated by the local union, to have this research
"prepared" for the locals in translated form to keep locals abreast
of new research, and to continue communications between teachers
and researchers. This, we felt, in addition to continuous training
of new TRLs, would permanently establish the ER & D project in
each site.

In each meeting held with deans and professors of colleges of
education, there was universal acceptance, and even were accolades,
for the project intent. Interest has been maintained and some
movement made, but funds to support collaborative efforts with the
colleges remain a major stumbling block.

New York City

Our first meetings in New York City were with Arnold Webb,
Dean of Education at City College of New York.. Dr. Webb was
immediately intrigued with the idea and seemed particularly
interested in aspects of the research we had shared that would
impact on teacher training. He arranged for the AFT team and
a representative from the New York City Teacher Center to meet
with the Department Chair of every branch of the school of
education. Subsequent to this meeting, expresSed interest in
the project was demonstrated by the Chair of the -Teacher Education
Department and the AssOciate Dean of Education. A third meeting
was arranged with Dr. Webb and Myrna Cooper of the Teacher Center.
During the fourth meeting, the. City College team requested
additional information on areas related to turf, flexibility and
control of research information. They felt that they needed
answers with which they could be comfortable since their involve-
ment would have'budgetary implications and has,much to do with
their accountability to the university. We are still in dialogue
with City College.

Next, we met with Dr. Max Weiner, Dean of the'School of
Education at Fordham University and Dr. Thomas Mulkeen, Associate
Dean. From the onset, Dr. Weiner reflected his concerns about
monetary considerations in assigning staff to work on research
translations, etc. He and Dr. Mulkeen continued dialogue wfth
the project, however, and eventually visited one of the regularly
scheduled TRL training sessions. At this point, the New York
City project is looking forward to a continued relationship with
Fordham through the placement of researcher Fred McDonald on
the Fordham staff. Dr.'McDonald is highly conversant with
project progress through his relationship with the New York
City Teacher Center. Additionally, Dr. Mulkeen has
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Lee shulman had joined the staff at Stanford end was able to
make very positive contributions' to the process. One avenue
that was consistently pursued and has come to fr4tion is the
extension of an invitation for San Francisco TRLs to attend
Dr. Gage's graduate school seminar on educational research.
At present, two TRLs will attend the sessions beginning January 4
as Visiting Practitioners and will be able to contribute their
expertise as practicing teachers, while being involved in an
experience of examining current educational research findings.
Moreover, the local site coordinator is charged with using her
contacts and those of the union to seek funding sources to pay
for a percentage of a graduate student's time to identify and
translate new research studies for San Francisco TRLs. Other
suggestions for use of funding include providing for one or two
TRLS to become involved in a work-study program at Stanford
where they get first-hand training in educational research and
"translate" it for use by the TRLs. This could possibly serve
as a two-year project involving teachers who are on sabbatical
and could be degree-related, if the participant so desires.

Washington, D.C.
4

Representatives from four universities in Washington, D.C.
engaged in a dialogue with the AFt staff and Jimmie Jackson, the
Local Site Coordinator, to explore the issue of project collabora-
tion. Early meetings with Dr. Charles Asbury and Dr. Sylvia
Johnson of the Department'Jof Educational Psychology and Research
Methodology, from Howard University were left at the expressed
interest stage but have not been pursued. Essentially, the same
thing happened with American University where we met with Dr.
Dawn Thomas, Director of Teacher Education; interest in the
project, again, was expressed. Possibly, dealing with four univer-

. sities was unwieldy in trying to coordinate a process. The local
site coordinator pursued interactions with two of the four to
the end that some progress has been made.

We first met with Dr. Barbara Smith, Dean of Education,
who stated from the outset that she might be able to commit her
school to assist the project in identifying research-through
the sophisticated communications network established at their
school of education. She indicated that they might become
involved in translating research, but to a very limited degree.
However, the prospect of having a source for obtaining new
research will be__ very helpful in D.C.

Our meeting with Dr. Eugene Kelly, Dean of Education
at George Washington University, was significant in that
the greatest potential for ER & D collaboration in D.C.
has developed through this institution. Traditionally,
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extended an invitation for New York City ER & D project people
to meet with the faculty at Fordham in order to explore avenues
foi future interactions with an eye to involving the TRLs in
"Research Seminars" at Fordham.

Project staff met with Dr.' Michael Timpane, Dean of Teachers
College at Columbia University early in the year. At that time,
the aspect of funding for this effort was a primary concern.

Since funding has loomed as a very serious concern at all
of the colleges and universities, Local Site Coordinator
Myrna Cooper has been working with representatives from Columbia
Teachers College, Fordham University, Queens College and the
central administration to put together a funding proposal for
submisiion to local foundations. Funds would be used for higher
education racuAy time and stipends for trainees. Options to
be pursued include (a) training a TRL in each school in a tar-
geted district, (b) developing research study circles, (c) offering
a course, "Recent and Relevant Research for Teachers," staffed
by present TRLL and higher education faculty members. Ann Lieberman,
Fred McDonald, and John Lidstone (Dean of Education at Queens
College) are assisting Myrna Cooper in developing the program.

San Francisco

We sought the advice of Advisory Board member Betty Ward at
Far West Lab in determining which colleges and universities in
San Francisco might be amenable to developing a collaborative
relationship with our project there. Conseguehtly, we were able
to meet with several people in the area, including Henrietta
Schwartz at San Francisco State and Larry Cuban at Stanford
University.

Our most productive encounter, however, was. with Dr.
Nathaniel L. Gage, educational researcher and professor of
education at Stanford University. We first met with -Dr. Gage
in May and have continued to develop a workable, relationship
from that time to the present. After several meetings in the
spring to which the AFT team eventually introduced Kathy King,
Local Site Coordinator for the San Francisco project, Dr. Gage
expressed interest in attending...one of the TRL training sessions.
He was invited to attend the session in June which was held at .

Far West Lab. Ralph Putnam, graduate assistant, accompanied
Dr. Gage at the meeting. It was at the conclusion of this
meeting that Dr. Gage made a specific commitment to explore ways
in which to involve himself and his department in the collabora-
tive effort.

Meetings with Gage and members of his staff continued after
the summer vacation. By this time, Project Advisory Board member
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the D.C. Teacher Center has worked through George. Washington
University as a support base for its staff development efforts,
both in granting graduate school credits and lowered tuition
fees toteachers who took teacher center courses and in supplying
consultants and presenters for sessions at the teacher center.

This solid relationship with the institutionalized teacher
center structure was a natural for establishing collaboration
with the ER & D program. Tentative plans provide for our
experienced TRLs to share the research we have given them over
the past year in an educational research seminar to be presented
at George Washington University and other area universities
represented by the Metro Council of Deans of Colleges of Education.
One TRL will be designated as the overall course presenter and
other TRLs would serve as course consultants who would each present
a certain segment of the Classroom Management and Teaching
Effectiveness research they received in the. AFT ER & D program.
The opportunity to present on a.college level can be seen as a

ftremendous self-esteem booSter for our TRLs. Still to be con-
sidered, however, are ways in which to solidify the research
acquisition and translation process in D.C. in order to guarantee
continuation of the process after present information is utilized.

Collaboration with the Research Community

We have established 'communication with 'most of the researcher
whose studies have been used, Jacob Kounin being the most obvious'
exception given the degree to which we used his work. But, we
have also used a great deal of Jere Brophy's work'and have been
in repeated contact with him through NIE. conferences, telephone
and written communications, and finally through a project team
visit to the Institute for Research on Teaching at Michigan State
University. Likewise, we had personal contact with Carolyn
Evertson, Jane Stallings, Edmond Emmer, Fred McDonald, Dave Berliner ,

Charles Fisher, Barak Rosenshine, Walter Doyle, Tom Good,
Linda Anderson, Gary Griffin, Ron Edmonds, Judith Green, Fred Erikson,
Nate L. Gage, and others. Members of our Advisory Board, Ann
Lieberman, Lee Shulman and Betty Ward are well-respected educational
researchers and have been instrumental in assisting our efforts
to cultivate relationships with the research community. We
discovered, to our delight, that most researchers are quite
excited about the prospect of having their findings put to the
"everyday classroom" test.

Our project team has visited with and participated as di's-
cussants and presenters in programs at Far West Lab in San Francisco;
The Changing Teacher Practice Conference at R&DCTEUniversity
of Texas at Austin; AERA's Invisible College; the NCSIE National
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Conference; and several NIE-sponsored programs, including the
HMS conference on Instructional Time and Student Achievement
at Northwestern University, the NIE Annual Summer Meeting on
Perspectives and Priorities, and the Decade of Progress Con-
ference on Research in.Teaching: Implications for Practice at
Airlie House, Virginia.

We are scheduled to make a project presentation at the 1983.
AERA. Conference in Montreal and have been-nominated to receive
an award in the category "Contributions to Relating Research to
Practice." Findings from the ER & D project will also be presented
at the 1983 AACTE annual meeting in February and at the AFT Quest
Conference in April.

L
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SPECULATIONS FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION

1. The issue of ownership as it relates to the process model

In the selection of TRLs and building sites, we provided
each local with the same criteria. In each site, the criteria
were modified to fit the local context organizationally,
politically, and socially.( Initially, we did not always get
what we, as outside agents, felt necessary. The question becomes,
did we really "lose" as a result of these modifications? If we
had been adamant about sticking to the original criteria, would
we have destroyed a sense of ownership on the part of the local?
We can speculate on the basis of this experience and other
dissemination research, that ownership and cooperation had to be
established to initiate the project and that some modification
should be anticipated.

Another question related to this is why was the process so
easily modified? We provided criteria but no specific measures
related to them. For example, take the TRL,criterion "Is viewed
as a leader and resource by peers." The selection was conducted
by peers in the union and/or teacher center: However, an
instrument could have been formulated to have teachers identify
leaders in their own building. Teachers in one building could
simply respond to two questions: "Name three teachers in this
building you view as leaders. Name three teachers you would use
as a resource for help in working with students." By tallying
the number of times a teacher's name was listed, you really would
get someone "viewed" by other staff as a leader or resource.
Obviously, this process would have been terribly time-consuming.
The criteria were eventually demonstrated by "successful" TRLs,
and perhaps we should remove the "selection" frame of reference
from the list; "characteristics of more effective -TRLs" may be
more appropriate. %

2. Realization of time commitment

It was always initially difficult for AFT staff to communi-
cate the importance of time to TRLs, as related to frequency
and length of sessions. Part of this may be due to the atypical
staff development nature of the project (See "Readiness").

However, by the end of the project, "successful" TRLs all
indicated that more time was needed (longer and more frequent
sessions) and committed themselves to carrying on the process.
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We can speculate, therefore, that the realization of time as an
important factor in training and internalization is also part
of the transformation process. It is not until TRLs have worked
through the entire process that they fully comprehend this issue.

This entire speculation relates to the institutionalization
of any program. Teacher Corps evaluation studies reported that
institutionalization may take up to,seven years. Being a TRL
in our program and "becoming" a TRL are really two separate
phenomena. "Becoming," like change, is indeed a time-consuming
process. Perhaps the only way to fully comprehend this is in
retrospect.

3. Occurrence of Dissemination

Across sites, some TRLs disseminated more than others. In
analyzing the contexts in which these TRLs operated, several
critical factors seem to emerge.

First is the issue of availability of a dissemination. forum
--in other words, a planned activity specifically designed to
promote dissemination. Collectively, this was first evidenced
by the borough union office sessions held in New York. Individ-
ually, this was first evidenced by the TRL in Washington who was
also the teacher-coordinator of,staff development in her building.
She had been given one class period per day to work with teachers.
Crucial to these two specific activities was external support in
providing time. In New York, this support came from the teacher
center and union; in Washington, it came from the school principal.

Second is the speculation that dissemination fosters further
dissemination. Once "over the hump" of that first dissemination
activity, TRLs felt comfortable to plan and conduct other
activities. Those who had previous experience in this role began
disseminating sooner.

Related to this is the feedback from peers. More than just
peer-recognition that the TRL is an "information gatekeeper," is
the sense that feedback from peers on the usefulness of the
information acts to reinforce the TRL's role as a "teacher
helper" - "I have done something perceived as helpful to my
colleagues." The TRL's own growth has provided growth for others.

The third factor which promotes dissemination is the TRL's
perception of need on the part of other teachers. Informal
dissemination across sites occurred when TRLs responded to either
direct or indirect requests for help. It was more than a global
"this-information-is-helpful-to-teachers" perception: An example
of a direct request is the librarian who asked a New York TRL for
help in better managing the library or the San Francisco TRL who
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worked with a new teacher who was asking for various kinds of
help. Responses to indirect requests are best exemplified by
Washington TRLs who were fully aware of the demands of the
Competency-Based Curriculum placed on teachers. When they
received the research on direct instruction, they could not
wait to share it

4. Loss of research focus

Does research lose its "integrity" through regeneration
of dissemination? While.we do not have enough evidence to
conclude yes or no, we can offer several speculations.

Research translation without the transformation process
may lead to a watering down of concepts. Transformation
promotes clear understanding of concepts and uncle-Scores the
value of research as a knowledge base.

Perhaps the broader the repertoire of helping information
the TRL has, the more likely the "threat" of integrity loss.
This may be a natural occurrence and in actuality a positive
one. TRLs should see the link between research and practice.
However, those TRLs who had delivered other inservice would
often say, "This fits in with my course on...." We had to
remind them that one of our initial goals was to promote an
appreciation for useful research, therefore we did not want
the information buried among other programs.

We do suspect that there probably is a time that research
ceases to be research. That is when it becomes internalized
in practice. That is not so terrible.
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FINDINGS

1. Knowledge of ed cational research' findings is essential to
teachers' abi ty to carry out their responsibilities in
the highest ptofessionar sense, and its dissemination should'
be institutiohalized in both preservice and inservice teacher
preparation/staff development programs.

0 Teaching involves numerouffs sets of highly complex skills.
Assuring that all teachers have access to state of the art
knowledge about the teaching/learning process is as important
in guaranteeing students' right to equal educational opportunity
as it is in enhancing teachers' ability to reach the highest
levels of professionalism.

2. The local teacher unionlstructure serves as an extremely
effective dissemination vehicle for transmitting profes-
sional knowledge to teachers.

Unique benefits of using the local union structure include:
1),a high trust level on the part of recipients which fosters
openness and receptivity; 2) an orientation toward collectivism
and peer support as opposed to the traditional isolationism of
individual teachers; 3) a personal sense of participation under-
stood not only to involve getting, but also giving; and 4) an
understanding of the necessity of local decision-making to mold
program process to specific locals needs, thereby establishing
local "ownership" of the process. These benefits can be tapped,
however, only with the full support of the local union leadership.

3. The 'higher the level of sophistication of existing training
and dissemination mechanisms accessible to the union with-
in a local site, the shorter will be the time necessary to
train "Teacher Research Linkers' and begin systemwide and
building level dissemination.

This finding might be anticipated, but it is important to note
that while a local without highly develOpedstructures for staff
development may require_more time to implement the process, it can
even eventually realize the same degree of success as more
experienced locals.
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4. Teachers' internalization of research concepts to the ex-
tent that the knowledge becomes an integral part of their
practice - a process we call "transformation" - develops
over an extended period of time after intensive work with
the research.

Merely reading research studies or research "translations"
does not have a significant impact on teacher practice. Dis-
tribution of written materials, we believe, is relatively.in-
effective as a sole dissemination effort. Added. to this must be
training activities, such as simulations, role-playing and case
studies; experimentation in the classroom; coaching; demons-
trations; and interaction with peer's. Interestingly, the
dissemination role fosters even deeper understanding of the
research as one is compelled to master or internalize the concepts
sufficiently to articulate them and their relation to practicel
to others.

5. The major value of educational research to teachers is to
improve/refine teacher skills through reflection on practice
and to revitalize teachers' sense of professional'pride and
efficacy.

The use of educational research to set rigid prescriptions
on how teachers.should teach is counter-productive and unfounded.
Research, however, can be extremely valuable in providing teachers
the opportunity to reflect on their practice - assessing both
their values and goals in teaching, which strategies produce which
results and why, etc. We found that through the inquiry and
analysis this engenders, teachers changed practice willingly and
enthusiastically. This attitude resulted from the process which
allowed them to fully explore the rationale for change prior to
implementation; to assess which changes suited their own teaching
values and styles; to determine the pace of change with which they
were comfortable; and to explore from theirown perspective, and
their peers ", why a particular strategy succeeded or failed.
Unfortunately, such refle-ction is rarely emphasized in teacher
training programs and actively discouraged by the lack of time
school systems provide for such exercises.-

A second, very strong effect of teachers' research study
was to boost teacher morale. The research said to teachers who
had worked long and hard to develop effective teaching strategies

,that indeed they were doing the right thing. This resulted in
a renewed sense of professional pride and efficacy - a sense-of
self-satisfaction and accomplishment critical to sustaining high
performance levels. Validation of practice through research
allows teachers to explain to anyone not only what they are
doing, but why.
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6. The teacher-to-teacher dissemination process is highly
effective, because it allows all -- teachers equal opportunity
to interact on a professional basis.

Within the group of "Teacher. Research Linkers" (TRLs) trained
through this project, there developed a sense of collegiality and
peer equality. This was true even though some TRLs entered the
program with more staff development training than others. The
information provided by the research and the commonality of
classroom experience served to unify the group as equals.

7. Building level dissemination of research, in which the
principal's support is a critical factor, offers the
greatest opportunities for institutionalization of the
ER&D rocess and im act on lar e numbers of. teachers.

Teacher-to-teacher study and dissemination of research at the
building level is more successful than system-wide dissemination,
because it allows for continuity in research study, provides a
convenient meeting place, and takes,advantage of similar needs and
common experience which foster group cohesiveness. Becausp all
teachers should be familiar with the existing professional
knowledge base, all must be given the opporturnity to interact
around it. The building level structure is the most practicable
way of doing so. Study groups may be easily sustained over the
extended periods of time that are necessary for "transformation
(see Finding #4) to take place.

Cooperation of school principal is a critical factor in
successful building level dissemination. The non-evaluative
nature of tl}e process must be maintained. The principal can be
instrumental in seeing that time and space are provided faculty
for study of and reflection on practice.

8. Funds, rather than interest or desire, are the-major obstacle
in establishing collaboration between teachers and researchers
and colleges ofeducation.

No one assumes responsibility for dissemination of research
to teachers, therefore no one has budgeted monies to pay for
faculty time which might be devoted to research interpretations
or translations, teacher research internships, or seminars.
Despite the enthusiasm and interest university-level faculty and
federal research labs centers, expressed in theER&D program,
collaboration efforts have been stalled for lack of funds to
proceed. Although we can replicate and expand upon what the pro-
ject has done with classroom management and teaching effectiveness
research, the program is threatened with eventual collapse without
the influx of new research translations. Pilot sites are now
investigating outside funding sources. University tenure and
promotion systems which give little recognition to field work
done in schools may presentan additional problem in the future.
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9. Institutionalization of the .1FT ER&D process can not be
accomplished in two years.

It should be little surprise that institutionalization of
a process as complex as this - cannot be accomplished within A two-
year period. Simply coordinating key players - teacher union
leaders, teachers, administrators, researchers and college
faculty - is a time-consuming process. Because "transformation"
occurs only after an extended period of time, it takes at least
one school year, possibly more, for the full realization of the
impact and benefit of the process to become apparent to parti-
cipants. It is this realization that fosters sustained commitment.

10. The AFT has developed a successful model for dissemination
ofeducational-research to teachers which should be repli-
cated in local affiliates throughout the country.

The AFT Educational Issues Department plans to maintain its
contacts with the research community and its efforts to dissemi-
nate the'science of teaching. We plan to hold five-day training
sessions for teachers designated as local site coordinators by
local unions interested in replicating the ER&D program.

tj
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IMPLICATIONS FOR
,

STAFF DEVELOPMENT AND PRESERVICE TRAINING

I. Staff Development

1. To enhance the professional growth of practicing
teachers and to insure the continued improvemeht of
practice, mechanisms within the educational system
should be established to link teachers directly to the
wealth of knowledge in educational research.

Teachers are professionals and capable of making
decisions individually and collectively regarding the
value, of educational- research f;indings and their
significance for practice. They are also capable of
determining, and are probably the best judge of, how
research findings can best be implemented in the
classroom. Too often, research reaches teachers in-
directly in the form of mandates by adMinistrators who
have set uniform and rigid prescriptions as to how the
research will be implemented. In manycases, the in-
tegrity of the research base is lost, because teachers
are not informed that the mandates are research-based
and, therefore, lose the rationale behind implementation.
Consequently, teachers come to view these mandates
as either a nuisance or a threat to their experiential,
knowledge of effective teaching and learning, strategies.

Additionally, given that declining economic con-
ditions and,shifts in student populations adversly
affgct school districts' abilities to hire beginning
teachers who to some extent represent an ongoing source
of new educational knowledge for school faculties, the
likelihood of limiting opportunities for older exper-
ienced teachers' access to new ideas and information in-
creases. This necessitates another continuing -source
of new knowledge.

2. Teachers' work days should be restructured so that
time is available at least semi-monthly for teachers
to engage in a supportive staff development process
which has as part of its focus the sharing and discussing
of educational research as it relates to practice.

Unlike inservice training, staff development is
a proces that occurs over a period of time. It is both
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continuous and steady in the sense of regular op-
portunities for new input or reflection. Staff
development, and the potential for professional
growth which stems from it, is a crucial element
in maintaining a vital, energetic faculty. Too
often, school systems and the public lock into
the mind set that says teachers are Aot doing
their job unless they are teaching. Regular staff
development needs to be recognized as a priority
for the continuation of effective teaching and
must be accorded sufficient time within the teacher's
day.

Ongoing staff development also builds faculty
cohesiveness. This project found that teachers as
a group are very isolated. They spend most of their
day working with children, and there is seldom any
meaningful time for them to meet with other teachers
to collectively develop solutions to problqms they
encounter in teaching or to explore new aPET-r=ches
or strategies for effective practice.

3. All staff development and research sharing
sessions should be conducted in'a genuinely supportive
atmosphere in which teachers feel free to investigate
alternative practices and to select those they feel
most comfortable implementing.

Staff development, including the internalization
of educational research, is a gradual process of
change in one's attitudes, beliefs, and, subsequently,
behaviors. Real growth and change, as such, cannot
take plade unless they are based on a voluntary process
which allows the individual to make an internal de-
cision about change. The atmosphere for such reflec-
tion and change must be open and supportive. Teachers'
need to feel that they can share their ideas and
that they can expose their problems or weaknesses,
without fear of threat or evaluation. The presence
of administrators, despite their best intentions, al-
ways leave a doubt as to Whether the thoughts or con=
cerns that are shared will be used later to evaluate"'
them.

The experiences of this project have clearly den
monstrated that the teacher-to-teacher interaction model
is one which is least ,threatening to teachers and offers
the greatest opportunity for building a mutually sup-
portive network. Furthermore, as demonstrated by
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this project, there are teachers who are not only
qualified to assume a leadership role in delivering
staff development or research training to other teachers,
but who are also sensitive to the support needs of
their peers. Finally, these teachers possess the
added advantage-of being able to present research and
other professional knowledge in an experiential frame-
work with which other teachers can easily identify.

II. Pre-Service Training

1. ' There is a wealth of good research on more effective
practice whiCh is useful not only to practicing teachers
but also student teachers. Research on teaching effec-
tiveness and; classroom management should be integrated
into teacher! education programs.

In particular, experienced teachers categorically
singled out the research findings on classroom manage-
ment as a must for all preservice teachers. Many
experienced teachers commented they wished they had
this information available to them during their train.
ing. In some instances, preservice teachers took part
in project-sponsored workshops on classroom management.
They commented that the information was very helpful
and that they had not received such practical management
techniques in any of their training.

2. Preservice ;teachers should be trained irk how to
understand and use educational research. Inquiry skills,
a basic understanding of research reporting techniques
and jargon:,, and a knowledge of sources of research in-
formation are critical to this process. More than just
teaching teachers how to use research, and ideally how
to pursue research questions in the classroom, teacher
preparation programs have the responsibility of
transmitting to teachers their shared obligation to
keep abreast of research on teaching and learning.

The ER&D project provided teachers (the TRLs)
with the time and opportunity to reflect on and inves-
tigate the happenings in their classrooms. Project
staff found that frequently teachers felt something
was not right in their classroom but had not had the
time to fully explore the problem nor methodology for
pursuing'it. Training in research would help to estab-
lish a mind set which promotes greater self-inquiry and
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examination of classroom processes, leading to more
positive attitudes toward teaching and a greater sense
of teacher control of their environment.

Furthermore, since institutionalizing the trans-
lation of educational research for all teachers' use
is a long way off, training teacher candidates to un-
derstand and use ,research would insure greater use of
research in its present form and help strengthen the
ties between teachers and research.

III. Collaboration between Research and Practice

The responsibility for disseminating educational
research to teachers should be shared one among admin-
istrative leaders, teacher trainers, the research com-
munity, and the teacher union.

It is the-school system's or central administration's
responsibility to work with teachers through the local
union to establish the Educational Research and Dissem-
ination model. The time for staff development opportun-
ities, and specifically educational research training,
should be available to all practicing teachers. This
means making staff development and research training
a priority within all schools, providing the necessary
time (release time or other) for teachers to interact
collectively, and generally supporting an atmosphere
conducive to real staff development.'

It is the research community's responsibility to
conduct research, sometimes collaboratively with teachers,
and to interpret their findings for teacher use. It
is also their responsibility to publish their findings
in journals which are widely read by teachers alid to
discuss their findings in forums which are widely at-
tended by teachers.

Teacher training institutions can also take re-
sponsibility for the interpretation of findings and
translations of those findings which make them suitable
for classroom application.

Besides incorporating research knowledge and its
utilization into the curriculum for both preservice
and inservice training, teacher training institutions
can develop teacher research internships and/or seminars
for practicing teachers. Greater emphasis can be placed
on developmental fieldwork by education professors and
.graduate students with more interaction between research
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faculty, teaching faculty and practicing teachers.
It is the union's responsibility to transform

the interpretations and translations. of these findings
into meaningful infcrmation. The AFT Educational
Research and Dissemination process has indentified
qualified teacher-leaders who can implement this stage
of staff development by creating training materials and
activities specifically designed to link research to
practice, communicaing information in a non-threaten-
ing manner, stimulating the willingness to update and
refine effective teaching skills, and maintaining an )
environment conducive to positive professional growth
and change.

Further, the teachers' union can offer the oppor-
tunity for additional collaboration and dissemination ,

through its journals, conferences and conventions, and
the Educational Research/and Dissemination process itself.

The American Federation of Teachers is committed
to continued work in establishing this total process
in local unions and school systems throughout the country,
realizing that all components of the education community
must shoulder the responsibility for the advancement
of quality public education.
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Table 1
TEACHER AND STUDENT MINORITY/DISADVANTAGED POPULATION

APPLICANT
TEACHER

POPULATIONS

PERCENTAGE
STUDENT MINORITY /

DISADVANTAGED POPULATION*New York (NY) 55,000 7CDade (FL) 16,500 75Detroit (MI) 13,900 35*District of Columbia 5,700 98*San Francisco (CA) 3,500
75Rochester (NY) 2,700 65Corpus Christi (TX) 2,000 70Sachem (NY) 1,150 10Warwick (RI) 1,050
9Dearborn (MI) 913 15Nashua (NH) 650

Total Average
Average of Selected Sites

Table 2

NUMBER OF BUILDING SITES PER LOCAL

52
81

Applicant Elementary.
Jr, High/ Sr.
Middle High Other (Totil)

*New York 800 175 90 1,065Dade 190 46 20 256Detroit 189 63 24 16 292*District of Columbia 142 28 36 206*San Francisco 90 15 .10 50 165Rochester 43 3 9 55Corpus Christi 40 12 6 58Sachem . 12 2 2 16Warwick 20 3 3 26Dearborn 19 8 3 30Nashua 14 3 1 18
*Sites Selected
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CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE TRLs

1. Is a Union member in good standing and displays loyalty to the
local.

2. Is viewed as a trusted leader and resource by peers.
3. Has good rapport with the building principal.
4. Operates on a professional level; concerned with hiS/her,own

professional growth.
5. Is a risk-taker, innovator; takes initiative.
6. Possesses good interpersonal communication skills; can develop

and maintain rapport.
7. Is able to develop alternative solutions to problems and evaluate

them.
8. Is viewed as an effective teacher.
9. Has the time available to give to the Program.

10. Can facilitate the functioning of adult groups.
11. Is organized; task-oriented.
12. Exhibits empathy for others and respects individual differences.
13. Can be depended on to follow through.
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FEEDBACK: TEACHER CHANGE

training is offered to practicing teachers in
the hopes th t the information shared will result in improved
classroom practices and ultimately, increased student achievement.
Although the AFT ER&D program, in developing a dissemination pro-
cess, did not scientifically document-changes-in-teacher-gracA-
-tice, we have demonstrated through feedback frcim teachers that
there is significant testimonial data to support our belief that
TRLs have made real changes in practice as a direct result of
involvement in this program.

We are convinced that this input has validity, because teachers
have volunteered the information under the aegis of a non-threat-
ening/non-judgemental atmosphere and can therefore submit comments
that are open and candid.

Our research training cycle of presenting research to TRLs,
having them implement selected strategies in their classrooms
and then report back on the workability of the strategies,
provided us with instant feedback via self-reports. First, we
could safely assume that when TRLs selected certain strategies
for classroom implementation, they were indeed initiating some
sort of change in practice, because they had already documented
the research-based strategies that were currently built into
their teaching behaviors.

Teachers have repeatedly described the ways in which they
changed-their room arrangements,-developed-consequefice-g-tb-helgi
enforce their classroom rules or tried to deliver praise to
students in a more specific manner. Testimony of students'
responses to these changes provided further evidence that re-
search concepts were being implemented. As an example, we cite
the following change effected on a school-wide basis.

On a site visit to San Francisco, we went to a middle school
where it was evident that the first period "homeroom" schedule
had been changed. We later discovered that one of our TRLs had
been instrumental in bringing about this change. As a member
of a staff team that was considering ways of more effectively
controlling student misbehavior, the TRL introduced the research-.
based idea of having logical, enforceable consequences as sanctions
against breaking school rules. The rate of tardiness for first
period homeroom had reached epidemic proportions. Students were
not intimidated by consequences for being late to homeroom. They
were concerned about tardiness to academic classes because an

ro
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accumulated amount 'of latenesses resulted in lower grades and
even lailure of the course. The principal and staff decided to
schedule academic classes for first period'and homeroom classes
for second period. SubsequeriIly, tardiness for the first period
in this school greatly diminished.

When we discusded "change in practice" with TRLs, they told
us that often it was not immediately clear that change had taken
plaCe. Some TRLs emphasized that growth in the program was,
necessarily, "a slow process." One TRL told us, "I didn't realize
how much I had absorbed and how many of the research strategies
I was implementing in the classroom until I went back over my.
Research Action and Reaction Forms to prepare for a workshop
presentation." Another TRL did not change his own room:arrange-
ment until one full year after he had reviewed the BYCM research.

The following section on "Feedback" highlights information
we received from TRLs through their self-reporting system (ER&D
Research Action and Research Reaction Forms) and their verbal
comments during training sessions. Other feedback has come from
regular classroom teachers with whom weand/or TRLs have shared
the research. Some of the,feedback information was received from
special education teachers who were given the opportunity to
react to the research findings IA related to their "specialized"
teaching situations. In any c&-se, these are the professionals
in the classrooms. We respect their opinions and accept their
visys that the AFT ER&D Program has been instrumental in effecting
change in teacher practices.
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FEEDBACK: REACTIONS TO THE ER&D PROCESS

An appealing aspect of the AFT ER&D Program involved the
prospect of teachers providing feedback to the researchers about
their experiences, and perceptions regarding the research findings.
Each time this part of the process was described to prospective
project participants, we received responses which demonstrated
that teachers were eager to tell researchers what they thought
of their work. Throughout the program we were able to gather feed-
back information, and toward the end of the prOgram, mRLs at each
site inquired as to whether or not their reactions to the research
had been shared with the researchers. It is our intention to
forward this portion of the final report along with samples, of
the translated summaries and training activities to all researchers
whose work we have used. Our feedback information developed from
many sources. Most of the reactions came from TRLs during reg-
ular program training sessions. However, we also received a
good deal of feedback from other. teachers during small and
large-group workshops on Classroom Management and Teaching Effec-
tiveness.

In spite of the fact-that our three pilot sites exhibited
differences in terms of size, nature of student and teacher
populations, district policies, etc., we found great commonal-
ities in their reception of and reactions to research. Often,
the same questions were raised at each site about particular
pieces of research. Therefore, with few exceptions, we did not
find it necessary to delineate responses on thp basis of the
site in which the TRL was located. Instead, we will relate
their reactions to each of the research studies shared with them
during the tenure of the program.

GENERAL FEEDBACK

"Knowing what made for more effective teachers made me
think about my own teaching." This comment from one of our
TRLs typifies the attitude of general reflection on-practice
demonstrated by. those who'participated in the ER&D Program. 0

Moreover, we were consistently reminded of the overall sense
of efficacy which seemed increasingly evident in project teachers
as they pursued their investigations of research-based strate-
gies, as they applied to practice. We were aware that in some



instances our program did not initiate this sense, of efficacy,
but we are convinced that in all cases, we enhanced it.

When teachers spoke to us about the program, they indicated
that their colleagues and their principals were impressed with
the quality of the research information being shared. Often
comments were made to us by teachers we met during school visits;
to quote one San Francisco teacher, "So, you're the people re-
sponsible for all that good research infromation that [TRL]
shared with us. I hope you'll bring; more. By the way, do
you have any research studies on class size?" (Class size was
an area in which teachers and administrators frequently requested
research information.)

Mopt TRLs reported that members of their staffs found the
materiias stimulating, and that these materials generated lively
discussions among staff'members. The TRLs were able to serve as
resources or authorities on the subjects. "I loved being able
to quote the names of researchers and to explain their work to
my colleagues," said a D-X. TRL.

Anot,her TRL told us that she had learned, as a teacher, to
live with all school decisions coming from the top down, thus
literally leaving her with no incentive to think. "So, I just
coasted," she said. "After becoming involved in the ER&D Prog-
ram my attitude changed, because I felt there was some reason
to think again. I also loved the program because was not
isolated; I was surrounded by 25 other teachers who were as ex-
cited about the research as I was. Even my relationship with
my husband improved. He now respects myNulork because he sees
me as a decision-maker and a manager." 4-

Still another TRL emphasized that it was her involvement
in the ER&D project and her enthusiasm over the quality of the
research information that has extended her career as an elemen-
tary school teacher for at least another two years. "I have
been working toward a degree in accounting for a long time.
My children have reached the age at which I .can afford to make
a change. I was all ready to go, and then I got involved with .

the project and decided to stay in the classroom a little while
longer."

We received the opposite response from one of our TRLs who
has been working in a low-paying day care program with pre-school
children. After being exposed to the research information and
being involved with fellow TRLs on such a "hi4K level of pro-
fessionalism," she has confided that she, finds it very difficult
to go back to her day care teaching situation. She has begun
to seek new avenues of employment within the school structure,
again, stating that she feels the need to "move up." We are



aware of some of the concerns voiced by critics who complain
that often when teachers attain a high level of proficiency
in the classroom they tend to leave the area of actually
teaching students to engage in another form of practice,
mainly as counsellors or administrators. Seven of our N.Y.C.
TRLs have been promOted to Teacher Specialist status in the
Teacher Center Consortium. However, the overwhelming majority
of our TRLs are planning to remain in the classroom with a sense
that the research information contributed greatly to their
teaching experiences as managers and.instructors.

"It's the little things that always bothered you and you
never took the time to work out. Then, there it is in the re-
search. The answer was so simple! I wonder why they didn't
give us this classroom management information when we were train-
ing to be teacher&. It certainly would have'saved time and
effort." This is a typical response from teachers at all sites;
they also recommend that classroom management research, in
particular, be incorporated into pre-service training.

Often TRLs used research in ways that were more inventive
than we anticipated. One of our TRLs has a long-standing
record as an effective teacher and was recently transferred to
an "open school" which is considered to be a "reward" for out-
standing teachers. We received this feedback from her. The
principal of the school was not happy with the teacher's ap-,

pointment to that shcool because she wanted to maintain only
the cadre of teachers "trained" in open-school teaching stra-
tegies. (These teachers received this training in 1973.) The
principal's negativism toward the teacher was quite obvious and
exhibited itself in the first unsatisfactory evaluation ever
received by the teacher. The teacher, who as a TRL had discov-
ered that much of the research affirmed her practice on rule
setting, group management and interactive teaching, used the
research base to write a rebuttal to the evaluation and was
successful in having the unsatisfactory rating changed to "super-
ior."

TRLs also, let us know how they felt about their skills as
-disseminators or, to be more 'accurate, as "presenters" of re-
search. We were aware that some of our TRLs were experienced
as teacher trainers or workshop presenters. Only our N.Y.C.
Teacher Center Specialists, a member of the Teacher
Center Staff in D.C. and several San Francisco TRLs had previous
experience as presenters. The remaining TRLs were involved in
a dual process of learning to use the research and learning to
share it with others. These TRLs kept us abreast of their frus-
trations as well as their triumphs. They would tell us they didn't



feel comfortable presenting .alone and they wanted us there to
help out, if needed. We found that "pairing" TRLs as workshop
presenters helped, but even then, many of them requested that
we "be there as a back-up. When TRLs received praise and
admiration 'from their colleagues for the high quality of their
presentation ,and value of the research information, they said,
"It really feels good to hear your fellow-teachers tell you
that you did a good job. Then,you know it's true! Teachers
can be hard on you because they're tired and don't want you to
waste their time."

One of the most dramatic statements on classroom management
shared with us early in the program came from a secondary school
teacher who told us, "We need something! If this research infor-
mation can help, fine. We're burned or burning out. We can
control our academic subject areas, but we can't control student
'behavior. We're frustrated with schedules set by. administrators.
It's hell." We were cognizant that this statement was represen-
tative of the kinds of concerns expressed by many teachers across
the country. consequently, the research we disseminated placed
emphasis on a preventative approach which served to get most
students accustomed to an orderly routine. It paid off!

Toward the end of the program a TRL told us, "The process
of looking at the research information and working with other
teachers to get new ideas for improving my classroom management
system was terrific. It's the best antedote to teacher burn-
out."
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FEEDBACK: BEGINNING OF THE YEAR LASSROOM MANAGEMENT

ti

.The Classroom Management research generated a great deal
of interest among TRLs in each of the sites. We thought, at
first,-that these experienced teachers would view these basic
findings as too simplistic or "too old hat." Quite the
opposite was true. In presenting the information on effective
room arrarigement, we found that TRLs who worked with children
from pre-school through 12th grade were all interested in con-
sidering ways of arranging their classrooms for optimum manage-
ment and control. As TRLs worked on simulated room arrangements
using paper squares, circles and rectangles to represent desks,
chairs and tables, secondary teachers conferred with elementary
teachers, seeking advice on how best to arrange the classroom
for "grouped-instruction."

One elementary school teacher confided, "I always designed
my room so that it was attractive. I really didn't consider
traffic problems or where best to place materials. I guess I'm
one of the people whose reading groups met on one side of the
room, while the textbooks were stored on the other side of the
room." Another TRL told us that a change in her room arrange-
ment resulted in the elimination of excessive student chatter.
A teacher at the high school level posed a problem: "Many of
us have to share a room with one or more teachers. How can we
arrange the classroom for ou. selves when others have to use,it?"
Workshop participants made immediate suggestions which included
arranging a team meeting to discuss the room design or using
portable Chalkboards and charts to reach small learning groups.

Another TRL explained how she used the research findings .

to get-a new classroom. This teacher is in a team-teaching
situation for a high school re-entry class. Originally, the
class met in\the music room where it was almost impossible to
teach or manage the students. The room was -too small and the
instruments provided distractions for these students who were
already in difficulty. After sharing in discussions on Evertson's,
BYCM research, the teacher effectively used research arguments
to convince the principal to assign a new room forthe class.
The teacher then used the new setting as a spring board for
establishing new classroom rules and procedures.

TRLs also responded well to the information on establish-
ing rules and procedures in the classroom as soon as school
begins. For many teachers, the most important message they
gleaned from these findings is that rules should be taught to
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students in the same manner used to teach a curriculum subject.
"I've always had rules and even had them posted on the wall, but
I know I didn't do much about teaching them to be sure the stu-
dents understood them."

Other comments in support of the benefit of establishing
and reinforcing rules in the classroom included:

Having enforceable rules takes care of minor inci-
dents so that major disruptions are not likely to
happen.

I always had to repeat the rules to my class over
and over at the beginning of the year. I thought
something was wrong with me, until I saw what
Evertson said about reinforcing and re-teaching
rules until student responses are automatic. Now
I realize I was 'on the right track.

My expectations for student behavior are more rea-
sonable now. Students are following procedures
with less resistance. I am experiencing good co-
operation in class, but there is not much
outside the classroom situations: think I need
to conference with other teachers d perhaps
share my strategies with them.

I allowed some of my junior high physical educa-
tion students to help me in establishing rules for
the class. It worked just fine, but I found that
in claSses where the students had contributed to
the process, there was more cooperation in follow-
ing the rules.

I found I had to lead the discussion of rule-setting
with the students. I tried to let them do it, but
they got too specific.

It took more time than I expected to teach the,rules,
but ,it paid off.

The children appreciate more in-depth explanations of
the rules. Having a hierarchy of consequences enhances
teacher power. The principal gets angry when you send
students to the office.



(From a school principal who attended an ER&D staff-development
session. RE: Rules and Consequences)

If a student is sent to me and I discover that the
student has no understanding of the rule he broke,
I send the student back to the classroom. Teachers
have the responsibility to let students know exact-
ly what they did wrong, and it should be pretty
important for the student to be sent to the office.

TRLs in San Francisco questioned one of their colleagues,
a resource teacher, about how she consistently managed to super-
vise a group of from 2 to 60 children maintaining a controlled
and quiet atmosphere."I model the behavior I expect (whispering)
and lead "practice sessions" with students on how to whisper.
Eventually, everyone catches -on. We must have a low noise level
in a reading environment."

TRLs and teachers vented some continuing concerns about
student behavior which are worth mentioning. "Research presumes
students to be generally cooperative - wanting to be in school. What
do you do with students who are just biding their time to get
out?" An even more depressing comment comes from a teacher in
a "tough" inner city school. "Students don't respect local,
state or federal laws. Why should they respect school or class-
room laws?" A TRL responded, "They have to start learning
somewhere. School is where they spend most of the time. Start'
here! If you can get most students adapted to a routine, you
will have more energy and time to deal with extremely disruptive
students. You can document their behavior and perhaps receive
extra help or find proper placement for those who can't hack
regular school life."

Another complaint came from a teacher who had attended one
staff development session on-establishing rules. "I have pre-
sented and posted the rules and nothing's changed. I'm working
harder than ever." The TRLs' response, "Establishin7 rules is not

. a one-shot deal. You have to review, re-evaluate, reinforce and
modify according to the group you are presently teaching." We
had the opportunity to present the classroom management research
to some special education teachers in N.Y.C. Theii input was
significant in that they told us what portion of the research
had implications for their special needs. "Procedures are very
important in special education claSses", they reminded us, "be-
cause organized procedures mean the difference between sur-
vival and disaster with our students."



As TRLs became increasingly comfortable with the research
on establishing rules, consequences and procedures, we found that
they disseminated, the information both formally and informally.
If fellow teachers noted a change in room arrangement or another
classroom procedure, the TRL provided for colleagues one-on-one
consultations on "how-to's". TRLs have helped a variety of ,

teachers effect better room arrangements in such diverse settings
as: high school science labs, junior high school resource rooms,
elementary school libraries and special eduation classes. One
TRL, after receiving many requests from other teachers to help
with room arrangement and rule-setting offered a research-based
workshop titled, "Let's Get Physical."

The successful implementation of strategies suggested by
the Beginning of the Year Classroom Management Research was,
we recognize, only a beginning. There is a continuing need
for research on student discipline, i.e., ways of managing
students who are consistently out of control.
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FEEDBACK: TEACHER PRAISE

Research on Teacher Praise, which was described as a "profes-
sionally exciting" piece of research, which stimulated much discussion.
Originally, TRLs were prone to question Brophy's findings on
praise. But, after more in-depth study of t.e findings, they
tended to agree that the act of praising students can be refined
to produce better results as a feedback technique. Almost all
teachers felt they could work on making their praise more speci-
fic. Many of them admitted that they used "good" rather loosely
as a "praise" response and that it might be better to explain
to students exactly what type of behavior was deemed "good."
"Telling students exactly what they did right was good for me,
too. It helped me: to remember things when making evaluations
about students at report card time," said a TRL teaching at the
junior high level. Generally, TRLs told us that they noticed
that students' efforts improved as a result of,the teachers'
efforts to improve the specificity of their praise.

Among those teachers who continued to queStion the findings
relative to the over-all value of praising students, are those
who feel that som.: students benefit from any word of encourage-
ment from the teacher, particularly low SES and low achieving
students. They argue, "In communities where all the students
hear is what's "bad", it is a real upper for them to hear "good"
on any terms." Teachers in "disadvantaged" school communities
often felt that these findings on teacher praise would result
in teacher practices which "tike away" attention from students
who desperately need it. othen this came up, we made the point
that Brophy's findings related to the. impact of teacher praise
on student learning and was not designed to diminish student
self esteem. Significantly, special education teachers who re-
viewed the research told us that primarily they urie behavior modi-
fication to reward students for appropriate bellvr. But, they
agreed that "praise" as Brophy descrines it, CC,Q.? become a
"constructive ally" in their process.

Strangely, the question of praise being delivered contingent
to the behavior the teacher wanted to reinforce received little
attention from teachers or at t we received little feedback
from them in this area. We dir,Iowever, receive general agree-
ment from them during our discussions of the research that it
is appropriate to tell students what they did right or wrong as
soon as possible, "before they forget what it's all about."

Some TRLs labored with the problem of more even distribution
of praise in the classroom. A junior high school teacher said,
"I recognize that I interact with and praise the boys more than



-//the girls. I have to work on increasing my interaction with the
girls." An elementary school TRL shared this experience:

After looking at the research, I realized that
there was a certain group in the'classroom that
"pulled" my attention and received most of the
praise I gave. I worked very hard to find some-
thing nice to say to the other students and thought
it was going well. Then it backfired! The origi-
nal group of students who were accustomed to
receiving praise began to complain. They felt
that they were being neglected and couldn't under-
stand why I was praising others for 'not so good"
work. Now I've got to figure out how to satisfy
both groups.

When this observation was shared during the training session,
other TRLs responded that it might be important for the teacher
to consider the level of credibility her praise had with her
sudents. "Children perceive the difference between praise
that is Sincere and praise that is given for no good reason,"
said one TRL. "We all have to watch out for that. We could
wind up hurting children's feelings when we don't mean to."

The question of criticism being equivalent to praise as
a supplemental feedback mechanism came'up in several training
sessions. The research did not elaborate on this point, but
we took one of our "leaps of faith" and recommended that it would
probably be beneficial for students to know specifically why
they were being criticized and to feel that the 'teacher's ob-
servation was just and fair.

As wr- reviewed teachers' comments on Brophy's "Praise" find-
ings, le;: .;:e impressed with the significance of a TRLs' comment
regard ''specificity" of teacher praise. When teachers express
praise to students for specific behaviors, there may be far--
reaching implications for more accurate student evaluations.
Teachers who practice telling students exactly which skills they.
performed correctly should more easily recall these accomplish-
ments when writing student progress reports and grading students'
report cards. It would be interesting to see if research in-
formatiou could validate this assumption.

Finally, as a result of our investigation findi,ngs
on T,Liacher Praise, we should note that the 44snstc,n

was proposed by the TRLs at each of the three pot,
presented'td researchers. "To what extent amcn:

of praise a teacher receives from her administr J.npacl; on

t!--,e, amount of praise she gives to students?"



FEEDBACK: DIRECT INSTRUCTION

The findings on direct instruction were at first received
with great skepticism by TRLs at each of the sites. First re-
actions_indicated to us that teachers still held the stereo-
typical view of direct instruction, seeing it as a highly
structured whole-class presentation model. Some TRLs expressed
the concern,"that the administration is likely to mis-use this
research which could set us back 30 years."

We carefully reviewed the research concepts and emphasized
that teacher-directed instruction produces the greatest student
achievement of all instructional modes. Some TRLs were concerned
that direct instruction precluded either the use of groups or
the use of learning centers. We talked about how both fit the
direct instruction approach and also talked about the necessity
of achieving a balance between the goals of maximizing teacher-
student interactions and gearing instruction to individuals or
groups. One question posed by TRLs addressed the issue, "When
do you pull kids out of the direct instruction mode - those who
don't need more practice?" This, of course, led to discussions
about teachers'dlagnostic skills in knowing when certain approaches
are or are not appropriate.

Closely aligned with this topic are the concepts of teacher
expectations and student success rates. "Teachers have to build
successful experiences for students." said one of our TRLs.
"Teacher expectations and student successes are important.
Once students see themselves as successful learners,there_is_a
tremendous turn around." This means t that have to
very carefully "pace" lessons and student activities. "I think
I try to 'teach too much at once to my high achievers. I'd prob-
ably do better if I taught a little less at a time, but moved
more quickly." From another TRL, "I found it very helpful to
realize that you have to repeat basic skills lessons with lower
achievers until they've got the skill memorized and then. move on.
It makes sense that they can't go on to more complicated math
without having the basic facts in their heads. I just wasn't
comfortable with taking so much time to do this." .

Teacher Questioning which involved TRLs thinking about ways
to ask the right questions of the right students at the right
time caused TRLs to reflect not only on the queStions they asked,
but who they called on. "We really have to be on our toes to
perform all the tasks necessary for teaching;" says a TRL.
Just think: You have to consider what to ask the student and
how to ask the question so that students can achieve success.



You have to remember whether or not you called on him before,
in addition to whether he is shy or uncomfortable.and will
resent being called on. It's not easy."

Patterned turn-taking, as suggested in the Direct Instruc-
tion model, raised a lot of questions among TRLs. They felt
better about the concept when they realized that patterns of
calling on students didn't have to be obvious to the students
and that the patterns could vary. Many recalled going through
high school as successful students who could predict when they
would be called on based on alphabetical seating arrangements.
Eventually, TRLs reconciled the differences between Kounin's
Random Questioning approach and Direct Instruction's Patterned
turn-taking by agreeing that a combination of both was appro-
priate.

Special education teachers had some insightful discussions
about the kinds of-questions that were appropriate for their
students. Some teachers felt that it was difficult to ask "high-
er order" questions of handicapped students because of their
limitations. Others disagreed, arguing "Even if the students
have language, sight or hearing difficulties, they can feel.
This means we can help them express their feelings by asking
insightful questions."

TRLs realized, however, that some subjects do not readily
lend themselves to the direct instruction model. "It's fine
for skill subjects like spelling and math computation, but we
would not use it for creative writing or social studies reports.
These require a more unstructured, analytical approach.

One high school level TRL said she_found Rosenshine's
Instructional Functions very effective with her-Chapter I stu-
dents. "They have helped me to organize better and reach
more students. Other teachers have requested information about
how it works." This TRL is now co-presenting a series of four
research-based staff sessions in her school. Direct instruction
is one of the studies being presented.

Special education teachers say that they have never per-
ceived direct instruction as whole group teaching. "We see it
as 'tutorial' because of the nature of our students which neces-
sarily requires direct teaching on an individual basis."

Perhaps the most poignant reaction to Direct Instruction
came from an entire group with whom we were discusSing the find-
ings during a training session. Having read the findings, they
remarked "So that's where they got it!" When we inquired about
this comment, we discoyered that they were referring to a dis-
trict-wide mandated COmpetency-Based-Curriculum program which
they were implemeliting in their classrooms. Referring directly
to Barak Rosenshine's Instructional Functions, these TRLs compared
it to "Seven StepSA in their program and admitted that for the



first time they understood its research base. "Whether or not
we agree with its implementation in all curriculum areas," they
said, "at least now we understand it and can bbtter work with
it."

It was exciting to watch TRLs and other teachers move from
levels of distrust of the Direct Instruction findings to general
acceptance of the suggested strategies as valid teaching behaviors.
This reinforbed our belief that teachers need to be involved in
a process through which they can openly investiaate and implement
educational research findings and make professional decisions
about their, applicability for classroom practice.
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FEEDBACK: KOUNIN'S GROUP MANAGEMENT RESEARCH

Jacob Kounin's research on strategies for managing groups
in the classroom was well received and-widely used by TRLs and
other teachers. For the most part, it was an easy set of con-
cepts for teachers to "buy into".

The catchiness of the phrase "With-it-ness" seemed to take
hold immediately with almost all of the TRLs. Their documenta-
tion of what they implemented in the classroom between sessions
indicated that they had given great consideration to this area.
Primarily they seemed atuned to its easy reference to the old
adage, "Teachers have eyes in back of their heads." With-it-ness
was an area they often chose to present in 'their dissemination
efforts.

Some observations by TRLs and other teachers on,attempts to
include with-it-ness in their practice are as follows:

My increased, uwith-it-ness cult down on much of the
extraneous student activity in my classroom and
helped me to pinpoint the perpetrators much sooner.
(from a TRL)

With-it-ness helped me to prevent a fight before
class started. This was the first time I was
able to do that. These students start a fight
every morning and usually I serve as the-person
who breaks it up. But, because I was monitoring
and scanning student behavior, instead of keep-
ing my head buried in the plan book or looking
for materials before class began, I was able to
see what was coming, and I stopped it before it
started. This desist technique worked for me.
(from a teacher who was trained by a TRL)

The smaller class size factor in special education
instructional groups make8-with-it-ness easier to
accomplish. We are always 'on the watch' because
of our students' handicaps. Safety is, important.
With-it-nesS is the key to survival in theseinner-
city schools.
(from a TRL)

We developed a role playing activity for "Overlapping"
skills which was widely used in the sites. -In dealing with the



teacher requirement of doing more than one thing at a time, tea-
chers readily identified with the problem of planning for the
entire class and also providing contingency plans for students
who leave the class for "pull-out" programs. (Many teachers
express frustration at trying to manage a class where students
are constantly in and out for special programs.). Teachers
say they try to make contingency plans to cover the event of
students unexpected return to the classroom or the event of the
special teacher's absence. "I always have a page marked in the
workbook ready for them to work on when they get back from the
resource room. If not, I just draw the child into the group
activity and try not to make too much of a fuss about it."

TRLs utilized the ER&D role-playing activity to practice
ways of "overlapping" when the group they were working with was
interrupted by the needs of another student. Techniques they
suggested included assigning a student to keep the group going
while the teacher dealt wit the situation (if it involved a
major disruption) or asking the g to o inue is activities
out loud, so that teachers can lend lg an ear" nd still
assist the other child. "Planning is the key," sa the teachers.
"If your activities are well planned, you can deal with interrup-
tionsbecause most of the class will know what to do and can
carry-on."

One TRL recognized, after reviewing Kounin's research, that
she had been "overdwelling" in trying to stop students from
"calling out" answers before their turns. "I would get too
personally-involved. The students wound up "sassing" me and
'continued to yell out." Eventually she found it better to
handle the problem in,a matter of fact way, simply stating the
rule and calling on the studeht-who was adhering to the pre-
scribed procedure of raising his hand.

Similar responses' were expressed by teachers who recognized
that teacher behaviors of "overdwelling," "thrusts," "flip flops,"
etc. were counter-productive to smooth operations in classroom
situations. "When you interrupt the flow of the lesson to say
something that is unrelated, the children are lost; the intent
of the lesson is lost."

One TRL worked specifically on giving directioris and in-
structions without destroying her "smoothness and momentum"
with "asides". "It's fairly frustrating," she states; "I 'contin-
ually, remember some\extraS .I want to communicate and I go off
on a tangent." \ .

An elementary school teacher worked On "group focus" and.
found that her student were generally more involved ,in the
lesson and hadhigher-oh,-task participation rates. She shared
some of the 'strategies slie developed to encourage student par-
ticipation and accountabi\lity. They are listed as follows:



- Used group choral responses to some queitions

Had some students write their answers on the chalk;'-
board while others worked at seats,_

- Had students place their books on the floor during
discussions to avoid distractions

- Asked directed questions -
"Find the exact work on page ,

"What do you think about

Not suprisingly,the, Group Focus and Accountability aspects
of Kounm's work were "slow burners" that really ignited when
they got going. Teachers did not lock into the concepts as
readily as with-it-ness and overlapping, but when they became
familiar with the concepts they readily admitted that "Keeping
all students involved and on their toes" was an area well worth
looking at by most teachers. Moreover, Group Focus and Account-
ability incorporates other important research concepts like
turn-taking and teacher qupstioning which are addressed in other
studies.

Kounin's teacher behaviors regarding "Valence and Challenge
Arousal" and "Variety" were considered for implementation by very
few TRLs in the program. We suspect that time had a great deal
to do with this. Most TRLs devoted time and energy to the areas
of "With-it-ness and Overlapping," "Smoothness and Momentum" and
"Group Focus and Accountability." Eventually, we moved to another
area of research and there was little opportunity to provide the
in-depth investigations necessary to understand and implement
these concepts. This could well be an area of focus for some
of our follow-up sessions with TRLs in the pilot project.



FEEDBACK: TIME ON TASK

The Time on Task study was one of the few pieces of re-
search that many TRLs seemed to know existed, even if they were
not familiar with the content. Also, we discovered that admin-
istrators and a select few teachers in one of our sites had
received a crash course in concepts related to "allocated learn-
ing time." (Attached is a copy of a letter one of our teachers
received from her building principal, utilizing his interpre-
tation of the principles of 'allocated learning time" findings
in denying the teacher the opportunity to attend a professional
conference.) This example' serves to highlight our concerns as
a teacher organization as to how educational research can be
used to thwart teachers in their efforts to improve practice.
One of our TRLs was familiar with the district-run program on
"allocated learning, time" and told us that the information on
the subject as presented by the AFT-ER&D Program was more un-
derstandable and usable tother as a teacher. Additionally, she
found that as a staff developer she used the ER&D summary and
activities, rather than the school district materials on the
subject..

When we reviewed the three major concepts in the Time on
Task research, we received varied reactions from the TRLs. In
reference to "allocated time," a N.Y.C. TRL said, "If you take
into account how long it takes a student to learn (Carroll),
allocated time isn't worth a hill of beans-1' He went on to
explain that allocated time periods, which are often outside the
teacher's control, may be too long or too short to meet the
student's needs and therefore leaves both teacher and student
on a "dead-end path." Special education teachers contributed
that allocated time is completely out of their control, as it
is under the mandate of the state.

Most TRLs locked into the problem caused when the flow of
the lesson was interrupted by announcements on the school loud-
speaker, (referenced in Jane Stallings' list of Interactive and
Non-interactive Classroom Activities). They observed that with
few exceptions, these announcements were not crucial and certain-
ly did not merit the investment of time teachers felt necessary
to get the class back "on-task."

Other aspects of Stallingsf list elicited responses from
TRLs. Prominent among these reactions were feelings expressed
about the value of having "students read aloud.,1 A TRL said
that he uses the read-aloud technique in his junior high school
science classes so that he can tell when students are making



mistakes. "I'm happy to receive this research information,"
he said; "Thad been criticized for this practice when the
'trend' toward silent reading came in a few years ago." From
another TRL, "I used the Time on Task research to justify to
the principal the read-aloud lessons with students in myreading
lab."

A D.C. TRL said she was always concerned about the quality
of time devoted.to a lesson. She supports the idea of asking,
"What are the student doing when they are 'engaged'?" This. TRL
further observed in reference to the 'distribution of time during
a class period, that as the term progresses, managerial tasks
take even less than the 15% estimated by the researcher.

Other TRLs pede the distinction'between elementary and
secondary classrooms, stating that elementary school teachers
only have to take attendance, etc. (managerial task) once a day
while secondary teachers are faced with the task for each new
class period. The AFT team made some efforts to address this
problem by offering two activities on "Finding the Time" to do
managerial tasks - one for elementary school and one for secon-
dary school.

There was a general agreement that the Time on
Task research had implications for and connections with all of
the other pieces of research we had shared. Classroom manage-
ment strategies certainly linked up with the "allocated time"
and "engaged time" concepts.

In relation to these, some teachers talked about their
efforts to shorten the amount of time used for transitions
between class activities. One San Francisco TRL shared her
concern about unduly long transition times with her students.
The students decided to time themselves, using a large clock.
They became better organized and actually reduced their transi-
tion time in their efforts to "beat the clock." A TRL, who is
a second grade teacher, and whose class we visited, exemplified
in practice a most efficient use of transition time. Students
are supplied with color-coded folders which are neatly stacked
in each student's desk, in the order of the lessons to be pre-
sented that day. The teacher's style emphasizes the whole-class
interactive model and she is able to direct students to move
from one activity to the next at an average of 30 second time

frames. "I've been doing this for years. Research tells me
I'm right," she boasts.

Time-on-talsk research is also interrelated with the instruc-
tional focus in the classroom. When TRLs talked about the im-
portance,of having students engaged in the appropriate task for
their learning needs, they shared examples of the abuses of this
practice by some administrators. "Principals like quiet in the



classroom," they said. "So teachers assign workbook pages and
other activities to keep students involved." The research
highlights a very significant concern here. "Is the student
involved in an activity that is productive and necessary to
academic achievement?" Most of our TRLs say that they think
not, based on their experiences in the schools. "There is
never sufficient time to diagnose or reteach. If you are in-
volved in a district-wide program, the emphasis is on 'Keeping
up with the pack-moving students from one skill to another
on a rigid schedule and writing behavioral objectives are all,
some supervisors care about. SoMetimes it takes more time to
write the objectives than it does to implement them." In a
way, our teachers are telling us that they are often "engaged"
in teaching activities with reference to time, but are not allowed
to work at more "appropriate levels of difficulty" as leaders
of instruction.



OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

Memorandum to:

From:

Subject: Administrative Leave

It is my duty as principal of Francis Junior High to point out to
you that we are in session with the children for 134 days this
school year. That figures out to be approximately one-half of a
calendar year. We have the children for six hours per day.
Out of that,time at least 45 minutes are spent at lunch and twenty-
eight minutes are lost in transition from class to class. Every
minute is precious Academic Learning Time lost. Every day a
teacher is absent from school is a day almost totally lost to the
students assigned to you

Therefore, in view of the above, I am denying your request for
administrative leave.

Please be advised that you have ten days leave allocated to
you per year and of that ten, three days are designated as
general leave which can be used for the purpose you have requested.

so
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) (30-40) (40-50

Sex F' Race

Degree levels D 17) r4 Years of experience cXC)

Grade/subject area presently teaching, ,a
)2Other grades/subjects taught OUSHIRss -

6-41,

A

Special titles or professional recognition

CW-6101-- WOrnA IDF lro C t-a. RAI-10 ?V
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ABOUT THEEaUFCT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeing about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and >(
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and )(
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy,Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing.

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

Turn-taking

x

k



B.

;Check where appropria,..)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most
Useful

Least
Useful Useful

\P-

Use this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or-did not, find useful.

_12(04:4,

C. Referring back to question "A," which.of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study Concept

tAi.vt;er,
I

4,14( ,a
GeAtit;-- 9'4/ 'df.''149



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in troub e, curious, etc.)

zr41

2. With ho ma edg-6r youeiti
the research? /7

3. How did this "staring" come about?

opcdedro447,4_

that you have shared

A. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of us'e of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approache: you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
Intel-motion with people you know.

You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Other

E. Referrin
sharing

/

o que 1.6' ,".did: you use any particulii way of

mkAaggignmarr.._.
Ava //lir /II."

a much greater degree than others? Explain. 4
410a4ultrt,'

e-de"412:-A.."4-1L)

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the rese h information? (Circle one.)

Useful Not UsefulVery useful

Specifics?
,/

cf14,1) k./41.^/
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G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Least
Helpful He12111

1. Receiving the research information
im."translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training session

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most
Helpful

H. How did this training differ_from other inser icing you've -had?

I. After training, indicate the degree
prepared to perform in your role as
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research information

2, Role as trainer

to which you felt adequately
Teacher Research Linker.

.Well Ill
Prepared Preplazfl Prepared

86,



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

0

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

,v,

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would ha:ve been helpful?

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of.support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

c=,a

1,7&114-0.1.4 ....12friv 4,71 30<-7.-3

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes

Why?

No Lj



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

-4e``"i'46

..10.044, i14-14/ ..-44:wAv

Q. H w do your buildin administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as- "the disseminator" of research -based information?

649'te
/'141A7

ibec,ae2ZJ 474(

a-e'1"// /flir7E 1112244` 44-t de2A-E-A-0A4/,

R. That out -of- the - classroom opportunities have been afford you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

- .420-4,0-Gfer4-,E-1

S. Have you rerived any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

ti
-9f-471-11-

What kinds of rewards, if any, ou think TRLs should receive?

88



T. That qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
lead)rship types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

y

W. AreAre there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
state hire.)

44/1A1

r7=tc "Aol?
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been ilvolved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared witu

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

aszessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

Age (20-30) (30-40))(40-50) '(50-60) (60- )
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.
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,,,,

Other grades/subjects taught A-6 ic- ., ei 6-7
Special titles or professional recognition

90



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1.
s
Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this spaL;e, to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you die,, or did not, find useful.

C-611-14"

$

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study

/et-415%F

Concept

a eft

ZdZi
&(-A-e24-)41-4-') 11-6Lc16



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

(x2,44,----)A4 _,,:i.4.4-4...) ".24,,Z, .2-sc__ 41J-4

2. With how many t achers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? 76-

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

v// a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached yoU because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the informat4n.
U

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

j. Other

E. Referring to question "D, "" did you use any particul6Ir way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

A) 0716,,,Feo

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive_from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

USeful Not Useful

Specifics?



G. Please give your'reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled V-Ar
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with-the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
disco :;ion- oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you've had?
1

1

'1'1:5 ,";-447.7t4.,7 a4L-71,4-, ( //146-"g-7

I. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately
prepared to perform in yourrole as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well
Prepared Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer y0
Cr.,mnents



J. What suggestions do you haye for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

K. When and under what circumstances aid you actually begin to
dissen late the research information?

(c=24ven..4L.

L. What is your feeling about' the level of support given o you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or widescale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have beeu

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

Are youyou willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes P./7 No L.2

Why?



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

P. How has the 2search

7'211,40
C

nformation affected your self-esteem as
a teach 'rig professional?

4,1

Q. Ho.;' ao your buildin administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

R. What
as a

out -of- the - classroom op o tunities have been afforded you
result of your involvement in the project?

S. Have you 'received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?

b



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who-are

110
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved isialways a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation*in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

A--c;
;2e44!#zL.4g_

V. What are 'additional areas of'research in, which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

W. Are there any other statements you would like, to make about the
project that were not included in this-evaluation? (Please
state here.)



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 1982.

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

'cLissroom practice. As. a Teacher-Research Linker in this-pilot

prograM, you have been involved in a unique dissemin.ation

process whereby the research information has been shared with'

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effectiye.

We invite your candid -comments to help us reflect ()past

pradtices and also to point out nev;dixections for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) S30-40) (40-50) (50-60) (60- )

Sex IsAc

Degree levels

Raze

Years of experience

Grade/subject area presently teaching ''

r.ther &ades/subjects taught

Special titles or professional recognition /CJ,,-;(
_

98



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the finding g from the research studies shared,
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to yolir classroom practice?
(Check where'appropriate.)

Evertson, Emmer, Anderson. ;
-Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
_Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
-Teaching Effectivenegs

a. Direct instructton

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher qu estioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
IlsefUl Useful' Useful

7



(Check where appropriate.)

4. `Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity.

b. Contingency.

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
e al.
Time on Task

a.. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Acadcmic learning time

-Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

k

B. Use this 4pace to,make specific comments about indAliidua research
concepts that you did, or did not, find>useful.

A914-77.(--

1/ z'rifir 4
/-es -s. 4a7.=ial'a7-4,

,./C:-

Ka.-, te:7- .ri.,j-,4,;

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
.you most often share with other teachers?

-Study

()It

Concept

rZr it:
e5k-

,t)01;." /fri7;44,714././

loo



Iv.

D. -In your interactions with teazheks, ..

1. With whom did you share the information?' type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

2'. With how many te4phers do you estiipate that yell have shared .

the research? _.0-(2 e 6:
. I .

.
.

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

You approached them because you saw a. need.
'1

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of, use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they 'needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.
.

You conducted a4workshop or meeting.

.f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.
-0

)?. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

if You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became dnterested.

j. Other

E.-Referring to 'questiOn-q),""did'yoU use any particulir way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

g

Y. 'In general, what kind of feedback did.yop receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

c UsefulVery useful

,Specifics?
. °

Not :Useful

cor--4..64e_ 4.0.Lq

7



--

G. Please giVe your reactions to the, ways in which the research c'

was disseminated to you as a TRL. -(Check where-appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research inforthation
in "translated" summary form

2. 'Receiving and reading_the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. -Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time' to work with the research

4. Participating in_problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
aqtivities'(role-playing, simula-

, tions, etc.)

5. staving training sessions Conducted
under uqion/teacher-center spon-
sorchip as opposed to school
administration

Most . Least
Helpful` Helpful Helpful

H. How did this training -differ from other inservi6ing.you'xie had?

4

I. After training, indick.te the degree to which you felt adequately
preparedto perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.

Well Ill.
Prepared Prepared Preriared

1. Research' information ,

2. Role as trainer

Comment 6 Ak',4v7/ 01.4, d_ c:77 TF,4 ft
ba.4 444-11/ r te..ze

%



J.

41

What suggestions do you havp for improving the TRL training.
.process in this progrAm?

.t_co. faerF. / "111,7 7/e4; CI(5 I?. ex., .

X. When and under what circumstances did you actually 'begin. to
disseminate tie _research information? .-

)6'44.tivy 57y-141
s-1/2, PA-c4,-4

What is your(feeliig about thejevel of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? .(Check where appiopriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-sitvisits

4. Presentations

Most ' Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

leVe.) Itt?- t go-6
Ant ei.f-c'j

N. Now that the project has officially' ended, what kind. pf support
do yoil feel you would need to continuein your role as a TRL?

Are you willing o continue in your-role as TRL?' Yes

le-ea



. .Describe the ways in which your attitude tciward educational
resear .has changed. ,-.

r .

A .:4;; /az4e-d-t-4-

P. How has the research information
a teaching professional?'

Q

1 (

4441 jild (?4,

How do
to you

affected your self-esteem as

your building administrator and/or your peers respond
as "the disseminator" of researcp-based information? .,

74e7 14

717i6A'r.
° f.

5s 4,ape.,44.0. /cat 7 ea-4- 641)

. What out-of-the-classroom opportunities have .been afforded you
as afresult of your involvement in the project?

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe,.

What kinds of rewards, do you think ZRLs should receive?

e 't

'4:4'647 '7

CAA. Le4A--

104

0/t.,z-a-



T.

,
A

\

What 'qualities do you feel are,neceLsary- for teachers
interested in bOcoining TRLs?.-

44, tie4.. ,ric.)%&--g,ri

/.62./:. A e

U. Since 'finding time to be involved is always-a.problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regardi g the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training eSsions
and dissemination activities? ,

who

, 3

d
V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your

411

colleagues may be interested?

.A:4,d1414/ a-a-

/ 4 APtae
. W. Are there any-other statements you-would like to make about -

project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please

state here.) .

Ire

X
V

if,b-,,,,,,.,,,,/,
41

hh

--r
14:4;:cf 4, e'er

)

A

rk 1;1124q--1 5 1 ....,

(` /,11 ,e-Ipcip,,.24

.
1

110-4,4
cs ef-44/1-0"-ice

0' teee af ji. otis A 70,7.

. sa0,00.,A. is
:Ale'.

71)( Ma- ,,,re "ot otrtaaiie Xaricietf
I'leol.,0,1

,47 vet
legvutuvl

.a6M/17

414A10, 744- ef, /4(`` A"-htil;'?) 3) Airiz f.57-e ,47/i
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TEACHER RESEARCH. LINKERS

PROJECTHEVALUATION.;

AFT EDUCATIONAL "RESEARCS.ANDDISSEMLNATION PROGRAM{

1981 1982_

The ATT Educational Research and'Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and__

classroom practice. Asa Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

progtgin, you-have bepn involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their-union structure. As-a participant in this

peer-to-peer sharing,experience, your input is crucial to .our

elmassment oftthe degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. -Use as much space as you need to express your

.thoughts:

AB01,17 YOU

Age '(20-30) .(30-40). (40-50). c50-60)- (60-

Is

Sex Race 11711;-16

Degree levels Aa i Years of experience

Grade/subject area presently teaching'

Othei grades/subjects taught

Special titles or professional recognition 0,4,6 --(214,4410114.

'C-.4 I I if..1/ r iiJet / e r.

.

tre.A01_.

c..)

f_.0.4./Ars.oq

106



ABOUT THE PRO.ACT

A. Thinking back on the findings
with you in thisgproject, what
usefulness of this information
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertsdn, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

from the research studies shared
is your feeling about the
to your classroom practice?

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

r.
b. Rules, procedures and

consequences

Most
seful Useful

/

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Man'sgement.

a. With7it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal'

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectivebess .

a. Direct,instruction

b. Instructional-functions

c. Pacing I..
d. -Student success rate.

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn- taking

407

Least
Useful



.(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

C.

a.' Specificity

b. Ccintingency V

c. Distributio5,

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Eikaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most
Useful Useful

B. Use this space to.Make specific comments about individual 'researck:
concepts, that you did, or did .not, find useful.

(
4

wc.470- lv, (.44 4.045

.1Cirrqr 74e;) rr 6 et -Cyril di/ /1.4.4 /4 idle, m '41

Outc,$)

Sime- ro CeL rree Aitrt /e44. Sir? Jr') isee.e4.1-/ Y-e.1-cg

C.° Referrin if/ back to question "A," which of ihe_research\concepts did
you most often sharg with other teachers?

Study Concept.

Cies-

tie

Most

.4ezt.



D. In your, interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share_.t,hq information? (i.e., type of
teacher: neW,4 4ptrouble,curioxi etc.)

2. With how many teachers dO .you estimate that you have shared
the research? 441....4.444,4,s,

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw need.

b. They approached you because they he d about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

. You conducted a workshop or' meeting.

The principal requested that you share the information.

The principal referred teachers to you.

. You conducted informal discussions about the rese9a-cii

information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

j. Other

E,- Referrnk to que-Stigi-°D;"'did you use any particulir way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

4.40-ed:i4

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive fro'br teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful

Specifics?

Useful

109

Not Useful

°t/; 14,-/
'IptlyirleI,e:;7Z-27;



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
. was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form,

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
-of time to work with the research

Moit Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

,5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc'.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

()

H. How did, this training differ from other inservicing you'Ve had ?,

A Aid 4.42,e,/ 47 A

4/K"-' ale ueste 4 Af54e-sliiiiv)o-4,-f-r

I. After training, indicate the degree to which kou felt adequately
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.-)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments

"?4 f,1/4
.7

Well Ill
Prepared prepared Prepared

/Lz



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

A4,107 Tit( bL4d,o4.-

aunK, ra,-,1x4,4 117:1-4' (`--

w/ei_v P/
.

f

K. When and under what circumstances did ,you actually begin ,to
disseminate the research information?:--

0,6 /7 4rLe, A.retiv 414) 1"-/

7z4,-10414,--;/. 4f/1 -4:

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to yod"
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

-4401z 44, /-y-iii/6 .

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

.

Are you willing to continue in your role as TEL? Yes-

Why?

NorU



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward edueationc
research has changed.

I k10-1

e cpi

rietvre/1,.\

JLIK 4- C 0"(

17a 'nn d,/ tik417

e / ' )

/c.,/

P. ,How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

t,t) qs fecrc. A 4 41'A/ C wrr-

Su l 44rs /27tr, re,4

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

I A kr( i /TY'S (

4 ' IQ oci s xt 1'1,1 odm/ 77, rsira

of.ry k. -s-Ct.e e c (4.44e. (I (Wry

kt S C( OP -,A O'Neal..C. 971c-n 71 072p1 u40.4.74- 4 I hanv4e4 /AG dfreZ,It /

R. What out -of -the -classroom.opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

II(/)tt

aferyi 4.4-c1/11-3

/eye? A &,,,J774.7L ti4

-S-;- Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe;

_ _

nv / C
. t.

10'.) 1 5. -A
1 a r s

5e e 1* 44;1 3flir

criA;+ A- 5cvY-Y J74

What kinds_of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?

9)41./..17'

s11.2.!.



T. What qualities do yod feel arse necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U.

Anj ci'va c cn be co.c_ a Tz- erd._

c e,i ust4( tiik/7 4.-,(e1-774 Aegde

4'4 hat_ 0 &f/;r/4)1 iftd1 564, a 11-4e, / 417
A

Since finding time to be involved is always a p...oblem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in. ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

4:14/-44-6 44 41?4,(44;is

01-

ii-(e ter-a kir

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

-Ccewl-ite:s tn. 1-14,,444,-) sG LC-re QZOk feUli

Atv-c 0, Li,,s rrL;1

W. Are therp any other statements you would nicest° make about the
project that were not in%luded in. this evaluation? (Please

'state _here.).

113



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE.

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND'DtSSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational ResearCh and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap be/ween educational research and0

classroom practice. As a. Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique- dissemination

process whereby thesresearch information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure.. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing'experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment-0f the degreeYtOWrhich-this process

We invite yOur candicrcoMments_to help us
.. .

. _
. .

. . ..
.

.

,,.
.

practices.and also .to40*int: out' new directions

replication:- Use.a's much ,space as p.m need to

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age: -(20-30)::

Sex: A4 Race

(40750). -(50-60)' (60-

C u r,r4

.Years of experience . I 9Degree levels

Grade /subject area presently tetiching--reaC41-er Ceitkr- -311 5
Other grades/subjects taught Sociel(c-04)4AS

Special titles Or professional recognition

Ss) /tofig

was effective.

reflect on past

fore. project

express your

AS.

.1



&BOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you -in this project, what is your feeling about thg
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

"Does qpp/y1 Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Andevson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room. arrangement

b. cs Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and 9roup Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3: Brophy, Good,Grows, et a .

Teaching. Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c Pacing

d. Student- Success rate

e. Teacher .questioting

f.. Turn-taking.

4.2



Most Least
(Check where appropriate.) Useful Useful . Useful

4. Brophy. ,

Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c.. .Distribution

d. Credibility
e

5. Berliner, Fisher, Sta.:I:1111gs,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b.,(Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

B. Use this'space.to.make specif16 comments about individual' research
conceptt that you dicVor did not; find useful.

:.. Referring back to queStion "A;" which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study

10(4 h

At

Concept

0.--A4e55

Oiler I ci
519 oolli kil55
N0.110.11 -kg 114
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D. .In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whoil did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

2. With how many tea hers do you estimate that you have shared
the, research? C8 y, J

3. How, did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a. need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use ofyour,new classroom strategies.

,
c. They approached you because they needed help..

d. They approabhed yoU

e. You

f. The

g. The

conducted

principal

principal

because they trusted you.

a workshop or meeting.

requested that you share the information,

referred teachers to'-you.

-v/ .h. You conducted informal discussions about the research.
information: with people-you knoW..

i. YoU left some of the research materials in faculty
o lounge areas and teachers became interested.

1 . 1

Other -AO. ',,t-equ61. 4 -not liefplet- C44itersgi
Art' r.e9uest ATSSAFT. ;isor.

E.
kert5r 0-f- 1) 154-pic .pw.0

Referrifig queStialUID,. di yod use any. particular wa y of
sharing to a-much greater degree than.others?. Explain.

Woi-kAto p

-/

F. -geiferai,7ightit kin-th of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle"one.)

6311 -Cy) 40 Pk) at 'lb ,510ars

Very useful Useful

;14 10Spedifics? "110 00

Not Useful

d %
GAG v



G*. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was'disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check 'Where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

'1. 'Receiving the research inform
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled MgSt
trai)aing sessions-

. Meeting. at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the-research

A. Participating in problem-solving,
discysdlon-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. 4mplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.) :

, .

5. Having training sessions conducted 11A-1conducted
under 1112 on /teacher- center spon- cottl-t

sorship s opposed to school . VA
administ tion

ipossi316)
Oar

uoi-ma440

H. How did this training differ from other inserviding you've had?

was an C/C/401 Pat-440-4 pod- a Cioaastet- 4 kite244

14441Att ktaudaso--11411 cluidaase (4- itat,khob
AEA- oitib 0,414 use ba5t. 0(5.0 40 cLisseuAt ka4e- 4- help Pao io

. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately,
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well
Pre Axed Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments 400k setaval se551'oq 4 -uit
tiotte1 poLe de_ a T&. twos.

Wkff A (tilt(171 1.0.164 u 42.



J. What suggestions do you have for'improving'the TRL training
process in this program? .

\
4etiticilieg:5lia- 564 .5 110 CL 1 CI At 0.(10-1 -the

4o 4ei,a, -T4' Atet, .. ie. 5-PQ veA -/-6 r-n( -02J- 's --- Het nit' 1%&/t./

Ne.:1+tutl-ic 1 .. I) et+ --lea d4 1± -114 watt t4.4 c164- s If f.
40. 4Acit i .40 04141-- -ketctot- s.

didK. When and under what circumstances diu you actually begin to
disseminate the research. information?

ite_ 4110 -leitagt 1 A ie'tA s. 7--r-eticett2 rO Kt- o

05-f

t. What i6 your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project sitaff in your efforts to disseminate at building'
or wide7scal& 1 vels? (Check where appropriate.)

1.. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits,

4. Presentations

Most Not
Ade ate Adequate_ Adequate,

J
iCneeAs

"pmplInu2tvfd:)

M. .What additional supPOrt, if any, would haVe been. helpful?

1401/4

Vat4eLe$alrilples -/D fo .047/VIPS

N...j..Now that the project has officially .ended,' what kind of support
do you. feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

Are you, willing to continue' in. your role as TRL?. yes No

Why?le e -qre os r00-ha

-17-44



. .-
0. Describe the ways in which your attitude-toward educational

research has changed.
_.

,owlu, , a kk a v20 ii -7-iSiou luta/ ctiucafeto v0(

tp-esectrik (xis 0 tof 4 50 -/c .5.0 piofc-4:-/-4-0 va r.7-

1)4 Lit 414 i 4 1 5 gcn et 40p is us 4D . -k-ddivas '4- timciee

P. 51:441iCacre research ilflg=ion affected yotiself-esteem as,
-a teaching professional? 0° '''.

Ovoe. co& ot,i lc coo 512r LI cm 5e,f-c Q /-k IIAPAP / 3 b (ci

. .4 lf49-0CJA 6644 0 lik 04(8 ..r USe- b5 NS p S52/0 eld.

IdlikAA 0 UO2 t40114P2-5 rilital 7114S kA/f CV? fits1 R5Vaprii

l- is 0150 use. l d(A015 5e1 c- es42,16.- vwtis± i va-eo se...

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

/0(1-5 CPS .. C42(4 l i S ( /4- ) (it Xs

L? 42-(;-Lti_5 a UcL 1 ap pli ceP/4-csgs --7/tp k01- 0(' 1y .

1 i sieu 6 crf a tip hvietrgt-e-S `i (A IAA 9 ("A ' S0P (44 a -e1).e,(4

// c3 al k i (ibi a 0, vow'', (40) frese_oal -R5 r PSQ-aPr--.4 //'174014eS.e-kA4g.
/ 1

.

R. What out-of-thtclassrmm opportunities have-been-4fOrdid you
as a result Of your involvement in the project?

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement-in the project?. Describe.

otkit -"114Q jitil-111S)C- LUdi-41S De (P /"3 49

QS (AAA 09 "1-2".0 Vea 1144"
jPek11 -e/inds of.rewarge. if any, do you think TRLs should receive?

fr- - or ites
law Peva ft.& s a,-



ti
T.. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers-who are

interest'ed in becoming TRLs?

Since f, nding time, to be involved is always a problem .with
leadere ip types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduli g of time for participation in ER&D training sessions

;
, ,and 'dies mination activities?-

OtNA 136.014-CA +10"62- 0,r 4utr-
124 pszafreAd 05

Lis wogfd .a.dxfIctliA4g

\sbott (b ..;be arbtivt -cOr cbscu6stoot L S Qcce$ses
'V. WhaA 4.r\felalitaVOIO areas. of rCahr'gtinch5ichtlk. cgiCiyrCt°44"174:Fe4

coIleagUes ma e interested?

FL. ',1-41441

.1:SeC.t

4;1

W. Are t ere any ot
Proje t that wer
state ere.)

.10.00415 (.A44,44 bwt
jetkA444.-eck.....
41d.56:44604.alt:.,
ercStatements-,you would like to make about. the
nOt.: inclUded: in this. evaluation? (Please .



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

'AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982.

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program:was

designed to bridge the'gap between educational'research and,

classivpm.practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

,/ program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing.experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degredio whiclithis process was effective.

We invite-your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practiceS and:also to point out new directions for project

replication. Ilse .a# much.spaceas'you need to express-your

thoughts.

°A1Q11112LL

Age

Sex rew..".1w__ RaOS-Cnucresuft,,.....,

Degree-levels mea...t...512,falgearS of

Grade/subject area-presently, teaching
Dia.v,./51i reacA.0.--

Other grades/subjects -taught.- up32yAgtabglithispeaaLighialisitz4"Ajsr-
ielAcro-e'

Special titles or professional recognition



ABOUT THE PRNECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Minagement

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum \,/4

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge tir
arousal

c
3. Brophy, Good, Grows,rows, et al.

-Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pading

d. Student success rate

e.- Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged.time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

V(

el

B. Use this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not,: find useful.

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

,Study

gates

kill." I PI 6 Ca54,r01,7r1 /119

tifyophl 60.0-4' 4

Concept

Arr4Intefft

Cr eati IA a 4-
NW- le CM: a. rroct).Q..- 0C ktkoler

W; 4-- Asti s (3.4k4ot 104.4,t,r-ic

b sAt.t.t Ih64iibui

.1.24



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: .new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

clutoL2J2A/ GLAdy"-cze...e...&eaQ -gazAtk4 co-e-vte.

.nat ci.cw34..4
"2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared

the research?

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

_62 a. You approached them because you sawra need:

44_ b. They approached you because they heard about-or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

,f e You conducted, a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the'information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
-

information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
.lounge areas and teachers,became interested.

j. Other

E. Referrink to questlini-"D," did you use any particuiir way of
sharing. to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

'4411m444( 04.'" a'4:1'1" A #1.14:416041:4 40.1mmAc.sme

>e44- et,/ 41 i'etAr 142'4CA:"-Pt--1 ial, "-- 4.1-0-0?-310`

eg/4644 -01442411-e1771-.1 ,e- ')744". cfe-4"4" YX"'-- '17""1"4".-'62 '`

a co-r,se- 4t-ezz-e e.-071.ec4lig;n0tr what kind or feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness-of the research information? (Circle one.)

1

Very useful

Specifics?

ti Not Useful

125



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting y.t regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-

, sorship as opposed to school
administration

Helpful Helpful Helpful

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'ie had?

AGP,IAL,0 vt..r0 %.641. e2-pc:e-

AA6ftti,

g, i icate e deg o is you felt Ti.deiluately
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research 4inker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments

)462-0-

Well - Ill
prepared Prepared Prepared



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

1u drld` Ciretglics

2. az14,
.X9 Aztezze Cal, ced(

K. en and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

eX4c-erxe r4,

A-44-4- dee
fig

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given toyou
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate,at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate\

v/

M. What additional support, if any, would haVe been helpful?

/(0.~ jr,eAtAeee.4.c.

N. NoW that the project has officially[ended, what kind of support
.dO you feel.you would,need to continue'in your role-as a TRL?

4414e- .;40 .140 94-
A -41 -C aAr-e/ APsezecee--1:- edr-fr, frdz..0-4-4 Xere.,-4

Are you-willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes

Why?

127



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

A3-61.41.41e-chAr---1( 4-sAtv-s-t)

. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

doe 4$7,c.x Ge--/C40-rt

Atz-/C, 4tL,c,,e

417
How do ,your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based'information?

R. What out-of-the-classroom,opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement. -in the project?

AA

424-4 Aitlex.
er 7f/74.4 ,

Have you received any he rewards. and incentives .as a result
of your involvement in the..project? Describe.

40,7C1

4410-1/ (6(Ae'4=1I: oe..41.0dell

-AMIIPl'e
/Ple.

What kinds rewards, if any, do you, think:TRLs should receive/

IIPL ,d0 -16!
- 4.701 a

40rOtke4P,Ge 'AtAapo4?..

494. ri."1" e4157?7.1/.47(1'

-7 .08j110' C.10:4.L.- -_

eAaea,t,,
41.-e-t



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

,1-La.-A. ee,...

a.46-0( AJAA)
U. Since it111Ag time to be i volved is alw ys a problem with

leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for.participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

A ZATC-A-.A..-0-< 162 AGe.,e4

4177

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or flour
colleagues may be interested?

0
46.me 25

W. .
Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were.not included in this evaluation? (Please
state here.)

cep 7eir--e Azeie-4_,- tat >1-ed-e-(4

dr--ec-e-



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT' EVALUATION

-OF THE

AFT. EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION.PROGRAM.

1981 --1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

desighed to bridge the gap between.educational research and

classroom practice. , As a_ Teacher Research Linker, in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree.towhich _this proces was effective.

We invite your dandid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point:oht new directions for project'

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT you

Age '(2,0-30)

Sex r
Degree levels

Grade/subje t

Other grades

Special title

(40 -50)- (50-60)--(60-

Race,

13A /1145+3(o ears of experience /3
area presently teaching Tam. R04- 4tae..0.1.4.:6_

Ubjects taught a") ( 3'1 s'IS"&.

or professional recognition Teelekt c la ... -rev



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from, the research studies shared
ywith you in this project, what is your feeling about the

usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning Of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangementT

a
b. Rules, procedures and

consequendes

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. 'With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum,

c. Group. focus and account-
ability.

d. Avoiding satiation

d. Valende and challenge'
arousal

3. Brophy, Good,'Grows,. et a
Teaching EffeCtiveness°

. a. Direct: instruction

b. Instructional:lunctions

c. Pacing

d. Student success. rate

e. Teacher questioning

f.



(Check where appropriate.)

4:- Brophy.
.

Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. DiStribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,/
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. tse.this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study

84-0 pa4.1 -T c , iv-ezeitztgo le,
Efti 4.1 art Akaters

1.0.

,Concept

a -4. as sizaa 4400 ye-

69 41-6 kak

LUG -L 444,



D.

III1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious", etc.)

.

new 4-eacai-r, s , ,_

I ex.peirie444-etk -i-ectakte.s look s -4, hebv Sc 1 1-4-1k4s

idu:144,s e4, iletu poSal.:41P4-tS
2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared

the research? 40

In your interactions with teachers,

3. How; did' this "sharing" come about?

1-tud b A4 °KIEL.z You approached them because

They approached you because
saw evidence of use of your

c. They approached you because

V/ They approached you because

ttl.e. - e. You conducted 'a workshop Dr
acu.45-fit is

you-saw a. need.

they heard. about Or
new classroom strategies.

they needed; help.

they trusted you.

meeting.

f. The principal requested that you .share the information.

The principal referredAteacher4) to you.

You conducted Informai discUssionS about. the research.-
informatiOn.with.peopleYa4 know.

g.

h.

Tuvdt be. ao" . You left some of the research materials in faculty
4etisu. lounge areas and teachers became interested.
TeacitAA, eraci

Other

E.--Referrink te'queitievii."15; did:you use' any particular way of
shat g to's...much greater. degree_ than others? Explain.

NU 6651A444.4.01 131-1R.4.-

eX4N t AdtOrri
11 e4 4, 1.44

tOLL..; "mo re 4dot s ,34),101 4.4A.

F. in g_eral, hat _ee_back did you receive from teachersliPLE4AA2n t 41;AI "C6 inrof 4.4 d
about the usefulness of the, research information? (Circae one.)

reso
C.L2ssroorev 144t44
bie,re Obv I 0(.4S 4/3

Very. useful.

Specifics?



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (CheCk where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

11. Receiving the research information
in "translated" 'summary form

Receiving and reading the. research /
summaries before the scheduled .v

training sessions

3. ,Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with. the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the I
research concepts via training
activities.(role-playing, simula-
tifts, etc.)

5. Having trainineseesions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as oppoped to'school
administration

H. How did this-.training dyfer from other inservicing you'ie.had? .

Zoi,v .piress.c4.4.-e
)

61.1yee41....j re La_ded ht JoD 444.er-eS

I. After training, indicate the degree
prepared to perform in your role as.
(Check where appropriate.)

to which you felt adequately
Teacher Research inker.-

1. Research

2. Role as trainer

. Comments ..1,Lu ou.14 la&

14t4.4-1=14-e. eZ.Vd..4



J. What suggestions dci you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually.begin to
disseminate the research information?\,

p Ia.uAt2 S aAA sea.024-9. Lv6t-r ks 41571 rehoriAa-
.taz-re, S c eg-r- e ro 11 r>i e4C t

41060 LAA- re,/e as ?ea &,. -sfiedzetie.s71,--fe/a_K_.-
rt:Sea/vc-1.- ji

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the-project staff in your effortz to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

. Materials

"'2. Consultations

3. On -.site visits

4. Presentations

Most .:Not
Adequate .,Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any,. would hiNie been helpful?

N. Now that the project has officially' ended, What kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role. as a TEL?

J 1.0-042.2aP Cae-c. W04 etv

atetk

Are you willing to continue in your role as TEL?

Why? 0-144.c.A.04.$4..:, e.dta,4,, &ice-

P4,}4,1n,



() Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed. n

111
t::pe, /21c44-6! ) S) t4ta.t. 40:4(.. 4 44-4<iy (-P.- A4-9, C-ed2.01.A.-4-6,3-)

4.4.....,,,,,6..,,
d...,e41,,,c . 3,- /.71..e4.. e,t,...A,,,,,,, 4 4,4. L.

tt,..,& ,..,4)_Azad etLfazi-w
n

P.- How has the-rese ch iLformattfraWeatrour se -esteem a
eleik

a tea6hiig professional?7
70_1(.4.1.4.4144 -- 41.4.44./- "La 6i.4.-- /4.4c4AL-14.

4.Ax. itee 4.:, f,'e

)2-e-V-i-c-e-,j
-1101, + ;?--;A -51-61-a_e g h7 eiL-ae..6viyetz,v. 4-4"-'ig-adecu,x_e_, ix...49,4.4,, eczeitaie. _

How do.your building administrator And/or yoUr peers respond
to you as " he disseminator" of research-based information?

1441-° /f/444`kg d4L47-si

4-Atc-"1-467-1 -40?
?42.46e4,644.4s.-

eA.4424..) (-4.2-0? .44,1

A.Zetel.t.62-.4,, .4p )LP4-.- es-,t_deri
4E-e,de 174.2.4gt 4,e.

R. t Tlagunaout -of i opportities have been.afforded you
as a res lt of your involvement in the project?

444k.-7, ..¢...cdc_tt.

CA-4,a.41-a-4444,1

.

. .

S. Have you received. any 'other rewards ,and' incentives as
of your involvement in the.projeCt? Describe.

41-44744"'m-4-.4JAzt.44-1
et,t44)

//

lir

a 'result

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think 7111..s should receive?

cat42-s4..)

y0-6-e1-411-ta



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

V.ea-e_i_/4"..-4, 4441 ict4e-c(c.,, 446 _en

44kt/ iee-C-e-G-42-GP
A_egt,see_ 44- 4/ N-6-11 54.9Le

4 .12,14.v-L,

i
,AtOtwiNtmeiLY21,17U.6,5111-Cib fl nglfeie o bead-Potvelig a ro em wi

leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in -ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

.4.
s71 A_

j2.4.0.-rxAgdgia

1931-a--t,1494,

)e4" ezeje

Az i5k4E4Iti

kt"-J2-1-Cctictc.
Whit re additional areas o
colleagues may be interested?

PefiltSlciLS Vest-di-et."-.1

i4c,Lcze4

4c2,114- 62P--c.7

4Lo

Lt-tcmL.

esatch in which you or you
.1444 V-Ew

eigkze-ca-ide..

°(-14-(-r- 64.44.4,4Le., it( C-4-Q.4.

tx-44., cc. tao '
W. Are there any other statements y would ke to make bout the -\

project that were not included in this evaluation? ( lease
state here.)

Cle-ei 4-

doc-eico
444-r te.4-6L, Lip. u.,

N- ete,Lz7
,64A. 461,4) Akt, ch-ce
14-eHCA.

142-".4Q
.,
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap,betweei educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT Y,Qa

Age (20-30) (30-40) (40-50) (
:
50- ) (60 -

Sex FeOlak Race . ,\101V4t
i

Degree levelsc p. it c
Sa. pv't

r(or;

Grade/subject area presently

Other grades/subjects

Years of erience

teaching iECtaii11-

taught 4%CLCke;c (prnlyv-z-I

'CiCLitft

Special titles or professional recognition
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ABOUT THE PROJECT.

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Most Least-
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom, Management

a. Classroom readiness and V//
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b.' Smoothness and momentum,

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibilityc,

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

4%

J

/4-

C. Referring back
you most often

to question "A," which of the research concepts did
share with other teachers?



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom you share_±.4e inmation?,
teacher: 7 troublecuriaus,:etc.)

,,.

(i.e., type of

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared

4-G/41,CA.."0-kL,
3. How did th "sharing': come aout?

L
the research?

V a. You approached theM
. -

b. They approached you
saw evidence of use

c.

because

because
of your

They approached you because

d. They approached you

e.

f.

g.

h.

because

You conducted a workshop or

you saw a need.

they heard about or
new classroom strategies.

they needed help.

they trusted you.

meeting.

The principal requested that you share the information.

The principal referred teachers_to you..

You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Other ez-v-z. atitatitmo

-T. E. Referrlifg to .queetibii-TT15;"did-yoiiuse any particidir way of,
sharing to a much greater degree than others? EXplain.

te...1.-. ft.%

at4

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful

Specifics?

Not Useful



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.),

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed'to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

H. How did this training differ from other inserviqng you'i&had?

X.AW-cuti.

t--44774-1/tectL4L.

I. 'After-training, indicate the degree to which you.felt adequately
prepared to,perform in your role a$ Teacher 'Research Linker.
(Check where'apprOpriate..)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments

Well
&eared: Prepared RE2RAEil

O



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the ,TRL training
process in this program? --I-

, ..., --!..,....,,,_ 4,,,.. )--,c ; _...r. t....f........:;:..t...,,.....4...._
/ !, 4, :::..._,..,:_......,)/) T.:

:.(..; k...c L ,% . L.1.., Ci--. v L...,-,,L., I., v .., ,t.i_...:_e....

......1, I Z. .-.(' 4_
--.....; _.........., it-4.1_,- t V2,......

d

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to

L
. 4isseminat,e the research information?

I1.,,..,t
r

.
1. ,-1

(Le. cy.

M.

f .1...1" LL6"
.ez-a-#Lft-4 74%/(2144-a 1(414(2- .4.-0---c7L-14. -4 1

ihat is your feeling about.the level of support given to you
by the,project.staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
-or wide-,scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials:

2. Consultations

3.. On-site visits

4. Presentations

What additional support, if

,4,(4,tcee

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

any, would have beep helpful?

Aite,.14LAU,

elte.A.:4i77.-gL I4:-

Not that the project has officially ended, whiticind of support
do you feel you would need to continue inyour role as a TRL?

de

a-At-4 -a4.4.4(a,,e;

. Are you willing to continue

Why? ...41A.-&-.74L41,17

X-C-4..,Z-4..4-e CLaiL A h.
to.Alec.. ,-61-1-41*"

your role as TRL? Yes



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude
research has changed.

./

-Lc_ , v

sm.-71; .4*/-

4/4-4./' %-t /:

/". "
A.(

1

toward educational

P. How has the)research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching profesSional?

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your
. to you as-"the disseminator" of research-based

peers respond
information?

-/CAVL-t.

R. What
as a

out-of
result

c4.

the - classroom, opportunities have been afforded
of your involvement in the project?.:

e.9,4A.44

you

4dAt

4 -/.

$. Have you r+eceiv d any other rewards .and incentives-as a result.:
of your involvement in the.project? Describe.

.

2(
A

.

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?
.

III,f. f inn .`tic at g /1-4.4-4-02-4-,1 -laii-dat
P

4,...67a-cl ceu-c...z.L.ti...1-4. JIA-ALL
il ,.. . / , ,:,

Z7L14, /4,4411.N4 0 -77 '21-lic- Cott,w4,-.!.. ,P...c-Ciue,

1 Att:-4(,



T. What qualities do you-feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoMing TRLs?

4-Z-CCLiic,i4,4 .

4
;)

-

;tE )61:e1-4,4-4/1.1? 16:4 "3-lia-ai

U. --Since finding time to be involved.is always a problem with
leadership types, what zuggeStions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation- in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

ti
-4"-L

cel,t4.1

76-4,4 Im-j--&-itA

AA-4-e-4 JeaL (0.v

.
114.2114(-41,

V. at'are add tional areas of research
colleagues may be interested?

in which you or your;

floC)L

kfle"ItCA

1,4-enn41

)1/14.4_2

4"-
. Are

-14-.

w- aLets

ere any other s at ments you woulilike-to mak about-the':

project that were not included .in: -this evaluation? 'CPlease

state here.).

L

Lfs

)tetti:._ -0,d- Tie L- /5
,



TEACHER RESEARCH CLINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF. THE,

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982.

The AFT EduCitional Research and Dissemination 'Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. AS:as Teacher.ResearchLinker in this .pilot

program, You,have been involved in a unique dissemination

process, whereby the research_information has been Shared with

teachers via their union. structure.. As:_a participant in this

peer-to7peer-sharing experience, your:input is crucial to our,

_assessment of-the:degree to wfiichthis px:oceSs was effective.

We inviteyour_candidcOmmentsto help',Us reflect on4ASt

practices and also to point out new-directions for project..
.

replication. Use as much space. as you need-to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age-.(20-30) :(40-50) (50 -60) (60--

Sex .16/Y.,?-44 Raceme 4)/./7
.

-M

0

Degree levels 4VS.=L Years. of experience- //

Grade/subject area presently teaching,";),,va.4 6"/.6.4#ce-1) :

Other grades/subjects-taught -(6'1)
.

Special titles or recognition

7
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom,practice?.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson; Emmert Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

With-it-ness and overlapping

. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows et al.
'Teaching Effectiven ss

a. Direct. &nstruction

b. Instructional(functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity.

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Tisk

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

Academig learning. time

Use this space to make specific comments about
concepts that you did, or did not, finduseful

Lei, 7L7-
am-et 4.14.49-ALA.,

4,,,1,4 A-t)titAlt.a.A t)14-

C. Referring ack to question. "A,!.' which of the research concepts did
you most often. share with other teachers?

Study



D. In-your interactions/with teachers,
oc

1. With whom di ou share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: n y, in trouble, curious, etc.)'

a
2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared

the research?. earyk.4-t.
4cra /0-'0 ,46, ce

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

.a.. You approached them because you saw a need.
/'

4/ b. They approached you. because they heard about or
saw evidence of-use of your new classroom strategies.

1 ,V7 c.
94ik

They approached you because they needed help.
/

/ d. They approached you because they trusted you.
I

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting...

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you..

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some'ofthe research materials .in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Other

E. Referridg to questibi;"-did. you use any particular way o
sharing to a much geegreater.der than others? -Explaid.

F.- In general, what kind of feedback did .you receiye from teachers
about the usefulness of the research informatiod, (Circle one:)

,./.Not Useful

Specifics?



G. Please giVe your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful atPful Helpful

1. Receiving the resear h information v//
in "translated" summ y form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly'scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in prcblem-solving,
discussion.roriented sessions to
review the research .

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities-qrole-playing,;simula-
tions, 406c.)

5. Having training sessions-conducted
under union/teacher-center span=
sorship as opposed to school '

administration.

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you've bad?

I. After-training, indicateo.the degree' to which you felt adequately
prepared to perform in-your role as TeaCher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate._)

HEEEEEEtg.

v/-1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments



J. What suggestions do you have for imp'roving the TRL training
process in this program?

d.atAieL (4-

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

C;---c-t747a-66./$6)J\ 67,_t_

'
L. What i your feelin* about the level of support given to you

by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presedtations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

yoL54,

Are you willing to c4612=tr.1; your role as TRL? Yes NoNo

Why?

CL,t_e_AA

151

ti



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

'7=1

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

_L2xt,

(,)

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

R. What out-of-the-classroom,opportunities have been afforded you
Es a result of your involvement in the project?

_.,4,......) Ze--4---) 1-J--,f-t-,..----;G__,__Aj Z7

sd"..-...)

k... .61...."1" t..../1

awo

_,-7-

S. Have you received
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

,64z_772-
ny other rewards And incentiv$ as a

/tc,c2C-41-7,1 -
result

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?'

G1-a9- 0.4-
UvItAT

61)-4 4 152



/''....4.m...L.ar /..44--, A'..21_,..../ ije'
"1------74-'"2' ---,-C-L-e---) ..Z-L4u_c, (.1-cylvc--0,-c-1(.0L.

7,U1... 0.-71-, ,44 c44.0-eck2.14_24,4..), CLIAALmalt

(.414..) ,2-01-4,-"--id- C-0---&---4-4.--) c....-vt-d..- 2.-",,- ,4-1..-A11-4.d-

6,- :7`' ."7:77 ._. ./..../. --. .2....../ ./7--------2--- .
."-i

T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teache s "so are
intere5ted in becoming TRLs?

1.12.4_4_,L.,,,,... 4.....) 41.4LA.A..-;t1_
I

)

U. Since Jading time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

1-1_J

7t2_, AQA-r-&10'

a_Au.cee,

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

CL,

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
state here.)
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been F.hared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, lour. input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need toliiPress your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) (30-40) (40-50)

Sex 'Race

Degree levels e Years of experience

Grade/subject area presently teaching

Other grades/subjects taught

Spe al titles or professional recog

)14n-2-v44e



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in qis project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, proCedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacihg

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



(Check where appropriatd.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al..
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning tithe

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make .specific comments about indiNiidual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

5"..

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study Concept



. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i. -type of
te hei: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

2. With how many teachpu,do you estimate that you have shared
the research?

(47

3. How did this

a.. You

"sharing" come about?,

approaChed them because you saw a need.

'b. They approached
saw evidence of

you
use

because
of your

they heard about or
new classroom strategies.

c.-- They approached. you because they needed. help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. -You.conducted.informal discussions. about the research
information with people you know.

i. 'You left some of the research materials in:faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

J.. Other

E. Referrint to queetibli." ," did you use any particulir
sharing o a much greater degree than others? Expfain.

oPft---- a

F. In general,,Aatkind of feedback did you receive from teachers
About the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful 'Use)1 Not.Liseful

Specifics?



. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the. research information
in "translated" summary form

Z.', Receiving and reading the research
Summaries before the schedUled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (z'ole-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conduCted
under union/teachercenter spoar_
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1?,

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'ie had?

I. After training, indicate the degree to which you. felt adequately
prepared to perform in your role-as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments

Well
Prepared Prepared Prepared



What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

K. When and under what circumstances did:you actually begin to
dis eminate. the research information?

L. What id'your feeling about the-level of support. given to you
by the project staff in your effOrts to disseminate at building
or'widescale levels?7(Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. .Consul ations

,3. On-site visits:

4. Presentations

Most . 'Not
Adequate Adequate: Adequate

-1

M. What additional support if any, would have been helpful?

N. Now.that theA)roject has officially ended, what kind of su
do. you feel yoil would:need.to continue in your role as,a

Are you.willitilg to continue

Why?



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude tOward.educational
research has changed. ,

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

How do your-building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

t.

R. What Dut-of-the-classroom,oPpOrtunities have been-afforded you
as a result of your involvement.in the project?

S. Have you received any other'rewards..and incentives as a result.
of your involvement-An:the.project? Describe.

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?



T. What qualt4es do you feel are.
interested( in becoming TRLs?

ecessary for teachers who are

U. Since finding time to- be involved is always a. prOblem with
leadership types, what suggestion 6 you have (regarding the
scheduling of time 'for-. participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination- activities? /

V. What ar additional areas of researc
collea es may be 'interested?

n which you or your

W.

1-

Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
.

project that were not .included in this evaluation? (Please
'state here.)



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE.. .
AFT' EDUCATIONAL. RESEARCH AND. DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

-1981 1982

The AFT Educational Research. and Dissemination Eirogram was

designed to bridge the gip between educational research and
classroom practice..:,Ad, *Teicher- Research Linker'in this pilot-,
program, you have been., involved' in a 'unique dissemination

process whereby. the researchLinformation has been shared with
teachers .via their* union. styuctiire:.. *. As a participant -.in thiS
peer-topeer.-shadeing:..eipiefiei.,,,P Tour. input .is crucial to our
assessment.-:ef''the'4eirr!,:*F=*4 ch this process .waseffectiVe

Re aavite your candid /!:Coitirients.-toi- help 'us reflect on 'past:
..-

practices: and alsoJici..point.'ipiat,new directions for project
replication. > Use 41.sr,itineli apace-as yowneed to expresS your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age . (20-30).
Sex

Degree levels Years- of experience
( Adu I s )Grade/subjectarea presently teaching

-Other grades/subjects taught
Special titles or professionals' recognition Teacher Cen t'er%

t
Spec.% ca IsT



ABOUT THE PUNKT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to yoir classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmert Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement.

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline. and Group Management

.

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum.

c. Group focus and account-
ability:

d. Avoiding. satiation

e. ;Valence and challenge.,
arousal

3. Brophy, .Good; Grows, et a
Teaching Effectiveness

r , '

*- Direct. instruction

Instructional functions

c.: Pacing.

d.. Student success rate

e.' Teacher questioning:

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



.2
-(Check where appropriate.)---

4., Brophy.

Most Least.
Useful Useful Useful

Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

'b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task.

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time
4.

c. Academic learning time V.

B. Use this space to make specific comments about, individual research
concepts that you did, or did notr find useful:

C. Referring-back to.question "A," ,which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other-teachers?

Study :Concept

et al-5 verfson

j3rophy -ef al

Ctc.t.ssrccrn: repcifness., rcoor)...rrcn1 -

R u le 5, 'procectyr-es Cotriqueiiceiq'j

.

Irecf ,:cinstruc i-t 0,1 (443.:
,



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom,did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: -new, in trouble, curibts, etc.)
47-Co y 7chr5

, r S lv ;fitt'?v,
to c f ct- c) vc t. tr 'riC 1 w yS

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
.the research?

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

V/ c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

u/ e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the. information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

j. Other

Referring to.queStibiimrD,'"Ield. you u'.7 part±clilii way of
sharing to a much greater degree than titers? Explain.

/Met ,e,v-e724

,rite.atirr,e; A (,4-)Gi.)piaL
)

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about_the_a efulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very us Useful

Specifics? .04a,i24. Xeee,..!Y4c,W 47.tf,zet

Not Useful

Qe'"71,-Z"('';?4 07/ Ple-ee



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which th research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where ropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts' via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

r/

v"

VI

H. did this training differ from other inservicing you've had?

I. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments

11, Ill
?n,!,:cared Prepared

-166



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
{process in this program?

7:-
1.;);/;,-.e,.;-!6.;e-/ (";

/

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

'M4.47-r,v11, ie

A"'"- /;/-eze,e- a;e kfeet-ai.e.

.L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check wilere appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

d

M. What additional support, if any, would haire been helpful?

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

1) ,4L-cz-2-x_--yrc-1/ 6'76

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes L:7 No

Why? rie--4-4-x_ZaZur-A.,

-r4 rfrirl-Ye- A



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

P. How has the research information a
_I a teaching professional?

Q. ,Hbw do your building a istrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the d se tor" of research-based information?

R. What out -of- the - classroom opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involVement in the projeCt?

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the.project? Describe.

What kinds of rewards; if any, do you think THL6 should receive?

131t4044T.4leodavviAgnst

giot4

Peuicse-tk -froxicidL44344-,. v` 4"i
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,"".1 v^vn thrgs.

/e.:11.:: 71u flays sound the imformation is useful without the scheduled
:LSC%;$41:= sessions? Ma: hna.lour role as.TILL does 14 terms Of your
reitionsnip with the teachers in your !mIldiag7 How have you used
:no .:.4ormation it:4 otters? lint !sedbackhave you received?

The scheduled chscussiOn. sessions were important in that They provided

a. -format for further "-translafiOn" of, +he research terms of opplyin.9

concepts to "real" situations, .ond eypandin:3 or detimitin3 concip+s based

on our 1%-Fe experience.

has occur-ea to discussion+hot more ci The discussio session +Ime
rniahi have been *better spent struetured activ;i1e.s which
would in -Pact. be :'dry runs' of techniilues/actiiii'his which would
}hen be used' v4a4Vs teachers: en scilocis:. Conversely, less miqh-i- be

Spent revievlo'n3 +e rnaltrial Alhiciet. has alreaft been read by "'eCICH

(in advince of The seeisen), or surely should/ could have. beer"

My- role in +erms onsy.rekxhon.sWie vM6 o +her m
building had beign well eS+dokshed prror +6 rny le9thrtiruj 4411'5

sEalow CowtwueD o4 slew 'AGE

z

anis4is your attitude toward.research changed?- Sow has the information
enhanced your sekt-esteem assn-teaching professional? -What out-of-the-
classroom opportunities have been afforded roust; a result of your
involvement in the project? Has you professional "network" widened?

M y a+ti+udes 4oward research is ..considerably mare positive +Ilan .

can reca3nice 4h4+ reSsearCk a not purely 4heorerc
pt ctously
but can be pkad-Ccal as wen. I. also now oppreciare 444-1-'1+-.62,1 be
cina'agal readable' wAout destroyi menhira .

5e1F -esiverri' (P7 4.rn 46) ..1
4he,- issue of out-of--classrooril opppr4unT4let's 5 not

COnfereriM as an ef.shoot +tii protect. The s learned in

00118\11, advertisin3,.airangirl coordinatals deinas were Surely

ftpluSes° -fir' roe.

rod

applik.9ble -io rne, aave. been affordea 4h-e.opporiunitt 4-0 work on ct

have become a rnerriber o A.E.R.A. 'as
encouragement) of S.verith, AFr.

a resul+ pF 46e. 5ponSorsh



Z

!cu:;_ .2u 3ave fund :ne ',storms:ion as useful 'without the scheduled

Addigljns' 'chat has your rola as TM dose to tar= Of your

stth :he teachers to vv.i.r butIlioS? Hee have You used

:.:3r7satt.xl nth )tiers' lhac feedbacs haw you recatved?

(co -T szo. mom plunitaus PAcc)
'3 I have used 411e. information prese nted Cwt l-hn +he es+oblisiled Crarne-.

w-Ork cited above) in a number- of srttrafiorts in 4.4. hich +eaChers

have Cvoluniziiki) sought, any a SS' Sta h Cc? For example, during -the;

_ first' 4ew days or school 4his September- several +cockers expressed

displeasure, wil+1 +he appearance of -"her room and wan÷ed "change

-the place arouncr) chan(e whaoh. wouki hot neCeSSCIrily be based on `d_

rea54:41- In Presentil the aFfropria*e (Eve son) research at- This Irrile,

I gave cotteaques a greck deal +o 44.iink:abocit and respond +0, a 5,

%Nei CM. a rah-wale and a. plate.. for rcorn .arratigernent

reedbuck freer)} .icacher s has 9eneraily' .4-aken 4 direct (ins:

(a) many 412e_1:OrS Itlatalte ilaf'1).441 knewt:' st- all aloe ", or "I cpuld...

have +old you 41.02.t7--.-and- even-. 4-This ti what '+hey gpera.. years

looton5 at..-- 611- ihv itact .*:cia.Was.'astc t+Ie! ' Ct caristOefed.4615

k, +1 urictei;i;- i+1 414. r
dirFeectback -to .... posh cc; , e. flOppy responses 'mere-

Millr'-heactlers who'vvere.'vaisclatinj-:+14te own approa ales Mid 910 r ify 1 n'

( e v e r , c a r A S. 4trile),,%, 4 - k e . ali-too-olfrequevirOcite oF "beans n3 ti,

..

1 (b) some iradrert Zeen-Lia ,,tae forniisortry w.14h research

1" i5 dearly a sign of gi;teCitnzs:.'...on..
my parti or, per-txsicrin

-141%s -aft, fvele . ha -Aff e (.1116 filuirY)Y iveaVisv.39eic19 rrtore:--



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

-44,ay e-e-u

U.- SinCe finding time to be.involved is- always a problem with
leadership types, what. suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

/

--/-/-m411-4
/vv-z>c 4-v-01-4 1.=41 (../2/LA

4,-11 CIAA-e/?/7C4.4,(1'4ePeli
coa . so07-) 'afie c/e ,.a=6

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be. interested

v¢/1/4 ;L,424/..d-C--

W. Are there any other statements you .would like to make about the
project 'that were notincluded,in this evaluation? .(Please

.state here.Y



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap- between educational, research and

classroom practice:.As- a Teacher ResearCh Linker. fin this pilot

program, you have been'invOlVed.im a.. unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing:experience,. your input is crucial to our'

assessment.of:the-degreethich,thiS process-was-effective..

We invite your:- comments toAiialp.uireflect on past

practices-ancValso to..-POint out.new-directions for project

replication. Use as.much:space as you need to express your.

thoughts.

ABPUT YOU-
,'.;

Age (20 (40-50), (50-60) (60

Sex. -1\1\ Race VIliNkle.

.Degree levels lit.tdc ktA Years of experience

Grade/subject area presently teaching TaiRCklit. (1.01,4J-4

Other grades/subjects,-taught

Special titles Or 4ofessional reCognition

;..



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the
with you in this projects what is, your
usefulness of this information to your
-(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and . Group Management

. With-it-ness and overlapping
1

b.' Smoothnessand momentum

c. Group focus and account
ability'

o

d. Avoiding satiation

e.- Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good,'.Grows,
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction.

,

b. Instructional' functions

c. Pacing

research studies shared
feeling about the
classroom practice?

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questiqping

f. Turn-taking

173
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Most Least
(Check where appropriate.) :Useful Useful' Useful

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. COntingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5.. Berliner, Tisher-, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic. learning time

J

O

B. Use this space to..make, specific. comments about individual researchoconcepts-that youdid;;Or:didnotfind useful.

4-hue,
csN3 k4k6-01,44.,

kiNkst-A---et 4%-giLii., (Occt tttikkkkoaP kAYLA
k).L.

j .404 cti.ka61 4eks-% tom. Nu:310.iNcliN

okkte4a41- otertk-k-et Vskj6LP Qmx161. Lozw-e ALLsuLx-it

ti`cb-L-JekaL 04^-6 o-ht t cLic itsUu. kkYLL. 4U
C. Referring back to,iluestion."Ai..which of the research concepts did:,

you most often share%withother teachers? ,

1/4.su4

Study Conce

\tc.dc.
k crk wv41-0A-



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

2. With how many teichers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? (415 .

3. How id this."sharing" come about?

G/Aa. You appioached them because you saw a need.

.///b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidende of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you beeaUse they needed help.

They approached you because they trusted you.

,///e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

The principal requested'that you share the information.,-,

The principal referred teachers to you.
.

'conduCted informal .discussions about the research

7 information with people. you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Other

E. Referring.to:queistio6."1D,'!did youUse any particular way of
sharing -to a much greater_degreethan others? .:,Explain.

(17D. ,tL: R)E3-rts

..%;%:).4"44i

0-41 ej

174'b-eL
F. In.genera141Waat-kind Of-!.feedback. did.you receive from teachers

about the = efulness of. the research_information?'(Circle

Useful Not Useful,

Specifics?



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a.TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary farm

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research.

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via trashing,
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions,'etc.).

5. Having training sessions-conducted
under union/teacher-center spon
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Het 1 Telpful Helpful

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'Nie had?
, vt)

0-4,44

T. After training, indicate the.degreeYto.which.you.felt adequately
prepared-to perform inyour role as.TeaCher Research Linker.
(Check:whereapprOpriate.)'

Weil. '111
Prepared- Prepared Prepared

1.

O

Research information

2. Role as:trainer

Comments



J. at suggestions do you have for improving the TRL t aining
process in this program?

-(14.1) Ufriu..41.14k.c

90-ALL. 1214s1 Lb-#,..vk-oujoN

K. When and undei what circumstances did you actually beg
disseminate the research information?

014 OA

L. What is your'feeling about the level Aot- support given t you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at uilding'
or wjde- scale.levels? {Check where appropriate.)

CLLINS_.

n to

'!.

.1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most No
Adequate Adequate Ad uate

(

M. What additionalsupport if .any, would haie been helpful?

co.j1.7

N. Now that the.project.has officially ended, what kind of sup ort-
do you feel you would need to continue 'in your role as a T''?

_

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes

Why? \r, k
cr, A10,4QLA,,

.



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

\,,k \

1

r.

P. How has the research information affected your self...esteem as
a teaching professional?

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

4- Le`i-t Ct:Gt AL) :41L/a-,A-

,r

-R. What out-oftheclassroom,opportunities:Mitve been afforded.you
as a result of ybur:involvement.in the project?

S. Have you received -any other rewards .and incentiies as a result
of your involvement in the project? pescribe,.

What:kinds gf-rewards if any, do you think TRLs should,receive?



T. What covAlities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, 1-hat suggestions do you have revtrding the
scheduling of time for participation in EAU) training sessions
and dissemination activities?

t-tt s (,

,fU S

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

W. Are there any other statements you wduld like to make about thy:
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
state here.)



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

°POJEC EVALUATION

. OF THE

AFT EDUCATION. )EARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their'union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our-

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also,to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABPUT YOU

Age (20-30) (30-40) (50-60) (60- )

Sex K Race /

Degree levels 11. 4- 30 Years of experience

Grade/subject area presently teaching og,17

Other grades/subjects taught

Special titles or professional recognition CULTUR. AL ReT5 000/1(AJOYI

atk&221:Lc2gilliathje TiA L 1 kg IQ \-keykaii Week_ 08 L;Aa.ez

a719 jr?ca,* 5 4V hr,ee r/9 G e toe 5 Ic /90Pv 7e- ch
7;eA e 2



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangemeL

b. Rules, procedures and
consequence:

2. Kourin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus)and account -.
ability -,

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most L3ast
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make specific comments about individual research:
concepts that 'you did, o did not, find useful.

I. dtet,,
_

, ,4664,..4c,i....e.,, ...t4:44.

a-el
ez,z,e cY

.--e'-e-ex---4-/ 4- .e...

Ref-erring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you mast often share with Other teachers?

Study concept

182



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e. , type of
teacher: new, in zroubl, curious, etc.)

t4e 5 `fir.
VilAd rttek.attAA--' c.4, rre-61 -111414-'"

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? is

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

.// d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

v h. You conducted rformal discussions about the research
information wl people you know.

i. You left some of the research mAterials in faculty
lounge areas and .teachers became interested.

.j. Other /9--7 .1 4,64-x,

det/t,e410

Referrin-g to quetiori.."D," 'did you use any particular way
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

d
Awt Aaxe.e..e."' .-/

1

/
e'F. In -neral, what7kind of feedback did.you receive from teachersi

.fl

about 'the usefulness of the research informatiOn? (Circle one.)

.Very useful

Specifics? _i271-0-det e-.4aze-eAc.

.7264-1z- tb-x.

Useful Not Useful

1 8 3



G. Please give your r,:gictions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful_ Helpftl Helpful.

1. Receiving the research information v/
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted /
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

,7

H. How id this training differ from other'inservicAp,: you've had?

.;eteka-4,/ e2,

I. Aftex training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequate
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Eiasearch information

2. Roe as trainer

Comments

Well - Ill
Prepared Prtpared prepared



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

Gr-PL/ /-"P"P(--"e",'

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

0-4-14V 7/ eq./ ./le.eelde,-.0--06

L. What is your ft ling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check-where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Acegua Adequate

v//

,

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

,15/-4.11

41.

free/-41.4,

N. Now thati the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

4

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes U Q



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

z&tc.et--.

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

%-frAedtAtell, 'eAfe

7(470 6P1c-1141-

Q. Row do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" o:E research-based information?

R. What out -of- the - classroom opportunities have been afforded you
as a result ot your involvement in the project?

HnVe you rl!ceiveu any other rewards.and incentives as a result
of your involvement. in the.ptc:!ect? Describe.

3, 66,

What ki rewar if any d you think TRLs should receive?



What qualities do you feel are
interested in becou ng TR s?

,e25
'';11,eaGee/g.701L./ .te,i

,41/%4ife. &112-77e,gx...0-7e/ ,4te,x,G.4=

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership t /es, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?.

necessary for teachers who are %v.

V. What are additional areas of research
colleagues may be interested?

in wn.tcb you or your

[

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
stataahere.) ,

\-wr
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TEACHER RESEARCH NKERS

PROJECT EALOA ION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL...RESEARCH AND DISSEKNOION PROGRAM

. 1981 -1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dis emination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and
/

clasSrocm practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

,program, you have been involved in a unique disseminatio, 0/

process whereby the research information has been shared with

'teachers via/their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer--sharing experience, your input'is cial to ourl.
/

assessment of the degree to. which:this*Process wr0 effectivei

We invite your candid-comments tO -helpusref ect'ou pas

practices and also to point out new directions lqr project

replication. 'Ilse as much space as you need to express your

//

thoughts.

I.
t

/

ABOUT YOU 7

1Age (20/30) (30-40) (40-50) (,5 60) (60- )

Sex 115.5:- Race 4)
----7

Degree levels 46/Givici Years of experience
/

-abject area presently teaching 4L:___

.des/subjects taught 7- /A ,.Tec. $7f

cities or professional recognitionLInti,i___222_
1

,-

acht
.

/..s........e...wona.

/



THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

'Most\ Least
Useful Useft>le Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b.' Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. SmoothnesS and momentum

c. Group focUs and account-
ability

d. AVoiding satiation,

e. .Valence and challenge
rousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et a
Teaching Effectiven ss

a. )Direct instruct on

b. Instructional functions

c

d.

Pacing

Student success

e. Teacher questioning

f Turn-taking
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Most Least
(Check where appropriate.) Useful Useful Useful

Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. 4ecificity

b. Contingency

c. bstribution i.

d. Crtdibility lid

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

B. Use this space to make specific comments about indi,Cridual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study Concept



D. In your interactions with teacherg,

1. With whom did you sharecthe information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

.ee444.44.4-.

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you hive shared
the research? 00

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

aZb. They approached you because they heard.about.or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

/

c. They approached you because,they.needed help.

They approached you beCause they'tusted you.

e. You conducted la. workshop or meeti14.

f. The principal requested that you shlare'the information.

g. The principal referred,teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions.about the.research'.
information with people you knovi.

i. You left some of the research-matex4als-in faculty ',
. ,

lounge areaS.,and teachers became Interested.

.111=10111

MOMMSmmo
j. Other. 1(

/

/

-Referrin'g to queStioir"D".did-you use any particulir way of
sharing to a much. greate: degree tan others? Explain.

F. In general, what kind of!feedback did you receive from tevtchers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful

Specifics?'

...10

Not Useful,

.

ti



G. Please give your reactions.to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate:)

1- Receiving,the;r64earch information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

Meeting at xgularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work., with the,research

Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sesctons conducted
'under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

A.//

6

H. _How did this training differ from other inservicing youtie had?

S. After training, indicate the degree to which you Telt adequately
prepared. to perfOrm in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well Ill,
Prepared Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. Role as .rainer

Comments
1 v

.

ro



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

,41/O445 1114%:e*c-":,)

L'. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate, at building
or wide7Scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

I. Materials

2. Consultations.

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes AE7 No 1_1

Why?
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0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

R. What put-of-the-Classroom opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

S. Have you received any other rewards and in ives as a result
Of your involvement in the project? Desci

What kinds of_rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?
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T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a probler with
leadership types, what.suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training. sessions

and dissemination activities?

3

V. What are additional areas of researchoin which you or your
colleagues may be interested ?.

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please

state here.)
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T,EACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT' EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 1982

C.

The. AFT Educational _Research and Dissemination. Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and
. .

classroom-practice. As-- Teacher Research Linker in this pilot\ .program, you. have been involved in a unique dissemfnation

process whereby the-research information has been shared with
I \

teachers via the,ir Anion structure. Asa participant -in this

-
peer-to-peer-Sharing experience, your kaput is crucial to our

. . . . .

assessmeht. of .the.. degree 'to. which this .prOcess was affective.

We invite your candid comments to help, us reflect on past .

practices and:also:to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need-to..express your

-thoughts.

Azaktysa

Age (20.40)

Sex

Degree levels Years of -experience

Grade/subject area presently"teaching

Other gradesYsubjects-taught

Special titles or professional recognition



A.

ABOUT

Thinking -back on the findings from the research studies shared,
with you in -this project, what-is your feeling-about the
uSefulness of this infermation to #eur clasepeem ?

(Check where approOriate. ) 5T AF .Q 1i E .16q fil RA/77

Most Least
TJseful- Useful Useful

1 . Evert son Emmer,, Anderson .
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom, readiness
room arrangement

and

b. Rule 's-, procedures. 'and
consequence:,

2 .' .iounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping Le'
o

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus add. account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation °

e.. Valence aid challenge
arousal

.
3. 1Brophy,.GoOd Grows, etal

TeachingEffectiveness

a. Direct instruCtion.

b. IriStrUctional functionS

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning.

f. Turn- taking



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise_

a. Specificity

b. 'Contingendy

Distribution

d.. Credibility.

Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,.
et al.
Time on Task

.4 Allocated_ time

W. Engaged time

Academio learning-time

Most Least
:Useful Useful. Useful

B. Use this -space to make specific comments.about'individual research.
concepts that you did,.or did not, 41.nd useful.

)4P-
/ 7/);7;/y ei;e ,74.2.- yee,,,,r7t."--72eIr tosk,-e

eve;-,,e0,te..ate- ,ieer-e/goes., 4c/Le Al_a_e_.,

it-e-fr- r&fee,ess 1:e )340ill-i/5. .. WAS

i d tin/) C/-7 1/Ar "n-e-4d
yj,0e0r-1oi-1.e. d)ti

. Referring back.to-question-"A, .which of the: research concepts did
yoU most .often -share withothdr teachers?

.2 A(1) 017)/7

z n/

ear% 0 as3-riv" /140,14512077
;

4e,r_ro
ever/eftiyoly
eae/v41,4-4/Are



I.

D. In yOur interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did. you share the information? '"(1.-.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

f7-72dleide, et .
to eyie.--d )1-,

0-2 0 tim Alas:0'41a. 49 Ae4efteeee. ci/7 need eA ra,/poof-
.

With bow Many teachers do you estimate -that you .have shared
the research? /!re'

Enw did

//a.

Ve,b.

tore.

_Je(d.

e.

/71) f

nr) g.

this "sharing" come- abOut?

You approached, them. because

They.approached you because
saw evidence of use of your

They approached you because.

They approached you because

You conducted a workshop or

you saws a need.

they heardabout or
new classroOm strategies.

they needed_help.

they trusted you.

meeting:.

The principaf. requested that you shire-the information.

The principal referred teachers to you.

1../b. You conducted informal discussions about 'the research
information with people you know.

. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Or S-44= I 64/Movivit.;0%/u-
isflee/4 - d'a r", 0"i- ;#4141,07).57

a
$70-sic.f.

E. Referring to quaktioxi"D,".'did. you use any partiCilirway'of
shrine a much greater degree than others? Explain..

4 /5& &CS/Ai ip.

-

17k. ,/et,e1490 MI4ka-e-)er

ge-resapteAr C/ISSI-,

F. In general, what kindo`f feedback did you receive from teachers
about the- usefulnessof the research information? (Circle one.)

c

Very useful Useful Not Useful

Specifics? c -7171/116)/1/ frrAtlica
o fC-

1, S a 45Wo)71-47 4c-rfVerAU
. J

)199



41)

G. Please give your reactions to'th6 ways in which the research
was' disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most - Least
Helpful, Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research inforthation
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summariet before the scheduled .

training sessions

9. Meeting at regularly geheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving;
discussionoriented sessions to
review the reSearch.

Z.,--Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities. (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

A

How did this training differ from other inservicing ou've had?

ffferel-e-ft:: 6724-04 //yipiiitia-z>let/ior."V?'7ed- . e*,?' ...so

/ /"1 I ,/

"f/77)-1-14- aia.i. -570.C-c-Ao.r.rtr-rit .

. After training,. 'indicate the degree to which xou felt adequately .

prepared.to perform in your role-as .Teacher Research Linker'.
(Check where appropriate.).

..Well Ill
prdioared Prepared Prepared

1.. Research informs

2.' Rolel as trainer'

CommentS

avildzer
dea vietweel



C

.1,; What suggestions do you have for
process:in:this' program?

40/-e
hY4is to' 4y

improving the TRL training

Xet-i4:7-5 4(;ta-eS

K.- When and under what circumstances,did you actually begin
disseminate the research information

O.20 /e4te4g1)
cCo--

0

4Y75/614-- 1-0:44v

L. *hat is your feeling about the le;gel of suiport given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.) '

1. Materials

2. ConsUltations

3. On-4ite visits

4. _Presentations

Most
Adequate Adequate

Not
Adequate

M. What additional support,

1

if any would. have been-helpful?

e.

,

N. Now that the project haS.cfficially.ended, what kind of support_
do you feel you would need to continue in your-role-As a TRL?

v

Are you willing to continue in your role'as TRL \Yes A72.--"No

, Why?



0.. Describe the ways in which your at7 titude toward educational-
researchresearch has-changed. /

P. How has the research infoimation affected your self-esteen as
a teaching. professional ? /

How do your buildingadministrator4and/or Your.peersrespond.
to you As "the disseminator" of research-baSed. information?

R.

. .

What out-oi-the7clasiroomXwortunities have been afforded you
as a result. Of/your involvement in the project?

S. Have you received any other .rewards.and incentiVes as a result
of your involvement in-the-project? Describe.

That kinds<of rewards, if any.,_ do you think TRLs should receive?



s'

T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

V.

,

1. 434,47/c "3..//may//jd
Since finding time to be involved is,always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for., Participation tin ER&D:training sessions
add dissemination. activities?

e's

Aen ciowi
craw. aop-er

d 16-r--er
)9te

What are additional areas of. researca
colleagues .may be. interested?

Are.there any, other'..-statements You would like to make about the
prolect.--fhat: were not .included. in this evaluationr '(Please .

state here-.).- .



c..

TEACHER-RESEARCH LINKERS,

PORJECT EVALUATION

OF:THE

.AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 1982:
90 a

The.AFT-Educati;Onal Research and-Dissemination Program was

designed to_bridge the gap between educational research and ...

. .

classroom practice. _As a Teacher Research Linker An.thispilots
,

-program, you have been involved in a unique. dissemination

process whereby the'esearch.information has been shared with

teachers viatheir union structure.' As.a. participant in,this

peer -to -peer- sharing experience, your input is ctucial to our

asiestment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your Candid comments ;to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you needloto express your

thoughts

ABOUT YOU

-Age (20-30) (30 -40) (40 -50) (50 -60) (60- )

.Sex e7-77,mute Race At'ack

Degree levels S -74 3 0 Years of experience jg
Gradetstbject Area presently 'teaching

4

)

Other grades/subjects taught.

Special titles or prof6Ssional recognition

eyz.

a4=1.-/a4-4-4- C .2-ea r,x4-4.

-204'



ABOUT THE PROJECT

. ,.
.

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shaxed
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement '

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences .

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness, and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teiching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. TeaCher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

V

1./



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy,
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learniag time

Most
Useful

Least
Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, 2ind useful.

teiti174: t-Ai

/.4.1.4.4... (4.

11--``Plat'ID
.7t-1 1-2-<-11-2 --4'12/2/4"4

:17'19 61,-d e '1
edt/pt, 13/zi.

C. Referring back
you most often

Study

c Z'

`

prtet<;,...e-
4,1

to question "A," which of the research concepts did
share with other teachers?

Concept



D. In your irteractions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research?

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need. &

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

t". e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

,/ f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some af tb esearch materials in faculty
lounge areas eachers became interested.

j. Other

Referring to quetion-"D," did you use any particular way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful Useful Not Useful

Specifics?

2v7



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful -Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

A. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training

tvities (role-playing, simula-
as, ,etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'Ve had?

.

e(-.

I., After training, indicate the degree to which you fe1t adequately
prepared to perform in your role as'Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well I11
Prepared Prepared .Prepared

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer
1

Comments .--f-dx ti? _ CL tAtad.

V

LA) e tt (,t1-t-t.-74, 0_ 4/2.4,1,;__4-,... AL,

,L:2) .71-1-211

2 48



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TEL training
prOcess.in this program?,

(
_r

K. When and under what circumstances,did you actually begin to
disseminate the, research information? .

d
C,....

I L./ cu s.

fr-4 4( ja27/. -14" LI 41" u4C

L: What is' your feeling about the level of .support given-to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations
r.

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate,

.M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

71434-e- -itt-cdel

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need-to continue in your role as a TRL?

'

Are you willing-to continue in your role as TRL? Yes Tipp LI
/7 r ,

why? 0 eav-a-4 6 AZ .c.A..) 1,/ eA-..-- X. 772- A- -1-01- t. - Zel c;_4, t,

)t) ,46:41,4-44)
0.Nt.,,- 2a4.--L Ze, 4-/-4.A.--. aAelk,,,:tecl,) ci.:(1' ---4,,,(,_ -e4-7-4.-.

44.41- 1-'' a-a u-'4-4-' A''''', "4-1"1"-`:"- (-'-`141.
L

l'''' fri "": 94 44-4,(3"j

20.9



0. DescrIbe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

ti (
d 1

/1

1

How has the research innimation affected your self- esteem
a teaching professional? r

P.

tb..- "6- (-t. 1C(1,44")- 4 4**

411
t) a/14k. /4144---

Q. How do your building,administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the.disseminator" of research-based information?

bt) cz-z-

adj2e, Gla %4-1 . /

L-IA.A...-4;:t IA) tr,-.14-41A-err.

O

R. What out -of- the - classroom, opportunities have been afforded yot
as a result of your involvement in the"project?.

Wa4i
; (-4 3112_41- eal t. :41-r7-6-v

a P-4---ijcw1_414--61,
a.

S. Have you received any other rewards;and.incentives as a result
of your involvement 'in thia.projeCt/-^Describe,T.

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you'think TRLs.should receive?



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming' TRLs? . .

,:-Z L..L.:,,-41.-. 5' x.-1--. -`1A---",--(-.4 't .,,,--- %'.-/ ."- .-- .. I,/

,1
itA, P

U. Since finding time.to be involved is alWays_ a problem with
leadership types, .what.suggestiOnS, do you have regarding the
scheduling of tithe for particiliation in ER&D training sessions
azid.dissemination.activities?

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested ?.

0

4
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TEACHER RESEARCH"LINKERS
.

PORJECTEVALUATION

OF4THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981- 1982

The AFT Educational Research'and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

programs you,have been involved in a unique dissemination

process, whereby the research information haS been shared with

teachers via their union. structure. As a participant in this

'peer-to-peer-Sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

Assessment of the degree to which this process was7ffectiVe.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and.also to point'out-new directions for project

replication. Use ae: much space as you need to_express your.

thoughts.

.1.

ABOUT YOU

Age '(20-30) ::(30740)-(40-50)

Sex ft.*fti:\e..; Race

Degree llrel;i40.% 51730' ':Irears of e*perienCe. 6. y.4.51,

Grade/subjett:Area presently teaching -:""\c.,:\&

Oth4grades/subjects,iaught\* %,%.07\\4\&.kpowt-Le,C.Skv-s).

SpeCial titles or professional. reccgnition%e.C.,

6v+ 1, Ite:+t,



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking,backon the findings from the research studies shared
with you in.this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to yourolassroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. -Classr6om.readiness and
room'arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin..
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence' and challenge
arousal

3. ,Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instrtictional functions

Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning ,

f. Turn-taking

46

Most Least'.
Useful Useful Useful

V



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
"Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a.

b.

c.

Allocated time

Engaged time

Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

V

B. Use this space to make specific comments about indiv.idua.1 resea'reh
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful..

tkA cfr. *We, Q,CC1C_ FA-S v-t5 `AA Q, 4.h core 0 rVA'At\---t

p,\ aktt,to. el 0 *Go., :z5-47 "4 . omAZ..\st . . 44
\\ne, Ne co %ktcX.:',IN" e. 6.3 11.1.

t s ,e, 4A- vrA \ %c. Om re% rtOpair(fe%veromr+C yNN Rues t,

-\\A %;Acks `vv a.obvt <ma, cl..kokezk -k-o e_\ rel 1,nate,,
koeeYt. osrk- LI:4e c(..4..t 6e.co.u.se... AVe

vew a-tis O ceA.,e,orlYICA Xjr*-0 Cea

C. Referring back to question "A;" which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?'

Study. Concept

ejk ASS *et, 0 VV1 VCe q. rVAA±
C

sr 0 0 Y-Y1 '0 co Yr\



M. In yoilr interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information?
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

Cur LLS

E.

(i.e., type of

2. With how many teachers do you estimate titat

the research? Vil.c..-0(k.vc6-12.L, a di.o -E. e,v..

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

you have shared

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
o saw evidence of u)se of your new. classroom. strategies. .

c.

d.

They approached you because they needed help.'

They approached you because they trusted you,

e. .YowcondUcted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share:the information.

The prinCipal,referred teachers to you.

AL h.

j.

You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people yOu know.

You -left some of the research materials in faCulty
accunge areas and teachers became interested.

Otherl. Wse.A 1v&Ic-r4.6,4 kuo.ve,c, V\42..cx. Q04"J
ic=q.c,AA.k Lly VAe.e.-17crIOV

.

cidegtion"Don'did you use-any'partioUlar;way of
much greater degree than others? Explal.

vt.0 nq Ilk) as &one. vefiti tvvVet-rnali
r-045 re 0.-C "re ° of Lt10

Referring to
sharing to a

Ito ca.us.
, _un

%v.. 1/4"-k '`"-
Ow,

F. lIn general, what kinA:of. feedback did.you receive from. teachers
about the usefulnegg.of.the research-information? .(Circle one.)

NOtjiSeful

c\o-SS dam. s

Very useful

Specifics? \e_13341..q).-%

Vd4 &tit:5 afv.

Useful

e. Ne-4-. ate% colirk \rn e 4

%t... wurr-e vortVet_4\10h,



G.' Please give your reactions to'the ways in which the research
was disseminated to trou as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful .Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information V.
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the. scheduled
training.sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals* for prescribed periods
of-time-to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-Solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding o the
research concepts via tra ding
activities (role-playing simula- V(
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sess ns conducted
under union7teacher center spon-
sorship as oPposed-tQschool
administration

e

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you've, had?

-VC c- ore "; eNc-eN^6-"c%e \zse-1715"-AA. Nr-ese"kv-. r's cve,c, voi-A-%.t

e- u-Vi sS ct-\=\ CA it vti' vitA 'en e-acN-e- 041' 615S to DWI

I. ter training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequatel
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate-.)

Well
.

, Ill
',Prepared c- pz_Ltuxesi .Preptred

1.. Research information

2. Role as ,trainer:

V

COMMentSWWwm ts.rlesAY6A \-0 seAk..\cl.t..Ak't v4.4a.kmov4s,\Li Lt.111&

1.

. .

\eV-be \A.S 'CL\to0lc OAACN

0..

k\Ncki
. . \ k t -\ x\abikk N-v60114 V 0 (IN v1 tAfat, 0

A . . . .

&eect. s e.s.L cx.s --etecv4-6%.,



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL 'training

process in. this program ?.},

.7e. -j\- .". n VLO suc\C\ I t

vo,-NKy, ck (10 G. tk\O

11111,Areckstex\-71"4;,16

d

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to

disseminate the research information?

NNwArlk- rdvorveAo-eA0.0,..k.)Le.". V"mrP"tc--e,
CovNe.-4-

\

\INA 1"."-\ CNS.SS C' 0 p V% e s

L; What is your feeling about-the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate:)

Most .9
Adequate Adequate

,

1. Materials'

2. Consultations

-.On-site visits

4. Presentations

i

M. What add i ional support, if any, would have.been helpful? ,

il

C.- 0 .". -kle"...., -V% ..)--e, I C.-r ;\% t.. r- v." cc\ NrwA.,\ S elV1.%4 C % e co c--e_atkr-e et

_3.

Not
Adequate

1

N. Now that the, pro ect has officially. ended, what kind of support.
do you'feel you yvould.need to, continue in your role'as a.TRL?

.p '/...A. VAA.

.

.. .

0 Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes 174. No Q
tj

Why ? i... va..........4acx lc reA, . sp co vv......-eX u\to.s-k \A+ ---X... vaz. ,A1 A We...-"\--c, Stftay.e,



0. Describe
research

\q,e-ceN

the ways in Which your
has changed.

attitude toward educational

0:./- (.1\

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

tAclA 42- v`.'z-- Oso
XleSS\s,

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your pc. ; respond
to you as "the disseminat.or" gr research-based ir.. Ation?

se-evv,- u.eJ 41.-LI' St% ur5cua-\--" va..t %LA) ess

4-0 s a \e\cof; 0:3 \,& o,l* a .1.-e_sekr-cL

ci e_c-c!,cki'

R. What out-of the-classioom,opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your.involvement in the project?

S. Have You received any other rewards and incentives
of_my involvwent in the_REcitleitP?

ir iNt Wr"'e.C..VX. t e C

ev\ c.c. TC-e.cf-t_Mbet
cAcx.s.s

What kinds of rewards,

4?..A.e.-ct.se)-:... C

Cv,z.Ni

AS a result

if anyt:slo you think TRLs,should receive?,

Necok C.% 0.41. Yt.



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who' are
interested in becoming TRLs?

s\---e_., v C a. ectQ,c__\--1

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time, for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

.c \1/40 Os`c'CW" \cot". s. Q,G ekssy,o tm., 5

CCs- Per-soyvnei

e-:_,A:0e.-..e-1.5 O Q C tVel+5 C74. 77e-f1 C-fvtr 47:13 t I c 0,1 .
0

i\ScA t\N, V./to Op.tn e_A-5 y O u,..fc- TN o (s)

A C s

're\ o..\\ c%ir 0 u

C. We1/4.0\e... CACVSS v.

It \\S \ LLLA V7-e-41 V v., S\Ce.

0."\-\\ tx- 11
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PORJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational,Reseirch and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between- educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research tinker In this

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination ;'/

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our
1v

assessment of the degree to which this process was effecive.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new 'directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT_,YO_U

Age (20-30) (30-40) (40-50) (50-60) (60- )

Sex Apuz,& Race 4Xe74/,-,z)
Degree levels AeF, Years of experience

-r6

Grade/subject area presently teaching

Other grades/subjects taught -- Q/-14

Special titlesor professional recognition



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Most -Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate ,fr/

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility.

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful'

1/

,

B. Use this space to make specific, comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

r2-7"1-6. .t9 r

C: Referring bick to question "A," which of the research concepts did,
yOu most often share with other teachers?

02 -

Study 'cl2.11222:5_

AttAll-e")U 4-41-2l/ Ceetwr4,z7n; ,1C-ezZelz-x-6 G--7,-r7Z7Li2.-
0,2242-nr_Z-



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

`"1'''''A'et'te"" :14 ; """1"1"1""
e

. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? c-fir":/

-3. .HOw did this "sharing" come about?

You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because \they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new. classroom strategies.

c. 'They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you becauge they trusted you.

1-//.e. You conducted a workshop or meeting. (67 4-6"-
2

f. The principal requested that you share the informs

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted:.informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty,
lounge areas and. teachers became. interested.

Other
4

E.. Referring to question "D," did you use any particular way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

"fr)i-dr 71't1 411-4-6"-'"Ibre
)

1".

F

-41.4Zgf

In general, what kind of feedback did yoU receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? '(Circle one.)

Vert useful Useful 4/( Not .Useful

Specifics? \l/er,44/.2

(



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which'the research
was disseminated to you asa TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

,(
.

2. Receiving and reading tlie research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with `the research.

4. Participating,in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
rese#rth concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.).

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposedto school
administration

Most Least
Helpful, Helpful Helpful

txr

H. How d id, this training differ from other inserVicing
.you've-

had?

C7Z4> )etZLe,44 'de-1 "---7?)

I. Afirtil.Q112,-Indicate the degree fo which yo w fel4 adequately
...e-yrrew

prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Rese*rch Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well I'll

Prepared Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. .Roble as trainer

Comments .(1, Ar!..1t-t.cEV,4. -e---;-/ A;-- v ez...- /



J. What suggestions do you have
process in thiszprogram?..",--

)

K.

for improving the TRL training .

c.efIcw-e4:..et.A-/

C1-1-e:Izehrtc.4-, ;:/1-4:11/: 4;1:7fri..,41'..

When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

4'7)4LP

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your -efforts to disseminate at building
or wide7scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

Most. . Not.
Adequate Adequate Adequate_

I. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits.

4. Presentations

What additional support, if any,.would have been helpful?

P)LogG /-71-7-4t-9v1-1-4-4

221j
ee'teet/ .4a77, 14,71.4.:(.41Al ,<Lael

I

N. Now that the-project has officially,ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

1.

45

Are you: willing to continue nyotirrole as:TEL? Yes

Why?-,/fri*



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

CeC.--ZZ
.47

-

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your.peers respond
to you as "the disseminator!' of research,,based information?

.--e-e-------e-4.).)/ce44--c6--

4-4,,,,,,,,0

R. What out-,Of-tho-classroom,oppOrtunities haive- been afforded yOu
as a result .Of your 'involvement in the.project?..

.r
S. Have you receivecLanT.other rewards.ancL incentives at El.resultt.

of yOur involvementAli-theprOject/ Describe.

f:rewards4if any, do you think HLssliould receive?

4



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary
interested in becomipg TRLs?

for teachers who are

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling.of.time for participation in ERWD <training sessions
and dissemination activities? --deGfeA,06-

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

eee,e6.7

0:;-e..) --41-?-''"L'/A-eelee; -/4:Vett) )

( )61-71eA)

_2\

e<r-E-t..a-se.1,s-t-L'eL)



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

POKJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981,,- 1982

\I"The AFT Educational Research And Disseminati n Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been-involved. in a unique dissemination-

Process whereby the research information has befin shared with

teachers via their. union structure. As a participant-in this

Peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degrees to which. this process was effective.

We invite .your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project
7i3

replication... Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.'

ABOUT you,

Qige .(20730) (30-40) (40T) (60-:

Sex Race

Degree levels Yearg of xperience

Grade/subject,area7Tresently teaching

Other grades/subjects taught
. .7

Special titles'iorprofessional recognition



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?'
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, EmMer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. ClasSroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

r"

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation -

e. Valence and challenge
ar0usal

3. Brophy, Good,, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Ihurn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time.

c. Academic learning'time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this space to mike specific comments about individual research
Concepts that you did, or did'not, find useful. ,

C. Referring_back, to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share'with other. teachers?

Study Cones,-Tit



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the inforMation? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

2. With how many teachers do. you estimate that you'have shared
the research? "Cr 5 (.54 4-1,/ 4 4 i Le')

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your'new classroom strategies.

They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached. you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted, a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know..

J..' You left some of:the research materials in- faculty-
lounge areas -and teachers became interested.

Other

Referring to queStIbii:"D",!!.. did you use any particular way of
sharing to. a much greater degree than others? Explain. A/-

...

. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful ) Useful Not Useful

Specifics?

J. ,



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was' disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)-

Most Least.
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information
in-"translated" summary form

71 -.Receiving and reading the research
summaries before' the scheduled
training/Sessions

3. Meetijng at regularly scheduled
intervals for, prescribed, periods.
of tithe to work with the research

4. Participating-in problemsolving,
disCussion7-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts.vilvtraining
activitieS_(role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.).

5. .Having training sessions conducted
under union/teachercenter spon-

as:opposed to school
administration

H., Bow .,did this training. differ. from ',the: inservicing you'lle had? _
54.1.4-r

164 .4 ,.,

. 4?-*..,.;ia 44 -.5 et .4 G . y V 0 -7.14 74. .

I. After training, indicate':the degree to which you felt adequately
prepared to perf,ormin..your.:role..-as Teacher Research.
XCheck.where APpropriate.).

...Well', J11
Prepared_.:Iprepared. Prepared,

1. ,Research information ,x

2. Role as trainer

Comments

.5.c: 5. -T., f 4"-}1

CSi /*



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

. (
Cifte- -

caC S7,41 7'

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or widescale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. C sultations

3. -site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

*Z_

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?
.

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes L'f,./ No L_J

Why? -Iv , ,

/de- c,, L.'S .6-1, 4 71:;" 7'" /

t

"-r-- -71 ..7c 74. 4C-

233



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational,
research has, changed.

I

5

7r, A -

/'1.7 7

P. HowHow has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

v(
Je 747 C--/Cle.

4.7

R. What out-of-the-classroom opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

1

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?

7 --#4" 717:7%, // /
/../7 /-7. r-71"- /-

234



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

---,. .,. i

Li.
/. ( .2:--- , -- 7 , . ; -7---..N\1...- 7.-e. . .--.,..e.

--k r ---"";-,--, a-- 7 i" -" ../' //:-.--'..

/, ,. "7 ...( _`.:::
77 / ./ 7(... -."4- e 7/---/ -t

h.;

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your

111

, colleagues may be interested?

6

A 74(4ke T tek s frosea-i .e4e6 yace

& ( t tcp ku a fi-e. 4&47` tke
friar teAekgz ket-- I e rk ,ea(/ 6
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PORJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in thiS

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to expreEs your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) (30-40) (40 -SO) (50-60) (60- )

Sex I;ma lto . Race "gict_e.,..K

Degree levels _21c5.14...1. Years of experiehce

Grade/subject area presently teaching

Other grades/subjects taught Et4 ( kkA4- a )
v .

Spe'cial titles or professional recognition



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, er, Anderson.
Beginning o the Year
Classroom Management

+.7;

a. .Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



B.

Most Least
(Check where appropriate.) Useful Useful Useful

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learnifig time

*I+

Use this space to .make specific commentS'about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

J _

ClasS Tri Yea-4r) eSs ce...4.44.

(1.4- f e s etc.e_croao.±,i),11:4y .7"'".. 6- .46 /

--i69 /'4A- 4eh'e; 11`8/ 14"j

ei 5-714cti.-.1 et-t44. eerez /tea ea; ee,,/ 1.--e S.

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts' did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study

I g;')
F-75 -1a-i1;%n

0

E,-;v.e.-7450-7L)

Concept \

\

i i 'yin e,, (7-1,t.-Ta 5 k.. 6,15 a: 5 e...42.......

..,--Ir(iii Po c LA s c...44), ezee-cs,---iA-

ea. 55 "f 0 I: 'not VA/L a..4- C1.- -401\eyi.a-ij

Li 4 A

.. REA e s V-rue...e.4t444.1.0 cx.....,OL z:A.,-vo .2-e
....



D. In_your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information?
teacher: new, in troublem curious, etc.)

/4 et1 at,e (-4.--rre-14
tr

(t.e. , type of

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
'the research? Fiv

3. How did this "sharing" come. about?

11MMOMMINII1

a. You approached them(because

b. They approached you becau6
saw evidence of use of your

you saw a, need.

they heard aboUt or
new classroom strategies..-

They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they.trusted you.

You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f.

g..

h. You conducted informal discussions about the -research
'information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
louAge areas and teachers became interested.

The principal requested that you share the informatio

The principal referred/teachers to. you.

E. Referring to questionM," did you,use any particular way of
sharing to a muchigreater degree thanoothers? Explain

S r v15

F. In general,\ what.kind of feedback (aid you.receiie from teachers
about the usefulness .of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very .useful., Not pseful

Specifics?



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where-appropriate.)

. Receiving the researchAnformation
in "translated" summary form

. 2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for presOribed periods
of time to work withthe research

4. Participating in prOblem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities-(role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training-sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most
Helpful Helpful

1/.

Least
Helpfnl

..1

H.- How did-this training differ from other inservieing you've had?
-111Al ela.,tee- 14 e- _A ."7

I

-rir>. a 4e: 144-e-. te.e.A.4.0ae, 4i -a //g
e .1.0"-a d>7 Csi c "f aler,

'11-leiteY 171 I / 51

. *After training, in icate the degree to _which you felt adequately
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well

,44.)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments

,prepared Prepared. Prepared



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

("Oa /6 NI zrrf e e e

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin
disseminate the research information?

7-110d- frial c4) s eL 'tf-1 laW
s h 0u0 6 4.4;0..<

,aeL,b s 5 A . at, 4, c.A- F

.L. What is your feeling. about-the level of.:support given to you :

by the project staff in your efforts. to-disseminate at building.

or wide -scale levels? '(Check where appropriate.)

Most Not --
Adequate Adequate Adequate

1. Materials

2. ,Consultations

3 On-site visits

4. Preseqtations

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

OV7

rr-01 tec..1+. e-rs -r-1

pie Q s e_;c4

N: Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in,your role as a TRL?

--rie. e-6 012- .5chl etial S'Zg* vec e,d.e

PC/ /71" 15 very "1 ecess,*-7 We- 42e_ 0, 72-- er
'7415 ti' -Z.-lel etf t see I)
Are youiriIling to

Why.? fee/

0 442 it) 0 -1

0Me;i7 p/a

continue in your role as TRL? 'Yes No LI

O c4fr gi C '4(5 71e, 4! Le- /reee6 O 1 5/6.4X
e 41 us/ 44,7 calctsf ap eat,/ gAtif-)4

2-41



0. Des9ribe
research

the ways in which your
has changed.

attitude toward educational

P. How has the research information affected your self- esteem as
a teaching professional?

y r 1.640 ee AL-L-14-74 y) y me Me

(142-sAY lee,/ 4v/! -L- 5 L11 0..1
a-

fe, e.4.) 7Ta.r.i .4111104,0t ebes.7 e- 1,frire0

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond.
to you as "the dissedinator" of research -based information?

5 e /1c: 6.5 Act ,) 12-re .55-el, 710 -7606 7 /4
ge ; L /0,./ iv azeeefir.

ems' .

R. What out-of-the-classroom,opportuniiies have'been afforded you
as a result of-your involvement in the project? )

1)-- cut 41)^A-. ddr;--11;1

S. Have you received any other rewards .and.lncentiVes as. a result.
of. your involvement inthe project? Describe...

A A e;c4A pea. P.!-A*U

eiot..s..E.,e 7e... Cr.-- IC)
0rei YYL %eVc.-..m..5

A.) 4-0 =',) 4"-vt 5
What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?

b-r ale- ed,1 -414z.7" (A) ; lead --I--o 50- roe '¢:`=

.3



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

r-.

r)

IZez 5-,44 a a, I a I Yes 5/ow
Weet5,',77 ItAVII31

U. Since finding'time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

7c.4"-c/).1
(i(.) e,L

V. What are additional' areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?



TEACHER RESEARCH.LINKERS

PORJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982'

The AFT Educational Research and gtssemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pil6t

program, you have been involved in a unique'distemination

procesS whereby the research informa n has been shared with

teachers via their.union structure. As a participant. in this
. "

:peer -to-peer-sharing'experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the .degree to which this, process was effectiVe.

We invite your candid comments -to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directionsfor project

replication.. Use as much spaCe as you need :to' express, your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20 -30) (30-40)

Sex. V Race

Degree leVeli Akti.

Gradefeubject-area:PresentIT

Other grideS/subjeCts taught
. ,

SpeCial titles, or prOlessionirtpdagnition:



ABOUT THE PROJECT'

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the .

usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, EMmer,-Anderson.
Beginning of the Year.
Classroom4lanagement

a. Classroom'readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
conSequentes

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus andiccount7
ability

d `'Avoiding satiation

e. Valende and-challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et a .

Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success .,rate

e.. Teacher questioning

-f. Turn-taking

Most .Least.
Useful Useful Useful .

L."



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. AlloCated time
\-

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most
-Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make speCific comments about individual
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

.D..41kcAelJA,

Least
Useful

tt

research

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the
you most often7:share with other. teachers?

Study Concept

research-concepts did

/b/t4A-1_410

/14-1r740-04-hveL44.41.,

-171 (9-7-Y-k.t.?ek..4,,..t.":-n



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new; in trouble, curious, etc.)

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? ,10gP

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information,

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

_.7 i. You left some of the research materials in.faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Other
ee

E. Referring to question ."D,'.1 did you use any particular way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

,c4/0-d/LcA4/ ile)-4A4rt'CA-2/

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful) Useful Not Useful

Specifics?

t

2,17



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing,'simula-
tions, letc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'Ve had?

A-4/ --.0A"4"(u.-/ /6-

I. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1., Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments 4p .01/A-7,-1./reat-el

Well Ill
Prepared Prepared Prepared

"t1-c-4t)m-e-ve
-Fot/L&:4..6/2-er-r-c& 4,ht, 1,r2Avy,-

,pv Zfro,t.rivt/ . r Ak .9W-T%C.ti
2.46



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

ALkZ''L

.0_4".ot,cifev/4,..4./.1.A,A-77Lrt:64-ot
....-Ann.11-14.7"

L. Whit is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

_ rrv.t.,

ovt,t-E. ,

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

20441.164r

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes 27 No

Why?AL44/P-1,144 _.4.

4-221-ir

vj/-1-4-4,1"IAL
-601,cAvit, i/vglet., 0 ait 249



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

,Irazy,e;n17 ra4P-7.7rAl., 0-1,1AL, ,CAL1,0_,

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

tAirr
ti/ja.tx-b ,e1,1,ewzdet,

R. What out-of-the-classroom opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

ize-v -7- Tr -1-A,c1,i;r1A).4,2

S. Have you ;.eived any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

GLAciret.ev1.4.11rict

,

liWhat rinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?

250



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

Le-et--.2A-4/

Xk-
V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your

colleagues ma

r -c,r/ti,u --ezotAii-utAt/

0(../ .A.E22-4.4./ti al ft ,p

-*

251

ee--702/LX,



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

ECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

-' 1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational ,Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a 'unique- dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant,in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of'the degree to which this process was effectiVe.

We invite your candid comments io help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT Y9U

Age (20-30) (30-40) (50-60) (60-

Sex Race

Degree levels )(6/ Year of
. Zt:

Grade /subject areapresently:teachi g

Other grades /subjec taught

Spe ial titles or- professional rec



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmert Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures. and
consequences

2. Kounin'.
( Discipline,and Group. Management

. . .., .

.
.

a. With-it-ness.and.oVerlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
,

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and .challenge
arousal`

3. BrOphyi:Good, GrOws4 et al...
Teaching Effettiveness-

a. .Direct instruction.

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. ,Student success rate
A

e. Teacher quelstioning.

Turn-takiiig

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. SpeCificity

b. Contingency

Distribution:

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
_et al,:
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

1/"

B. Use this space to.makeSpecific'comments aboutindividual research
concepts, that you ar4itd.not., fincLuSeful-.

Referring backback to question: "A, which of the research concepts did
yqu'most often share..with other-teachers?

lo,

Study,



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher; new, in tro ble, curious, etc.)

4.411- 492/7'

2.--With how many teachers do you estimate that you ,have shared

the research? AC)

3. How did this "sharing" come aboUt?

a; You approaChe4 them because you saw a need.

They apprdiched you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

_4ar d. They approached you because they trusted you..

1.e.. You conducted a workshop orjogieljma:,

f. The:principal:requested that you share the information..

g... The.principalreferred teachers to you..

You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Is

-Other

Referring to questiOti."Dy".did you'use any-particulii.wa
s ari

.
.

g.to a.much,-greater-degree.than ot
,)724.4*1

A6N4yrALtc/cL,1 4=4,

4,L8404.4,-A4.-->i4444.0t ,a-

of/Ale/

In general,. what of..
reedback

did.you receive /rom.teachers
about the usefulness Of the.esearch.information? (Circle one,)

Very useful,

Specifics?



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in_which the. research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving-the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
-review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via- training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teachef-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful'

1/*

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'xie had?

I I

Ad icitt ,
/ Tc.a-c4pu/Q,1/4.k

I. After training, indicate the de ee to which you felt adequately ..'

prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check-where appropriate.)

Well Ill
Prepared Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. Rote
/
as trainer

Comments



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
,process. in this program ?., ire 's Z2 ,a..eLega

K.. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research inforMation?

aztai-o&epi
L. What is your feeling about the level of support-given to you

by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

Most Not
AltleEtt. Adequate Adequate.

I. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site viSits-

4. Presentations

M. - What additional support? if any, would haVe been helpful?

N. Now that the project has offidia14.ended what kind of support
do yOn,:feel you-would,need to. continue in your role as a TRL?

Are you:

Why?

ling to continue your role as TRL? Yes No



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research .has changed.

V

134 -How has the research information affected ytair self-esteem as
. a teaching professional?

How do your building administrator and/Or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information? io

"a

B. What out-of-theclassroom,opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

S. Have,you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

What ki ds of re ards, if any, do you ,think TRLs should receive?--



T. Whit- qualities do you feel are necessary for .teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

"2iteA.21-

U. SinceSince finding time to be involved is always a problem with .

leadership types, what suggestions do you have.regarding the
scheduling of time for.participation in MILD training sessions
and dissemination activities?'

. .

V. What are additional areas of research in which youOr yotir
colleagues may,beinterested?



S

TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

lr, EVALUATION
Pr " OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

-

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination-

process whereby the research information has been-shared with

teachers, via their union structure. As a participant in this,

peer -to- peer - .sharing experience, your'input is crucial to our

assessment of thedegredito:Which ihis proceith was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and.also to point outnew.directions for project
.

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts..

YQU

Age. (20-30)-

Sex

Degree levels

Grade/subject area presently.teaching

(40-50) . (50-60) (60-

43

Other 'grades/subjectstiught:
0

Special titles or professional recognitiori'

/42; '121



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in.this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

6 Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and ch?llenge
arou1

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction's")

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

VI



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful!

1/

J

B. Use this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

-Ino-41- ztuippsAAitv ts A& d- ,eirJ Atwz.i-pwo
prhiabn.A-x- k? viPt-.- dia4.044,6,144) tit .4. itet-1406

P, e0 cd, tb a el kiblA,'/
C. Referring back to quesH..n "A," which of the research concepts did

you most often share mt:h -;;ehersi

Study

eikwvize*-

f2 564--

0/16-et. 0.67tez-

014,06/7494 A0ASu24.) 44,
A444K, dA444-ctoe-1.

ham'

262



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teac er: new, in trouble curious, etc.)

xpkoet(,

Aria'46
.A./rp-vw-atoz;, ,<Adjet3141:;:t4

2. ith how many teac ers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? Lf/141.4, /6o4tta4.1.p

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

X_ b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share theinformation.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

j. Other

E. Referring to questlori "D," did-you use any particuiir way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

ery usefu

Specifics? c.e., /.6

,oll&ldry/___74t9d 4i441 J2iriflea4) iplfAildttZ vat

/7,,,Lut6, ti

Useful Not Useful

263



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions cond!cted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

V

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you had?

artsr4,4,4)
At.-

,4'IM''444.--1 46113/ i"644;

AI's) M4434;d4ai4fAti #."46

I. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well Ill
Prepared Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

p.,t,e J/ei
pti2.2)-4- kh-644-'7`4"444,,

42145ki- 144-b 43- ciffol-" 444<-10
When and under what circumstances did you
disseminate the research information?

fu4A.A.4 Aen.-4,i7t4:1415 4.7
)0.0 0, At...?

K.

cakt> 24,d

cA4.#1, 01444 02,144.
AlimA!L °.
Ate, ft14.10.

actually begin to

01,444frlt14)
104.6.ext,_ at, 7t4,104....4.4., /Z. 441-

kr C &Att.; 4-u-st.ciA a Ate" 0.4 tL iatiot-646- At'd

146,44-10 fideAcAwu A4v 5 Aaida-i- er413° ti21:1,1412:424#63
L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you

by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at'building
or wide4scale lei7els? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most. Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate,

(

V

M. What additional'support, if any, would have been helpful?

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

141"*"-rl 41."5441"44j

Are you willing to continue in-yOur TRL? Yes No Li

/x-et-ek 4



0. Describe the wayi in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

Gt At /A4-et -"tv6 /rxtui6\

At4-e4tA-(,L .4 tp-fr4-cAA&

ralihe4A±i 041rdr414) .0611 ,/414d fradoe-ti 40-0/ -zimw

must4.1-- d4.41, ,Atatia /mg-)

P. How has the resea ch information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching profess onal?

LiAt, 4st,!1:+-6124scr
Afrprovrt.4):

2t10141d 4://k)
.4,4* 41.140f

adisuAt ,41.4)
"24,04-re,r,;-16 A41/41

How do your building administr,atOr and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

(Pile4u1 (4.444 a/144Avuel /1444Ym;

'a4431CL

R. What out -of-the-classroom,opportunities haV'e been afforded
as a result of youf involvement in the project?

vA

-ikuxb
am4s,) 60fr e

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as aresult
of your involvement in the.project? Describe.

1014. Az. k-e- ai(4.1440 efiszS

you

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs .should receive?.J

,1114.41L) ?x#4.iv, huct

213 6



T. What
(
qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are

.interested in becoming TRLs?

1,044-444.' )

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

OPNt 4441atiro 4(4,Vdem OthMOL AA;044

-V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be- interested?

J

77t

IOW
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TEACHER .RESEARCH LINKERS

PORJECT EVALUATION

--OF THE .

AFT EDUCATIONAL-RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research ad Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research And

classroom practiCe. As a Teacher-Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique. dissemination
1

process whereby the research information has been shared with,

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was.effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as-much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) (30-40)

Sex PI Race

D'egree levels Alp 5,

J50-60. (60-

141ecf4-4

:Years of experience'

Grade /subject area_presently teaching 6"CieNter. .1"-f-

Other grades/subjects taught ART*

Special.titles or4rofessional recognition

D4,1141) A Fr decd., ttiVS,

268



ABOUT THE PRO4ECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about tiA
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management--

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

-b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
.Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and moment'

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. ,Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

C. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most . Least
Useful Useful Useful

2f!i



(Check where appropriate.).

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. "Distribution

d. Cred:bility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful -Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make specific comments about individual research-
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

-17 fri.AA.S.J.. fh,..c,c_ 4.- :4;

114 Atifi_.

.

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study

fat_1,_
0.Y.

Concept

iltea41-4-0c

.w -2T:(1 ClAa

CLA4-k (Ytt-t5/31-12,ed--

2 7



D. 'In. your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i e.,

teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.).

(1dUA ;L b4r-1 ,c.;.,..eftthIcei CA.A.L4r-,4

/Ipir7rzeJ Ar641.4A,Ativw:or

p of

o 0-44_

444Ege riled).4V4

le01:1141144

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? I 7 o- 5-b eiusb..4.44.1wit&e. ca4.4 tieviu.,444.4 Qt4Ff ezui- 644-acre,

14A....4

you saw a need.

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

You approached them because

They approached you because
saw evidence of use of your

c. They approached you because

They approached you because

You conducted

The principal

P ..5.44.4.4441L
they heard about or t/44.

new classroom strategies.

,ge-a-ar
ceiAi b

DuetwAti

share the igOrmation

they needed help.

they trusted you.

a workshop or meeting.

requested that you

1/;. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the
information with people you know.

You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas-and teachers became interested.

research

Other

E. Referring to queStion-11),!! did you use any particUlar way of
sharing to,a much.greater degree than others? Explain. ,

144-4-4,

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Specifics?

Useful Not Useful

271..



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a'TRL. (Check where appropriate,)

1. .Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. -Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions,-etc.)

5. Having training sessionsconducted
under unioniteacher-center.spon-
sorship as opposed to school.
administration

Most . Least
Hell 1 Helpful Helpful,

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'lie had?

k4A.491tArl"-e

/)14-4.A4Aut""

mr11.4 /72#7;

4-41-
cp0.07,41.,1114,e-va4F.s

I. After. training,-ind*cate the degree to whiCh you felt adequately
prepared to perforein your.role as TeaOn'ar Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)'

.Well .111

1, Research information

.2. Role as t%'-atner
V

Comments fie. Ww,Y AA-

a AA/Att, ex

e-eate AtAie_

ctik-dut, id 7 4:44ct V2

9,10.,1.:56,v4;
eeem4A4m..J

ders'e6
4-4e-144e":
-1'

Pre a .d Prepared, Prepared,

1:1/1

K

-1,do-tta



J. ,What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training 1

I

process in this program?
....'1.'..' v.

0

aAfl. a411/(9 rA: 4.4.6
1 .t..

Rie/A,

rma4t
1, n, frea-c" 1 ii. oec.14-e44,45Q)

K.- When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

42"-;"=1--
" I 1-14/

L. What is your feeling about the level of suppo t given to you
by the project staff'in your efforts to dissemin to at building_.

or wide.rscale levels? (Check where appropriatel.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
.Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

'fie

AtAmme"

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need_to Continue in your role as.a TRL?

ait
Are you willing to continue,in your role as. TRL? Yes LEY/No 1±7

le

Why? eL lJ IA.e,
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0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

.4)41A1;4441-41del 4444:4-4-

tiLe413-41-.1/1-44%)
tIA4,te ./A147- cr4)".1-)

cide/3-4-r-kgrvit)

/16
P. How-had the research information

a teaching professional?

44-frz /Ave ;,;(1,te.et Astio

affected your self-esteem as

/xte. 4,0

6+-?;

efAil .-Z4tA> bat:t-u-4,4"--, ,0.444-01.4-.1 lad
Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond

to you as "the disseminator" of research - based' information?

4ti .1

R. What out-of-the-classroom opportunities have been afforded
as a result of your involvement in the project?

00011

ttees
S. Have you receivers any r rew

of your involvement in 'the4roject? Describe.

A4vir

AJ,W
rds,and:indentiVes as. -a result

What kinds of rewards,

fere"i_ et,44.1_ 1.1d /hua

if any,:do.you-think TRLs should receive?

cc
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T. What clumjities do you feel are necessary for tea:7!lers w' are
interested in becoming TRLs? TeL5 ,eV1 fIA-17r

o
F.,...\;)

ft

r

U. SiLce finding time to be involved is always a prblem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have resarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessons
and dissemination activities?

V. What are additional areas of research in which yo7, cr your
colleagues may be interested?

1

;7,t,&/,-Z



TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PORJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program wp.s

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial t our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

Age (20-30) (30-40) 40-;-0-3 (50-60) (607- )

Sex -eto.akc_ Race

Degree levels

CGrade/subject area presentl teaching
--,

Other grades /subjects taught K)c, -.,,c 6.1" , 0 5 C.;.. 2,
1

Years of experience
Lma

)

Special titles or professional recognition K_1(\
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement ;<cy_

44-

Itb. Rules, proceures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

C1 )

cStn-A .

C'ex-t/Ir5-t:

(_:>, -t-Ac-
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(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a.

b.

c.

d.

Specificity

Contingency

Distribution

Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a.

c.

Allocated time

Engaged time

Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

4:_10;ti:ci-t,\\;(1

c...4 Li /
e.

05

`5_04-v,,2e
ct-ic41-6

Use this space to make specific comments about in&.11 research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful,

L

boa-5
-147-

JCL 5

a *44-efi-r
40' 5I ag e

c_41.1C0 "'A4-

y\ IT: ast-eked ok-to
4- ;4-1, (IN/ky-5 1,..4471//

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the ---earch concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Concept .

\rk- rNf"\*.%.'':" 411414 *56 V*1

6 4" \11IS e ex). t

"11 1 cry, ,..,- i,,,,, N....5 -re
z, r
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D. In your interactions with teachers,

/
1. With

-

"00M did you share the information? (i.e., type of

teacher: new, inc trouble, curious, etc/.)
, ),A ......\A c; 11,44 CC.

..,,,A..t.._ ck A___,5 Lc. 7.-2
C.

ce.yvc. .1: i.)\10. t ' 9 -A4-----ae-1,-.e.,..,...7 42--1,-0,-,- s.4 I 9 vo ...) ., 1..k..a

tv...i h t..., ic-J.1 k,, xo,..,, e... t. v-VAii C._ i".`e. -, _11,-.6e.6e,t-i-, ,...--a.
2. with how many i'teachiers do you estimate ttatIrou'have dhared

the research? .e.

"ovt.

3., How did this "sharing" come abot?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of.use of your new classroom strategies.

4,Z" c. They approached you because they needed help.

7je_ d. They approached you bec*use-they trusted you.

_JZ e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.
1

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted iformal discUssions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left -some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

. Other

E. Referring to question-"D," did you use any particular way
sharing to almuch greater degree than others? Explain. .

01/4. J -- Ye, e, )e-Ct a-'t-, -, c 41"- el!. a, d i, C. 44. a , C....,
4-vez

CThs ) Ci_ 5 411-..-4.)-44 V'44- Is., u.,,,,... 6 -c_ ,,, . 4 77___ o i.,,iy k tol -e___, i

0, , 4-ezt_ ek-e---G,/ e, ,.... -54--eg- i

F. IL general, wl.at kind f feedback did you receive from teachers
about tho u.L.,,ruIness f the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful Useful

Specifics?

IVe-47

kx; .17 enjoya ble

Not Useful



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to, /you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most. Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the esearch information
in "translated" ,summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meet g at regularly scheduled
in ervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

1

4 .-7715iit icipat ing in problem-solving,4r-, e!.

discussion-oriented sessions to\
review the research

Amplifying understanding of t he s-
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted_A-
undet union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school'
administration ; k

How did thi training differ frcimlother inservicin youti hadH.

1) 0 -__e$ \,--f Are 5-016, , .-i ,-- p^ii9va , 1 h_ .-e.,

I. After training,,indica the degree to which you felt adesiti Si --2
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research Information
//

2. Role as trainer

/Comments -1- kri e%-te

Well
Prepared Prepared Prepared

Ill "

2S C
k.) a ow, i 1--i-!7" i

j , ,.

e21,.,.e iry k) k c's;c:-

1 NN1
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J. What suggestions do/you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program? N.

cite C le i) LA71 Is i44, e 4
Acid

K.

C\C-* 4." -C \44-111 e
(.1' 4

)4-des- r'' C 5 e..i.rict 4-7
\Mitra INL a-1K ti---74) 5 rt.,"

VNA.t. 5 rv, r v4-i
L.

When and under what cYrcumstanCes did you actu lly begin to /

disseminate the research, information?

(2.041- \AJOv"-/0(51k61)

'e vo",' v- 0 (30 d

ik)au.

Cr: 0 vu-ef

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you 1
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

4Most
Ade uate Adequate

Not
Adequate

M. hat additional support,,if any, would hav ,been helpful.

e ire Vgi-h

IL V y,4\I\ e___

, )
rv

ctiv-eq

0 U
N. Now

de

Lt...)Li";

V\

r5
that the project has ,offic/ially ended, what kind of support
ou feel you would nee to Continue. in Your broke asa'TRL?

(Ippp, cr\--e tel Ct. __1----e ve.) X i IA e t:
/ I

441, p. , .
v-41, 4- p r e ..)-AA--7-tr-

IL 'c v LL IDP4 IA, kLat,-
willing to continue in your role as TRL?

cV ') y v,

)

V- 6 a 4-Dp5

.r10.41;

Yes No L.2
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0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

ov c ezt.4--e vf e4-

441.e

41.4- cL4 -e,L e.daki

115 )

How has the rese
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a teaching profe
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T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who are

411
interested in becoming TRLs?

le 7/N4e v Cl 41\, ( 1"

SL(.5L-V cep 4-I
U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with

leadership types, what' suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
an ssemination activities? /

(45 25 e_ cvp6 kse. A

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

\A.

C

( )I I) 1 e

(/
d e 5

c
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PORJECT.EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

'1981 1982

The AFT Educational. Research and Dissemination'Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

cla6sroonipractice. As,,a Teacher Reearch Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in. a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

peer -to -peer- sharing experience, yourinput is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to.which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point' out new directions fdr project

replication. Use as ;such space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT. YOU
s
Age *(20-30) ((30-40 ) (40 -50) (50-60) (60-

Sex IS9=4.91.: Race 1A 0_,\)

Degree levels . Years of experience 10\erkzc.:.

Grade/subject area presently teaching

k

Other
-S:r

grades /subjects taught ' \

Special titles or.professional recognition
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ABOUT THE PRWECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where'appropriate.)'

A

1. Evertson,' Emmer, Anderson.
Begirming of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom` readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arouqal

3: Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction'

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student succbess rate
c
e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least.
Useful Useful Useful

N./



Most . Least
(Check where appropriate.) Useful Useful. Useful

4. Brophy.
'Teacher Praise

a.: Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility.

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Use 'this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful. N

N \\ 0, of 42,c72_, k,

c\ck.A)e_, v-)\--v,ck-

.v.2,o,k303).A---e(.4k.,ky (Y\A \o..c:,:v.00 A

TS4---vL., -\

vv.)( . j t c_,e1N,1( c-e6ge actil hl cts
NN-cv ci..".&.; `-1.A.v&:.)'c--i .c-\c S..\-v21(.Z.j Eck cA\

Pc< \)e'k-fes. c-
v.) S Ne_w -8,1) v;iojc. SZe4se-

P. Refe-lVtiV4b4C'O-it1/4741=tionr"N"A7W1=1Itie gt-L-IrrCrconCePt:did
you most often share with other teachers?.

Study

ec.ksLx\_)f.; Nemx\-tfc--

Concept
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D. In your interactions, with teachers,

411 1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

\r, ,..
.

,r_s_-_c- \,
7r...,.-(- ,,,,, . . ,..A C. \ k.... %\- 1...".

, ) 6 LQ.,_.. (..*-T-C,1.. \C. t ,,,,... c., \
,....,,x,t,\ vvN

..,.

ti

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research?

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You.approached them because youosaw a need.

They approadlled you because they heard about or
. saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help. V

ot, They approached you because they trusted you.

X,e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.'

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in. faculty
.lounge areas and teachers became'interested.

n

Other vaLTZ,N, Pm- A_

amatlIDOOMP

E. to que'Stiali "D'," did you use any particular way of
sharing to a much'greater degree qan other's? Explain.

5. o c- -NAE- k'c c-br iCNIN Gk. 4.tA;tiC, (1(,)\k__/
INV-ar/fR

F. In. general, what kind of feedback did.you receive fromteachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

i'
,....,\

Very' useful (Useful.) Not Useful
, I

_

.. ,. Specifics? !, . lklb . 1C- r t \I c\CJ1 -E.----AA:VV:A\I ', \i" rl
.10 ,--4 0A-AS Cr, (- CAA, Ni\A_ 9 :.'\---(1,-C-- c---,-S c)CN\ &-e_IL v02 AG '-4--L

,. ,..,)

7 I&Q,C1/4- --k-c-,-,t --\AL-<N cct,,pa..cL te -1/2-01,i...y\-k-,6L E:,t,,,,:--tct.IN,Al.
. ce---\(\ V-tA-c-eti..... a---4--"A N V-- 4I-\-6-t. A-\iL-, .`(C-OC G.AL 0 :\ cytti-: 'A'kQ- 2 9 4

\,..p. -8--- -4.. N.. Y-... 0...b 01,,t. c-c.k. cy..;-e, --\.,.L.,". &_, c--42_,/k_i, -e246ALRIY\_,

VNCI. J ON-1/47NA%. Cj 0,_



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
ums disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research Information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the sCheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful, Helpful

.N/

H. How did this training differ-from othe inservicing you'Ve had?
M.C\AVA A c +cNA/J\ IkA X--*Z- Kitir .

G .NJ

vi,,017.1:11-t w\-cy . \. SU VVN-sz_. ec
O

Jk., V_. Le
)

Ve--(=`'.- t(\-0,-L. 0.,Y4 C-CAA 4.7t
I. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately

prepared to perform in your.role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments-V\V

Well
- Prepared Prepared Prepared

7\-1 \\.

\-(\Q-Q-L \
CLSS '6k.0 -\*\ C"'Q--Q---Xi 6.4 Ck:%S.Se- VY\-1NC.d:\ 16

-F15 s--riNcOcc), \---0 \o-rf.,r7-111,-Ip F 61-4-LQ. 2 95



gat

J. What suggestions do'you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

1Wj-eic5u c1S cc ct.A,eLC),:\ CC\

tfk-

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

Vi < \C\-

\ \ 10%.

N7u

L. What is youlfeeling about the 14ifel of support given to you
by the project.staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or widescale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3.. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?
c. (AA <-Q-Cc.k-S

V

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of 'support
do you feel you would need.to continue in your role as a TRL?

-1-\A.15ValL \Lel.

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes 25,1 No

why? :IV.
(\c---0

`c \-QckAl

V%N. 0 CAL, 7 40 $(114-Ck.
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O. ,Describe the mays in which your attitude toward educational
. , research has changed.

\L).-cd_

\ N-N

\ OAS LL., I c"-L

\ o \-\

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching+professional?

c-U c.c.,6\*,' \I\ k C-Ccc-'

. \ cCv\-\ (1)s--1

Nre.: (kpe p' c L

vttrd 0 c tt.A\A
irrt, L 04-4 c1/4,,K;cZ. (tdki k c-- -

Ni\J \\.\ 1 c-ec1/4-(e

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

N\ C\..d,,Mx\-\s4 4.; \)e-xlt

C.`1 \\, -E.A. c_/NNk-ft

c-Q-4§SLELC C-6 SLNI-tdis.)

11\A) (2.J2- c_S c c.c.s r L e-S

R. What out-of-tile-classroom opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

oV

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project?' Describe.

to

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should rec ive?
eer%-0,-

3



TEACHER RESEARCH JNKERS

' PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

.AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH -AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Disseminition Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and f

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker 'in-this pilot

program, you have been inValved dissemination

process whereby the research information has been sharedwithN

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

'peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our
-t

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as-you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) (30-40) (40-50) (50440) (60- )
4

Sex . M Race' Ca (4567 C #1 P-/-

/1, 4

Degree 'levels t_iff -/14.4 Years of experience. /7')

Grade/subject area presently teaching 4/ir'4,q,-1 .)-1V..17

Other grades/subjects taught

Special titles or professional recognition 5--.%7,Pc-lc?.///s

29S



Which more generally represents your teaching style(s)?

A. Open class

B. Sma1.1 groit instruction,

C. Individual instruction

D. Whole class-. inst,ruction

E. Other



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findidgS fromthe research studies shared
: .with you in this project, what,is your .feeling about the

usefulness of this information to your classroom p?actice?
(Check where appropriate;)

Mast Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Eve'rtson, Emmer,Andersonl
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness an-d
room arrangement

4 -
b. Rules, procedures and

consequences tiz

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. Withit-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothne'Ss and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Bropby, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

r f. Turn-taking

2<

x

I



(Check Where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make specific comments about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, -find useful.

, f- '

( ,e-/-'. .,;/' -,----- A/L64, , 4--/_:-,,,-f-c". ,c
,;/6

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study Concept

4/1,8/7/a

eS ,!/-(9-71q /k2/7-41.-

.1--/?:-Y'rkitAz,7;164.4
of

1 *

74/ t 301



-1

D.. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With,whom did you share the information?
teadh r: new, in tro ble, curious, etc.

(i.e., type of

2. Wi h how many t
the research?

eliA)3111.44 di

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

sharing

o you estimate that you ha e shared

qi)fAitrie 19-71-

coMMIPTO

You approached them because you saw a need.

They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

They approached you because they needed help.

They approadhed you because.they trusted you.

You conducted a-workshoppr meeting.

The principal cequested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teacheis.to you.

i.

j.

E. ferring
haring to

You conducted informal discussions
information with people you know.

about the research

You left some of the'research materials in faculty
lounge areas a d teachers became interested.

Other
/-11.

o que:
a much

did you use an partiCtilii way of
gree-than others? Explain.

F. 16 general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers.
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful

Spe ifics?'

Useful i Not Useful

302



G. Please giVe your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)m

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
inti?rvals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding-of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

r

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'Vehad?

7-ez /74--ee

st-71-

I. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately,
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research information.

2. Role as trainer

Comments 44.4.
a/PLGI/

110 di/

Well I11
Prepared Prepared Prepared

X.

ita ,414

401.9c$44e.114 1Letwi#11--*
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J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

a:.
441P011.6

)001104/4
K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to

disseminate, the research information?

L. What is your feeling about the level of suppcirt given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disse4date at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. 1Consultations

3. On-site visits.
4. Presentations

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

I

N. Now that the project has officially ended,. what kind of.support
do yon feel you wo ld n ed:to,cOntinue in your role as a TRL?

iP ea' AWee4!2:

Q

Why?

31)4
O



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research. as changed.

P. How has the research information affected your self-eSteem as
a teaching prot,essional?

,1A
.:

:.,

Q. -How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

%"4-44

e.?

R. Whit out-of-the-classroom oppozftunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

/ P

$.
of your involvement in the.project? Describe. if

r'll,efle/2/ ,_..21 /v7e, 4,. .._.-r ii ke- ,

Have you received any other rewards-And incentives as

What kinds of

(..:_e2-----2---

rewards, if any, do you think' TRLs should receive?

a result

305



T. What qualities 'do you feel 1p,re necessary for teachers Who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved ds always a'problem with
leaciership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time-for participation in ER8a) training sessions
and dissep,nation adtivities?

.

V. 'What are additional areas df research in which
colleagues ma be interested?

you or your

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please

state here.)
/731

(.4/

11

J

27
/I: 7
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TEACHER. RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE .

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination.Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice: As a Teadher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique disseMination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As aaparticipant in this

peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

IN.invite your candid comments to help us reflect on pas

practices and also to.point out new direCtions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need Ito express your

thoughts".

ABOUT YQU'

Age (20-,30) (30-40)/ (40-50) (50-60) (60- )

Sex Race, 41

Degree levels`.evel IteerAs- Years of experience

Grade/subject area presently teaching c7.-/(,?

Other grades/subjects taught e
tpeciai titles or professional recognition.

7.

3U7



Which more generally represents your teaching .cyle(s)?

A. Open class

B. Small group instr7Acti.on

r, .Intlividual instruction

D. Whole class instruction

. Other



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing '/

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questiouing

f. .Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful U§eful

it



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specifiditi

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher,, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task.

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

O

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make spdcific comments about individual research*.
concepts,that-you did, or .d d not find useful.

atead;

C. Referrin aCk to-Anebtion of the research concepts did
you most often share:ith.citherteadliers?





7
D. In your interactions with teachers,

'1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new., in trouble, curious, etc.)

, .

eltaea
2. WJ:h how many t you estimate tha( you have shared

the research?

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approiched you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

. They approached you because they needed help.

/7d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.
.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

. The principal referred,teachers to you.

_i_ h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teaChers became interested.

j. Other

. . .

Referring to cluOtIonq),"-did-You-nse any partictifii;-.way- of
sharing to a much grater degree than. others ? xplain.

4,0-946! 44 a- deez4A-

41.4,2%0T:144%/1
n geheral,what ki d of feedback did you recei from teachers "mimm-,10
about the ulness.of the research information? (Circle one.).

Useful Not,Useful

Specifics?

/9/2;--,J-4 girs?-frebei-D

otiotegeg,

31 2
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G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated tci you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated",summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regulaily scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful,

H. did this training diLfe om othe Anserliricin 'ou've had?'

I. A ter training,. indicate the degree'to which you felt adequately
prepared to performin yourrole as Teacher Research. Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well
Prepared Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comment
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J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program?

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
dissem ite the research.informatio ?

OfGdeg.

L. a is yo r feeling about the level-of support given. to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1; Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentationz_

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

w that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you 2 el W0uicld need to coptinue.in your rol a ?

446477

Are you willini

3 1 6



"62444414,..
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0. Describe the ways.in which your attitude toward educat'onal
research has changed.

,i,4(4,def

P. How has the research information affected your self-est em as
a teaching professional?

callkt_oe
.

Q.. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to yo as "the disseminator" of research -basted informatio

qd
?;

,oheicaeog

_R. What out-kpf-the-classroom opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in e project?

eX0110'llre A16%.7°?°"--.

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result .

of your involvement_in the pr ject? DEcribe.

gri'e 6110t./

42%m44

What kindskinds of rewards, if any, dd you think TRLs should receive?



T. What qUalities do you feel are necessary' for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved is alWays a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

V. What are additional areas of research in which you or your
--ualleagues. may be interested?

."1.0140-?Ag4-

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
state here.)

arot 4.41.e. ".ede-
,te4-16

319
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS.

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981.- 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination' Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

progpss whereby tde research information has been, shared with

teachers via their union structixre. As a pa ticipant in this

peer-to-peertsharing experience, your input.i crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project
-

replication.. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts. _

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30): T40-54:ft (50-60) (60- )

Sex P eletAttilet.tAWeoctovv_

Degree levels igiff Years. of experience,

Grade/subject area presently teaching

Other grades/subjects taught (0 3
Special titles or profelsionaLrecognition

32u



Which more generally represents your teaching style

A. Open class

3. Small group instruction

C. Individual instruction

D. Whole class instruction

E. Other

ao ,*3 1

9



ABOUT THE PROJECT

A. ThinkiLg back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you ki this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.-
Discipline and G/Ioup Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping )(*.

b. Smoothness and momentum )(

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy; Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. .Direcinstruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking



(Check where appropriate.)

"4. . Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a.

b.

Allocated time

Engaged time

c. cademic.learning time

B. Use this.
concepts

space to make
that-you did,

Gli

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

cj

specific comments about individual research
or did not, find useful.

,7:47
-aeL.-

-

C. Refer ing back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study

Ai 4

Concept

diat#6.40e'enA414#



D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e.; type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.1

.

Cal/4-49'444'
.e.e4trAGW/d7r

2. With how many teachers do you estimate thatyou have shared
the research?. 14

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

)1(/ a. You approached them because you-saw a need.

b. They approached you because th hesA.d about or
saw evidence of use of your new claisroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they neecihelp.

d. They-,:approaehedyou-b9causethey-trust

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

{f. The principal requested that you share the information..
,

\

g. The principal referred teachers to you.
\ \

h. You conducted informal dis'cussions about tip research
information with people you know.

.- ,

\

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became intere ted.

j. Other

Referring to question-"D," did you use apy particular way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

_

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

Very useful 6;49:nal) Not Useful



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information /
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving, 7
,/discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities. (role-playing,. simula-
tions, etc-.)

5. Having training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center .spon-
sorship as opposed to school

. administration

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'N4kipad?

I. After training, indicate the degree to which you felt adequately
prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

Well Ill
amareg Prepared Prepared

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments



J. What suggestions do you have for mproving the TRL training
process in this program?,

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research inf rimation?

4,6-14-t"

L. WhatWhat is your feeling. about the level of suppor gl n to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.) 507.2;;

zaigiome-77.1a7AkmiMost Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate,

1. Materiali Lhtee,

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

M. What additional support, if any, would haVe been helpful?

e-er-A.-/

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

Are you willing to

Why?

continue in your role as TRL? Yes Lj.



0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

,""17eZ-41-te

j 1

T06 /- '144e-2747*

GU /4 4,.dA4,, /_44ee ./4) :=..--,( --5211 _-e6:/-,e/

P. How has the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching profrsional?

j- 62.

,/

. ./

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research -baked information?

R. What out-of-the-classroom.opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

S. Have you received any other rewards.and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

What kind of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs should receive?



T. What qualities'do you feel Are necessary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggesiions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

(

eL,

V. .What are additional Areas of research in which you or your

411-01=1.e..> .4%e- cae-a(

colleagues may be interested?

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
state here.)

\JO 4eiG/Ne//4%Zega4e,,

/1-1A'e" "-e/elacz/

4a2,,e

-1-e;1-

alt
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this,

'peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) (40-50) (50-60) (60- )

Sex Race r)
g-

Degree levels S--b.,0.4Ale..1 Yearc-s
V
of exp-erience

Grade/subject area presently teaching gyqk

Other grades/subjects taught .14A

Special titles or professional recognition

32;



.hick more generally represents your teaching style(s)?

3ier. class

3. Small group instruction

C. Individual instruction

D. Whole class instruction

E. Other

(



8110T THE PRO,ILLI

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping V
Smdothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

V
V

331



(Check where appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

V

B. Use this space to make specific comments aiRoutindividuaL research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

u tqf crY CA 4-sS kyN... tiL.---A15/-44^X
/Cy*r45'

1 v - ts1,S p( e tivt

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study consut

eVrtoo) rwe r kcs vo ow, frevs

pri) citio.4.42 00,a.
C. 0 y, Ce c..-ec

-\67-10-,r-.6:i%js



D. In your interactions with teachers,

I. With whom did you share the'information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

n.
L Cr

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? wit trt sr

3. How did this,"sharing" come abo ?

_1_ a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.,.

MMIMINEM
c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

i

I)

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

) h. You conducted informal discussins about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

j. Other

E. Referral* to quetioiimrD;".did. you use any pirticurir way of'
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

\-k-t'os"
ch.4.4%. s p C-41:*4ec St"; °"^e-

L. v OA 43-4-16 ."-.4 2 4-1* ts42.844-0
1eV%41.

/4.4NAN40

F. In general,what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle, one.)

Very useful Not. Useful

Specifics?e

u)INeZe vLa.redv A-L4-
t9) 4,NoVVZtt
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G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-salving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions,'etc.)

Most Least1

Helpful Helpful Helpful

5. Having training sessions conducted.
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship

io
sorship to school
administr n

t4

xl

H. Haw did this training differ from other inservicing you've had?
,

kt,,A. 044 t toN * er 0 4:ce. *y.-Al I., e tpz, c .4-ii.os. 411.0,4 wv*. -4I-- 14tit's I.
k

6i-t' J 4, a 1 YI e. eV t 4 e. 'rkis :TV- L +rad k. s' v.., c'ek.a.. +tt v
h

0L .1/4-4...1,..(4,42.A.,30, z.^..41-cdps .. .1....Z di' a PI T 4.111%5d I ,0
41 ...L

I. After training, indicatt4tgraekggitg y30481t"labletel
preparedto perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where appropriate.)

1 Research information

2. Role as .trainer

CommentS

Well Ill
.Prepared prepared -prepared

#1

4111.111

IAMEM

4



f
kA.) LA-N6 VN^ e_ -t



J.° What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training

111

process in this program?

k.4) 18'0 712L A

kACZ)+1r 6-1' V \ rOW a.g011A:r1jWV %.)

t>f.A.4(rtf 014 y'4044640± AiMe%42-

43410- rt-b... .Y1e426.

K. When and under what ci umstances did you act ally begin to
disseminate the research information? .- 1

Pla ..t.11/4ArtiSeV.6 WM.44e,

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in you'iefforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (check-where appropriate.)

Most Not
Adequate Adequate 110.9.12,111*

1. Materials )4 (LIU.
2. Consultations 1.0.4r4A.A6

__
3. On-site visits )( a Addra-V

___

4. 'Presentations

M. What additional support, if any, would had been helpfu3.0

N. Now that the project has officially ended,. What'kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in.your role as a TRL?

cot Vvs.t tsire 4)9\4%4-

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL?

Why? t4- c

04,to-N,13---
els4N.x

414-401%.

No



'p

0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

V\491/4.-ve.,)^"r L

-1204LArtiiasIV:-A) /%12.41a6.ACrile a4Mer...4.)

NtoAra....
P. How had the research informationL:Ttrtedqyour self steem as

a teaching professional? .

s roS e..efr let p - Az?

Z.. \.<

4-4
Q. How do

to you
your building- administrator and/or your
as "the disseminator" of research-based

-411 , '4111P1 AmeleNda-

peers respond
information?

-010%.4.4m4lr

A.4 1);c1:4... ota4-4-4-r

R. What out-of-the-classroom opportunities have been afforded
as a result of your involvement in the project?

I

S. Have you received any other rewards .and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the.project? Describe.

vt-4,442g

k."7:4-0 9:/, #11-Th4.4.:ZL

What inds of reward itiggr, do you think TRLs should receive?

Z)*e .4rn I t°Ykp raVe"*"%41

Lm-s- cto
Nr a Ug.
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T. What qualities do you feel are neces ary for teachers who are
interested in becoming TRLs?

\

vt-k-eir

U. Since firiding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what suggestion do you have regarding the
scheduling of time tor participation in ERE) training sessions
and dissemination activities?

It411- 44. UNd^.4

L

asa

V. ,What are additional areas of research in which you or your

111

colleagues may be interested?

r(2

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluEltion? (Please

, .5; 1; P._:;c-0-4..,,/

"Br LIzillet
dla%z)

kore-t,

.45t-



TEACHER-RESEARCH LINKERS

.PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982 f

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers. via their.union structure.. As a participant _1

'peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this prcicess was effective..

We invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also to point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT YOU

Age (20-30) (30-40)

Sex Race

Degree levels 4 d1.

(50 -60) (60-

1/

Years of experience
AL-X:

Grade/subject area presently teaching

Other grades/subjects taught /.2.7e...4.0-.4,4....21-c--

Special titles or professional recognition



Which more generally represents ;our teaching style(s)?

A. Open class

;7 B. Small group instruction

(31 k// C. Individual instruction

i/// D. Whole class instruction 601-ca&

E.. Other



A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.).

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a., 'Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows/ et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

V

341



(Check where appropriateC)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity
is

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5., Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a.

b.

c.

Allocated time

Engaged time

Academic learning time

B. Use this space to make
concepts that. you did,

Most
Useful Useful

v.

Least
Useful

specific comments about individual ,research
or did no.,t, find useful. ,

A-K-4e- t.--4-4-4-0

3
62

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study Concept

7-
et, a44.44est./ 2.

lei"



t. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you sharp the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

2. With how many teach rs do you estimate that you have shared
the research?

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a: You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

1/c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

.4/e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the,research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in fac1,11ty
-7 lounge-areas and teachers became interested.

E. -Referring to quitItlefil4Totuse any particular way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

F. In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

ery useful ) Useful Not Useful

Specifics?

/ .,r444,,.-c

4

0a40



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions condUcted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration

Most
Helpful

Least
Helpful

H. How did this training differ from, other inservicing you've had?

I.

go,p44,4

,Ply ...e.t"PV"/
.44L,1

traininAfter. g, i

1
dicate the degree o which youe!

prepared to perform in your role as Teacher Research Linker.
(Check where.appropria e.

14141?-1--
prepared prepar

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments etz:

I11
Prepared

APe

e./47710.044-1ti



J. What suggestions do you have
process in this program? _441a

"4/ ---Z4-

for improving the TRL training

K. When and under what circumstances did you actually begin to
disseminate the research information?

eee.-=-47 SA

L. What is yoUr feeling about ..the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site visits

4. Presentations

Most
Adequate Adequate

Not
Adequate

M. What additional support, if any,,,:would haVe been helpful?

07.

N. Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

,1r-i,,.....4,4..
..4:14

_,--- .<-4-.-(4---, --es,..-t'--' .,,r4- 0-e14-4- 7" Z !..c... ._.- ,

-41-4-4-

......e.4.z. .....e.f.A.0.......i,..4,70,0_447, 0.4 ......- c.c.__ de.......4_,.......e...-

-- -le ......ez-- ..c.-/:.....-4_,
Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes No L_J.

Why?,..e..+4-0-e----.4.4.--e .-'- d..,-...2:-.1.4-c.-L , _.-4.---TL.

..2t- ..4, ,.4.s..., ot. ...i.....L.....44.4_0...,,..,....e......-. ...../...-10,---'

1'444." 011 ,11.64,44--.7- LA4.-- J91.0-44.,

&...e...: Atow4 _;.,441/4-:...)._ :OLTZe .!._12'11



./.

0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed. 29,.....0___47,...,4., .;e_.;e. 04L.,,e_1

wi---4.4.-- .....e.3e. ll-W----/ ---ie.-"e" rle-oq-e..,

-10(---....-e-e- -d---- -- --0c-0-3.4-

P. How hac5 the research information affected your self-esteem as
a teaching professional?

Q How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

4-,.X 11'1"

R. What out -of- the - classroom, opportunities have been afforded yo
as a result of your involvement in the project? _10,0e_

1/"4-4-0-74-

okoe ,z4A0-0.4--1404-

A44-I A.,

S. Have you received any other rewards and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the project? Describe.

ApZ

Zikatrrift=7Sigfdr;;; think TRLs should receive?

dec.* -4-ie. 721'4
147

ge..,,edjeeeg

s 3 el E



T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachgrs whe ar9
interested in becoming TRLs?

U. Since finding time to be involved is alwayS/a problem with
leadership types, what suggestions do you/have regarding the
scheduling of time for participatioi in,ER&Dtr inin sessio s
and dissemination activities?

-1"14-#44--4-14

V. 'What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

I>51

W. Arett7gother statements ou would like 4=1:1-eaUt the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
state here.) ,./

#ii-tg+v4 f.set.04 0471 *."7

$4-4i41s rPftC- .
A_

-

6jZZ.4,1 e..e9.6. One ,1

#*7
0/reo 2-4 ye--t-,--
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS
c

Tkiltedei
PROJECT EVALUATION

/-

OF THE ItilAtt C4tio 4010fta

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM
(

1981 - 1982 . ND

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

lassroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in.a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

'peer-to-peer-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We invite_your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and Also tQ point out new directions for-project
.

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

ABOUT M.
11

Age .(20-30) (30-40) (40-50) (50 -60) (60- )

Sex F Race tadli'dt,

Degree levels 0141... Years o p rJ 1ce

Grade/subject area presently teaching

Other grades/subjects taught

Special titles or professional recognition

348



Which more generally represents your -t-eachin-gstyle(s?

4( A.- Open class

Small group instruction

C. Individual instruction

D. Whole class instruction

41I Other



ABOUT THE PRQ)ECT

A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where appropriate.)

Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

.0

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

Group focus and account-
ability

d- Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking.

Most Least
_Useful Useful Useful._

3511



(Check where' appropriate.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,.
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

B. Use this space to make. specific comments about
concepts that you did,, or did not, find useful.

Was e GAMAliCrrVi :hatterimaztOi /mom

FOC44 4044Whioalli
11,46rnIit It3 ow-a:11,40e
uillprat'ika: Tido) Poist l`utc"rnmd

iDed. ttotue
C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did

you most often. share with .other teachers?

Study Concept

VlOgt*64114)44/".

ave.' ctiiiirfA
lahati tut

dik41.6"--

tittiv4zo
wIcwc)



.D. In your interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? *(i.e., type of
teacher:, new, in trouble, curious, etc.) ,

0401;66%4014. tegasafth ialloce#044. 1v04-6411)

2. With how many teachers do you estimate than you lmve shared
the research? rov,*. diviiaaut semod$

. How did this "sharing" come ablik 11.

a.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

Other

You approached them because you saw a need.

Referrint to quatibli."D.,."7.didyou use any,particUlit way of
sharing to a_much greater degree than others? Explain.

ctirseitooimw
etsvAiza. .

itvaftioe- 'Kt alatit44- 4,0 latin
F. In general, what kind of- feedpack did you receive from teachers

about the usefulness of the esearch information? (Circle one.)

;:;y useful Useful

Specifics?

Not Useful



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervi!.ls for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research

4. Partic pating in problem-solving,
discusion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understanding of the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having training sessions. conducted A
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as opposed to school
administration.

.

1 IC MO % W ig-.
. 4 ow did this 474. Itg:41-4er gik4P;;HJ. .___.erli 44,g:99 veL ac1241._ ___

442

21%m. 14,

let #45 OM

(044,00141Maiii0 dAD1 LIJOUlitob gm' 06005
I am-)

I, After train ngp.in icate the degree
prepared to perform in your role as
(Check where appropriate.)

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments

to which you felt adequately
Teacher Research Linker.

Well 111'
Prepared Prepared Prepared

tate kvatoadk



J. What suggestions do you have for improving the TRL training
process in this program? .dlom

6" INIA MAW' ietk_ kok OILS lea °

LealkiM g0 Ii Orti1,11S 107t

tua. dater tto *1641. ik Sim Fka46eiseft

K. When and under what.circumstances did you actually beginto

ea si)NO, 3 MOP aletwered 'leastdisseminate the researchj.mtarmAIion?

114° ti3n. -Or MALACI
.s.

)114. OiO iteaduniae, Wild Nagnit UttoollAtala,

tont. leaeLio. d 4404 (14.141.

L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you
by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide-scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. -On-site visits
al

4. Presentations

Most
Adequate Adequate

Not

M. What additional support, if any,. would

N. Now that the project has officially ended ,'W. ki support
do you feel you Would-need to continue in yourrole as a TRL?

ein1diN ztavo4- to Vesig.o itt

Are you willing to continue in your role as TRL? Yes

Why?

No L./
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0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational

(L4 WMAtils )1A, Vet t6/44)1OW. IM 410414
research has/changed.

we tzar! w2ct. VA tiv-0 eq3etg"'

81%

'4 11,149, dpi (0042w3
wok usetj

P. How has the research infOrmation affected your. self-esteem as

V ha WS ino, biti 6AiL411-0Lttiesie
a teaching professiehal?

avoj ezt
taturautiRimm

tityliA,
* 602 pottosoutiadett. 0211-

axe 0.2 Lotto NIL mwitialt

Q. How do616Ur ng administrator and/or your Peers respond
'to you as "the disseminator" of .research-based information?

yak -stern 10. tejo
ni%vklci fhV466114,44'

1
Nass&ta Vavip *m. 4, Ytti400,a,

R. What out-of-yhe-classroom,opportunities have been afforded yo
as a result bf your-'involVement in the project?

,C(Rpftittn441A 40 17462
ONietnIC aeA 'w Urn 1:4*.t.11Co.

KRaLter 4 fit)t\ WQ44- 34040g.iattio

Mesitifta Rfr
S. Have you received any other rewards ,and-incenties as a result

of yoUr involvement inthe.prOject?

T

Descri e.
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4
What kinds of rewards, if any, do you think TRLs
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T. What qualities do you f el are necessary for teachers who are

interested in becoming RLs?
.
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U. Since finding time to be. involved is always a problem with

leadership types, what suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?
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V. 'What are additional areas of research in which you or your
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colleagues may be interested?
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TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

PROJECT EVALUATION

OF THE

AFT EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

1981 - 1982

The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program was

designed to bridge the gap between educational research and

classroom practice. As a Teacher Research Linker in this pilot

program, you have been involved in a unique dissemination

process whereby the research information has been shared with

teachers via their union structure. As a participant in this

"peer-tope,:er-sharing experience, your input is crucial to our

assessment of the degree to which this process was effective.

We .invite your candid comments to help us reflect on past

practices and also tob.point out new directions for project

replication. Use as much space as you need to express your

thoughts.

Eammiu.

Age (20-30) (30-40) (40t50) (50-60) (60- )

Sex -(::- Race Chj '... 0.Z0t-if--

W1/4'Nk,
Vcd.LA.-L-sl%

Degree levels A Years of experience a.., .6.0-0,,e9.",

,..c....4, -...., al.4-01A1;/.4-tatz.7.-
Grade/subject area presently teaching 41 4 (0,- .e.Ai e-c- td_eig.za, -)

Other grades/subjects taught k-ta..CIV\e-&..0-4c-e,....)")

Special titles or professional recognition

1.0.
3 5 7



Which more generally represents your teaching szyleis)?

A. 0oen class

Small 7 " struction

Individual instruction

D. Whole class instruction

E. Other



ABOUT THE PROD CT

.A. Thinking back on the findings from the research studies shared
with you in this project, what is your feeling about the
usefulness of this information to your classroom practice?
(Check where-appropriate.)

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

1. Evertson, Emmer, Anderson.
Beginning of the Year
Classroom Management

a. Classroom readiness and
room arrangement

b. Rules, procedures and
consequences

2. Kounin.
Discipline and Group Management

a. With-it-ness and overlapping

b. Smoothness and momentum

c. Group focus and account-
ability

d. Avoiding satiation

e. Valence and challenge.
arousal

3. Brophy, Good, Grows, et al.
Teaching Effectiveness

a. Direct instruction

b. Instructional functions

c. Pacing

d. Student success rate

e. Teacher questioning

f. Turn-taking



(Check where appropriate,.)

4. Brophy.
Teacher Praise

a. Specificity

b. Contingency

c. Distribution

d. Credibility

5. Berliner, Fisher, Stallings,
et al.
Time on Task

a. Allocated time

b. Engaged time

c. Academic learning time

Most Least
Useful Useful Useful

B. Use this space to make specific comnents about individual research
concepts that you did, or did not, find useful.

Ciao r\ t'N v-Lor 0..r a, ' v4. 4
0 t").e..., - \A 4.1..J.J-f.. 4P0 kA-1 I:4)

C4..1;;) \tjk...) b
Vb

C. Referring back to question "A," which of the research concepts did
you most often share with other teachers?

Study Concept

4i.A.>ue.roC)v\

V-0 '.n 14-\.LLe).1-e.;,

kAANLY\
sN,ex,

eRLA ) 'PtD cznz.c. 6\A-a.v.



D. In your'interactions with teachers,

1. With whom did you share the information? (i.e., type of
teacher: new, in trouble, curious, etc.)

"c.

2. With how many teachers do you estimate that you have shared
the research? \ZD

3. How did this "sharing" come about?

a. You approached them because you saw a need.

b. They approached you because they heard about or
saw evidence of use of your new classroom strategies.

c. They approached you because they needed help.

d. They approached you because they trusted you.

e. You conducted a workshop or meeting.

f. The'principal requested that you share the information.

g. The principal referred teachers to you.

_2(.. h. You conducted informal discussions about the research
information with people you know.

V/ i. You left some of the research materials in faculty
lounge areas and teachers became interested.

j. Other kNe..118 klinA141L4-Ab 4-0ID

1-/7cu f-ei14-4,4.4. cor\-ci-e4 tiv24-> s\-)c -0__AL (.1/4.1

E. Referring to quetion"."D," *did. you use any pirticufir way of
sharing to a much greater degree than others? Explain.

-n.c-cict(\oL u:incist-re e-r-il.ci or bt
-khui- 'tfr\.L2-44,11-- e cr.-1,k

,

F.In general, what kind of feedback did you receive from teachers
about the usefulness of the research information? (Circle one.)

<1511_31gatil> Not Useful
C\ ci_40ret ngyr, rt.

Specifics?



G. Please give your reactions to the ways in which the research
was disseminated to you as a TRL. (Check where appropriate.)

Most
..,-,'

Least
Helpful Helpful Helpful

1. Receiving the research information
in "translated" summary form

2. Receiving and reading the research
summaries before the scheduled
training sessions

3. Meeting at regularly scheduled
intervals for prescribed periods
of time to work with the research oa_ N--c;,.0.4:Ar-r. 1

4. Participating in problem-solving,
discussion-oriented sessions to
review the research

5. Amplifying understandingof the
research concepts via training
activities (role-playing, simula-
tions, etc.)

5. Having-training sessions conducted
under union/teacher-center spon-
sorship as. opposed to school .

administration

H. How did this training differ from other inservicing you'N're had?

r'IN't\dtX 1.;n

C...err.ce D GL.4.,

I. After training, indicate the degree
prepared to perform in your role as
(Check where appropriate.)

to which yoU felt adequately
Teacher Research Linker.

Well Ili,
Prepared prepared, Prepared:

1. Research information

2. Role as trainer

Comments XN(\k..\ 0411, 0- 4.-14-1-1-4

L44),/,;.A4AJIA4A-IN

r.



J. What suggestions do you have for mproving the TRL training
process in this program?

-th ax.
"t\-N

-11C-12;

:!INta;1-4... (41-y-,
,

ca44e'':41-4:1=-,Lc.e40
t4 t.A.A.r

K. When and under what circumsta

rN ;27 (i;AX-0
44.4,4A.4.

b
ces aid you actually b gin

disseminate the research information?

FO t-y-sova,C

to
E-178-4-rys..

,
L. What is your feeling about the level of support given to you

by the project staff in your efforts to disseminate at building
or wide -scale levels? (Check where appropriate.)

1. Materials

2. Consultations

3. On-site.visits

4. :Presentations -

e.1.1.4, LdIt,r%

Most Not
Adequate Adequate Adequate

Lk,. .403
).

M. What additional support, if any, would have been helpful?

cvsk
e_cl,

v,..)(1 rve cis 40-.4
b

N Now that the project has officially ended, what kind of support
do you feel you would need to continue in your role as a TRL?

cIAL.krt-6-Ned a-t-v
4-0

LA19 -GAY 4;;)--&P.::th\,..4.9_14.4_4*,:. err4,44-4,44_,1

14i\t Ot 3
W-61-t-aci

t4e..r.}N'tNN.0)iti.4.4-0=1 ".

Are you willing to continue in your.role as TRL? Yes No Lj
Why? criN c ct,r\

t-0-"tifrt-

\ADVA-,
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0. Describe the ways in which your attitude toward educational
research has changed.

Z.:t"

.

0....4.,

P. How has the research information affected yourself- esteem as
a teaching professional?

-\ \i'e-°(\ L4-.) e (5-t-t 4 00 Li t, Le.
Cbc-m, L'n L,16-vt

Q. How do your building administrator and/or your peers respond
to you as "the disseminator" of research-based information?

WA.,CL "La.1-4--o-k-

R. What out-of-the-classroom.opportunities have been afforded you
as a result of your involvement in the project?

102-4"42r '\.\1..t.L406-1,1\

Gad ilrek.4.\-&,-r AL,

-6Z o a.c,c- ,

S. Have you received any other rewards-and incentives as a result
of your involvement in the. project? Describe.

V't-t),C7nA;( w c) rrN
6.4.4.4 l44

What kinds of rewards, if any, do you "rink TRLs should receive?

C:z4f-I-Cy.12-e=

WeJA 6 k \C)c-t \110--to-ca- \>4)\\..LWA:JLiz,r ,
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T. What qualities do you feel are necessary for teachers who area
interested in becoming TRLs?

LrZ:ti-t-r4,...0

?(\.4-it,426

ilk. yid

U. Since finding time to be involved is always a problem with
leadership types, what.suggestions do you have regarding the
scheduling of time for participation in ER&D training sessions
and dissemination activities?

ti - Po 53z)L4,- aole-A- (,ri\42-d 0-0
Y% 0 N.t!LL4,464... LorN rv4--L.r4-4.71" 4.) VA.A... S Lthwd

\ CLItA dj2, oe--1 \CLe= c_tc 4.4...)

L4-4-0..4

4eLt- i.,.+442,ty

V. .What are additional areas of research in which you or your
colleagues may be interested?

kd' gCe r1\4&(--604-N Ccwet-c4...4Z.t--4J

CO-4, .d e.u2-44 e_5

fr

W. Are there any other statements you would like to make about the
project that were not included in this evaluation? (Please
state here.)

Vtvt-Au-v
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INSTITJTE FOR RESEARCH ON TEACHING

NOTES .1.4 NEWS Vol.10, No. 5 Page Tnree

Colloquium Report
AFT Takes Collaborative Approach

to Research Dissemination

Teachers need to know about the vast
amount of knowledge they have available to
them and be able to articulate it. That is the
philosophy of Marilyn Rauth, director of the
Educational Issues Department of the
American Federation of Teachers (AFT), and
that is why she thinks teachers can benefit
from learning about research on teaching. So
sure is she of this that, with a grant from the
National Institute of Education, she and AFT
staff members Brenda Biles, Lovely Billups,
and Susan Veitch have spent the last two
years helping teachers to put research into
practice. They recently spoke at the IRT
about their work.

The group began, with the help of an
advisory panel that included then IRT
Associate Director Lee Shulman, by
examining research on classroom
management and effective teaching and
writing 10-15 page summaries of research
they thought teachers would find interesting.
They concentrated on the work of such
researchers as Carolyn Evertson, Edmund
Emmer, Thomas Good, and IRT researchers
Jere Brophy and Linda Anderson. The goal of
these. research "translations," as the AFT
staff call them, was not to give teachers hard
and fast directions for better teaching, but to
provide information that would allow
teachers to think of their own strategies for
improvement.

Teachers In Control
Rauth and her staff developed a pilot

research dissemination program in New York
City, San Francisco, and Washington, D.C.
They hope to use the program at additional
sites next year. A total of 53 "Teacher-
Research Linkers" were selected by their
union-member peers in the three cities to
participate in training sessions. "This is a
union-based model" stressed Biles. "Teachers
are in control of the process."

The research translations were mailed
to the Teacher-Research Linkers prior to the
training sessions. At the sessions, the linkers
participated in hands-on activities and
problem-solving discussions based on the
research. They now serve as change agents
and resource persons in their own schools.

The Teacher-Research 'Linkers tell
their colleagues about the usefulness of
research through one-on-one conversations,
small-group discussions, workshops, and, in
one of the Washington, D.C. schools, a group
called "Research for Lunch Bunch."

Research Informs Practice
The teachers report that the results

have included better managed classrooms,
fewer discipline problems, and a greater
sense of themselves as professionals and
colleagues.

"Research gives teachers the
opportunity to walk vicariously into someone
else's classroom," said Veitch. It lets them
know that they are not alone in having the
problems they may have and lets them see
what other teachers have done to combat
those problems.

"Some of the teachers used research to
validate their own practice," Veitch said.
The research, in some cases, essentially gives
teachers a pat on the back, letting them
know that they have been doing the right
things.

Another aspect of the AFT's
Educational Research and Dissemination
Project involves letting researchers know if
their findings are useful to classroom
teachers. In a sense, the teachers are testing
the utility of research findings and
suggestions in their classrooms, and are thus
in a unique position to provide helpful
feedback to researchers. Billups said that
the AFT is working to build collaborative 3 6 7
relationships between educational institutions
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and schools so that teachers and researchers
can better communicate with and learn from
each other.

The teachers involved in the project
were excited and pleased to see that research

could meet their needs for information about
teaching.

"The information sells itself," said
Biles. "Once teachers begin to use it, they
like it and come back for more."

Editor: Janet Eaton, 353-0658. NOTES &
NEWS is published biweekly by the Institute
for Research on Teaching, 252 Erickson Hall,
Michigan State University. The IRT is funded

A

primarily by the National Institute of
Education. The opinions expressed in this
publication do not necessarily reflect the
position, policy, or endorsement of the NIE.
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Using r
the art o

earth to improve--------
teaching

BY SLEV Winn

he way some teachers see. it, educa-
tional research --- much of it
couched in jargon has not been

cularly relevant to their day-to-day
experialces. And even though

recent research has dealt more with what
goes on in the classroom, results have
often been transmitted to administrators
and boards of education but rarely to
classroom teachers.

The AFT Educational Issues Depart-
ment is seeking to change all that, how-
ever: With a grant from the National In-
stitute of Education, the department staff
leas spent the past two years identifying
research oq classroom management and
effective teaching, compiling the findings
from this research in a form that is useful to
teachers and training teachers in. how to
use these findings to improve their teach-
ing. -- ,

More than 50 teachers in three pilot lo-
cals have been trained as "Teacher Re-
search Linkers." These teachers have
field-tested the findings in their own class-
rooms, evaluated their usefulness and
compared their experience with those of
other teachers in the project.

As a. result of this work, the depart-
ment's staff is putting together a 300-page
manual that can be used by other teachers

ho wantwant to use research findings to sin-
cove their own teaching. AFT staff work-

ing on the project, Piled the Edutational
Research and Dissemination Project. in-
chide Brenda Biles, Lovely Billups and

\ Susan Veitch.

For. the teachers involved in the pilot
projects in New York City, Washington,
D.C., and San Francisco, the results have
been better-managed classrooms, fewer
discipline problems and more time spent

. on actual instruction. Side benefits have
included better morale, a sense of col-
legiality with other teachers willing to

- share new knowledge and a renewedpride
in professional skills.

, .

-"Two years ago, I never would have
thought education research had anything
to offer.," said Stu Lyons, a New York City

:teacher center specialist who now admits
that he looks forward with excitement to
the next training session: - .-.
. n San Francisco, where high school

teacher Rudi.Faltus has held inservice.....,_
programs, a new support group has

emerged among _teachers who now feel
free to ask each other for advice and to
observe each others' *classrooms.' "We

:didn't plan this, but teachers are. suddenly
working. together on common problems,"
apas said. "That is really a help because
teachers are usually very isolated in their
classrooms: Now that she is involved in
looking into research, she added, "I. feel.
that I am getting a hold on my own profes-
sion." . .

In addition to running district-wide
training sessions,. teachers in the project

have developed formal and informal ways
of sharing the research, with their col-
leagues in their own school's. Gale Wein, a
special education teacher in New York
City, has been sharing research in her

building on a one-to-one basic: "When I
hear teachers discussing a.cenain problem,
I. will, suggest some ideas- based on the

I have read," she said; -
ome of the most-useful research find-

ings have concerned the setting up- of
classrooni regulations, mom arrangement,
use of praise, maintenance of lesson Con,.
tinuity in the face of interruptions arid
keeping on top of all classroom activities
at- MCC:

Fielding Gentry, one of the D.C.
.teachers involved in the project, has
started teaching classroom rules at the
beginning of the year instead ofjustiumd-
Mg out a list of regulations and .then con-.
steady Pointing out violations. "Since 1.
now teach' the/rules and aLsti the con-,
sequences for. theit...Violariciniwonciethe
term gets underway
correcting undesiiable behavior and more
time teaching, Gentry mid.,; .

Gentry. held an inservice. program at
Johnson Junior High School regarding the
setting of classroom rules, and most °this.
colleagues adopted rides thafviere similar.
"As the children go from. Class to class,._
they noticethe same rules are being taught
and enforced, so there is less 'chance for -%
them to claim ignorance or to play one. -

teacher off against .another," :said Linda
Iverson, an English teacher at the school.

As a result of her training. in San Fran-
cisco, Faltus has learned a new way *of
distributing praise: Rather than alwayi.
reinforcing the good students or those who
sit in front, she moves arnund the room and
calls whoever is close to her at the time. In

3 6
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New York, Wein has learned that praise is
more effective when it is specific and
genuine rather than constant and effusive.

AFT's educational issues department is
now expanding the core group of trained
teachers in the three pilot sites and hopes to
spread the program to, other cities next

"Educational research traditionally sits
on the shelves of research institutions and
libraries," said Marilyn Rauth, director of
the An" a Educational Issues Department.
"We feel, hovievei, that-it is.important for
teachers to have access.to all the knowl-
edgethat is available. To my knowledge,
nothing like this training program.exists in
the field."

This program is different from others in
that it uses the local union strucmre to
spread research information. In addition to
helping teachers,. the project has created
new relationships among the unions,
teacher centers, . colleges. of education,
federal research labs.and school is-
trators at each of the sites. School princi-
pals have supported the program and pro-
vided time and space for training. Colleges

have offered to involve the project.
teachers in graduate research seminars and
in future translations of research of class-
room use. The a C. and.New York
teacher centers and the union leadership in
all sites have played crucial roles, said the.
AM" s Rauch. .

"It's not common fora union to try to do
something like this," said Ann Lieberman,
a professor at Columbia Teachers College
and a member of the project's advisory
board. "The union is in a unique position to .
help teaches" improve their skills because
it's been- known for a long time that
teachers learn best from other teachers.".
The AFT's project, she added,:

_powerful strategy': to improve teaching
effectiveness.

Training activities and d guide to(
implementing the program are being com-
piled in a resource manual that will be
available in January to local unions. For
more information; contact the AFT Educa-
tional IssuesDepartrnent, 11 Dupont Cir.:
de, NW, Washington, DC 20036.

TIPS ON carrecirsIng
Set and communicate specific seals and. expectations for both frisaviciral and
academic performance.- . . .,

-
Present the work or issigiunent.to the students, demonitrate how It should be

- done, check to make sure they understand it and. allow. theni enough time to
practice the skill that they are learning. Keep a constant check on their progress.
Alio* time for all students to Interact with the teacher by providing a variety. of
questions and opportunities for students to answer. . -.. . .

Give -feedback on student performance that is. timely.
Rrovide Students with *high frequency of successful learning experiences.:'...

TIPS ON CLASSROOMMANAGEMENT,...
Establish a limited number of rules governing general student behavior and be
sure those tules are posted. .-. .

Teach classrOom rules ,and procedures as specifically as academic content, 1

providing practice and feedback. . .
Arrange the room to provide easy traffic flow, reduce congestion and distractioz.
and allow for easy monitoring. - -I; .-

.

Stop misbehavior-promptly and fairly before it escalates,: without imerrupting
the flow in instructional activities. *. : -
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Particii-mat'iti the AFT i,Vorkshops'On
classroom ilk magement and effective-
teaching have included (from upper left)
Gale Wein of P.S. 26 in Queens. N.Y..
and Bill Wright of Johnson Junifirifigh
School in Washington,D-C-. where
rules fur student behavior (above) are
posted in: many classrooms: At San -
Franciseo's Woodrow Wilson High
School, resource teacher Rudi Faltus
'4:qr.-Ay) has already held several inserv-
- programs or. the project: a Wood-
.-- Wilson student checks-the class- -
room attendance chart; and teacher
George Muller goes over school work
with a student.. .

3
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44y..

Researchers, Teachers Collaborate

4er.. .1/

"Iir*Ire 7`f,"

04-

'M ,
ta

';. -'.11"gter
... .__

Susan Voitich (right) of the AFT* Educational Research and Dissemination Arogram, speaks to UIFTeri who volem-
feared to participate In the program's pilot project, which. In Now York City, le taking piece under the auspices of
the NYC Teacher Centers Consortium. According to Consortium Director Mims Cooper, the program's goal Is "to
build a collaborative rebationship between classroom teachers and the research community." Tem program hopes
to disseminate) to teachers the latest research on classroom management and effective tescfilt' and to obtain
feedback from teachers as to whether or not the research is borne out by the actual experiences in replying the
research. The teachers pictured here have all worked closely wit,- the Consortium, most se instructors of Consaiti-
urn courses, and are seen hero training to be facilitators for the program. The AFT program Is funded by a grant
from the National Institute of Education.
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UFT 3ULLETIN/NEW YORK TEACHER - December 6, 1981

Classroom Management Training

Stewart Lyons, left, teacher - specialist at the MS 107, Manhattan teacher center site, asks a question during;
training session conducted by Susan Witch (at .right) of the AFT* Educational Research and Olsson+ Inaton
Protect. The teachers pictured have received special training to conduct threesession workshops on "ClessocKur.,
Management Techniques!' which are being held at UFT Borough Offices throughout the city. Some of them.:
workshops are still open. The AFT program, which is being conducted In cooperation with the LIFT and the NYC
Teacher Centers Consortium, Is designed to bring the latest educational research findings to teachers in ea

practical form and to bring back .to researchers teachers' reactions to findings they have used In their claim-
rooms.

Agpawaler

UFT BULLETIN/NEW YORK TEACHER - December 20, 1981

Course in Classroom Management
:Or 11:,f yh.-

Elliot Welts (left), tiracher-vpecialist at the PS 36, Manhattan teacher center sits; Gale Wein-Ofir (center) of PS
26, Queens and Candy I' 'ok of PS 130, Brooklyn (right), are soon here conducting one of the sessions of a
course on "Classroom fAtouppiment Techniques" held at LIFT borough offices. course was co-sponsored by
the NYC Teacher Center* Consortium and le AFT** Educational Research and Dissemination Protect. The class
pictured was one of *ices held at the union's Manhattan Borough Office. Weitz, Cook and Wein-Ofir, along with
several other UFTers, received special training from the AFT before conducting the three-sacsion course for
their fellow teachers. The AFT program is designed to bring the latest educational ivsofach findings to teachers
in a practical form and to bring back to researchers teachers' reactions to finditvge.they have used In Their
classroom.
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Susan VItCh al the AFT. Educational Research and Dissemination Program is seen here working with high School
teachers. The AFT program seeks to bring practical :,:vtverch findings to teachers.

Over lunch, conference participants avidly discuss what they've, heard. According to Cooper, this conference was one
of the Wet attended. meeting with one of the moat enthusiastic responses at the many held at union headquarters
by the COANWOUAL
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is" lassroom management" Invariably comes out high
Ass if not tops among the priorities teachers ex-

press-in response to the needs ments the NYC
Teacher Centers Consortium haltreriodically dis-
tributed In its efforts to ascertain the areas in which
teachers feel they need additional information, support

. and assistance. The topic has consistently ranked.
equally high on the list throughout the country.

It's no wonder. then, that an all-day Conference on
Classroom Management and Teacher Effectiveness
held. at UHT headquarters, co-sponsored by the UFT,
the Consortium and the American Fedaration of Teach-
ers, turned out, according to Consortium Director
Myrna Cooper, to be "our most successful conference
ever:In terms of turnout. response, and interest ex-
pressed. In continuing to participate In more efforts of
this- kind." . .

The conference's goals. fit- In with those of the
C.laseroom Management Research Project the AFT has
beim actively involved with. These goals are to- narrow
the gap that has historically existed between educa-
tional research and classroom practice.

Marilyn Rauth, director' of the AFT's Educational
issues. Department. noted, "Researchers exchange
most of their Information with each other, and research
which Is made accessible to teacher users. Is neither
of a length -or of a -language viewed as practical by
classroom teachers."

Ramer pointed out that research results can often
:seem contradictory, and frequently are only distributed
t o a state or local education agency not to teachers

. themselves. except occasionally as the inspirtfion of
a new mandated rule coming down from above.

"The AFT, believes," says Rauth, "that educational
research generates a good deal of technical knowledge
about classrooms and the science of teaching."

"The studies we looked Into at the conference."
'emphasizes Cooper, "were all studies done In.
classrooms taught' by teachers with a reputation for

. being highly effective classroom managers."
Fred McDonald of Fordharn University was the

keynote speaker, addressing the issue of "Teacher
-. Effectiveness Research .Perspective."

Woricahopsivers conducted by Consortium teacher-
Specialists, UFTers who have been active In the project
as "retouch-linkers," and representatives of the AFT's
"Educational Research and Dissemihation Program."

Among the .topics, covered were "Discipline and
Group Management in the Classroam: Setting Expecta-
tions, Establishing Routines and Enforcing. Rules";
'Study of Group Dynamics-111.Mo Classroom: techni-
ques to better understand your students as Individuals
and as group members resulting in more effective use
. of praise," and "The Relationship of Time on Task and
Direct Instruction to Student Achievement."

'Conference participants also looked into Investigat-
ing instructional- Strategies that Setter-Classroom Man-

: acter4 Employ," attended a feedback session which
included Individual conferences, and examined
"Network Procedures," or ways teachers can stay In
touch with one another.

Coordinators of the conference were teacher-spe-
deflate Claire Cohen, Elliot Weitz and Aminda Wrenn.

In addition' to the ail -day conference held on Satur-
day, Oct. 2, a mini-conference was held at. UFT
headquarters on Monday, Oct. 4, at which the con-
ference's findings were summarized for Saturday Sab-
bath observers end others who had been unable to
attend the all-day session.. . . . -
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AFTZWTU Education
Research and Dissemination
Project Thrives in D.C.

by Lovely Billups
The American Federation of Teach-
ers (AFT), The Washington Teachers
Union (WTU) , and the District of
Columbia Teacher Center have join-
ed forces in a unique collaborative
effort on the behalf-of improved
educational services to teachers:

The AFT Educational Research and
Dissemination Project (ER&D) se -
lected Washington, D.C. Local 6 as
one of three national sites parti-
cipating in the NTE randed program,
designed to directly connect teach-
ers with the world of educational .

resocrch. Other sites are United
Federation of Teachers in New York
City and San Francisco Federation
of Teachers in an Francisco.

Dr. Jimmie Jackson, 'leacher Cen-
ter Director and WTU General Vice
President Nat.." been appointed local
coordinator for the project by
Mr. William Simons, President of

WTU. The training sessions, in the

areas of research on CJ.assroom Man-

agement and Teaching Effectiveness
are presented on Saturdays at the
D.C. Teacher Center.

The ER&D Project is indeed unique

in that it represents the first time

that a teacher's union will serve as

the conduit between educational re-

searchers and, pratticing teachers.
The project is designed to promotea
non-threatening. 747 --;11mtive at -

moophere thraug..: ..;hf Jachers may

work with d react to findings and

eventually (provide fmelback to re -

searchers.1

The oject was designed by

Maril Rauth, Educational Issues
Director, and is operating under the

the leadership of Brenda Biles,
_Lovely Billups and Susan Veitch,

AFT Staffers.

Washington, D.C. teachers who have
been selected as Teacher Research
Linkers (TRLs) are: Perce/1 Thomas
(T.C. staff), Chris Phillips, Elvane
Martin, Rose Freeman, Shirley Ritter,
Dee Smith, Frances Robinson, Dora
Nelson, Deborah Nesmith, Esther
Hankerson, Russell Harris, Fielding'
Gentry, Jean_ faith, Brends-Valentina
Linda Satterwaite, Dorothy Johnson,
Vivial Grimes-, Sarah Bank's, and Wil-
la Faulkner.

These teachers will serve as
trainers and workshop leaders for
other staff members. Already, some
TRLs have distinguished themselves
through their involvement in the
project. Deborah-Nesmith has been
presenting research information to
teachers at Douglass J.H.S. during
her staff development sessions.
Fielding Gentry of Johnson J.H.S.
has also begun to share his exper-
tise with teachers at the_Universi-
ty of D.C., and Frances Robinson of
Brookland School was selected to
participate as reader/evaluator at
a 3-day research conference. on Eco-
logical Prostectives on Successful
Schooling Practices at the Junior
High School LfrTel.

It is apparent that the ER&D pro-
ject is thriving in the D.C. site
and will serve as model for school-
districts all over the United
states in demonstrating that the
teacher federation is interested in
educational issues and can provide
invaluable professional services to
its members; that the Teacher Cen-
ter continues to provide base from-

. which educational services can be
successfully delivered to teachers'
and that teachers are capable of
reading, translating, critiquing
and incorperating research.findings
into their classroom practice.

1h,
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Union's Ed. Research Project Expands
Teachers at Johnson Jr. High School

were the first to be a part of the expanded
Education Research and Dissemination
Protect which is being' conducted by
members of the Washington Teachers'
Union in conjunction with staffers of the
Education Issues Department of the
American. Federation of Teachers,

Under the AFT's ER & D program,
funded by a grant from the National
Institute of Education, 16 members of
WTU, called Teacher, Relsearch Linkers
(TRLs), have spent over a year reviewing
identified educational research theories-
and their practical application in the
classroom. Now that the training phase of
the project has been completed the
dissemination phase will take place this..
year. The TRL's role now is to help
teachers apply educational research
findings in the classroom toiMprove the
teaching effectiveness and sharpen theit,
classroom management skills.

Fielding Gentry, a science teacher and
WTU building representative at Johnson,
along with Susan Veitch, assistant direc-
tor of the_ ER & D staff, conducted the
first in a series of workshops to be
brought to D.C. Public School teachers.

The entire Johnson staff, including .
administrators, spent one-half day in a
workshop thats theme. was "Research
Gives Power to the Teacher." The presen-
ters stressed the point that since there is
knowledge available about teaching
effectiveness then it is reasonable for
those who teach to have access to that

Fielding Gentry of Johnson Jr. High 31uts. ER & D project theories
during Instruction on proper use of 1.2?.? f:-quiprnient.

The workshop activities began with an
overview. of the "beginning of the year"
research conducted by Julie Stanford and
Carolyn Evertson of the. University
Texas at I.pw socio-economic junlor_high
schools.

After the formal presentation of the
research wis given, teachers were
into subject area group,, and 'given
several activities to perform that provided
hands-on experience in applying the
techniques. Each teacher completed a
"room arrangenient "desigi;" using the
criteria outlined by successful teacher-
managers. Teachers were also asked to
complete a "classroom rules and proce-
dirres checklist"' for actual use. in the
classes.

The emphaiis of the workshop was on
the- application of the research to class..
room use. Each teacher was given copies
of the research summaries for further

information. study. Also, the presenters Were available'

for consultation after, the workshop to
provide additional support and data to
teachers. who requested it.

,

All workshop participants received
certificates of merit from the AFT's ER &
D project at the end of the session.

The ER e D project has been well
received at Johnson. After the workshop
Bessie Wells, assistant principal stated, "1
have not had to make a comment about'
the arrangement of classrooms since the-
teachers were exposed to research regard-

. ing the effects of seating arrangement."
Wells stated that all of the teachers were
very receptive to research findings as
evidenced by the practical application of_
the findings in virtually every classroom.
Aaron Butler, an eighth grade science
teacher, stated, "The whole approach is
good because it gives teachers ideas about

. management and sorn,: helpful hints on
maintaining order in the classroom.
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WTU Research Prbs 'Hold City-wide Seminar
By Lovely Billups \".

Washington Teachers' ...lion members
who serve a.3 Teacher Rf..earch Linkers in
the AFT Educational Research and Dis-
semination Program held their first city-
wide seminar on research-based strategies
for efficient classroom practices at the
D.C. Teacher Center on November 12 at
Goding Elementary School. More than 50
teachers from schools throughout ttie
District, including as large contingency
from Goding Eleimmtary School and their
building principal, Barbara Smith,

410 attended the sessions and shared
strategies proposed by the most relevant
research findings on effective classroom
management. 1

Teachers heard about findings from the
works of some prominent educational
researched, including Cat.';lyn Evertson
of the University of Texas at Austin;
Linda Anderson of the Institute for
Research on Teaching at Michigan State
University; and Jacob Kounin, author of a
large body of research on Teacher
Behaviors for Effective Group Manage-
ment.

The'presenters, labeled TRLs (Teacher
Research Linkers). are all Washington

Teacher's Union officers and members
who have been involved in a two-year
training program during which they
reviewed the research concepts at training
sessions, implemented the strategies in
their own classrooins and practiced tech-
niques to develop them as trainers and
disseMinators of the research with other
teachers.

TRLs workshop presenters included:

Dolores "Dee" Smith (Goding).
Linda Satterthwaite (H.D. Cooke)

"Establishing ltules, Procedures and
Consequences".

Doris Nelson (Bunlchr Hill)
Brenda Valentine (Kimball)

"With -it- tress,: Overlapping,_ Smooth-
nen and Momentum"

.* Willa Faulkner (Garnett Patterson)
Rosa FMeman (Garnett Patterson) .

"Group Focus and A-ccountability"

TRLs who presented tor; research were:-
congratulated by their -,:olleaguea who
said they found the information to be
practical and useful SeSsion were
'videotaped so that the workshops presen-
ters could review their' sessions and
critically -.evaluate their, performances

with an eye to making improvements.
' AFT' staffersLovely'Billups, Brenda
Bilet and Susan Veitch--have been
responsible for implementation of the
project. AFT's EducatiOnal Issues Direc-
tor Marilyn Rauth also served as director
of the project.

Lovely Billups, who por:sented pro.
jeer director, Marilyn Rauth, in the
opening .session commented that the
cooperation 'between the union, the
teacher center and the schools was very
significant to, the success of the project
and that AFT was entirely committed
providing services to its members in the
area of issues related to their everyday
professional practice. This erojcv,zt is a
prime example._ _ _

WTU president. Bill Simmons, opened
the ger ,rat session which preceded the
workshops by congratulating the AFT and
the WTU for their support of educational
issues as a. union concern. He also stated
that he was delighted that Washington
).C. had been selected from among

many locals to garticiPate the pilot
Project.

The next classroom practice seminar is
already in demand and will be scheduled
foK Spring 1983.

I
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PROGRESS REPORT ON FINAL QUARTER ACTIVITIES - 1982

The project period from October 1 to December 31 was
.devoted to assisting sites in wide-scale dissemination efforts
and facilitating collaborative relationships between institu-
tions of higher education and the local project sites.

Wide-Scale Dissemination

At this point, most TRLs felt comfortable with the research
information and were ready to disseminate it. System -wide
"Teacher Practice Seminars" were offered at each site and were
well received by more than 300 participants.

One such seminar. was presented in a two-part series at the
San Francisco site, the first being on.Octobev 19. The partici-
pants were divided into three groupp. One group was formed
exclusiyely for secondary school teachers, while the other two
groups were comprised of elemen'ary school teachers. Three of
the San Francisco TRLs each "paired-up" with members of the AFT
project team to present the following research Concepts:

Establishing rules, procedures and consequences
With-it-ness and overlapping
Smoothness and momentum
Group focus and accountability

Program participants responded on workshop evaluation forms
(see Field Log, October 19) with an over-all rating of "most useful"
for the research information they received. They further indicated
they would be interested in knowing about other research-based
strategies for effective classroom practice. The next researchl
session was presented on November 16. Topics presented included:

Direct Instruction/Interactive Teaching
Teacher Questioning
Providing Feedback to Students
Time on Task

One of the segments of the October 19 seminar was video-
taped and has been incorporated into an AFT-sponsored nationwide
cable TV series - "Inside Our Schools."

Research-related materials were distributed to seminar
participants. Significant among them was a one-page summary
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of Kounin's Group Management Behaviors. TRLs and teachers
responded quite favorably to this short summary (although
we recognize that it does not substitute as a preparation
piece for training trainers). Subsequent to this workshop
we distributed this summary at other wor!-,shops in which

Kounin's work was being discussed. (see copy, October 19
Field Log).

On November 12, TRLs in Washington, D.C. presented their
fiIst system-wide Teacher Practice Seminar. The research topics
wr- identical to those presented in San Francisco. This group

1 divided into :11ree sections, but it was the presenters who
d from section to section. In tnis case, six TRLs formed
groups of two. Each group was assisted by a member of

AFT project team. Session leaders planned and executed
,1.1..rent presentation formats. Most of the TRLs prepared
teacher. -made charts and other materials to supplement their
presentations. Session leaders employed a range of presenta-
ion strategies which ranged from lecture to high group

involvement. What was most important was the fadt that the
research concepts were accurately presented regardless of

the presenter's style.

PresentationS were video-taped in order that the TRLs
could observe and critique the presentations at a later date.
This turned out to.be a very valuable experience in developing
the role of effective disseminators. Equally as,important to
the TRLs was the positive feedback they received from their
peers on the high quality of both.the research information and
the presentation styles.

New York City's all day "City-Wide Conference on Classroom
Management and Teacher Effectiveness" was held on Saturday,
October 2. More than 150 participants paid $5.00 each to the
Teacher Center to cover the cost of materials and a hot buffet
luncheon, The conference was over-subscribed, and a follow-up
conference was held on the following Monday to accommodate the
"overflow." With'minor exceptions, the information presented
was g3eaned from ER&D materials, including Evertson, et al.'s
research on Beginning of the Year Classroom Management, Direct
Instruction and Time on Task. Again, workshop participants
would like to meet on a regular basis in a "study circle" format.
Also noteworthy was the participation of a group of special
education teachers who reported that the experience was beneficial
to them.-.
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Building Level Dissemination

This was not the,first experience at wide-scale ER & D
dissemination for the New York City TRLs (although that was
the case in both Washington, D.C. and San Francisca), .Con"
segliently, New York was able to pursue building level
dissemination at a rather-rapid pace. Several TRts had shared
research in their buildings before Thanksgiving. Presentations
were given in formal settings (e.g., grade level conferences)
and informal settings, (e.g., '"The ResearCh for Lunch Bunch").
The study circle idea had begun to take hold as other TRLs
planned sessions for their buildings.

In Washington, D.C., most TRLs seemed to derive the impetus
to share research at their building levels from their experiences
in planning and implementing their system-wide workshop. Only
two D.C. TRLshad held training sessions at their schools prior
to the distriatTwide session. On the morning of the system-wide
workshop, three TRLs.presented research to their school faculties.
(This was a general staff development day.) Thred others con-
ducted research sessions in their schools' in the weeks following
the seminar. Still more TRLs have arranged schedules with their
building principals and will be presenting in the early months
of 1983. OnelTRL has already organized five research sharing
sessions, including a presentation to a regional group of science
teachers.

In San Francisco, building level dissemination has moved
at a slower pace. TRLs have done project awareness sessions
at their schools and have been sharing research information
with individuals, but so far, only one school has scheduled
research sharing sessions. This is a high school in which two
TRLs have developed an all-day staff'development model during
which the same research sessions will be presented for four'
periods in o day (giving teachers the opportunity to attend
during prep/beneriods). A series of four, weekly sessions have
been arranged.

Collaboration

We encouraged local site coordinators to continue their-
dialogued with institutions of higher'education in order to
continue the flow of research information to the sites. In
San Francisco, two more. meetings were held with Nate Gage of
Stanford. The addition of Project Advisory Member Lee Shulman
to the Stanford faculty had been an added advantage in our
collaboration talks.
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These recent conferences at Stanford have been more
directly focused on the role that the local site coordinator
will play in effecting the collaborative relationship. The
Local Site Coordinator has agreed to,seek funding to help
defray, the costs of using the ,part-time services of a Stanford
graduate student to identify and translate new research informa.-
tion for the local. Further plans are, in the making to offer
a one-year training program iR educational research to a San
Francisco TRL. In the event that the TRL could obtain a sab-
batical leave from-teaching, Stanford would assume the'tuition
costs. San Francisco TRLs have also received an open invitation
from pr. Gage to sit'in on his "Psychological Research op
Tea0ing" classes which begin in January. Additionally,' the
Sari Francisco site will be able to enjoy the benefits of its
proximity to Far West I)aboratory,from which much local-assistance

P has already been realized, through Advisory poard member petty
Ward. -

In New York, several avenues of approach 'sere - investigated
in the interest of transition and institutionalization of the
project. Anothek meeting was held with Dr. Arnold Webb, Dean
of the School of Education, City College of New York. This
meeting was called to'raise issues of "turf" and "flexibility
in selecting research." Decisions in this matter are left to
thelocal, therefore further dialogue will continue between the
college and tne local.

The Local Site Coordinator in New York has been working
with representatives from Columbia Teachers.College, Fordham
University and Queen. College, along with the school administra-
tiOrt, to put together a funding proposal to support the continuation
of the procesS. Funds would be used for higher education faculty
time and stipends for trainees in the program. Responsibility for
continuing the process would rest with the union, the teacher,
center, the college and the school district.. Some approachez
that are being considered include targeting by. school district
andtraining a TRL in each school, and offering a course for
credit through the teacher centerl "Recent-and Relevant Research
for,Teachers."

The collaboration process in Washington, D.C. is also
directed along the lines of course presentations. The Local
Site Coordinator has beep in communication with several
college deans through 'the D.C. Metropolitan College of Education
Deans' organization. "Metro Council." She has submitted a
proposal whereby a course titled "Teaching Research to Classroom
Teachers" would be offered,at the teacher center for graduate



credit. The course would be taught by a consortium of teacherS

"coordinator has
in the ER '& D program. Also, the local site

coordinatorhas received verbal commitments from two universi-
ties to aid in program continuation by serving as providerS of
new research, readers of research, interpreters of new research
and evaluators of submitted research.

DevelopingNew TRLs-

-Seven new TRLs have. been identified in. San Francisco. ..Two
projectorentation sessions have already taken place. 'Plane
are in, tha.making for the experienced TRLs to. conduct research
training sessions for the new recruits. Tips will select the -

areas of research with which they are most Comfortable and rotate
training sessions on a three-to-ifour-week basis.

I

In New York City, TRLs on the teacher center' staff-are Using
the evaluations'from the October 2 city-wide conference to identify
teachers who. indicated that they were interested in pursuing
research. TheSe people will be contacted and a process will
be initiated to see if they would be interested in becoming-TRLs.

No plans for developing new TRLs have as yet been articulated
in Washington, D.C. However, some teachers in schools where our
TRLs are located have expressed an interest in becoming- involved .

in the program. The local will pursue/ these avenues in the
near future.

AFT's Commitment to the ER & D Process

As the NIE funding 'period terminated, the question arose
at each site as to the degree to which AFT would continue its
involvement in this dissemination effort. .Two of the original'
three ER & D project staff members have been assigned permanent
eftployment with the Educational' Issues Department of AFT. At
least one of these staff members will be responsible "for main-
taining the network of pilot sites and developing replication of
the project in other locals. 'One plan under consideration provides
for the AFT to run a one-week training session this summer for
local site coordinators from/ number of local unions throughout
the country interested in implementing the research dissemination
model developed through this project. ,



AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM
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D.C..TEACHER CENTER
SITE Og LOCATION

OCT. 5, 19&2

DATE

=moms =ssessms am= =am -===== ==== vr=lososS

LPURPOSE OF VISTATTON

TR?, TRAINING SESSION

-
0

LOVELY BILLUPS
STAFF MEMBER

3:30.pm

TIME

"---7PERSONS CONTACTEDimm=
PRESENTERS - Brenda Biles, Lovely Billups
PARTICIPANTS - Fielding Gentry, Esther Hankerson, Frances Robinson, Dee Smith, Jean Smith,

Linda Satterthwaite, Willa Faulkner, Rosa Freeman

FIELD ACTIVITIES1

See Agenda, attached.

'INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP'
-Items on the agenda were pretty much covered, although not always in that order.
Certain scheduling arrangements were mace:

a) Next TRL training:Session - Saturday, Nov. 6th - 9:00 am - 1:00 pm at the
AFT office library

b) District-Wide ER&D Workshop - h day Friday, November /2th - at D.C. Teacher
Center

The TRL session was scheduled at the AFT office-because the Teacher Center Bldg.
(Goding Elementary School) will not be available every weekend for sessions as was
previously the custom. The district-Wide workshop will be held on a district-wide
staff development day. During the first half of the day, teachers will be committed
to "record-keeping" sessions within their buildings. Plans for use of the second
half of the day by school principals are lot known at this time. Therefore, we are

not sure who will be available to atc.end our session and may have to opt for repre-

sentatives to be sent from Bach school. TRLs suggested CBC coordinators and building.

3S8
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LOVELY BILLUPS - 2

reps..,, These are possibilities, although we would be most satisfied, if we could
make it available to anyone who would like to come. We briefly discussed the
plan with Jimmie (who had suggested the date). She agrees with plan end will-make
contacts with central administration. I have since written, to Jimmie, giving her
a rough outline of the plans and-have set a planning meeting with the Workshp Cgm-.
mittee - Fsther Hankerson, Percell Thomas, Dee Smith, Frances Robinson. We plan
to use a good pottion of the November 6th session to finaliie plans for the
district-wide workshop.

During the rest of the session we discussed some more reactionsto research imp:,-
mlntations and especially emphasized the dissemination aspect of the project.
told TRLs that we,hoped to bring in at least two additional pieces of research, but
we were most interested inkising the rest.of the project time to get into their
buildings and helped them with their research sS ring efforts.

Dee said that two teachers in her building noticed her room arrangement and asked
her to help them with theirs. Frances Robinson said that she.has been given a
most difficult class and that the information which helped her to Arrange her
room was very helpful. Also, she posted and taught her rules4this year, for the
first time. She constantly reinforces them with class pointing to the rule. She
sees tremendous improvement over other years.

Fielding reported on the process followed in delivering the classroom management
workshop by himself and Susan Veitch at hid School, September 3rd., He said it was
well-received. Teachers liked information and are using it, especially in establishing'
and posting rules. We all agreed that more needs to be done to h 1p teachers
with developing consequences for students who disobey the rules.

Willa Faulkner and Rosa Freeman said that their principal was read and willing'
for them to disseminate some of the research info, but that their own busy schedule
for beginning the year had hampered their- doing anything yet. (Willa is recovering
from an injury.) Dee Smith said that her principal. was ready to put her on the
faculty meeting agenda. She has her theme for a presentatiOn, "Let's get physical,"
and will, with our help, plan her resentation for the near future-oa "Classroom
Environment" which is the theme this year in her school. Frances Robinson is still
having a great deal of difficulty with her principal . She says she will have to
disseminate through someone else. She has encouraged the building rep to set up
a bulletin board on which she will post some of our materials. Frances would also
like to write an article on the project from her perspective for the WTU newsletter.
She will share the draft with us. We will also advertise the November 12th
workshop through the WTU newsletter (Yvonne Newell), once we get clearance from
JimMie.

Jean Smith said that it was difficult-to begin dissemination in her building because
the principalship is not settled. The acting principal will leaks as soon as a
replacement is appointed. This acting principal wants her to "hand-out" ER&D materials.
She refuses because she feels the information merits a more "dignified" presentation.

For the rest of the session, we divided into two.groups. Brenda took the TRLs
who missed the summer session and began a review of the ER&D manual. (See log)

I went over the elements of a new piece of research "Teacher Transitions Can Disrupt
Time Flow in Classrooms." The D.C. TRLs had requested that we share with them an
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LOVELY BILLUPS - 3

original piece of research that had not been summarized by us. They enjoyed looking
at the components of the research and expressed appreciation fOr the job we've done
with our studies.

LHB/kls
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AGENDA

TRL - TRAINING SESSION - WASHINGTON D.C.

Staff - Lovely and Brenda

3:30 - Weicome, Coffee, Announcements - Distribution of materials

Project Dissemination

a) Remarks from Fielding Gentry, re: his school's experience .with the
ER&DLdevelopment session

b) System-wide Dissemination - An ER&D Expo

1) Form a committee

c) Bldg, level dissemination
Personal calendars

Training Session

a) Set'dates

4:30 - Working Groups

Group A - (Brenda)

People who missed summer session review manual, etc. vith Brenda - also
tips to presenters

Group B - (Lovely)

People who attended summer session

a) Ask questions re: research or process (Tips to presenters)
b) Scan new piece of research on Transitions (original form)

5:30 - Whole Group - Brainstorm adversarial situations for presenters

6:00 - Adjourn



CrFICC or 7NC

PL:3LIC:

Memorandum to:

From:

This memorandum was sent to one of cur" TRL5 echo

requested leave to attend a professional conference
in Maryland. She says that it is one she at-tends
each/year to get samples and ideas cf new materials
and approaches and that. she shares teem with staff.

We learned last spring that the D.C. principal's took
some sessions on Academic Learning Time from the -

Time.on Task'research. This l'etter'helps to
make the point that research-knolwedge and info has
been inappropriately:filtered down to. teachers.
_In fact, this is a classic example of abuse of
research findings:

Subject: Acimini..-trative Leave

L.H.B.

It is my duty as principal of Francis junior High to point out to
you that we are in session with the children for 184 eays this
school year. That figures out to be appro1.1..Aately one-half of a
calendar year. We have the children for six hours per day.
Out of that time at least 45 minutes are spent at lunch and twenty-
eight minutes are lost in transition from class to class. Every
minute is precious Academic Learning Time lost. Every day a
teacher is absent, from school is a day almost totally lost to the
students assigned to you.

Therefore, in view of the above, I am denying your request for
administrative leave.

Please be advised that you have ten days leave allocated to
you per year and of that ten, three days are designated as
general leave which can be used fo'r the pcirpose you have requested.

! .



FPURPOSE OF VISITATION)

.AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELr h OG

WASHINGTON, D.C.

SITE OR LOCATION

BRENDA BILES

OC.Aie 1982

STAFF MEMBER

5:1k- h!nn PM
TIMt

One session of the DC TRL training session - to go over the manual and review the
adult ed, classroom management and teaching effectiveness research with the TRLs
who missed the summer training sessions.

Willa Faulkner
Rosa Freeman

7 FIELD ACTIVITIES

.Since we were running behind time and I only had LI hour, wd only got through the
program process section of the manual as a review,

I INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW -UPI

We reviewed the materials in the program process section of the manual. I emphasized
those materials which directly related to their role as TRL and how to disseminate
research to teachere in their building. I talked some about handling situations in
which teachers may describe their classroom practices and its obvious there is some
disagreement within the group as to their effectiveness. Talked about contingency
planning. Gave them copies of the adversarial scenarios to look at and think about.

Rosa indicated several times that they (she and Willa) would be making arrangements
soon to do a presentation to their faculty. We discussed planning content and our
(staff- ER&D) role in assisting them. Assured her we would help put together a
"catchy" agenda for her teachers like we did with Fielding and that we would
provide nice materials for participants.

Willa seemed a little reticent and indicated.she needed to review the materials in
the manual to get a handle on the research concepts. (She's been away for awhile.)

393
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,
We need to-e011ow up with Rosa so she doesn't lose any steam and continues with her
plans.

RESEARCH FEEDBACK: lo

Rosa tried a new and exciting seating arrangement the first day of school which is-
volved.arranging the students' Aesks in a semi-circular pattern with'her desk in
the center. She said. she received a lot of positive feedback from teachers in her
building. Willa confirmed that. However, the arrangement did not work well with
the students. They talked more and sociailzedmore. She had a difficulime
controlling the students. So she rearranged the desks into a traditiona4whole
class with rows format. She now finds it easier to control the students.\ye
talked'about the "newness" of the arrangement and its effects on studetifiar-
ticularly at the beginning:of the year. .I suggested that she might be able'tO
Change the room back again later in the year, if she Wants to, once she's established
her:classroom management system and control in the traditional; expected robman-
vironment. She'd also have a clearer understanding of her students and their
behavior patterns.

BLB/kls
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D.C. uu AFT;
ATI
LIpPARY
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F I ELD'OG

. !PURPOSE OF VISITATION

TRAINING SESSION

PERSONS CONTACTED

NOV. 6TH, 1982

Lovwi 13.;;I.vqs
srArr

DATE TIME

Dee Smith, Willa Faulkner, Esther Hankerson, Rosa Freeman, Brenda Valentine,
Frances Robinson, Linda Satterthwaite, Fielding Gentry, Doris Nelson, Elyane Martin

7-7711B ACTIVITIES

TRL TRAINING SESSION

0.

'INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP]

'Meeting agenda as follows:_

AGENDA FOR NOV. 6TH SESSION WITH D.C. TRLs AT THE AFT LIBRARY 9:00 am - 1:00 pm
9:00 - Coffee
9:15 - ER&D Items:

a) TRLs Dissemination plans at individual building
levels

b) Review research implementation experiences
in classrooms

c) schedule next training session
10:15 - District-wide workshop - Nov. 12th

a) Select presenters
b) Involvement of other TRLs - (regidtration,

distribution of materials, refreshments, etc.)
c) Possible attendance figures
d) Additional publicity

11:30 - Planning Period for Workshop Presenters*

*(Those who are not presenting will join planning groups for practice.)
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TRLs offered the following datesfor sharihg research in their buildings -.

Linda S. - Nov. 18th and Jan-20th
Doris N. - Will arrange a Dec. date
Esther H. - Will arrangq a Dec. date
Dee S. - Nov. 19th (will do a follow-up ofNev. 1;th.mWorkshop) .

Willa F.
M'Nov. 12th a.m. Will present research.material during CBC segment of

Rosa F.
school staff development, schedule

AFT President Al Shanker happened to be in the AFT offices during the session
period. He spent some4time with the group, during which TRLs shared. with-him' t

r the ways in which research fiddings-had.influenced their'classroom practice,'
Some teachers said that the researchllad affirmed that aome.of the things they
haVe been doing as experienced teachers, was correct. This: they said; made them
feel good. Others told how adjUstments in their room arrangements or their class-
room rules had resulted'in better management of-the student body.',;'Al suggested
some research-based'informa4bn that he had read regarding parent :involvement in
classroom discipline procedures. He said he would send copies to our,offise.

In selecting a date. ter the next training session, the TRLs suggested using one of
their professional Leave Days for an all-day session on December 3rd. I will
-follow-up with a letter of reminder to each of them and will also inform Jimmie
Jackson of the plan.

.

District-wide Workshop, Nov. 12th. The following people volunteered and were
accepted as workshop presenters. TRLs'will work together in pairs, assisted by
members-of the AFT ER &D team., .

Dee Smith & Linda SatterthWaite - Sue Veitch
(back up person) -.Frances Robinson

Doris/Nelson & Brenda Valentine - Brenda Biles
(back up person) - Esther Hankerson

Willa Faulkner & Rosa Freeman = Lovely Bill4s
(back up person)- Fielding Gentry

Elyane Martin will be in charge of setting up refreshments. Each TRL will bring
something to accompany tha,coffee and tea which will be provided by the ER&D
project. Dee Smith will make punch. Brenda Valentine will bring cups and
napkins.

Session Agenda -
1:00-1:30 - General session (Coding Auditorit.m)

speakers - Jimmie Jackson - T.C. involvementin ER&D process
Bill Simons - WTU involvement in ER&D process
Marilyn Rauth - Description of Project & AFT involvement
(Lovely Billups, alternate)

1:30-3:00 - Workshop sessions -

A - Establishing Rules, Procedures and Consequenoo
B - WithTit-ness, Overlapping, Smoothness and Momentum
C - Group Focus and Accountability
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Session presenters will rotate from room to room at each 1/2 hour interval. Actual
presentations will last 25 minutes, allowing for a 5 minute break-transition time
for presenters to move.

EvalUation forms will be distributed at 3:00 pm after which participants are free
to participate in social hour during which refreshments will be served.

Fielding, Willa and Rosa will be sharing research info in their schoOls during the
morning of Nor. 12th. The AFT ER&D team will meet with them durinvthe week to
aid in their planning and presentation and to provide any materials-they need.

LHB/kls
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FTFLO TOG
LOVE BILLUPS
STAr 'AE4SER

D.C. SITE 7 JOVNSIW,H,S.
Uk LLLAil

NOVEMBER 9 1982 2:0(P- 3:30 PM
TTME..... ====1 =MC

,PURPOSE OF VISITATION

ASSIST TRL FIELDING GENTRY WITH PLANS FOR STAFF-DEVELOPMENT SESSION -
NOVEMBER 12th, 1982 8:45-12:00 NOON

PERSONS CONTACTED

Fielding Gentry

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Develop plans - Classroom Management Workshop

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS FOLLOW-UP

I met with Fielding and we developed plans for the session as outlined on
the attached Format. Sheets.

IHB/kls s.
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AGENDA
JOHNSON JR. HIGH

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

NOVEMBER 12, 19S2
-Auditorium

tv Fielding Gentry, Teacher ReSearch Linker
Lovely Billups & Brenda Biles, AFT Staff

9:00 - 9:30 Management simulation & role-playing
Discussion

9:30 - 10:00 Review of research shared on September 3, 1982

10:00 - 10:15 Whole group activity - "Linking Management Strategies
for Kounin'; Evertson, et. al.

10:15 - 10:30 Overview of Jacob Kounin's Group Management
Strategies:

With-it-ness/Overlapping
Smoothness/Momentum
Group FOcus & Accountability,

10:30 - 10:45 BREAK and movement to small groups

10:45 - 11:30 Small group activity

11:30 - 12:00 Return to auditorium for wrap-up, sharing and
evaluation

SCV



FOR FOR CL,2,SSROCM WORKS!

JOHNSON J.H.S. - NOV. 127H) 1982
8:5 A.M. - 12:00 MOON

PRESENTER - FIFIDING GENT 2Y
ASSISTED 3Y AFT STAFF ME:13ERS: .

LOVELY 3ILLU ?S
3RENDA BILES

NOTE. - Fielding has requested aad received the :following materials
for this workshop -

ounin's research summary - 15 copies
Kounin's Effective Classroom Management Behavior SlImmary - 70 copies
Role Playing Activity - Classroom ManagementiKounin Research

- 30 copies
Kounin's Activity on Smoothness & Momentum - 30 conies
Kounin's Activity on Group Focus and Accountability - 30 copies
Activity for Linking Management Strategiles for Kounin,
Evertson, et al - 70 .copies

Auditorium

WORKSHOP AGENDA

(70 PARTICIPANTS)

9:00-9%30 a.m. - Presentation of a simulateeclassroom situation,
using actual students who enter'a cladSroomand are ignored by
the teacher'who is busy with an adminiStrative task. The stu-
dents will act out misconduct, -

loud noise level-, inability to find a seat, insecurity
about what to do next, rowdiness which involves pushing
and shoving, etc. Teacher will attempt to callrclass to
order. (Fielding will select and coadh students who will
participate).

Discussion of situation will be held aft9r the role-playing.
Students will be askedhow they felt about the situation and
what they felt the teacher should have done to avoid the con-

fussion. ,

9:30-10:00 a.m. - Review Of BYCM research which was presented at
last staff development session by Sue and Fielding. Most of
this time will be spent developing the "consequences" portion
of rule-setting. e.g. consistent, enforceable, and hierarchal.

--10:00-10:15 a.m. - Transition -
Activity for whole group
"Linking Management Strategies for Kounin, Evertson, et al.

10:15-10:30 a.m. - Overview of Kounin Group Management Strategies
(Lovely and/or Brenda)
With-it-ness - Overlapping, Smoothness, Momentum, Group Focus
and Accountability

40()



FORMAT FOR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP - 2

10:30-10:45 a.m. - Coffee Break and Group movement to 3 classrooms

10:45-11:30 a.m. - Small ;soup act, (3 groups)

a) Role playing - Kounin Classroom Management
(,With -it -Hess, Overlapping)

b) Smoothness and Momentum Activity - Kounin

c) Group Focus and Accountability - Kounin

(Fielding, Lovely, Brenda - take one group each)

11:30-12:00 noon - Wrap-up - Sharing and Evaluation
(Auditorium)

LHB/kis
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1°URPOSE OF VISITATION!

AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

GARNETT-PATTERSON J.R.S.

"sliqW

F I ELD L OG

11/10/82
DATE

LOVELY BILLUPS
STAFF :4E.ISER

2:00 -4:00 p.

TIME....... 7:1111110=== =it =112= =CMCNI11

PLANNING - STAFF DEVELOPMENT SESSION
A.M. NOVEMBER 12TH, 1982
AT GARNETT-PATTERSON

ERSONS CONTACTED

Rosa Freeman TRL
Willa Faulkner TRL

FIELD ACTIVITIES

!INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UPI

I took materials requested by Rosa and Willa for their workshop, including the

Complete Role Playing Activity Set for Kounin's Research, The One-Page Kounin

$Jnwnary Sheet and Tips-To ER&D Presenters. I promised to send the Checklist for
Teacher Behaviors for Group Focus and Accountability. (They will also use this

for their presentation at the District-wide workshop at the Teacher Center, Nov.

12th p.m.).

411

We pla ed their morning session which will last from 10 a.m. to Il a.m. They

will cus On Kounin's findings, giving a general over-view of his concepts. Thd

rest of'the period will be devoted to activities centering around. Overlapping

(The Role-Playing Situation with the teacher managing a reading group and being

interupted by the L.D.. child, etc.). The rest of the period will be devoted to

two.simulated classroom situations dealing with Group Focus and the use of props

to increase student accountability during a lesson presentation.

LHB/kls
opeiu2aflcio.
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GROUP FOCUS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

I.

2 min

FGRMAT FOR RESEARCH PRESENTATION
AT DISTRICT ';RIDE WCRKSHOP

,SROOM PRACTICE SEMINAR

NOV. 12TH, 1982 - 1:00-3:30
D.C. TEACHER CENTER

PRESENTERS - ROSA FREEMAN
WILLA FAULKNER
FIELDING GENTRY - (ALTERNATE)
LOVELY BILLUPS - (AFT TEAM 4

PRESENTER)

The first few minutes will be used by Lovely to present a
brief summary of.the research findings on Group Focu§ and
Accountabil,ityP(Kounin). .

II. Next, Rosa will direct a whole group activity simulating a-.

mathematics lesson in the classroom (addition computation).
One person will be directed to work the problem at the chalk-
board while the rest of the class works the problem at their

seats. Each participant will be supplied with three "answer"
cards, only one of which has the answer to the problem. Upon
completionof their computation, each participant will be asked
to hold up the answer they feel is correct while the student
at:the board reveals his/her answer. The teacher-has'instructed
that all eyes face front, to avoid copying. The teacher
'monitors the class to be sure that students comply with the
rule.. Each student can then compare his answer with the one
at the board and. agree or disagree with the answer. (The

f
teacher may choose. to give some of the brighter' students
three cards, none of which is the correct answer, so that

they are challenged. This is good practice lor tests which
provide multiple choice and answers to questions and include
category "None of these" as the correct answer.) The teacher

can scan the classroom to' see who'has computed correctly or

incorrectly.

Discussion Will follow as to the implications of this'research-
based strategy tor .individual student involvement in the group
process. Discussion will be led by two previously selected
"observers" who have recorded the teacher class behaviors and
reactions on a "Checklist for Group FoCus and Accountability".

III. Following this activity, Willa. will direct a language arts assign-
ment activity involving the formation of declarative or in-

12 min. terrogative sentences. Each participa6t will receive 7 cards,

four with words, You Are Here Now, and three with punctuation
marks, (period, question mark, comma). One -third of the group



GROUP FOCUS AND ACCOUNTABILITY - 2

will be instructed to or a declarative sentence beginning with
"Now", another a declarative sentence beginning with "You" and
the third group will be asked to form an interrogative beginning
-with any word they choose. In each case, students are required
to° use the appropriate punctuation mark(s) (some may find a
way to use the .comma).

In essence, the teacher has to give very clear directions since
the class his three different assignments. Also, the teacher.
must monitor the room by circul2ILLnE among the class so that
she can see.how the seutences are formed and can offer assis-
'tance to those who may aeed it. The entire group will have
the "Checklist for Group Focus and Accountability. The en-
suing discussion will involve participants reactions to the
strategies and to the teacher behaviors.

LHB/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD LOG

WASHINGTON,__D.C.

SITE OR LOCATION

:1=ZZ =312:193=3

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

LOVELY aiLLus
STAFF MEMBER

NOVMEBER 12 1982 j:00 - 3:3b D.M.

DATE TIME

ER&D DISTRICT-WIDE CLASSROOM PRACTICE SEMINAR

511111:111:211011

Attached: -Announcement flyers for
publicity

-Copies of program &
handouts

-Presentation format
Group Focus & Account-
ability

PERSONS CONTACTED Present - Biles, Billups, Veitch

54 teachers present
TRL Presenters: Dee Smith, Linda Satterthwaite, Rosa Freeman, Willa Faulkner,

Brenda Valentine, Doris Nelson

FIELD ACTIVITIES Research Presentations

Rules, Consequences and Classroom Procedures Group Focus and Accountability
With7it-ness,Overlapping, Smoothness, Momentum

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS.- FOLLOW-UP

The program format pretty much followed the planned agenda. A sizeable portion of

the 54 teachers who attended the seminar were from Goding Elementary School. The

principal of.that school was also in attendance.

Research Topics and those who presented them included:

I. Dee Smith.- Linda Satterthwaite and AFT team member Susan Veitch
"Establishing Rules, Procedures and Consequences"

II. Doris Nelson and Brenda Valentine and AFT team member Brenda Biles

"With-it-ness, Overlapping, Smoothness, Momentum"

III. Willa Faulkner and Rosa Freeman and AFT tam member,Lovely Billups.

"GroupFocus and Accountability" (sample attached)

411/

The."pairing up" to make the presentations. ith an AFT,advisor,.for each group was

4u5



FIELD LOG
11/12/82 - D.C.
BILLUPS - 2

by consensus of the planning committee which also determined that the "presenters"
should rotate from group'to group for each session inorder to'save time and not have
participants wander off to smoke etc. This worked well.

This group of TRL presenters were verycanscientious in preparing charts and other
visuals to enhance their presentatiorth. Each set of presenters were video-taped
for purposes of evaluating their presentation,styles at a future date.

It was evident that they had given ,thought and time to what they wanted to do And
were for the most part successful. *Thus each said they were very nervous. The

feedback from their peers was very positive -- a great turn-on for the TRLs who
are raring to go again.

LHB/kls
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A CLASSROOM PRACTICE SEMINAR
Sharing Information That Stands-up

REV-ARCH
....GP/1S

OWt" OttTEACHTo The

N'OV. 12, 1982

QC. TEACHER CENTER
Goding Elementary School
Washington, D.C.

ti

SPONSORED BY_: a

THE D.C. TEACHER CENTER

THE WASHINGTON TEACHERS' UNION

THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ANDDISSEMINATION PROGRAM

D.C. SITE

LOCAL SITE COORDINATOR - JIMMIE JACKSON
D.C. TEACHER CENTER DIRECTOR
VICE PRESIDENT - W.T.U.

TEACHER RESEARCH LINKERS

WILLA M. FAULKNER

ROSA B. FREEMAN

FIELDING L. GENTRY

'RUSSELL M. HARRIS

ESTHER S. HANKERSON

ELYANE MARTIN

DORIS K. NELSON

DEBORAH J. NESMITH

SHIRLEY F. RITTER

FRANCES P. ROBINSON,

LINDA A. SATTERTHWAITE

JEAN C. SMITH

DOLORES "DEE" SMITH

PERCELL H. THOMAS

BRENDA VALENTINE

AFT - ER&D STAFF

MARILYN RAUTH - DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL ISSUES DEPT.

BRENDA BILES

LOVELY BILLUPS

SUSAN VEITCH
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F Introduction

Historically, there has been a gap between educational research
and practicing teachers. This gap, however, has been success;,
fully bridged in an NIE-funded pilot program in which teachers'
and researchers have successfully combined their efforts
via the teacher union structure to utilize research information
in the classroom; a process long overdue.

Materials presented in this session are from educational
research findings on effective classroom management strategies.
The emphasis it on classroom techniques used by more effective
teachers which tend to prevent disruption in the classroom
and help to create an environment in which learning can take
place.

Fourteen teachers in D.C. have been implementing research-based
strategies and proving them to be useful. These Teacher Research
Linkers are now willing and able-to share this information
with fellow teachers. ,We are grateful to the Teacher Center
and to school administrators for their support in facilita-
ting this process.

RESEARCH INFORMATION "STANDS -UP" AND'GIVES POWER TO THE TEACHER!



CLASSROOM PRACTICE SEMINAR

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM

1:30 PM - 3:00 PM

PROGRAM

GENERAL SESSION
GODING SCHOOL AUDITORIUM

TRAINING SESSIONS
TEACHER CENTER CLASSROOMS

ESTABLISHING RULES, PROCEDURES AND CONSEQUENCE!

0 WITH-IT-NESS, OVERLAPPING, SMOOTHNESS AND MOMF UM

GROUP FOCUS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

3:00 PM - 3:30 PM REFRESHMENTS AND SOCIAL HOUR

ADJOURN



Establishing Classroom Rules,
Procedures

Consequences

4.11



B GINNI i G F ri YEAR EIPm NTARY C SSROOM ORGAN 7ATION STUDY

CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION AND EFFECTIVE TEACHING PROJECT
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, AUSTIN

The work done by Evertson, Emmer, et al. was chosen by the AFT Educa-
tional Research and Dissemination Program staff because its results reflected
the findings of mot of other research done in the area over the last 13 years.
In addition, the results suggest practical applications for classroom use.
The study was designed to determine what teachers do at the beginning of school
to establish effective classroom environments and how.they maintain those
environments throughout, the year.

The study was conducted in 27 self-contained elementary clibseein 8
Title I or near Title I schools is a .large, urban district. Teachers,involved
ranged from first-year to 30 years of experience. Each class was observed 8-9
times, over the first 3 weeks, and approximately every 3 weeks thereafter.

Observers were trained in narrative recording relating to organization
and management, materials, activities, and teagier;pupil contacts. Student-
task engagement was rated every 15 minutes during each 2-hour observation.
Component ratings, time logs, teacher iaterviewskuestioanairesend student
achievement records were also used to obtain information.

Very effective teachers were identified on the basis of student achieve-
ment gain as well as management criteria.

Good ma=gers when compared to less effective managers were characterized
by the following:

1. Careful, detailed planning of rules /procedures

2. Systematic teaching of expected behaviors

3. Encouraging high levels of student accountability for work

4. Maintaining good management systems

5. Organizing instruction for student task-engagement andsuccess.

412E1 681-82 AFT ER&O Program]
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Remimders: a) Limit.mumher of rules b) Rules should be
clear and specif.ih_and understood by students. c) A rule cam be
am umbrella. policy which governs several procedures, e.g. "7alli
when moving about the Classroom." d) Rules should. be posited.

Suggested topics -

Students' relationships with cce-another - .

fighting - vernal abuse - - etc.

Care of school Lad personal property
clean-up

Students' relationship with'teacher
follow direction4, courtesy,. 'etc.

PARTICIPANTS

a

Write two or More rules and develop. well thought cut consequence(s)
for each rule.

Share with group.

RIMS CONSIQUMNCZ

1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

..r

4 1 j1981-82 AFT EP40 Progra.61]
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Gaidelines for Room Arranaemenc

KEYS TO GOOD aoom zumumninrr

High traffic areas are. free of congestion.

Students are always visible to the teacher.

Storage space and necessary materials are

readily accessible.

Students can easily see iMr.tructional

displays and presentations.

AVOID UNNECESSARY CONGESTION IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

Group work areas, centers and stations

Pencil sharpener and trash can

( Bathrooms, sink and.water fountain

bookshelves and storage areas

Students' desks

Teacher's desk

TIPS FOR ARRANGING FURNITURE

1. Make sure all students can easilysee:

You, when you are presenting information

Chalkboards

Overhead projector screen

Instructional displays

Z. Keep in mind potential distractions such as:

Windows and doors

Animals or other interesting displays

Small group work areas

3. Leave plenty of room around student desks so that you can get to

each student when monitoring.
4. Locate your desk, work areas and instructional areas'where you can

see all of the students all of the time. Avoid placing centers and

work areas in "blind coinEs" where you will not be able to monitor

adequately.
5. Plan to seat students who need extra help or attention close to

where you will be most of the time.

43 .414



(Activity 2)

6: If you must use tables or desks with inadequate storage space, you
will want to have "tote trays" or boxes for student belongings and
materials. These should be easy for students to'get to, but out of
the way.

/

7. Even if other arrangements are to be used later in the year,
consider placing student desks in rows facing the major instructional
areas at pe beginning of the year. This minimizes distractions for
the students and allows the teacher to monitor behavior more readily
and to become familiar with individual students' work habits.

STORAGE SPACE

Place instructional materials that you will need where they are
easily accessible to instructional areas.

Include adequate,convenient space ,for students' coats, lunch
boxes, show-and-tell items, and materials.

Find easily accessible shelves on a bookcase for those everyday
books and materials that will not be kept ih student desks.

Place long-term, seldomrused or special occasion items at the back
of cupboards, on top of cabinets, or out of the room, if
possible.

OTHER THINGS TO CONSIDER

1. Plan a particular location, easily seen by all students, where-you
will post assignments for the day (or week, if possible). This can
be done on the chalkboard, a bulletin board, poster on a wall, large
tablet, or individual assignment sheets.

2. Checkall electrical equipment (e.g., overhead projector, record
player, movie projector) to be sure it is working and-that you know
how to'use it, before using it in class. Be sure a-plug is within
easy reach, or have a sturdy extension cord available. Plan a space
to post instructions for the use of complicated equipment.

3. Wall space and bulletin boards provide extra areas to display
rules, procedures, assigned duties, calendar; schedule, student work
and extra credit activities. In addition, ceiling space can be used
to hang mobiles, decorations, and studedt work, and windows can be
used for -displays, decorations,.and,student work.

evelope by the Classroom ;Organization and Effective Teaching' (COET)
P. ect, Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, The
Unive i\y of Texas at Austin /8712. This project was supported in part
bythe National Institute of EducatiOn, Contract OB-NIE-G-80-0116, P2.
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the positiOn or
policy of the National institute of Education and no official endorsement
by that office should be inferred.
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Casucom R=cur= Materials

DISCIPLINE RECORD SE=T

If you 'nave severe behavior 'problems. the following =nth

Student's Name
Conseqr.ences You Provided

Date Rules.Broken Negative and Positive

At.

it



DISCIPLINE RECORD. SHEET'.

The attached Discipline Record Sheet has been excerpted from the
Assertive Discipline Program (Canter 3c Canter).

This partiyular-piece can serve is a very helpful tool for diagnosis
and record keeping in refpren4 to student behavior in the clasFoom.

Essentially, teachers should keep and refer to this foe`their own
private use in determining who is breaking the rules, what rules
are most frequently disobeyed and what actions has the teacher
taken to deal with the problems.

After a two-week period of record keeping, teachers may find:

They are experiencing most of their difficulties with the
same students (i.e. Johnny, Mary-Ann, etc.);

, .

-

They are experiencing most of thelr difficulties with the
same type of students (ie. boys, outspoken,students, etc.)

A wide variety of students rare disobeying the same rule.
(Rule may be inappropriate.)

Classroom discipline breaks down around the same time each
day or on certain days of the week, based on other activities
in the schedule.

The teacher is reacting to student misconduct with the same
' consequences, providing no variety or hierarchy of conse-

quences.

LHB/kis
opeiu2aflcio
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Group Management Beha.viors

with- it-ness
overlapping
smoothness-

, momentum
group focus 84' accountability

0



CHECKLIST FOR MAINTAINING.

GROUP FOCUS AND INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY

IN CLASSROOM SITUATIONS

The following represents a list of teaching behaviors which tend
to help teachers more effectively manage their instructional groups;
whole class or small group. When teachers are instructing groups
of more than one or two, it is essential that the entire group
of students is focused on the lesson and that each student is
alert and actively involved in learning what is being presented.
The research done by Jacob Kounin suggests some activities which
insure that students are indeed, held accountable for the lesson
whether or not thty are the one who is reciting or working before
the class.

MAINTAINING GROUP FOCUS

YES NO The Teacher:

L:7 L:7 1. Plans activities which require active participation
by all members of the group; performers and non-
performers

C=7 L:7 2. The teacher varies questioning techniques;

1:ZT C.7 a) Asks the question before calling on students

b) Targets a specific student before asking the
question

c) Intersperses mass-unison responses with individ-
ual reponses

d) Uses "suspense" strategies in posing questions
to the class so that students are anxious to
know what comes next

e) Avoids a predictable pattern 'of calling on
students

patterned turn-taking
random turn-taking
combination of both



CHECKLIST TOR MAINTAINING
GROUP FOCUS 4 INDIVIDUAL ACCOUNTABILITY
IN CLASSROOM SITUATIONS - 2

YES NO

Cf7

1=7

G7 CI
C1

STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY

The Teacher:

1. Constantly checks for student understanding during
initial instruction and subsequent practice period

2. Circulates around the room to monitor students'
efforts

3. Establishes procedures for collecting student work

4. Provides timely feedback, returning evaluated, graded
or corrected student work before going on to new
concept

5. Reviews results of students' work with th9nr

6. Establishes a consistent procedure for dealing with
students who do not complete and/or hand-in assign-
ments

LHB/kls
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STRATEGIES SUGGESTED BY
PROJECT TRLS TO HELP TEACHERS

MAINTAIN GROUP FOCUS

(°KEEPING STUDENTS ON THEIR TOES")

Maintain eye contact with students.

' Devise strategies to appeal to individual learning styles.

Vary turn-taking approaches, random or patterned.

Plan occasional activities which require unison responses from class.

use-props for non-reciting students in the group.

Use divergent as well as convergent questioning modes to encourage critical

thinking.

Have students act as reviewers of lesson.

o Model as interesting presentor and discussant.

Make sure instructions and presentations are clear to all students.

Teach students how to constructively critique each other's work.

o Vary lesson presentation approaches --
challenge bright students
encourage slower learners
support atmosphere of "cooperative" learning in group situations
utilize strategy of "suspense" about what comes next in the lesson

o Allow students to call on each other according to prearranged and agreed upon

system.

LHB/kls
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AFT
Educational Research

EY Dissemination Prooram
DISTRICT-WIDE WORKSHOP

NOVEMBER 12, 1982
D.C. TEACHER CENTER

CLASS1 0Oh PRACTICE SEMINAR

EVALUATION

1. How useful was the information presented to you on the following topics?

MOST USEFUL SOMEWHAT USEFUL NOT USEFUL

ESTABLISHING RULES PROCEDURES
AND CONSEQUENCES

WITH-IT-NESS, OVERLAPPING
SMOOTHNESS AND MOMENTUM

GROUP FOCUS AND ACCOUNTABILITY

2. Based on your experiences today, would you find it helpful to receive more
research-based information and materials on teaching practices?'

YES NO

410 3. If you would like to receive more of this kind of informatir- please check

your preference:

BLDG. LEVEL WORKSHOP FOR THE FACULTY AT YOUR SCHOOL

SYSTEM-WIDE WORKSHOPS AT THE TEACHER CENTER

INVOLVEMENT IN "SMALL ON-GOING'STUDY GROUP"(10-12)

4. Given your busy schedule, what times are most convenient for you?

AFTER SCHOOL SATURDAYS OTHER (describ'e)

5. Overall, how would you rate today's workshop?

EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR

COMMENTS:

LHB/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD LO G

WASH G ON
bN

SUSAN VEITCU
STABT MMER

NOVEMBER 12. 1982

P RPOSE OF VISITATION

DATE TIM

SUPPORT TRLs DEE SMITH AND LINDA SATTERTHWAITE IN PRESENTING AT DISTRICT SESSION

PERSONS CONTACTED
ATEMICNICIMMiiIMMMIIMMENIMMI.

FIELD ACTIVITIES

fINTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW -UP]

They both did a marvelous job - a lot of enthusiasm for the information, plus

a good understanding of the research. Not a very interactive session, but that

may have been due to time limits mostly. There is a lot of info to share

regarding rules, procedures and consequences. All of it was covered and

clearly presented.

. SCV/kls,
opeivaflcio
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH-AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD LOG

JOHNSON., J.H.S. WASHINGTON, D.C.

SITE OR LOCATION

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

LOVELY BILLUPS

STAFF MEMBER

NOV. 12, 1982 A.M.

DATE TIME

. IIMISOMINCIMICC

PERSONS CONTACTED

FIELDING GENTRY w/ BILLUPS AND BILES

FIELD ACTIVITIES
AM,

Staff development session presented to entire Johnson J.H.S. staff during the a.m.

Portion of district's staff. Development day. Principal and assistant principal

present.

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP (Workshop Format attached)

The general session was held in the auditorium where teachers observed the role-playing

activity performed by the drama teacher and 6 students who volunteered to come back

to school to participate. The major concepts highlighted in this activity were

establishing rules and consequences with-it-ness and overlapping. The activity

stimulated discussion from the audience which then went on under Fielding's guidance

to discuss_the results of their posting their class rules and developing reason-

able consequences. Comments ranged from "I have posted the rules, etc. and I am

still having trouble." Responses mainly directed this teacher to the fact that

groups differ, so she may have to be flexible_and rearrange the rules and/or con-

sequences to tailor them to this group.

The assistant principal said that when teachers send students to her and the child

cannot tell what rule he broke and it's obvious to her that there are no rules

or student not aware, she sends the child back to the teacher. She only supports

teachers whom it is obvious have tried to help themselves. (This was in rela-

tionship to anhciimuminrof enforceable consequences and teaching the rules.)
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FIELD LOG
11/12/82 - JOHNSON JHS
BILLUPS - 2

As usual, teachers responded quite knowledgeSble to the idea of with-it-ness with
"eyes in back of head." Many examples cited.

Brenda and I assisted Fielding in the presentations, filling in where needed.

LHB/kls
opeiu2aflcio
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9:00 - 9:30

9:30 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:15

10:15 - 10:30

10:30 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:30

11:30 12:00

SCV

Keeping on the ---;..z.. .46- ,-- ,4
/,-,..., ,

Right Track! e= =-_ 1

AGENDA
JOHNSON JR. HIGH

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

NOVEMBER 12, 1982
Auditdrium

1- .

e
ieldi Gentry, Teacher Research Linker
Lovely Bi/llups & Brenda Biles, AFT Staff

Management simulation & role-playing
Discussion

Review of research shared on September 3, 1982

Whole group
for Kounin,

Overview of
Strategies:

activity - "Linking Management Strategies
Evertson, et. al." '-

Jacob Kounin's Group Management

With-it-ness/Overlapping
Smcotkness/Momentum
Group Focus & Accountability

BREAK and movement to small groups

Small group activity

Return to auditorium for wrap-up, sharing and
evaluation
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12

GROUP FOCUS. AND ACCOUNTABILITY

FORMAT FOR RESEARCH PRESENTATION
AT DLC.,/- DISTRICT -WIDE WORKSHOP

CLASSROOM PRACTICE SEMINAR

NOV. 12TH. 1982 - 1:00-3:30 P.M.
D.C. TEACHER CENTER.

PRESENTERS - ROSA FREEMAN
WILLA FAULKNER
FIELDING GENTRY
LOVELY BILLUPS -

- (ALTERNATE)
(AFT TEAM
PRESENTER)

I. The/first few minutes will be used by Lovely to present a
brief summary of the research findings on Group Focus and

(Kounin).

II. Nexi', Rosa will direct a whole group activity simulating a
mathematics lesson in the classroom (addition computation).
One person will be directed to work the problem at the chalk-
board while the rest of the class works the problem at-their

seats. Each participant will be supplied with three "answer"
cards, only one of which has the answer to the problem. Upon

completion of their computation, each participant will be asked

to hold up the answer they feel is correct while the student
at the board reveals his/her-answer. The teacher has instructed
that all eyes face front, to avoid copying. The teacher
monitors the class to be sure that students comply with the

rule. Each student can then compare his answer with the one

at the board and agree or disagree with the answer. (The

teacher may-choose to give some of the brighter students
three cards, none of which is the correct answer, so that
they are challenged. This is good practice for tests which,
provide multiple choice and answers to questions and inc de

category "None of these" as the correct answer.) The acher

can scan the classroom to see who has computed.corr tly or

incorrectly.

-Discussion will follow as to the implicatloh of this research-
based strategy for individual student involvement in the group
,process. Discussion-will be led by twozpeviously selected
/"Observers" who have recorded the teacher class behaviors and

/ reactions on a'"Checklist for Group'Focus and Accountability".

III.'Following this activity, Ros will direct a language arts assign-

ment activity involving th formation of declarative or in-

12 min. terrogative sentences. ch participqAt will receive 7 cards,

four with words, You Ar Here Now and three with punctuation
marks, (period, ques on mark, comma). One third of the grout)

I 429



GROUP FOCUS AND ACCOUNTABILITY - 2

will be instructed to form a declarative sentence beginning with
"Now", another a declarative sentence beginning with "You" and
the third group will be asked to form an interrogative beginning
with any word they choose. In each case, students are required
to use the appropriate punctuation mark(s) (some may find a
way to use the comma).

In essence, the teacher has to give very clear directions since
the class has three different assignments. Also, the teacher
must monitor the room by circulating among the class so that
she can see how the sentences are formed and can offer assis-
tance to those who may need it. The entire group will have
the "Checklist for Group Focus and Accountability". The en-
suing discussion will involve participantS reactions to the
strategies and to the teacher behaviors.

L}1113 /kis
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FORMAT FOR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP

JOHNSON J.H.S. - NOV. 12TH, 1982
8:45 A.M. - 12:00 NOON

PRESENTER - FIELDING GENTRY
ASSISTED BY AFT STAFF MEMBERS:

LOVELY BILLUPS.
BRENDA BILES

NOTE - Fielding has requested and received the following materials
for this workshop -

,Kounin's research summary - 15 copies
Kounin's Effective Classroom Management Behavior Summary - 70 copies
Role Playing Activity - Classroom Management/Kounin Research

- 30 copies
Kounin's Activity on Smoothness & Momentum - 30 copies
Kounin's Activity on Group Focus and Accountability - 30 copies
Activity for Linking Management Strategies for Kounin,

Evertson, et al - 70 copies

WORKSHOP AGENDA

(70 PARTICIPANTS)
Auditorium

9:00-9:30 a.m. - Presentation of a simulated classroom situation,
using actual students who enter a classroom and are ignored by
the teacher who is busy with an administrative task. The stu-
dents will act out misconduct, -

loud noise level, inability to find a seat, insecurity
about what to do next, rowdiness which involves pushing
and shoving, etc. Teacher will attempt to call class to
order. (Fielding will select and coach students who will
participate).

Discussion of situation will be held after the role-playing.
Students will be asked how they felt about the situation and.
what they feltthe.teacher'should have done to avoid the con-
fussion.

9:30-10:00 a.m. - Review of BYCM research which was presented at
last staff development session by,Sue and Fielding. Most of
this time will be spent developing the "consequences" portion
of rule-setting. e.g. consistent, enforceable, and hierarchal.

10:00-10:15 a.m. - Transition -
Activity for whole group
"Linking Management Strategies for Kounin, Evertson, et al.

10:15-10:30 a.m. - Overview of Kounin Group Management Strategies
(Lovely and/or Brenda)
With-it-ness - Overlapping, Smoothness, Momentum, Group Focus
and Accountability



FORMAT FOR CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP - 2

10:30-10:45 a.m. - Coffee Break and Group movement to 3 classrooms

10:45-11:30 a.m. - Small group activities (3 groups)

a) Role playing - Kounin Classroom Management
(With-it-ness, Overlapping)

b) Smoothness and Momentum Activity - Kounin

c) Group Focus and Accountability - Kounin

(Fielding, Lovely, Brenda - take one group each)

11:30-12:00 noon - Wrap-up - Shring and Evaluation
(Auditor,iium)

rn

1.1113/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ANnDISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD Lo:G,

FRANCES JR. HIGH SCHOOL
WASHINGTON, D.C.

SITE OR LOCATION
DEC. 1 1982

DATE

LOVELY H. BILLUPS
STAFF .mEAER

.3:00-4:30 PM
TIME

P RPOSE OF VISITATION

ASSIST TRL IN RESEARCH PRESENTATION TO STAFF AT FRANCES JR. HIGH SCHOOL

PERSONS CONTACTED]

Esther Hankerson, TRL, Presenters

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Research presented - Evertson - Rules, Procedures, Consequences
Kounin -,With-it-ness, Overlapping, Smoothness, MbmentuM,

Group Focus

INTERACTIONS -,COMMENTS - FOLLOW -UP

When I arrived at the school for a pre-session planning period-with Esther, she

shared with me a chart she had made listing Kounints Group Management vocabulary.

She had also prepared some 3x5 cards an which she had written notes and definitions

for her presentation. She discussed her presentation plan with me and we made

some minor adjustments,

Approximately 30 teachers attended the workshop, in addition to the building prin-

cipal (and assistant principal). Esther presented the information on Rules, Pro-

cedures and Consequences. She encouraged discutsion and the group cooperated.

One teacher said he had only/one rule "Remaitin your seat and listen to me (t

teacher)". Other teachers took issue-with him and began to brainstorm some of.

their own rules. Esther congratulated the entire staff-and administration of that

.school as'a newly - arrived teacher there, noting that she found Frances.J.H.S. to

be a very orderly school and an "environment in which learning can take place."

433 (OVER)



FIELD LOG
12/1/82 - D.C.
L. BILLUPS - 2

This sat very well with the group and helped set a very positive tone. 'It was

-apparent to me that Esther was not clear about the application of consequences
for disobeying rules, as she kept referring to "consequences" as "good rules."

She had a much better handle on the information on with-it-ness etc. By then,

she was very relaxed and held the attention of the audience. She worked from
the vocabulary listed on the chart and defined each of the concepts through notes
taken.from the ER&D summary. Throughout the presentation, however, she did
entertain question's and comments from the group. I presented the information
on group focus and student accountability, after which Esther reviewed Kounin's
list of behaviors of "less successful" teachers, i.e. thrusts, dangles, truncations.

The session ended at 4:40. To my surprise, I learned that the mettingsofficially
end at 4:15 and that teachers usually walk out at exactly that time. Many people

commented to Esther that they stayed because the information was very interesting.
The principal expressed specific delight in the session and said that the teachers
paid better attention to us, than to him.

I met with Esther after the session to discuss what had taken place. She said

she feels very good abOut what happened and will be more confident next time.

(The principal and teachers requested that we present another session in the near

future).

We talked about having a firm grip on the research information and she said that

when she first joined the project, she was working in schools in which. she was

very uncomfortable and alienated from the administration. She knew that she

would not attempt to disseminate there so she did not pay attention to the research

material from a "presenter's" eye.' She finds that she now has to bone-up on the

information so that she can use correctly in her sessions. She will continue to

disseminate and hopes that the project will continue in.D.C.

attached: Meeting Agenda
Copy of E. Hankerson's Class rules and consequences

LHB/kls
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Positive Comments From Assessment Team

Nov. 23, 1982

Management

Record-keeping system is in place.

All staff involved in some stage of implementation of
test - taking skills.

Progress charts used in many classes.

Weekly assignment sheet is worth sharing with other principals.

Instructional

Planning and preparation indicated.

Good use of CDC technology.

Volunteer program functional. Volunteers scheduled.

Students received objectives orally and in writing.

Seventh grade math laboratory class.

Chapter I reading classes for seventh grade.

Student work displayed.

Library materials Seemed to be very relevant to the variety

of ethnic groups in the school.

Library classes at each lunch period.

Student Services

Attendance officer in school two days a week.

Excellent attendance progrmS.

Daily attendance.list published.

Student Government officers elected and functioning.

Nurse in the building three days a week.

Learning center with emOhasis on reading and mathematics.

Counselors obtain clothing and shoes for needy Students..



FRANCIS JUNIOR HIGH SCHCOL

Faculty Meeting Agenda

Students' Cafeteria December 1, 1982

. The holiday season

A. Please refrain from having individual room parties.

8. Mrs. Romney has offered her home for December 17, 1982
for a staff get together.

II. Assessment - (See attached page)

III. Mini-workshop - Mrs. Hankerson and Ms. Billups

A. Rules/Regulations /Consequences

11- Overlapping/Smoothness/Momentum

C. Roma Arrangement

IV. Mr. Fletcher

ti
a



CL,%SS RULES

1. ARRIVE ON TIME FOR CLASS.

2: BRING ALL MATERIALS NECESSARY FOR CLASS.

3. DRESS INTO UNIFORM QUICKLY...grade 7, 10 minutes
grade 5-9, d minutes

4. LAVATORY PRIVILEGE IS INCLUDED IN THE TIME TO DRESS.

5. SELF-RESPECT AND RESPECT FOR OTHERS IS ALWAYS EXPECTED.

6. NOTES FROM PARENTS WILL EXCUSE YOU FROM ACTIVITY ONLY.

EVERY STUDENT MUST DRESS DAILY.

7. PASS QUIETLY TO AND FROM ALL AREAS AT ALL TIMES.

8. WHEN THE WHISTLE BLOWS, ALL ACTIVITIES MUST STOP.

EVERY STUDENT MUST LISTEN FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTION.

9. EVERY STUDENT MUST WASH-UP AFTER EACH ACTIVITY.

GOOD PERSONAL EMENE SHOULD BE PRACTICED BY ALL.

ID. COLOR REQUIREMENT FUR EACH GRADE-LEVEL.

7th - GREEN/WHITE WHITE SOCKS ARE TO BE WORN
Oth - BLUE/WHITE BY ALL STUDENTS
9th - RED/WHITE

CONSEQUENCES

1.. Late arrivals must present a tardy slip.

2. Students without a-uniform' must:

a) FIRST TIME- write 100 times,a sentence given by the teacher.

b) SECOND TIME-write'200 times, a sentence given by the teacher;

the parents will be notified.

c) THIRD TIME - be referred to an assistant principal.

d) M T W 6 times not in uniformAunekcused) constitutes

an automatic failure for:the edyisory.

TU -TH.- 4 iiMes....(same as MTW)

3.. One point will be deducted for each minute a student is late

getting dressed, without an excuse- acceptable to the teacher.

4. The.lavatoiY door will! be locked at the -end of dressing time.



AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD LI 0 G,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

SITE OR LOCATTON

LOVELY BILLUPS
-317771EICIFIER--

DECEMBER 3, 1982
DATE TIME

awarimm asizissm srammaser .... sos===caz . =awl= assenios smorszeir

P RPOSE OF VISITATION
a,

FINAL ER&D TRAINING SESSION FOR D.C. TRLs UNDER NIE GRANT

PERSONS CONTACTEDTwi4a Faulkner, Rosa Freeman, Fielding Gentry, Esther Hankerson,
Elyane Martin, Doris Nelson, Percell Thomas, Shirley Ritter, Frances Robinson,
Linda Satterthwaite, Jean Smith, Dee Smith, Brenda Valentine

WELD ACTIVITIES:

1 Review video tape from Nov. 12th District-wide workshop-presentations.
Fill out project evaluation forms.
Introduce Linguistics research.

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UPI
The video-tape reviewing session'lasted-much longer than expected, but was a very

valuable experience. All TRLs paid close attention to the 11/2 of film, took notes

and made very good critical comments. The tone remained professional and only on

a few occasions did,we have to remind the TRL who presented not to become defensive.

It was a high-level learning experience for everyone involved, presenters and

non - presenters. Some comments made by TRLs warned TRLs to be aware of time
limitations as presenters, wheth'er co-presenting with a partner, a team or

presenting alone. Another aspeCt.Of team-presenting involved avoiding one
presenter's overshadowing the other. Point was made that given time restraints,

it'is sometimes good to have one presenter. tomeTRLs read from cue cards,

but did remember to look up occasionally and spoke in clear, well-modulated voice.

One TRL, in-particular, was_especialIy good at relating the research material to

personal classroom practice, This made her a very credible presenter,-and is a

practice that is very popular with teachers. (Pits theory of how adulti learn).



2-7IELD LOC

12/3/82 - D.C.
BILLUPS - 2

40
Most of the TRLs used charts and other visuals to augment their presentations-.
One TRL made a graphic of a room arrangement to.which she referred throughout her
presentation. This was a very effective technique which we may consider using
in the project.

A situation evolved where one of the workshop participants dominated the discussion
period with personally oriented questions and comments. We discussed this as
another possible adversarial situation in which presenters may find themselves and
discussed ways in which it could be handled. Usually, these people have come to
the workshop with a personal agenda. They may have to be "heard out" and then
promised a personal consultation at a later date, or have grOup contribute
solutions to person's dilemma after question is re-stated by the workshop leader.
Main thing is not to turn the person off.

It was noted by ER&D team and the TRLs themselves that presenters were "cold" and
nervous during first presentations,but warmed up during subsequent sessions. The
TRLs commented on the variety of styles utilized by each group in their pre-
sentation format. The first group, Rules and Procedures was lecture-oreinted,
by necessity of the information and the order of presentation (setting the stage,.
They were quite effective. The second group (With=it-ness, over-lapping, etc.)
almost evenly divided the time between lecture and participant interaction. The
third group (Group Focus and Accountability) was activity-oriented with high level
of audience participation.

TRLs learned a lot about their own presentation styles as individualS and realized

0 that people operate in the mode that makes them comfortable. The above
differences "just happened" it was not designed by overall plan. This was an
excelleilLt experience that I wish we had tried in ditir sites. People respond well
to video. They love seeing themselves and their peers in action. The comradery
developed in the ER&D process alloWs them tortcept and benefit from constructive
criticism.

After the video7Aape review, the group was asked to complete the written evalua-
tions of'the project as time was running out. Ocne settled down, the group was
entirely absorbed in the process. Completion of form took approximately 1 hour.

Social event-lunch at Chef's Table Restaurant followed. Each TRL received an AFT
Special Awards Pin.

LHB/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEIINATION PROGRA1

7.17) 10 G

SAN FRANCISCO
SITE OR LOCATION

OCTO5F&O 1982

SUSpi VFITCH
Ar

]PURPOSE OF VISITATION

DISTRIC-WIDE CM WORKSHOP W/JR. AND SR. HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS

. 4:00 PM

PERSONS CONTACTED]

Joan Regan, co-leader

FIELD ACTIVITIES

See Outline

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Outline concepts covered. We did not take this group through activities. It

was clear early on that they needed discussion time.

Tree areas of concern emerged:

1. administrative back up for discipline
2. clerical work
3. Can you begin the year over,if you need to?

In discussion establishing rules/procedures/consequences, the group pretty well

agreed that referral could not fit into a hierarchy, since there was little ad-
ministrative support.

One teacher brought out the fact that at the secondary level attendance is taken
every period and you are expected to have it done at the beginning of the period,

4 4
(OVER)



FIELD LOG
VEITCH - S.F.
10/19/82'- 2

since someone comes around to collect it.
routines--do nows, warm-ups for the first
on-going-assignment, or something related
teachers, not beginners. It is clear and
exchange is extremely important.

We suggested the establishing of (
5 min. of each class. It could be an
to the day's lesson. These are veteran
continues to be so, that this kind of

One other teacher in the group had had rather lengthy service at the high school
level and has just been re-assigned to a middle school. (Poor man--what a culture
shock!) Joan said later on that he really was having some problems adapting. He'

asked in almost a half-embarrassed, half-desparate voice tone: "Is it possible
to start all over even though we're so far into the school year?" I pointed out
to him that indeed, if things are not going the way you want them to, to feel free
to go ahead and make changes. In fact, I used Julie Sanford's findings regarding
the training of mid -year teachers she did with the Texas BYCM information as
background info.

I am not sure that if this has been an administrative sponsored workshop that this
gentleman would have felt free to ask his question. And without asking it, he ,

would have never gotten the information and assurance that it was "OK" to change.

SCV/kls
opeiu2aflcio
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EFFP VE CLASSROOM MANA4EMENT BEHAVIOR

.:
r:Alkaco ..,o Kounin, :isoiblihe and roud i!ancement In Classrooms f'7,c17, 7,.iherart

and Winston, NY 1370), !certified the following teacher teravior :a tter-s
associated WiTl -nore e=fective c!assroom maradement BS evicerceo'by :rester
5.7,,Ident time scent on learmino activities and less st..:cent misoenavior.

With-it -ress is a Teacher's ability to communicate TO her Students that she
knows what they are doing in the classroom at all times. jn effect, its 8hat
a teacher does to give her students the impression that she has es/es in The
back of her head. The easiest and most visible way for teachers to let Their
students know they are with-it is by "nipping behavior broblems in the bud"
before they escalate, catching The right student - culprit, and stopping The
most serious of two misbehaviors from cccurrng simultaneously.

Cveriapping is the teacher's ability TO effectively handle Two classroom events
at tne same time as opposed to becoming so Totaft/. "glued" to one event that
the other is neglected. Teachers frequently encounter such problems as having
to deal with a student who needs assistance completing an assignment or who
has just returned from a pull-our program while trying to work with a small
group of students, or having to deal 'with a misbehavior such as student talking
or a student reading a newspaper while trying to lead a whole class discussion.
Teachers skilled in overlapping are able to maintair ft.e flow of their instruc-
tion or otherwise hold students accountable for their work while at the same
time effectively dealing with the interruption.

Smoothness is a teacher's ability to manage smooth transitions between learn-
ing activities. It involves having good transition routines; using signals
as cues to prepare students for transitions and clearly ending one activity
before moving on to another. Smoothness also involves selectively ignoring
certain minor misbehaviors which can just as effectively be handled after a
learning activity is over in order to avoid interrupting the instruction.

Momentum is the ability to maintain a steady sense of movement or progress
throughout a lesson or the day. Teachers skilled in momentum conduct their
lesson at a brisk pace, providing a continuous academic signal or task for
students to focus upon. They avoid any behavior such as giving long drawn
out directions or explanations, lecturing about student behavior or breaking
activities down into two small steps which may result in slowing down a les-,
son and losing students' interest.

Group Focus and Accountability refer to a teacher's abilities to keep the whole
class or group of students "on their toes" and involved in learning by struc-
turing activities so that all students, both non-performing students and per-
forming students (reading aloud, answering a question) are actively partici-
pating; by holding studs Ts accountable for doing their work; and by creating
suspense or other high interest techniques for holding students' attention.

BLE/kls
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Guidelines for Room Arr mement

411

awn

TS 7.0 GOOD 7 ARRANGE:MT

3igh traffic areas are tree of congestion.

Students are always visible to the teacher.

Storage space and necessary materials are
readily accessible.

StUdeUt3 can easily see instructional
displays and presentations.Ml

AVOID UNNECESSAZT CONGESTION t T3E TOLLOWING AREAS:

Group work areas, centers and mations-

Pencil sharpener and crash can

Bathrooms, sink and water fountain

All bookshelves and storage areas

Students' desks

Teacher s desk

-TI2S POR ARRANGING FURNITURE
1. \Make sure all students can easily see:

You, when you are presenting information

Chalkboards

Overhead projector screen
4,

Instructional. displays

2. Islip in mind potential distractions such as:

Windows and doors

Animals or other 'interesting displays

Small group work areas

3, Leave plenty of room around student desks so that you can get to

each student when monitoring.
4. Locate your desk, work areas and instructional areas where you can

41k, see all of the students all of the time. Avoid placing cancers and
work`Weas in "blind cotiFe where you will not be able to )monitor

adequately.

5. Plan to seat students who need extra help or attention close to

where you will be most of the time.

443



6. If you must use tablas or desks with inadequate storage space, you
will want to have "tote =273" or boxes for student belongings and

materials. These should be easy for students to get to, but out of

the way.

7. Even if ocher arrangements are to be used Later in the year,
consider placing student desks in rows facing the major instructional

areas at the beginning of the pear. This minimizes discractious for
the students and alloys the teacher co monitor behavior acre readily

and to become familiar with individual students' work habits.

STORAGE SPACE

* Place instructional materials that you will need where they are
easily accessible to instructional areas.

4 --Include adequate, convenient space for students' coact, lunch
boxes, show-and-tell items, and materials.

* Find easily accessible shelves on, a bookcase for those everyday
books and materials that will not be kept in student desks.

* Placa long-term, seldom -used or special occasion items at the back
of cupboards, on top of cabinets, or out of the room, if

possible.

OTHEN.,4TIEZNGS TO CONSIDER

I. Plan a particular location, easily seen by all students, where you

will post assignments for the day (or week, if possible). This can

be done on the chalkboard, a bulletin board, poster on a wall, large

tablet, or individual-assignment sheets.

2. Check all electrical equipment (e.g.,-cverhead projector, record
player, movie projector) to.be sure it is working and that you know

how to use it, before using it in class. Be sure a plug is 'thin

easy reach, AZ' have a sturdy extensCon cord. available. P it space

co post instructions for the use of complicated equipment.

3. Wall space and bulletin boards provide extra areas to display

rules, procedures, assigned duties, calendar, schedule, student work

and extra credit activities. In eidition, ceiling space can be used

to hang mobiles, decorations, and student work, and windows can he

used for displays, decorations,. smi.student work.

Developed by the Classroom Organization and Effective Teaching (COST)

Project, Research and Development Center for Teacher Ed:station, The

University of Texas at Austin 78712. This project was supported in par;

by the. ,National Institute of Educacion,'Concract 08-NZE-G-80-0116, P2.

The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the position or

policy of the National Institute of Education and no official endorsement

by that office should be inferred.
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On Improving Teacher
Effecdveness:
Conversation with David

em her

David Berliner was director of
California's Beginning Teacher
Evaluation Study. :he or:me
source of todays attention to
time-on-cask. In this interview
with Executi-.e Editor Ron
Brandt. Berliner claims there's
one best way to make teachers .

more effeczive.

QWhat s been your experience in
helping teachers se the re-
search on teacher effectiveness?

Beriines-: I've tied to disseminate
knowledge by maier.g presentations,
but that seemed to have ver:::ctle im-
pact. The times I've gone into class-
rooms, though. what I did and said
meant something to tmchers and it
made a difference. We could chart the
changes. So my experience is simple:
the research on reacher electiveness
gets used when somebody wo*.s with
teachers in their ClaSSTOOTTIS. There's
no substitute for what Bruce Joyce calls
"coaching."

Q: What is that like? Exactly what do
you do?

Berliner: Take the ruler variable of
"engaged time." I asked teachers in a
distri clnear Tucson if we_ could send
gradte students into their classrooms
to take some records of their function-
ing and feed it back-to them. The
graduate-students had learned how to
code engaged time, transition time.
wait time. and so on. They ceded and
graphed data from three. four. maybe
five visits. Then they sat down with

1/2j the teacher and had a conference. us-
.- ing some very precise consultion

445

techniques developed by Professor
John Bergan of the University of Ari-
zona.1 Bergan's approach is designed
to elicit from the client both a state=
merit of the probtern and a statement
of intent to change it.

When the teachers had defined their
problems and solutions. the consul- .

rants --the graduate studentstook
some more measures. Five of the six
classes showed remarkable change:
they went from +0 or 50 percent on-

David Berliner of i'ciucznonal
Psychology, cnrvers:r; ..:.:one, Tucson.

nt.u.- ?yew -"u=3"'""ohirrirlim



:ask nme :o wilateer goals :he
teachers had i4:-.7.:1 r :0 oercent.
Tae only etce :non was a mathematics
teacher whose ame-on-ask .vz3 about

:ercent. That reacher said, -Fine.
that's la 1 want it to be." At that
point. we had nothing more to do.
Teachers nave to :mice those decisions.

Q: That indirect. consultative ap-
proach seems inconsistent with the im-
age of direct instruction.

Berliner: It's indirect in the sense that
we don't tell teachers what theirprob-

I lem is or how to solve it. It's coercive
in that we never leave an interview
without a smtement of the problem
and either a proposed solution or the
teacher's statement that he or she
doesn't want to change.

,
Q: How does setting a goal lead to itri-
provetnent?

Berliner. Let me give you an example.
I might say to the teacher, "Your time-
on-cask in mathematics averages 43
percent over the five days we observed.

How could you bring it up?" The
teacher might say, "Okay. let rise
think. Maybe. because I'm grading pa-
pers when they're doing their math
workbooks. I'm not monitoring them
enough.

-Terrific. Why don't you take some
breaks from your grading of papers and
wander the classroom a little bit. Let's

see if that has an effect."
So we collect data as the teacher in-

creases his or her monitoring. %Veil.
we happen to know that work's. If the
reacher is roaming the classroom, at-
tending rates are higher.

Another thing the teacher might say
is, When kids are through with their
assignments. III have other assign-
ments ready so they'll have something
:o work on."

in out consultative modei. the ...tor.-
sultana :earn tiicinng quesnons
''Nhat can you do o accomplish
that?" "Is there any other way you can
use resources ?"

-Q: Voultin't it be simpier 1.Ist to tell a
gebup of teachers some of :he common
problems and some waysito make be :-
ter use of time?

Berlina: Teachers already now these

things: they've heard about them in
methods courses: they've been
preached to. But nothing happens un-
til someone gets the teacher to specify
what he or she is going Co do. and
then monitors and helps the teacher
look at the effects.

Q: Considering all the things teachers
need to be concerned with, how im-
portant is time management?

Berliner: Probably 56 percent-Of/ill
teachers don't have to worry about
time allocation. But the other 50 per-

cent ought to look at it. And half of
them -13 percent of all teachersare
probably badly under-allocating time
in some areas of the curriculum. We
have evidence that the actual time
available for instruction in reading and
math_in some elementary classrooms
may total less than 100 hours. That
strikes me as a gross misuse of dme. SO

I'd. say that as many as one-fourth of
the teachers in this County! could
make marked improvements in instruc-
tion by lust looking at time allocations.

Beyond that. maybe "0 percent of
teachers could be helped by attending
to eruicgal timehow dme is used.
Whenever managers in the `business
world do time audits. they find ways to
save minutes. And that's true of teach-
ing. For example. when the Austin.
Texas, school district took this conceot
seriously. they found ways to save the

"But nothing hap-
pens until someone
gets the teacher to
specify what he or
she is going to do,
and then monitors
and helps the
teacher look at the
effects."

equivalent of 10-14 days of school,
worth SZ-5 million.

Q: Determining engaged time involves
making iudgment about whether stu-
dents are doing what they're supposed
to be doing. How can an observer tell
whether students are on-task or not?

Berliner: Young kids have no guile.
To observe on-task or off-task behavior
in kids third grade or under is easy.
You and 1 could sit in the back of the
room. come up with some rules in
about ten minutes, and show almost
perfect reliability all day long. Young
kid; i either are or are not on-task anci
you can tell. If they're of -task. they
dancing, tapping their pencils. charting
with friends. and so on. They're on-
task if they scrunch up their faces and
hold their pens and pencils tightly.
You can almost see them. thinking!

As students get older. you .begin to
see "anticipatory graduate sratienr be-
havior": head-nodding, smiling, note-
taking, and other signs of attending.

44.6



You may cede this as on-task. but in
'Your heart of hearts. you :mow the
kid's nor processing anything. he op-
posite occurs with the kid who's look-
ing out the window: you code him off-
-ask even though you're pretty sure he's

processing verthing. Because of this,
we decided that with older students. .

individual data may be faulty. but the
means for classes or groups are still
valid. There are probably as many stu-
dents off-task that we coded "on" as
on-task that we ceded "of" So once
you and I agree on some coding rules.
our inter-rater reliability would be
about .95 at virtually any grade level.

411111 Q: Are you suggesting that principals
and central ofiice supervisors should
concentrate their staffdevelopment ef-
forts on in-class coaching?

Berliner: I sure am. I think they
should bring in fewer speakers and in-
stead have somebody in classrooms
helping teachers make changes.

Q: But that's a very time-consuming
approach. With fewer people in super-
visor roles can we really expect them
tedo coaching?

Berlinert'They won't get much change
unless they do. I'm convinced that the
number of people who will change by
exposure to books and lectures and
workshops is it.= too small.

9: How would someone who's already
a principal or supervisor learn more
about consultation skills?

Berliner: Well. Professor Bergaris
model takes time to learn because it
involves asking questions that do not
prompt but elicit. Becoming expert re-
quires many practice sessions. as well

as analyzing transcripts of those ses-
sions. It's extraordinarily useful. but
yen' technical. But there are other
consultation models: Meredith Call

'4

and Keith Acheson: _have one. and I'm
sure there are others.' The behavioral
one appeals to me because it outs the
responsibility on the person being
counseled.

Q: How confident are you that this is
iwhat is implied by the term "coach-.

ing"?

Berliner: A precise definition isn't nec-
essary. What's important is that some-
body who knows the skills in question
is in the classroom and provides feed-
back. Just as a batting coach might
say, "Spread your legs a little farther
apart," or-"Hold the bat a little high-
er." a teaching coach might say. "You
had the opportunity at that point to ask

an analytic question and you didn't.
Let's figure out why."

Q: That Lind of statement is part of-the

consultative model?
. .

Berliner: Not during the time of elicit-
ing solutions. At that point you'd only
say, "Here's the data. Is this what you
want?" If the teacher says. "No. I Want
to change." you say, "Okay. how can
you change?" The teacher might say.
"I'm going to try to ask analytic ques-
tions." Then you can follow up by
watching and saying, "Heft was an op-
portunity to ask an analytic question.
Whv.didn't your

What I exclude from coaching is
walking into the classrporriOnd saying.
"You're defiCient in analytic questions.
I'm going to tell you how to do it."
That strikes me as the wrong way to
work with proressionals.

Q: Must the consultant be an expert
teacher?

Berliner: Coaches may not have to be

superior teachers themselves. but they
must know good teaching. use an-
other analogy. We all marvel at the
Olympics when somebody does a eery
complex dive and the judges hold up
scores within three tenths of a point of
one another. It happens becaute every
one-of those iudgm knows how to ana-
lyze a dive. Even though the dive takes
only 1.8 seconds. they have coded 30
different aspect of it--entry into the
water, where the legs were. whether
the rollover was correct, and a lot of
other things that experts know 'and
novices don't. They're connoisseurs of
diving. We need connoisseurs of
teaching.

Q: What else besides time allocation,
engagement rates, and time manage-
ment do you watch for when you're
observing classrooms?

Berliner: One thing is the match of
the instructional materials to'the,goals
of the school or district. For example.
if the district says second grade kids

should learn two-column addition. I

look for whether there's two-column
addition going on. I check the teacher-
made materials to see if they con-
gruent with the expected goals. be-
cause lots of t=cheri work very hard
making their own materials. some of
which are good and some which are
not. I've seer teachers put a lot of ef-
fort into producing units that are irrel-
evant to the gosh of the district.

Another,thing is classroom manage-
ment and discipline. If the class is not
learning beciuse the teacher's time is
being taken up by two or three kids.
that has to be dealt with.

I also look for politeness and kind-
neg. Classrooms should conform to
model of what a democratic work-place
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Q: 7n:se .cok:erare
rase c on research br are :hey simply
:ommon sense and personal ...-aluz?

Beniner: -7:1ey're really e.,:tracoiations
7rorn research. We don't have research
:hat says polite classes io better. but
we do have :::eaten at says observ.
en' :zany cn a scale of :ne to :en for
1iow wiliir.g would you be to selci
yeur own child to this oiace?" correlate
onnoy %veil '.vital schooi eiectiver.ms in-
iicators.

It takes a connoissrarof classrooms
:o know what that means. iust as it
takes a connoisseur or wine to know a
Evil- bodied wine. You can't define an
:::cave classroom precisely. but I can
point to some things: there's laughter
and the teacher doesn't bother with it.
doesn't say. -Quiet" If it goes on for
ten minutes. though. the teacher does:
there are limits.

Kids should learn that school is fun
and school is work. Classes that are
high on academic engaged time do
better.' Classes that are high on conviv-
iality also score higher.

Q: There's no inconsistency, .then. be-
tween what you like to see and what
research says you should be seeing?

Berliner: No. The only time I hit an
inconsistency was on the issue of sua.:
Cess rate. I didn't believe very high
success rates were necessary for kids to
learn. I thought kids should be
"stretched." The data changed my
mind on that. It changed Barak Rosen-
shine's and Jere Brophy's' minds. too.
Now. we're all sayingespecially .for
young kids and slow learnersthat
high success rate is important.

Q: You also seem to be saying that test
scores aren't the only measure of .

teacher effectiveness.

Berliner: Effecnveness can be defined
that way. but I don't think you can
arid certain moral concerns. If a
school produces achievement better-
than ocher schbols but its suicide rate
for teenagers is higher. is that a price
you're willing tospay? We have evi-
dence that there are schools like that.

We need at least two criteria for
judging schools: we have to.see them
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, Berliner: Sure.

Q: Are !mu '.corned that same adtninis-
=tors may in act be abusing the idea
or Orrie-on-task? nat :heir singlernind-
eel devotion to improving test icores
may be at the cos; of other 3u comes?

Berliner: think so. I haven.:
heard of any real abuses. Hister, may
look back on these times and say there
were some: I don't know. The admin-
istrators was adapted sciennnc man-
agement principies in the 1910s proba-
bly didn't :eel foolish even though
historysays they did some of the stu-
pidest thir.ga possible. I don't know
what a Callahan; would say about the
current back-to-basics movement. but
my feeling is that for the most pan
we're reasonably well-balanced.

If .American schools have gone over-
board, it's in the direction of an educa-
tional smorgasbord: smatterings of
knowledge and low me-on-task. We
ought to take more seriously the out-
comes we want.

Q: Your comments seem a bit para-
doxical. You've said supervisors need
to recognize that teachers have goals of
their own. so they can best be ap-
proached by asking, How can I help
you accomplish your goals?" Children
have goals as well, but the time-on-
task researchers say effective teachers
don't waste time involving students in
decision making. They tell kids what
the goals are and get on with teaching
them.,

Berliner: You've tapped right into a
basic educational philosophy of mine.
I bee the amount of choice you
shduld give kids in school looks like an
inverted pyramid. It should be very
limited in the first few grades. but
maximal in the last year or two of high
school. In the early grades where basic
skill acquisition is along place. we'
hould offer whatever opportunities tar
choice are reasonablebecause that:s
the way we should teat human be--
ingtbut in act. the expected out-
comes of educadon are quite clear at .
that level: there aren't a tot, of choices.

iheu.an
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nce
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coicz acou: :heir own education.

7ne.r: are early :hi:ahead
rooms --In a :e ...try impressive :n the
arricunt of freedom children.. are 'given
aria the amount of seil-ccht:ot :hey et-
..eloo. in some of :hose cl.assroorr.s :he
.k:os :onenue :o work even ..:her: the
:tacr,er !eaves :he :cam., Yet :hese.
riasarcoms not :o produce me
hignzt smnaa:dized :m scores. at :east
in the snort car... NVoulcint it be wrong
for a superviscr to came into that kind
be classroom and resort data about
how the kids are net quite as much
an -task as they wculd be if the teacher
stood up in Front and said. -E:erybody
listen to me''?-

Berliner If the teacher has a goad
:ern working and we're talking :bout a
few lousy items on a standardized test.
I'd leave the teacher alone. If the class
is at the :0th percentile but predicted
to be at the 60th, the teacher has
somehow missed the boat. .

The kind of classroom you've de-
scribed is wonderful, but among teach-
ers who have tried it. more have ailed
than succeeded. You can get teachers
to succeed more easily in a direct in-
structional model than in an open
Model. So if I have to make a choice;
and only 10 percent of the teachecrc
can pull off the more open kind of
classroom. while 90 percent failand
I think the rates are pretty close to
thatI'm going to try to redirect some
of them into a more structured 'situa-
tion. That way, kids won't be cheated
of their education. But for the 10 per-
cent who can pull it oE my god, hug
them. EL
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Nolte its ricognIsed *rum, there was little mitotic

research on the topic of doom menvont until the liet.10 IS

years,
leachers seeking advice on how to organize and manage their

cleoroom had to rely on psychological
theories developed outside

clusrooc manes or on the "beg of tricks" suggestions of indivi-

dual teachers. Unfortunately, aeny of the theory-based ideas were

incorrect or Impractical for glioroos use, sod the experienced-,

bleed advice wee unsystematic end often contradictory, As a result,

teachers were often left with the ispreoion that closroo image -

sent le purely in art rather than pertly an applied ecience, and

that "you have to find out what works beet for Lain"

Chums research conducted in the last 10 15 years has

improved thin situation dramatically.
Research by several teams

of investigators hem developed clear and detailed information about

how successful teachers organise and slogs their chorale, includ-

ing information about how they get off to a good start at the begin-

rang of the yeAr. If learned and Applied oyevaitically, the princi-

pleito be discussed hare will enable teichotc establish their

cleserose as effective learning environments
cud to prevent or

successfully cope with most of the conduct problems that Itudente

present, 'Mere In less claroom research available on methods

of bodlinfetudents with chronic problems who require more inten-

sive or individualized treatment, but even here, ore intonation

is becoming available and there is a growing consenaus about which

problem solving sustegies are both practical And effective for

use by teachers,

Prior to discussion of theprinciplo themselves, a few of

the Assusptions underlying the petepectto on effective classroom

organization and management taken In this paper should be mentioned,

One is that the teacher is both the authority figure And the in-

structional leader in the classroom. Students can be invited to

share'in decision making about what and how to learn and about sp

propriste elloroom conduct, but the teacher retains ultimate suth'r-

ity and responsibility, !hit soumption conflict" with the views

of certain rated critics of education, but it match'. the per-

ceptions of soot school odmisiotretors, teachers, and points,

furthermore, recent research (Rot:0918;, Rash; 1976) indicates

that it vetches the views of students, as well,

A second basic assumption is that good cleoroom mpegeont,

implies good instruction, and vice verse. Recent research makes

it very clear. that successful classroom management involves not

aerely. responding effectively when problem, occur but preventing

1r

problem' from occurring very frequently in the first place, In

.

turn, this prevention .is accomplish priority by good planning,

curriculum pacing, and instruction that op' student' prIfitab:7

engaged in appropriate scadesic activities, furthermore,..inattuot2,..

tion is involved in much of the activity that would ordinarily be

described se chums management, as when teachers provide their

etudente with instruction in and opportunitlo to practice the pro-

cedures to be used during everyday classroom routines, VI can4

discuss classroom management separately from instruction in the

foriol curriculum, but in practice these; two key teaching cooks



are interdependent. Because mccemful classroom managers maximize

the time that their students spend engaged in academic task', they

oleo maximise their Rodents' opportunities to learn academic con-

tent, end this shove up in superior performance on achievement tests

(Brophy, 1979; Fisher, R. el., 1980; Good, 1919; Rosenshine i

Berliner, 1918).

A third assumption built into the perspective t. en in this

paper is that optimal classroom organization and management grate-

glee are not merely effective, but cost/effective. Consequently,

there will 5e little consideration of approaches that are unfeas-

ible for most Zeachers (taken economies, extended psychotherapy

approaches) )r likely to engender undesirable aide effects (certain

Authoritarian or punitive approaches),

The Well Organized end Managed Classroom

Let us begin with the look and feel of a classroom that is

functioning qficiently as a successful learning environment. First,

It reveals organization, planning, and scheduling. The room is

divided into distinct Arne furnished and equipped for specific

activities. equipment that most be stored can be removed end re-

placed easily, and each item has its own place. Traffic patterns

facilitate movement around the room, and minimize crowding or bump-

ing. transitions between activities are accomplished efficiently

following a brief signal or a few directions from the tescheT, and

2the students seer to know where they. are -"poled to 1)1. w,r, they

ere supposed to be doing, and what equipment they will need. !Aran,

1919),

The students appear attentive to the teacher's presentation

and reeponsive to questions, Leeson, recitations, and other gr

activities move along at a brisk pace, although they are strut

so that subparts are discernible and .separated by clear transit

Vhen students are released to work on their own, they 11011 to

what to do and to settle quickly into doing it. Usually, they

tinue the activity through to completion without difficulty,

then turn to some new approved activity. If they do need help,

they can get it from the teacher or moms other source, and thus.

can quickly resume their work, To an untrained observer, the c

room seer to wok automatically, without such teacher effort el

voted to classroom management. Classroom research has esteblis

however, that such veil- functioning classroom do not just hip

Instead, they result from consistent teacher efforts to create;

maintain, and (occasionally) fennel conditions that foster ef-

fective learning.

Kounin (1910) and his colleague!' first showed this concha

ly in a videotaped Rudy of two types of clasarooms. The first

type included the smooth functioning classrooms described in th

previous paragraph. In contralto teachers in the comparison cl

rooms were fighting to keep the lid on. Activities suffeied

poor ittentIon and frequent disruption. Tfr: .cs were Wit

and often chaotic, Much of the teacher0 4A0 spent death

with student misconduct. 45J
Kounin and his colleagues begun by analysing the videotape

from these classrooms in detail, concentrating on teachers' me
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of dealing with student misconduct and disruption., Given the great

differences in classroom management success displayed by these two

roues of teachers, the researchers expected to lee large and eys-

tootle differences in methods of dealing with Rodent misconduct.

To their surprise, they found no systematic differences at all

Cood classroom masters were not notably different from poor class

room MAWS when responding to student eleconduct,

fortunately, the researchers did not atop at this point. In

the process of discovering that the two groups of teachers did not

differ much in their responses to disruptive students, they noted

that the teacher. differed in other ways. In particular, the ef-

fective cliesroo, mongers eystenetically did things to minimize

the frequency with which student. became disruptive in the first

place, Am of these teacher behaviors ere II follow..

Withitnele. Effective manager. nipped problems in the bud

before they could escalate into dieruption. They were able to do

this because they monitored the classroom regularly, stationing

themeelves where they could see all of the students and scan all

parte of the classroom continuously. This and related behaviors

let students know that their toddlers were "with it" -- mire of

what was happening at all ties and likely to detect inappropriate

behavior early and accurately.

154
2,121.10±1021 Effective managers also had learned to do

more than one thing at a time when necessary. When conferring with

in Individual pupil, for example, they would continue to monitor

groups, they_ would deal with atudents from outride the group who

came to ask questions, but in ways thsedid not involve disrupting

the reeding group, In general, they handled routine housekeeping

.e"

tasks and met individual needs without disrupting the ongoing sctiv-

itiel of the clue el o whole.

Signalcontinuity and momentum in lessons. When teaching the

. whole class or a smell group, effective wagers were well pripared

and thus able to move through the activity at a brisk pace. There

were few interruptions due to failure to bring or prepire I prop,

confusion about what to do next, the need to stop and consult the

teacher's mewl, Wee starts, or backtracking to present Worm-

tion that should have been presented tirlier. Minor, fleeting in-

attention was *tired; More serious inattention vie dolt with

before it escalated into disruption, but in ways that were not them-

selves disruptive. Thus, these teacher' would WE near to the in-

attentive students, use eye contact where possible, direct a ques-

tion or comment to them, or cue their attention with a brief cm

went, They would not, however, interrupt the lesson unnecessarily

by delivering extended reprimands or other overreaction the would

focus everyone', attention on the inattentive students rather than

the hem content. In eeneraloheee made were effective ba-

cklog students tend to be sttenthe (and their inattention tends

to be fleeting) when they are presented with a continuous acedeelc

to-.attend to. Problem. tend to set in when they have no

clear "signal" to attend to or task to focus on, and these problem

events going on lo the rest of the classroom, When teaching reading
will multiply in frequency and escalate inIntensity the longer

)0



the students are left without ouch a focus.

Group alerting And Accountahilitt: in lessons. In Addition

to conducting smooth, briskly paced lessons which provided students

/ with a continuous signal on which to focus attention, effectiVe

cluiroom managers, used presentation and questioning techniques'

. designed to keep the group, alert and accountable. These included

looking around the group before calling on someone to recite, keep-

ing the student. in suspense 1110 1410t
would be called on next

by selecting randomly, letting around to everyone frequently, inter-

spersing choral responses with individual response., Asking for

volunteers to cited their hinds, throwing
out challenges by declar-

' ing that the next question would be
difficult or tricky, calling

on listeneti to cement upon or correct a response, and presenting

oovel,ot interesting materiel. The idea here is to keep etudents
'

/'attentive to preeentAticts because something new or exciting could

/
happen at any time, and to keep them accountable" or learning the

. /
content by flaking them aware .that they mi,gni'be called; upon at any

time.

Variety and challenge in outwork, leunin was one of the first

to recognise that atudentsiepend much (often a majority) of their

demos time workingAndependently rather than under the direct

supervision of the teacher, and that the appropriateness and inter-

est value of/the assigned work will influence the quality of task

nesgee15:6 /eel during these times. Ideal outwork is selected to be

at e right level of difficulty (easy enough to allow successful

ii

//completion but difficult or different enough from previous work

'to piovide a degree of challenge to each student), and within this

to include enough misty to Wighte student interest,

Subsequent research he supported most of lento's tecoimands-'

ties. Ina correlational study At the swotted third grade level

(Brophy 6' Berton, 1916); and in On experimental study of

struction in first' grade reading groups (Aiditioi, Serena, 0

Brophy, 1919), indicators of Withitnese, everlappiCeness, and looth-

ntsa of lesson pacing and transitions were associitediodh githostte

/pep management, And with better, student learnt* Bowser, think-

studies did not support some of the group alerting and sccountabilit:

technique, especially the notion of being random and unpredictable,

in calling on students to recite. Good and Groue11971), in a

study of fourth grade mathematics instruction, found that group

Alerting was positively related to student learning but AccountAbil-

ity i/48 related curvilinerly (teachers who used a moderate anent

were more successful than thole who had too much or too little).

These various findings are all compatible with the interpretation

that.group alerting and accountability devices are appropriate for

occasional use within clessroolunegement contexts etsbliihed

by the apparently sore fundamental and ieportent variable of with-

itness, overlappingoess, signal
continuity and momentum in leleopii:

and variety and appropriate level of challenge in outwork activitie

Group alerting and accountability devices do stimulate student Atten

tion in the short run, but if they have to be used too often, it

is likely that the teacher is failing to implement sole of the more:

fundamental classroom management strategies sufficisotly.
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Recent research on teacher effectiveness in producing stu-

dent learning gains alto suggests a cautionary note about the ap-

propriate of challenge in Network aeeignmente. This work

suggests that learning proceeds moot efficiently when students

enjoy very high rates of same in completing talks correctly

(that io, where the tasks are eery for them to do). Whe e the

teacher is present to monitor responses and provide Nadine feed-

back (such as during recitations), success rates of at least 10-

801 should be expected (Brophy 1 Evertaon, 1976). Where etu-

dente are expected to work on their own, however, sums rates

of 95 - 1001 will be necessary (Fisher, et, si,, 1980). This

point deserves elaboration, because to any obervere, a 951 euc-

sfet rate deems too high, .suggesting I lock of challenge. Beer

in 'Ind that we are talking about independent lestwork and home -

work a/flippante that students must be able to progress through

on their own, and that these asaigneente clued application of

hierarchically organized knowledge and skills that must be not

merely leirned but mastered to the point of overlearning if they

ere going to be retained and applied to still more complex material.

Confusion abourwhat to do or lack of even a single imporiantcon-

cept or skill will frustrate students' progress,' end lead to both

minagement and instructional problems for teachers, Yet, this.hap-

pens frequently, Observational study suggests that, to textent

158 that students are given inappropriate tasks, the hake are much

more likely to be too difficult than too easy (Fisher, et. al;, 1980;

Cobrell, Moon, & Gantt,' 1981; 1orgenson,11911), Thus, although yule

, 11

and other features that enhance the interest value of We should

be considered, and although students ehould not be burdened with busy

work that involves no challenge at all, teachers should insure that

whatever new or more difficult challenges may be involved in Seat -

work tasks can be eseiallited by the students (i,e,, the students

can complete the tasks with a high rate of success).. This will

require differentiated aseignmente
in many clseeroose, at least in

certain subjects.

Cettlne Off TO A Coed Start

rounin'e work established that the key to the well function-

ing classroom is rantaining a continuous academic focus for et

dent attention and engagement, and avoiding "downtime" when stu-

dents have nothing to do or are not sure about whet they are sup-

posed to be doing'', Oil work also identified some of the key teach-

er behaviors involved in
maintaining the cleseroom as NI efficient

learning environment on an everyday; basis. He did not, however,

deal with I. question of greet practical importence to teacheret

Now does one establish a-well-managed
classroom at the beginning

of the year?

Brophy and Putnam (1919) and Coed and Brophy (1918, 1900) sug-

gested that the process begins with advanced
preparation sod plan-

ning done before the school year begins. Given the types of stu-

dents and academic activities anticipated,
what is the most efficient ,.

159'
use of the available apace Now should the turntables. be group

and the equipment placed? Thought devoted to these questions, when

preparing the classroom for use by th,atudenta may Udall the
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degree to which students get the intended benefit from the equip-

ment end activitiee (Huh, 1981).

Considewion of traffic patterns can make for smoother transi-

tions later, and thoughtful equipment storege can minimiee bottle-

neck' and lines. Consideration of student convenience in planning

storage pace can maximize the degree to which students can handle

their personal belongings and school supplies on their own, thus

minimizing their need to get instructions or help from the teacher,

Thought devoted to appropriate procedures and routines for handling

paper flow and other daily classroom business will produce clarity

about procedures that will help Salute to know exactly what to

t

Jo (and again, will maximize the degree to which they can handle

things therselvea without needing help or directions from the teacher)

These speculations based on Rounin's work have been validated

and elaborated in great detail by Evertson, Emmer, Anderson, and

their colleagues at the the Research end Development Center for

Teacher Education at the Dniversity!of Texas at Austin. In the

first of a aeries of studies, these investigators intensively ob-

served 28 third-grade teachers, visiting their classrooms frequently

during the first few weeks of school and occasionally thereafter

(Anderson, Evensong ;11 Emmet, 1980; Comer, Everteon, I Anderson,

1980), Observers took detailed notes about the rules and procedures

that teachers introduced to their students, their method(' of doing

so, and their methods of following up when it.became necessary to

employ the procedures or enforce the rules. In addition, every 15

minutes during each observation they scanned the classroom and

13

recorded information on the percentage of students who were engaged

in lessons, academic tasks, or other activities approved by the

teacher. These student engagement data and other information from

the observers' descriptions of the classroom were later used to

identify successful and unsuccessful classroom engem

/hie study made it clear that the meesingly,eutomatic smooth-

functioning observable throughout most of the school year in,the

classrooms of successful managers results from a great deal of pre-

paration and organization at the beginning of the year, Success-

ful managers spent a great deal of classroom time in the early weeks

introducing rules and procedures. Room arrangement, materiels stor-

append other physical aspects had been prepared in advance, On

the first day and throughout the first week, special attention was

given to matters of greatest concern to the students (such as in-

formation about the teacher and their classmates, review of the

daily schedule, description of times and practices for Witch and

recess, where to put personal materials, Ina to the lavatory,

when and where to get a drink). Classroom rout'' were intro-

duced gradually as needed, without overloading students with too

much information at one time.

Implementing classroom rules and procedures was more a mat-

ter of instruction than "control," although it via important for

the teachers to follow through on their stated expectations. Eb

fective managers not only told their students whet they expected

them to do, but personally modeled the correct procedures for them,-

took lee to answer questions and resolve ambiguities, and, where
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necessary, allotted tile for practice of the procedures with feed-

back is needed. In short, key procedures And routines were taught

to the students during more or lees formal lessons, just AO Academic

content is taught.

In addition, effective managers were thorough in following

up on their expectations. They reminded studente'of key sepecte

of procodUres shortly before they were to carry them out, and they

`scheduled additional instruction and practice when procedures were

not carried out properly. The students were monitored carefully

and not "turned loose" without careful direction, Consequences

of appropriate and inappropriate behavior were clearer than in

other cluerooms, and were applied more consistently, Inappro-

pride behavior was stopped more quickly. In general, the more

effective managers showed more of three major clusters of behavior:

.
geheviors that conveyed purposefulness. Students were held

accountable for completing work on time (although the teachers

taught them to pace themselves using the clock). Regular times

were scheduled each day to quickly review independent work (so

that difficulties could be identified and follow up assistance

could be offered quickly), The teachers regularly circulated through

the room.during lestwork, checking on each atudent'e progress. Col:fr,

plated papers were returned to students as soon as poseible, with

feedback. In general, effective managers showed concern about max-

imising the time available for instruction, and about seeing that

their students learned the content (and not just that they remained

quiet),

15'

tehaviors that taught students how to behave appropriately! Ef

!active managers were clear About whei,they expected and whet they

would not tolerate, In particular, they focused on whet students

should be doing, and on teaching them how to do it when necessary.

This included_the "don'ts" involved in keeping order and reasonable

quiet In the_clessroom, but it stressed behaviors that were more

prescriptive and learning-related, such as how to read and follow

directions for independent work. Responses to failure to follow

these procedures properly stressed specific corrective feedback ,

rather than criticism or threat of punishment. in general, the

street: wee on teaching (presumably willing) students what to do

and how to do it, rather than on manipulating (presumeblvunwill7.

ing) students through reward And punishment.

TelichEakihJdentefocusofettention,

Effective managers were sensitive to student concerns and contin-

uelly monitored their students for.signs,of confusion or inatten-

tion, They'errangel (leeks so that students could edgily face the

point in the room where they most often focused attention. They

used variations in voice, movement, and pacing to refocus Atten-

tion during lessons. Daily activities were scheduled. to coincide

with changes in etudenta' readiness to attend vs. needs for physical

activity. Activities had clear beginnings end endings, with effici-

hi

ent transitions in between, In general, the teachers, required ac-

tive attention of ell students when important information was being

given. 463
Even after these early weeks of the school year, effective
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managers were consistent in maintaining desired routines,

They devoted less time to procedural instruction end practice, but

they continued to give reminders ind remedial instruction when nec-

essary, and they remained consistent in enforcing their expectations,

Follow-dp work at the junior high school level (Emmet

Everteon, 1980; Sanford 6 Everteon, 1981) revealed similar dif-

ferencee between effective and ineffective claseroon managers, al-

though the junior high school teachers did not need to put as much

emphasis on rules and procedures, especially on teaching the

students how to follow them, it wee especially important, however,

for junior high school teachers to communicate their expectations

ClesrOmoniter their students for compliance, and maintain stu-

dent responsibility for engaging in and completing work assign.

unto (see also Hoecowite 6 Hayman, 1916).

More recently, this research teem has followed up their ob-

servational studies with intervention studies, In which teachers

are trained in effective classroom management techniques, using

extremely detailed manuals based on their earlier work, These in-

tervention studies-haire.been successful in improving teachere

classroom management skills, and consequently; students' task en-

gagement rates, As intervention studies are completed, the train-

ing manuals are revised and then made available at cost to teachers

and teacher educators, The junior high manual is still under re-

vision, but the elementetymanual is already available ( Everteon,

'Emmer, Clements, Sanford, Worsham, 6 Williams, 1981),

Supplemental Croup Management Technique,

The classroom organization end management techniques Hind.

fled by Kounin and his colleagues And by Everteon, Ewer, Andsrlon,

and their colleagues complement one Another end, taken together,

appear to be both necessary and sufficient for establishing the

classroom as in effective leaning environment, It is clear from

this research that the key to effective classroom management is

prevention: Effective classroom managers Are died:1;01W by their

euccess in preventing problems froiarising in the first place,

rather than by special skills for dealing with problem, once they

occur, It is also clear that their success is not Achieved'throuth

a few isolated techniques or gimmicks, but instead is the result

of a systematic approach to classroom management which starts with

advanced preparation and planning before the school year begins, is

implemented initially through systematic communication of expects-

done and establishment of procedures and routines at the beginning

of the year, and is maintained throughout the year, not only by con-

sistency in following up on stated expectations, but by presenting

the students with a continuous stream of well chosen and well pre-

pared academic activities which focus their attention during group

lessons and engage their concentrated efforts during independent

work times,

Such a thorough and integrated approach to closoroom osnage-,1

lent, if implemented continuously and linked with similarly thorougi

and effective instruction, will enable teachers to prevent lost'
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proble;,v free occurring
in the first place and to

handle those that

de occur with brief,
non-disruptive technires.

Thin approach ap-

pears to be both necaaary (lese intensive far oysteettic efforts

ire unlikely to
euccetd) and sufficient (the teacher ettablisheo

the closeoos si an'effective
learning environment wtthout

leg more intensive or
cumbersome teciatiquee such Ai token econonlea).

vet, ADM Rodents vith
Intensive mooch)! or behavioral problems

All require individualised
treatment in eddition'to (not Meted of)

the group minegement to olques daunted Oove, and mony teachers

will sot to Fugue brooder student socielization goals beyond es-

tabliehing the clangor)* se an
effective learning environment (de-

veloping good group dynelics,
promoting individualo' mental health

and personal ad)unteent, etc.), hddltional techniques beyond that

already described can and should be used for these purposes, although

It should be recogolied
that tbey are supplant, to,

end not 'tuba.,

totes for, the let of bole techniques already !escribed.

e
lonlo

Recent research has
produced s great deal of information 'Joh!

to teachers concerned
about establiohleg good interpersonal relation-

ships and group dynamics In their claeerooes, including information

about how to overcome the
social barriero that are often Associated

with differences In sex, race, eve1,11 clnaa, cr achievement level.

This research mat, it clear that nettly bringing antagonistic or

voluntarily segregated groups
together for frequent contact will

not by itself promote
prosocial, Integrated activities

(in fact,

it say even formic the level of group conflict).
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ProsocW outcomee cs.:: be expected, hsVeesr, when students from dif-

ferent paws are not merely brought together but involved in co-

operative actlit16, espetislly In erdeperdent activities that

requin the active pertictiou of all group members 6,iniure

succeelli 0,..cooplishel0G the group 'lesion (Aronson, et.' el.,

1979; J6oron d Joson, 1975; Sherin, 1980; Slavin, 1980),

An llaeple dl4.1 JIgiav spprotath (Aroncon, at, 14.1978),

in which trou9 activties are imaged so that each member of the

group poreesees it leas' one key item of unique information which

is essentill tp the group's micros. Ihia requires the brighter

and more aseertive students who pig's ordinarily dovinate group

interaction o the exclusion of their peers (Webb, 1980) to en-

courage the 1,:tive pratipatioi of everyone, and to value every-

one's ccatt'i It also traccuma the 'lower and more reti-

cent studente, Alo eight otherwise contribute little or nothing,

to iriit:,v4 AtJvtly in group activities and conoider' themselves

as true irtep rtembers and Igertint contributors,

The rem - - roommate (1Vr) epproech accompliehee_

elmtle. golds in a different way (Slavin, 1980), Hers, student,

are divided Into teem (!n vhi webers very in sex, rice, achieve-

ment level, etc.) whICh compete for prises *worded for acidotic ex-

I.1

cellence, In Addition to working together Ai a toe on whatever

coopmive activities may be included in the program, team membe

1

s

'1 6/
contribute to their teams' pot

4,
tale throbgh their performance

on 'legwork and other inde(feedent activities. Each team 'weber
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cuntributes roughly equally to the team's relative success, because

point" are awarded tccording toe handiqping system in which per-

fumee standards are based on each individual's previous levels

of success, Thus, low achievers who succeed in meeting the perform-

rice eten4rde mired to them contribute as much to their teem's

total score en high achiever' who succeed in meeting the perform-

ance standards assigned to them. This approach has been shown to

improve the quantity And quality of contact among team member° in-

side and outside of the classroom, and It sometimes leads to

proved eehlevement in addition to improved interpersonal relation-

shill (Slavin, 100).

Othcr approaches In which group members cooperate to pursue

cotton goals have been occaleful in promoting .,o6d group dynamics

(see Stanford, 102, regarding the formation and development of

classroom groups), and approaches which allow individuals to dis-

play unique knowledge or skills have been eucceseful in enhancing

the social status or peer acceptance of the individuals involved,

iln general, successful techniques have in common the fact that they

do not merely bring togetk.: individuals who do not often interact,

but bring them together in ways that require th,:m to cooperate pro-

socially or allow them to see positive attributes in CA another

that they might not have become aware of otherwise, In addition

to these group based approaches, there are a variety of social

0 skills training approaches that teachers can use to coach socially

isolated or rejected students in such skills as initiating inter-

actions with their peers, reinforcing ptosocial contact, and the

11

like (Cartledge and Milburn, 19110,1

Behaviof Modification Techniques

\,\

Techniques of behavior analysis and behavior modification are

often recommended to teachers bleed on social learning thdoryt Re-

ward desirable behavior and extinguish (by Ignoring) undesirabla

behavior, or if necessary, punish undesirable behavior (O'LeAry

O'Leary, 1977; Krumbolt: i Krumbolth 1912), Early applications

were mostly limited tO'the shaping of the behaviors (such as stay-

ing.in the seat or remaining quiet) of individual students through

material or social reinforcement. Since then, systems have been

developed for use witIrthe class as a whole (Thompson, et, el,, 1974:

there has been a shift of emphasis from inhibiting misconduct to

rewarding good academic performance (Kadin, 1971) and from control-

ling students externally to teaching them to lArri to control them -

eelves (Heichenbaum, 1977; McLaughlin, 1976), and techniques have

proliferated. Procedure's for increasing desired behavior include'

praise and approval, modeling, token reinforcement programs, pro-

gummed inetructiA, self-specification of.COOtieginciec-eelf-re-----

inforcement, establishment of clear rules and directions, and IhApint

Procedures for decreasing undesired behavior include ettinction,

reinforcing incompatible behaviors, solf-reprimands, time out from,

reinforcement, .relaxation (for fears and anxiety), response cost

(punishment by removal of reinforcers), medication, self-instruc-

tion, and self-evaluation. The breadth of this list indicates the



practical urientetion of contenporary
behavior modifiers, as well

AO the degree to which they have embraced techniques which °rig!.

naked elsewhere and which
b'e'ds lade or robing to do with

learning theory or reinforcement.

bat of the early,
reinforcement-oriented Semler modifica-

tion approaches proved
impractical for most teacher.. For exam-

ple, the financial and time coats involved in implementing token

economy oyeteco make these approaches unacceptable to most teach-

ers, although taken economies have been popular with special ed-

ucation teachers working in resource rdome where individualized

learning programs and a low
student-teacher ratio make them more

freirtirlvIrteri-Alle ni-14/6)7.--Appeoaehes-
based. on-social _rather_

than material reinforcement are
less cumbersome, but they have

problems of their own. For one thing, a single teacher working

with a class of 30 students
will not be able to even keep track

of, let alone systematically
reinforce, all of the desirable behav-

iors of each Individual student (Emery i ilarholin, 1971). Second-

ly, praise and other forma of social reinforcement by
teachers do

not have powerful effects on moat 6.04n4, at least after the first

;'

grade or two in school. Thirdly, alee and igOre" formula

Bo often recommended to teachers as a method of shaping desirable

behavior hem inherent drawbacks that limit its effectiveness in

classroom eituations. Praising the desirable behavior of eliminates

is a leas efficient method
of shaping the behavior of the target

student than more direct
instruction or cuing would be. Further-

more, ignOring
undesirable behavior will have the effect of

4,
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extingc.4th anly if the behavior is being reinforced by teach

er eat,. Ain ie probably true of only a small minority of

the undealieble behaviors that
students display, and even where it

is true, ignoring the problem may
lead to escalation in intensity

or spread to other students, me Kounin (1910) has shmi. Thus,

the principles of
extinction througbgignoring and of shaping be-

havior throughicerioue
reinforcement delivered to the peers of

the target student cannot
be applied often in the ordinary close-

room, and certainly cannot
be used an the basis fora systematic

approach to classroom management.

Reinforcement can be used efficiently to shape behavior when

it is applied directly to the target
student and delivered as a

consequence of the performance of desired behavior (gt\leset to

o

some.degree; it has become clear that the
minfotcers under the

control of moot teachers are numerous
but weak, ro that certain

behaviors by certain ecudente cannot
literally be controlled by

teacher-administered reinforceetnt).
Although this can bring about

desired behavior and even academic performance,
it doe.. so through

processes of extrinsic
reinforcement, which may reduce the degree

to which students
find working on or completing

school talks to be

intrinsically rewarding (Lepper A Greene, 1910. The degred to

which this ie likely to occur
depend en the degree to which stu-

dente are led to believe that they eie
perfbrsing solely to obtain

the extrinsic rewards, and not because the performance is inherently

satisfying or involves the acquisition or exercise of valued skills.

Thus, the mutivatien4:, effect of controlling students' be6vior 7..

ti
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through reinforcement will be determined by the meaning. that the

oudenti Ara led to attribute to the reinforcement process. Draw-

ing on the work of several attribution theorists, 1rophy.(1981)

developed the guidelines shown in figure 1 for using praise in ways

that would not only shiape students' behevior but encourage tether

than discourage their development of ululated intrinsic motiva-

tion. The name guidelines would apply to the use of any reinforcer,

not just praise.

Notice that the principles eommerired in figure 1 stress teach-

ing students how to think about their behavior rather then merely

reinforcing it. They also stress the diviopment of self-monitor-

ing and self control o' 'illevior. These are representative of the

general changes that hoe been introduced into applications of be-

,
havlor modification to cisurooms. for example, teachers desiring

to shape student behavior through reinforcement are now being ad-

vised not merely to reinforce contingently, but to draw up a for-

mal contract with the student in advance, specifying precisely the

er'

performance standards that must be Attained to earn the promi

cdrewards, This "contingency contracting" approach can be used

specify improvements in both conduct and academic performance.

The technique Allow' withers to individualize arrangements with

separate students, and; it places more emphasis on student self-

°7 control, self-management, and self-Instruction, and lean on one-

1 1 4

to -one relationships between specific behaviors and specific re-

wards. Contracts can be helpful in dealing with students who ark

poorly motivated, easily distracted, or resistant to school work

'15

figure 1. Guidelines fur Effective PFAIIO

j. 11 delivered cottiniently

1. openness the perticulare of the accoopllehmot

). dim epottonsity, missive eel other olgol of

credibility' agitate eller ninth* to the ego

cut's accdpilAbsmat,

4. muds "tension of quitted performed criteria

(Aid can Laclede effort critIltill.limml44.

mon' lafonatIon to 'token 'Ion their

confidence or the cold of. thur itempinhanto,

1. edicts ncdaots towers' Miter appreciation of
'

their owe ted rtlited behavior ad thiakisg

shout problem oolvlol.

1. mid 'Auden"' me prior ecumplisloonte as the

contest for deadline lemon accdpliehmoti

4. 11 lift is recognition of notevorthy effort or

success at difficult (for this otudant) tasks.

1, Attributes success to effort Ind "bill p, 11p1/161

that "filler emcee's' con be upend in the

Iota,

10, footed 04401.6314 attrlbutloa (student' bN

laid that they armed Wert on the teak Mame

they enjoy 04 teak sedfor vent to devoloi ten -

relevant skills).

II. focuses annul' cc:, than cm tan -

Felicia behavior,

inurtpipwst

I. Is delivered tinnily or moyetesnienly

I. le restricted to slain politico Fennell'.

4. thaws e Wend vollonity which oulgilte

emiltioned demote nadacdth minimal 'Mottoes

.1'

4. reword, mare participates, without endinitial

of plffirellei processes or OUFF0110.

!. provide. is inersition at ell or limo etainte

informthe About tOnr stet',

6. orients stubble laved ecotone,' thawings

with other. and thieklag .boat comtlial

7, we. the Acconpllehmsti of peers se the context

for inctibiog Indian' pignut letonplishmosts,

is gine without raged to the effort npoodel
Of

the 11141/11 of the eccomlieneat (for thlt student).

O. attributes success to dilly dm or to Azterabl

facture such so luck or Well teak difficult,'

10, footers "*spas' ntrihstione (stultate belied

that they mend effort oa the tuk for literati

reeeme to pledge the, teacher, via e cosytti

ties of moat etc.).

U. focus' moiert6' otteotios oo the teacher u as

OFFIMil authority figure who U mnipuletiog throe,

11. loiters oppnentivn of, ens Mailable ettr".. II. intrudes fate tie ongoing process, listrecting

butioas About, t)ok inn; bAboviat liter the Anntios trailed ninon behovlot,

process is depleted.

1from Brophy, Jere E., 'Maher Rune: A Functional Analysis," Review of
of Educational Illseerch, Spring

1981, pp. )-!2. ;7opyright 1981, Am7cr
Educational Research

Association, Washiugtim, D. C.

, A
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Of the teacher.

Experience with some of the
elements involved in contingency

contracting, such as. goal setting and self-monitoring of behavior,

led to the
realization that these elements can have important poet-.

tive effects of their own, Independent of reinforcement.., For ex-

ample, Inducinketudente.to set
goals for themselves can lead to jr

performance increases, eepecially
if thole goals are specific and

difficult rather than vague or too easy (Rosswork, 1977). Apparent-

ly, engaging in the process of setting goile not only provide; stu-

.

dents with specific objectives to pursue,
but leads them to con-

centrste their efforts and monitor their performance4ore closely.

The process does not work always or automatically, however.

Segotsky, Patterson,
and Upper (1918) found that exposure to goal

getting procedures had no significant effect on students' study

behavior or academic
echievelint, largely because many of the stu-

dents did not follow through by actually using the goal batting

procedures they had been shown.

That same study did show the
effectiveness of self monitorini,

procedures, however.
Students taught to monitor and maintain doily

records of their own study behavior
did "pow significant increases

In both the study behavior and tested achievement
(Sagotaky, Patter

6 Lepper, 1918). This was but le of many studies illustrating

the effectiveness of procedures
designed to help students monitor

their own classroom behavior more
closely and control it mare ef-

fectively (Glynn, Thomas, 6 Shee, 1913; McLaughlin, 1976; O'Leary 6

Dube), 1919; Rosenhaum 6 Drabman, 1919). These procedures

.hdeed on developing self control in students have two
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potential advantages over earlier procedures which depended on

external control by the teacher (to the extent that they are lir

plemented successfully), Met, As noted previously, reinforce-

ment oriented approached to classroom management which depend on

the teacher as the dispenser of reinforcement are impractical in

the typical classroom, where a single teacher must deal with 30

students. Even the most skillful end determined teacher cannot

continuously monitor ell of the students and reinforce all of them

appropriately. When responsibility for monitoring (And perhaps

reinforcing) performance is shifted from the teacher to the stu-

dent', this bottleneck is removed, Second, to the extent the;

teachers are euccessful.in using behavior modification methodr

to shape student behavior, the effect. depend upon the presence

and Activity of the teacher and thus do not generalise to other

settings nor persist beyond the term or school year. Again, to

the extent that students can learn to monitor and contrpl their

own behavior in school, they may also able to geneniltzeidd

apply these self control skills in other classtooms or even In

non-school settings.

Self control skills are typically taught to students using'

eon, / a variety of recently developed procedures that Heichenbaum (1977)

has called "cognitive behavior modificition," One such tachniquc

combines modeling with verbalized self inetructione. Rather than

just tell students what to do, the model (teacher) demonstrates

the process. The demonstration includes not only the physical

4Th
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motions involved, but verbalization of the thoughts and other self-

talk (self-instructions, self- monitoring, sell- reinforcement) that

would Accompany the physical motions involved in doing the task,

Por exempla, Meichenbaum and Goodman (1911) used the technique with

cognitively impulsive students who made many errors on a matching -

to- sample task because they would respond too qmickly, settling on

the first response alternative that looked correct rather, than tak-

ing time to examine All of the response alternatives before sel-

ecting the beet one, Earlier studies had shown that simply telling

these Itudentri to take their time, or even requiring them to in-

hibit their response for A specified delay period, did not improve

their performance because the studeneidid not use this time to ex-

amine the available alternatives. They simply waited until the

time period wee up. However, the technique of modeling with verb-

alized self instructions stressed the Importance of carefully ob-

serving each alternative. As the models "thought out loud" while

demonstrating the tank, they made A point of resisting the tempta-

tion to settle on an alternative that looked correct before exam-

intng all of the rest, reminded themselves that one can be fooled

by small differences in detail that are not noticed at first, etc.

This approach was euceesful in improving performance on the task,

because the students learned to carefully compare each alternative

with the model before selecting their response. Rather than mere-

ly imposing a delay on their speed of response, the treatment pre-

,

sensed them with a strategy for responding to the tnek successfully,
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and presented this strategy in a form that the student° could easi-

ly understand and apply themselves.

Modeling combined with verbalized self instructions (se well

as various related rola play approaches) can be helpful with A great

variety of etudent problem. Meichenbaum (1977) deecribee five

stages to this approach! 1) an adult module la! teak while spiak-

ing aloud (cognitive modeling); 2) the child performs the task

under the model'. instruction (overt, external guidance); 3) the

child perform the task while verbalizing self instructions aloud

(overt self guidance); 4) the child whispenieelf instructiowwhile

doing the task (faded overt self guidance); 5) the child performs

the task under self guidance via private speech (covert self in-

struction). Variations of this approach have been used wit only

to teach cognitively impulsive children to approach tasks more

effectively, but also to help social isolates learn to initiate

activities with their peers, to teach the name to be more'cre-

stive in: problem solving, to help aggressive students learn to

control their anger And respond more effectively to frustration,

and to help frustrated and defeated students to learn to cope with

failure and respond to mistokes with problem solving efforts rather

than withdrawal or resignation.

Recent applications include the "turtle" technique of Robin,

Schniider, and Dole 1 in which teachers teach impulsive
4

and agereealve studenth _Alum the "turtle" position when upset.,

The students learn to place their heads on their desks, clog, their

eyes, and clench their fists. This gives them an !mediae response.
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to use in anger provoking
situations, end buys time that enables

them to delay inappropriate behavior and think about constructive

solutions to the problem.
The "turtle' ponitlon is actually not

essential; the key, s training children to delay impulsive reopond-

lug while they gradually relax and think about constructive alter-

natives. However, it is a gimmick that many younger students find

enjoyable, and may also serve as a sort of crutch to certain child-

ren who might otherwise not be able to delay aucceeefully.

Similarly, the "Think Aloud" program of Camp and Bash (1981)

le designed to teach children to use their cognitive ekille to

guide their social behavior and to learn to cope with social prob-

lema, It is especially useful with students in the early grades,

especially those prone to paranoid interpretations of peers' behav-

ior or eggrenei%;e acting out as a response to frustration, In,gen-

eral, although generalization of skills taught through cognitive

interventions has nc: ;rat been demonstread convincingly (Pressley,

1919), approaches featuring modeling, verbalized self instructions,

and other aspects of self monitoring and self control training ap-

pear to be very promising for use In chesroome,both as instruc-

tional techniques for students in general and as mediation tech-

niques fur students with emotional or behavioral problems (Hclaughlin,

1916; O'Leary if Dubey, 1919; Rosenbaum & Drabnan, 1919),

11±L.---111",211111LIKITleaPY

In addition to behavior modification techniques, i variety

of techniques developed by counselors and psychotherapists have

been recommended for use by teachers with students who have

chronic personal or behavioral roblub, truly on, many of these

approaches amused peyehoanulyt:- oe other "depth" interpretation

of behavior and treatment througP, methode such ea free seencietion

or acting out of impulses ageing substitute objects to Rhine

catharsis or gratification, Many of thole early theories have

proven unnecessary or incorrect, and the early treatment methods

hove proven ineffective or unfesoible for consistent use by most

teachero,

More recently, however, therapy-based suggestions to teach,

ere have shifted conce from unconscious motivetions r 'vert

behaviors, from long t rm general treatment toward 'ills

Intervention, and from viewing disturbed students as to-

ward viewing them as needing information or inget 016 411

allow them to understand themselves better and echieve better con-

trol over their emotions and behavior, AA e'rault, Ave therapy-

based notions have become more compatible with Ns another and with

the cognitive behavior modification approaches described above

Suggestions from different sources are mostly complementary rather

than contradictory, and taken togethet they provide the basis for

systematic approaches to counseling problem students.

Dreikurs (1968) sees disturbed students as reacting to their

own feelings of discouragement or inferiority by developing defense

mechanisms designed to protect self esteem, He believes that 'au-.

dents who do (not work out satisfactory personal and group adjust- 479

mente at school will display symptoms related to seeking after one

of the following gods (listed in increasing order of disturbance):
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attention, power, revenge, or display of inferiority. He then aug-

gate how teachers can determine the purpose of student symptoms

by analyzing the goals that the students sees to be pursuing and

the effects that the students' behavior seems to be having on the

teacher, and also* suggests ways that teachers can use this informa-

tion to help students eliminate their. need to continue ouch behavior.

Horse (1911) describes the "life space interview," in which

teachers work together with students until each understands trou-.

blesome incidents and their meanings to the student, and until

'ways to prevent repetition of the problem are idintified. During

these interviews, the teacher lets the students get things off

their chests and makes an effort to appreciate the students' per-

ceptions and belief,, but at the ease time forces the etudentsto

confront unpleasant realities, tries to help the studentsdevelop

new or deeper Insight., and, following emotional catharsis and

problem analysis, seeks to Lind mutually agreed upon solutions.

Good and Brophy (1978, 1980) present similar advice about

maintaining a neutral but solution oriented stance in dealing with

student conflict, conducting investigsfions in ways that are like-

ly to obtain the desired Information and avoid escalating the con-

flict, negotiating agreements about proposed solutions, obtaining

commitment, and promoting growth through modeling and communication

of positive expectations.

Gordon (1914) discusses the need to analyze the degree to which

parties to a conflict. "Own" the problem. The problem la owned by
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the teacher but not the student if only the teacher's needs are

being frustrated (es when a student persistently disrupts class

by socializing with friends), Conversely, the student awns the

problem when the student's needi are being frustrated (such as .

when a student le rejected by the pair pd up through no Wilt of

the teacher). Finally, teachers endItudente share problems in

situations where each is frustrating the needs of the other.

1

Cordon believes that student owned problems call for a generally

sympathetic and helpful stance, end in particular, an attempt to

understand and clarify theitudent'l problem through "active

listening." During active listening, the hitcher not only listens

$

carefully to the student's message, tries to understand it from

the student's point of wiewlend reflects it back accurately to the

student, but also listens for the personal feelings and reactions

of the student to the events being described, and reflects under-

standing of, these to the student, as well, When the ttechit owns

the problem, it is necessary for the teethe', to coimunicate the '

problem to the student, using "1" meeeetesivtich state explicitly

the linkages between the student's problem behavior, the problem

that the behavior causes the teacher (how it frustrates the teach-

er's neetia), and the effects of these events on the teacher's feel-

inp (discouragement, frustration). .The ides here is to.mlnimlz,

1,Q1blame and ventilation of anger, and to get the student riot only

to recognize the problem behavior itself but to see its effects on

the teacher.

Cordon believes that active listening ind "1" mules will



help teachers and students to achieve shared rational views of prob-
"ten steps to good discipline", which he describes Al a constructive

. 0.

less, end help them to assume a cooperative, problem solving eta-
and nonpunitive but no-nonsense approach. It is predicated on the

tude. To the extent that conflicts are involved, he recommends a beliefs that: students are and vill be held responsible for their I

"no lose" method of, lnding the solution that will vork best for 1n-school behavior; rules are reasonable And fairly administered;

all concerned. The six 'tope in the process arc define the prob- and teachers maintain a positive, problem solving stance in ha-

les; generate possible solutions; evaluate those solutions; decide ing with students,

which is beet; determine how to implement this decision; and Assess
Gleseer's ten-step approach is intended for use vit students

how well the solution is working later (with negotiation of the
who have not responded to generally effective classroom management

new agreement it the solution is not working emtiefectorily to all (thus, like other Achnlquee described in this section, it is

concerned).
supplemeat to the general principles described earlier in the paper,

( Glasser (1969, 1911) her suggested applications of what he
and not a starting place or bole brimming the dais se A whole).

cells "reality therapy° to teachers, providing guidelines for both Each consecutive step escalates the seriousness of the problem,

general classroom management and problem solving vith individual
and thus should not it implemented lightly. the ten steps arc so

students, The title of his book, Schools Without Failure (Glaser, follows:

1969) illustrates his interest in a facilitative atmosphere in the 1. Select a student for concentrated attention and list typi-

school at large, and not just in individual teacher-student vela- cal reactions to the student's disruptive behavior.

tionshipe. In that book he advocated that classroom meetings be 2. Analyse the list tome what techniques do end do not vork,

used for teachers and students to jointly establish classroom rules, and resolve not to repeat the ones that do not work.

adjust these rules, develop new ones when needed, and deal with 3. Improve personal relationships with the student by pro-

problems. This pert of his approach is not as well accered as his
viding extra encouragement, soltini the student to perform

later suggestions, because many teachers oppose student self govern-
epe:lal errands, showing concern, implying that things will

ment'on principle, and others find it overly cumbersome and time
improve, etc.

consuming. Also, it can involve exposure of vulnerable individuals
4. Focus the student's attention on the disruptive behevidl

to public scrutiny and pressure, violation of confidences, and other
by requiring the student to describe what he or she his been

ethical problems.
doing. Continue until ti,e student describes the behavior

More recently, Glasser (1911) has Advanced what he calls hie
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accurately, and then request that he or she stop it,

5. Call a short conference, again have the student describe

the behavior, and also state whether or not it is Against

the cuiea or recognized expectations. Then ask the student

"whet ha or she should be doing instead.

6, Repeat step five, but 611 time add that a plan will be

needed to solve the problem. 'The plan will helots than A

simple agreement to atop misbehaving, because this has not

been honored in the past. The negotiated plan must include

the studentle commitment to positive actions deigned to

eliminate the problem,

7. Isolate the student or use time out procedures, During

these periods of isolation, the student will be charged with

devising his or her own plan for ensuring following' of ithe

rules in the future. Isolation will continue until the stu-

dent has devised such a plan, gotten it approved by the

teacher, and made a commitment to follow it,

8. If this does not work, the next step is in-school suspen-,

sion. Nov the student must deal with the principal or me-

one other than the teacher, but this other person will rpeet.

earlier steps in the sequence and press the student to cove

up with a plan that is acceptable, It is made clear that the

student will either return to class and follow reasonable

rules in effect there, or continue to be isolated outside of

'class.
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9. If students, remain out of control. or in in- school suspen-

elan, their parents are called to take them home for the day,

And the process it reputed Ateriing the next day.

10, Removal Ern school and referral to another agency for

students who do not respond to the previous steps.

There is little argentin reanrch'svailable on the Orato-
r,

ilea described In this section. Sony date reported by Clinic

(1977) indicate the AplementAtion of his pro-

gram 61 been easociste, s. tri seductions in referral to the office,

fighting, and suspensions, but neither his program nor any of the

others described here has' yet been evaluated systematically to the

degree that behavior modification approaches have been evaluated.

In pert, this is .because many of these approaches are new, so that

many teachers have not yet heard of ihea and very few have re-
,

ceived specific training in them.

This was shown clearly in a study by Brophy and Bohrkimper

(1981), who observed and interviewed 44 techers Working in the

innercity schools of a large metropolitenichool system and S4

teacers working heterogeneous schools in a smeller city.

All of the teachdre had had At lust three years of experience

(most had 10 or more), Ball were nominated by their principals

es outstanding of dealing with problem students, and half AI Oft

4)

,

10
age in this regard.

Few of these teachers had had'eignificent preserving or in-

service training in how to manage clan:eon or cope with problem
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itu4i4,:: so mdet of them had to learn from other teachers and from

their own experience. Although many were quite successfel, teeny

were not, end even at of those who were eucceeeful relied on an

,uneyetematic *of tricks" approach developed through experience

and had problem articulating exactly what they did and why they

did it. Cordon's notion of problem ownership proved useful in pre-

(Habig the responses of these teachers to various classroorprOb-'

loom, in that most teechera responded with sympathy and attempts

to help,students who presented student owned problems bit reacted

unnympatheticelly and often punitively to students who presented

teacher owned problem, few teachers were aware of the term "prob-

lem ownerehip" or of Cordon's suggestions for handling classroom

conflicts, however, end none used the problem ownership concept In

conjunction with the problem solving methods that Cordon suggests,

Teachers' responses to Interviews about general strategies

for dealing with various types of probipcstudente, along with their

specific descriptions of how they would respond to vignettes depict-

ing problems that such students typically cause in the classroom,

did atm some connietent correlations with principal,' and observers'

ratings of teacher effectiveness at dealinginith problem students.

One basic factor was willingues to assume responsibility. Teach-

ers reed as effective made some attempt to deal with the problem

personally, whereas teachers rated ineffective often disclaimed

responsibility or competence to deal with the problem and attempted

to refer It to the principal or someone else (counselor, social

worker, etc.), Effective teachers often Involved these other
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professionale as fart of" their attempt
to deal with the problem,

but they remained involved
personally' and did not try to turn over

the entire problem to
others, as the ineffective teachers did.

'The second general
difference was that,the effective teachers

used long term,
solution` riented approaches to problems, whereas

the ineffective teachers
stressed short term desist/control respons-

es, Effective teachers would
cieck to see if symptomatic behavior

was being caused by underlying
personal problem (includint home

problem),and if so, what might be done about these underlying

problems. If they suspected that
students were acting impuleive-

ly or lacked sufficient awareness
of their own behavior and its

effects on others, they would ,call for socialleation of these stu-

dents designed to provide them with needed information and insights,

If they were behailoristicslly
oriented, they would consider of-

fering incentives, negotiating
contracts, or devising other ways

to call attention to end reinforce desirable behavior. If they

were more insight
oriented, they would call for spending tile with

problem students
individually, attempting to inert end inform

them, getting to know them better personally, and fostering insight

with techniques such
like Cordon's active listening. If they had

more of a self
concept/peraonal adjustment orientation,

they would

speak of encouraging
discouraged students, building self esteem

by arranging for and
calling attention to success experiences;

43
improving peer relationships, and so on. All of these various sp-

preaches seemed to be more succeseful than rejecting, ponitive'sp-

proaches'or approaches lialied to
controlling troubleeose behavior
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In the immediete situation
without attempting to del with larger

underlying problems. None of, the apparently effective approaches,

however, fleeced clearly superior to the others in every respect,

In fact, a follow up study
(Rohrkemper, 1981) comparing teachers

who used behavior
modification approaches successfully with teach-

ers who used Induction (Insight oriented) approaches successfully

suggested that each approach hes-itt own
(desirable) effects, so

that s combined approach
would be better than an esphasie on one

to the exclusion of the other.

Contest Differences

So far, this paper has been written AS if principles of ef-

fective classroom organization
end management were identical for

all teachers and settings, To In extent, this is true, Advanced

planning and preparation, clarity
about rules, routines, and pro-

cedures, care in metalling these at
the beginning of the year and

following up thereafter, and
regular use of the group management

techniques described by
Kounii (integrated with an effective in-

structionsl program) are Important in any classroom. So 187 the

teachers willingness to assume responsibility
for exerciting au-

,

thority and socializing students by communicating expectations,

providing instruction, stimulating
insight', helping students to

set and pursue goals,
resolving conflicts, and solVing problems.

Alteat deal of classroom bleed research is available to guide

teachers in developing many of these skills, and a consensus of

opinion is available to support most of the rest. Thus, an

internally consistent, mutually eupportive collection of ideal and

techniques it now available for training teachers in effective

classroom management.

There still is much rem fot individual differences, however.

hr example, although it is important that students become clear

about classroom rules and expectations, teachers can follow their

own preferences regarding how these rules are determined (on a

continuum from teacher as the, cola authority who propounds the rule.

to the students to a demoCratic iipOioich in which rules are adopted

by majority vote at clads matinee), Siallsrly, cluiroom can ')

be managed quite nicely without reliance on contingent reinforce-

ment, but there is no reason that teacher' who enjoy or believt,

in rewarding their students for good performance should not do

-(although the principles outlined in Figure 1 should be kept in . 4

tiled). As another example, it seems to be important that stu-

dents haVe cleat 'options available to them when they finish their

assigned work, and that they learn to follow expectations concern-
.

ins these options, but what there options ere will be determined

wetly by teacher preferences and belief, about what 'is important

(options may all require staying in seat or may involve moving to ,

various learning or enrichment centers, for example; Al options,

may differ in the degree to which they are required vs. optional

or subject matter related vs. recreational). 4qJ
In addition to these differences relating to teacher preference,

there will be differences in what is Appropriate for different



climes of students, Brophy and /treason (1910) identified four

general stages of student Intellectual and social development that

have implications for classroom management:

Stage One (kindergarten - grade two or three): Noet children

are compliant and
oriented toward conforming to and pleasing

their teachers, but they need to be eocielited into the stu-

dent.role, They require a great deal of formal instruction,

not, only, in rules and expectations, but In classroom pro-

4

ceduree and routines,

Stage Two (grades - 3 through grades S - 6): Students

have learned most of what they need to know about school

rules and routines, and most remain oriented toward obey,

4

inrend pleasing their teachers. Consequently, lees time

needs to be devoted to classroom management at the begin-

ning of the year, eediess cuing,
reminding, and instruct-

, ing is required thereaftir.

Stage Three (grades 5 - 6 through grades 9 -'10): Students

enter adolescence and become lees oriented toward pleasing

teachers and more oriented toward pleasing peers. Many be-

come resentful or at least questioning of authority, and

disruptions due to attention seeking,
humorous remarks, and

adolescent horseplay ,become common, Classroom management

once again becomes more tie consuming, but in con-

4

trasf to Stage One the teak facing teacheri is not so much

one of instructing willing butylgnoring students about what

to do as It Is motivating or
controlling students who know '

3

what tb do but are not always
willing to do it, Also, in-

dividual counseling
becomes more:promineut,

as the relative

quiet and
stability that most

students oho in the middle

grades gives way to the adjustment
problems ef adolescence,

Stage Pour
(after grades 9 - 10): Noet students becoSe more

personally settled
and more oriented

toward academic learning

again. As in Stage Two, :classroom
management requires less

teacher time end trouble, and
classrooms talopon sure bug-

net:dike, academic focus.

,4.

Note that these
grade Jell differences

in classroom manage4'

sent are more in how much effort
is needed and in degree of wh-

ets given to
earth, classroom management

tasks, and not in, the

underlying principles.
This seems, to be

theme with regard to

other Individual.and group
differences in

students,' is will. At

any given
grade level, the same

Beek claosroom management

plea and strategies seem
to apply for boys as uell.aigirle, blacks

as veil am whites, and for
students of various ethnic

end social

class groups.
Physically handicapped

students being mainstreamed'

into regular
clowns say require epeeist arrangemente,or

assist.

ance
(see1Chapter 24 in Cood and,Brophy,

1980), but this will be
.

in addition to
rather than instead

of tht principles
described here.

Similarly, these
principles apply ftl

well to student, labeloi, ego-

,

tioeally disturbed as to other
students (Dunk i 0bradei10960),

Atha* the disturbed.
students may need more

Individualized atten -,

Lion and closer monitoring.

II
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thin limits, some adaptation to local expectations or cote-

ctice is appropriate. For example, middle clais teachers '

ly expect students to maintain eye contact with them during

filar/ contacts, as a sign of both attention and respect.

, individuals in certain minority groups are taught to avert

yes in such situations, and for then, maintaining eye con-

y even connote defiance. Obviously, it is important for

e working with such individuals to be aware of these cul-

ifferences so as to be able to interpiet their studente

r correctly and respond to it appropriately. Si ilarly,

ethers need to be especially'aensitive about av ding un-

ry conflicts between themselves and their students. For

, student monitor roles should be confined to those that

t place students in conflict with the peer group, and sp-

nts to peer leadership positions will require the involve-

at least the support of the existing peer leaders (Roberts,

less6an, 1962). In general, it seems important for teach-

any background and in'any setting to be openminded and tol-

n dealing with students who come from very different social

ural backgrounds.

18 does not necessarily mean catering to student preferences

matically reinforcing their expectations, 'however. For ex-

middle class teachers accustomed 'to forbidding violence in

ton with conflicts end forbiddinrlanguagc that they con-

o be obscene tend to become noticeably more tolerant of these
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behaviors if they are assigned to work with lower class students,

presumably in deference to local mores (Weiss A'Weiss, 1975).

Yet, grookover, et. al. (1979) have shown that schools which are

moat effective with lower class students are those that propound

and enforce standards for conduct and academic performance, and

interviews with students regularly reveal that they are concerned

abtut safety, and that they expect sad desire their teachers to

enforce standards of conduct in the classroom (Metz, 1978;. Nash,

1976). Thus, certain behavior should tv71.. be accepted even if it

is common in theares in which the school is located.

As another example, many students from low socioeconomic,

status backgrounds are accustomed to authoritarian or even brutal

treatment at home, but this is not what they need from their teach-

/
era. If anything, these students have a greater need for, and re-

spond more positively to, teacher acceptance and warmth (Brophy4

Evertaon,. 1976). Specificallin the case of minority group stu-

dents who are alienated from school learning and discriminated

against by the majority of the student body, successful teaching

involves a combination of warmth with determination in demanding

achievement efforts and enforcing conduct limits (tleinfeld, 1975).

In general, then, the overall goals of classroom management

for various categories of special students will be the same as they

are for more typical students, although the specific methods used4 9 3

to accomplish these goals,msy differ someWhat. Distractible stu-
,

dents may need study carrels or other quiet places to work, very

slow students may need special tutoring and opportunities to get
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more frequent and personal
help' from the teacher;

and poor workers

may need contracts
or other epproaciles that

provide a record of

progress, break
tasks into smaller segments, or provide for more

individualized reinforcement.

Conclusion

A comprehensive
approach to classroom

management must include

attention to relevant atudent chsrecterietica
end individual dff-

[cremes, preparation
of the classroom as an

effective learning

environment, organization
of instruction and supoor$ activities

to maximize student engagement in productive tasks,
development

of a workable set of housekeeping
procedures and conduct rules,

techniques of group management during active instruction, tech-

niques of motivating
and shaping desired

behavior, techniques

of reeolving
conflict and dealing with studenta' personal

adjust-

ment problems, and
or4estration of all these elements into 44

Internally consistent
and effective oysters.

Clearly, no single

source or approach treats all of these elements compreheneively.

However, the elements
fore systematic

approach to class-

room management can
be gleaned from various sources (particular-i,/,'

ly recent and research
based sources) that

provide complementary

suggestions.
The research of hob and his colleagues and of

Everteon, Elver, Anderson,
and their colleagues

has provided ex-

tremely detailed
information on how teachers can

organize their

classrooms, launch the year,
and menage the classrooms on an

4

I
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everyday basis.
There is lest' research

support for suggestions

about counseling individual
etudente:ariresolving conflicts, but

the approaches of cognitive
behavior modifiers, Dreikure, Claimer,

Goad and Brophy, Gordon,
and Morse, among others,

implicitly agree

on a common set of principles. These include reepect for student

individuality eq./tolerance
for, individual differences,

willingness

totry to understand and assist
students with special needs or prob-

lems, reliance on
instruction and persuasion

rather than power as-

sertion, and huteanistic values gerierally,
However, they also recog-

nize that students have responsibilities
along with their rights,

:7

and that they viii have to suffer the coneequencea
if they persist

in failing to fulfill those responeibilities.
These ideas appear

to mesh nicely with the evolving
role of the teacher as a proles-

atonal with particular
expertiee and specific but limited responei-

bilitiee to students and their parents, and
with certain rights as

the instructional
leaders and 'authority

figures in the classroom,

v
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Linde el, Anderson,
Carolyn H.

tverteon, 6
Edmund T. Euler.

Dimensions

in classroom
management

derived from recent research, Journal

Of Curriculum
Studice, 1980,

12, 343-336.

This paper
contrasts the

behavior of
successful and unnuccese-

ful cistioroom
managers at the third

grade level,
It reports data

from the um
study described

in'the piper
by bier,

fvertun, and

Anderson (1980),
but focuses on

general differences
between the

two groups
of teachers

rather than only on
differences seen

in the

first few
weeks of the school yisr.

It stresses
three general clus-

ters of teacher behavior:

1. NclierielietioaAumvsiumslefulness!

Holding

students
accountable for

completing work
within the

allched time,

scheduling
regular times

each day to
review completed

work and

give, help or
feedback, regularly

circulating
through themom

dur-

ing sestwork
periods to check students,

requiring participation

.
of all

students in group sctivities
(including

requiring consint-

eft attention
In

Addition to occasional
overt

particlpstion), de-'

veloping
procedures for

turning in
completed work

and noting etu-

dent progress,
and systematically

providing feedback
to students

about the work they did. Other factors
grouped here

include show

ing concern
that students

learn the content
and not merely

be quiet,

maximizing the
time spent

in instruction
and minimizing

the time

spent In
procedural matters

and transitions,
and in general, Igo-

taining a businesslike
emphasis on learnieg,

2, Testing
students how to behave appropriately:

Stating

expectations
clearly and in

behavioral terms,
prescribing what

students should
be doing rather than

concentrating on what they

should not, providing
detailed instructions

or modeling to mail,

sure that students understood
procedUre4 providing

follow-up and

feedback once
the students

begin using the procedures
thesselvei,

and helping
students to

diecrieinate when
cartiin behaviors

are

appropriate and
when they are not.

3, pisinosing
students' focus

of attention;
king sensitive

'

to students' needs
and concerns,

arranging seating
so that students

j
could easily

fees the point
in the room

where they most
often focused.

attention, use of
"tricks" for regaining

attention during

(voice modulation,
movement,

pacing changes),
dear beginnings

and

endings of
activities warnings

prior to transitions,
spicing direc-

,

clone for new
ectivities to

help prevent
confusion, and consistent-

ly requiring
the active

attention of all students
when important

information is
being given.

In addition
to describing

these effective
teacher beheve

fors in
detail, this paper provides instructive

contrasting informa-

tion by
describing the parallel

behaviors of ineffective
classroom

managers,
This uteri!!l

makes it clear
that the litter teachers

are ineffective in
getting their

students to do
what they want

them to do
because they ars vague, confusing,

inconsistent, or

otherwise
ineffective in

stating and
following through on their

expectations, and
not because

they haven't
learned bow to "mike

the students behave,"
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Brophy, Jere, Teacher praise: A functional analysis. Review of

Educational Research, 1981, 51, 5-32,

6

This is an integrated .review and critique of theory and re-

"ouch pn teacher praise as a method of social reinforcement use-

ful for motivating and shaping the behavior of students. It con-

cluder that praise has been oversold to teachers, because It is

A week reinforcer for most students (at least after the first grade

or two), and may even. be counterproductive if used inappropriately.

Meet teachers seem to recognise this intuitively, and in fact use

praise for a variety of purposes (such as encouragement) in addi-

tion to reinforcement of student behsvior. Public praise actual-

ly occurs infrequently in moat cinemas, which seems appropri-

ate because it is often intrusive or embarrassing rather than re-

f

inforcing, end because even when it is reinforcing it often is

delivered in ways that encourage students to attribute their be-

havior to extrinsic factors rather than intrinsic motivation.

These prOblema with the use of praise are not eo much in-

herent in praise itself but reflective of teachers' needs for

infrtmation about how to praise effectively. Drawing on theory

and research by both reinforcement theorists and attribution theor-

ists, the author presents guidelines for praising students in ways

that will help them realise an value their own accomplishments and

increase their intrinsic motivation for academic activities.

Brophy, Jere E. 6 Rohrkeeper, Mary H. The influence of problem

ownership on teachers' perceptions of and 'strategies for

coping with problem students. Journal, of Educational

Psycholog, 1981, 73, 295-311.

Cif

The first of what will be i series of reports from a large

study, this peper.ii based on the coding of teachers' responses

to vignettes depicting classroom events involving problem students

who disrupt activities or otherwise preeentreschers with some kind

of problem requiring responas. The data indicate that teachers

were disposato be sympathetic and helpful to Itudents'who pre-

sented student owned problems. These students tended to be seen

as blameless victims of circumstances beyond their control, e:;,'

yet teachers were confident of being able to 11' thee. 14 ,Lin-

treat, teachers were predisposed to respond with rejection and

controlling or punitive reactions to student' who proiented teach.;

er owned problems. These students were seen as able to control

themselves if they desired to do so, and thus to miebehsving de-
,

liberately or intentionally, and teachers were lean confident of

their Ability to change these students mesningfully.

Although the' concept of problem ownership vas useful in pre-

dieting teachers' responses to the various vignettes, it vie clear

that fewj teachers were familiar with this concept, and that non.

used it syiteaatically in conjunction with the techniques of con-

flict resolution suggested by Cordon (1974), Correlation" of

,

coding scores based on teacher. responses to the vignette. with 5(j1!)

principal"' and observers' ratings of teacher effectiveness at



Brophy 6 lohrkemper
(1981) p. 2

dealing with problem
students indicated

that the mere effective

teachers took personal responsibility
for dealing with problems

rather than attempting
to refer them to the principal or some-

one else,
Effective classroom wagers

were also less likely to

respond with punitive or
merely short term

control /desist ap-

protches to student
problems, and more

likely to use long term,

solution oriented
strategies involving

behavioral shaping, at-

teepts to Instruct or Induce
insight, or attempts to strengthen

self concept or
interpersonal adjustment.

6:?

Edmund T. Eimer, Carolyn H. Evertspn,
and Linda H, Anderson, Effec-

tive classroom management
at the beginning of the school year,

Elementary School Journal, 1980,1k, 219-231,

This paper contrasts
the behavior of

effective and ineffec-

tive managers of
third grade classroom as they Munched the school

year. The data come from the ease study
descrihed in the piper

by Anderson, Everteon,
and Eimer (1980),

but this paper focuses

explicitly on the
beginning of the year. It indicates that the

successful classroom managers
devoted much of the first day and

the first few weeks to establishing
classroom procedures

and rules,

beginning with those of meet immediate
interest to the students

(bathroom, storage,
lunch, recess, etc.).

Ite.first few academic

activities introduced were
simple, enjoyable, and

likely to pro-

duce success
experiences./ The teschenimuslly

worked with the

,

whole class rind stayed
with Ind personally

supervised the students

the entire time,
putting off grouping

Ind sustsined,independent

work activities until
basic procedures and

routines were established.

They monitored the
students carefully, so

that they vete ?tapered

to move quickly when instructional
help or behmioral intervention

was needed. They told,the.studente
precisely/end in detail what

they vented them to
do, and then supervised thetwhile

they did

It. In general, they
established their

credibility by following

through on their statements
so that the students learned

that they

meant what they said.

The eucceseful managers
also revealed

evidence of advanced

planning and preparation.
They had arranged

their room to make

5



Emrer, Evertson, I Anderson (1980) p, 2

the beat of whatever resources they were given to work with, often

Liking Changes in anticipation of problems vith the existing arran

lent, They had thought about their rules and expectations so they

were prepared to be specific about them when they met the students

They had extolled to handle most housekeeping end paper work tasks

before the students arrived or after they went home, so that'they

could spend molt of their classroom time actively supervising the

class, In general, they were better prepared and organized,tot

ge-

only for reneging student conduct in the classroom but for instruct-

ing thee in lessons and Indult activities, In contrast, the

lent, effective classroom tanagers crested problems for themselves

practically from the moment the students arrived, because they

were unclear or inconsistent about stating what they wanted, or

because' they failed to follow through, Along with the book by

4

Kounln (1910), the reports from this research project are among the

most Important in the literature on classroom management,

5I(

(

Glasser, William, Ten steps to good discipline, Today's Education,

1977, 66,1 (November-December), 61.63,

This brief article presents Glider's 10-step approach to

dealing.with persistent discipline problems, along with support-

ing rationale and survey data, The approach prescribes a gradual-

ly escalating degree of preeelre applied (and degree of implied

seriousness of the problem) by. teachers (and later, principals

or other school officiate) in an attempt to impress upon students

with chronic misconduct problems thot'their behavior is unaccept-

able and that they (the students) must assume responsibility for

it and make serious commitment to change it.

This approach appears appropriate and useful for dealing with

those few students who do not respond acceptably, to redouble rules

of friendly and Atli teachers, These teacher qualities are al-

fumed implicitly in the mad, however, Teachers whose rules are

unreasonable, or who are hostile or apathetic toward, their student',

will only abuse the 'Ildents reiher than help them by using the

techniques described he 1.
k,
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Cordon, Thomas. T.C.T. Teacher Iffectivenese Training. Neu York:

David HcKey, 1914.

Thie Is not a research report or even's presentation based

on systematic research,
bait it is nevertheless a useful source

of advice to teachers about 'diving
proble6 and resolving ton.

Elide with students,
Cordon introduces concepts such as "prob-

lem ownership" for so lyeing Problems, euggeats and illustrstes'

l' 7 ' ',:,

different techniques for resolving etudent owned, teacher owned,

or teacher-student 0 eted problems, and givecsuldilinee for de-

(

veloplus "no-loaOlutione to conflicts. Hethoda include active

listening (for projecting attention and sympathy toward and in-

ducing Insight in students describing
their problems) and "I" see-

,7

sages (for'communicatins
teacher owned problems to itudente in ways

that are likely to induce the students to recognize their own

roles in causing these problems and to become willing, to talk seri-

°esti about finding solutions),

Cordon is probably overly optimistic in believing that_ell

students vill respond poeitively to these techniques, and that

enforcement of demands and punishment should rarely if ever be

necessary. Also, he may overestimate the degree to which child-

ren in the first few grades of school can engage in the kind of

rational problei analysis and pegotiation of potential solutions

that he recommends. In general, though, this book is a valuable

)-

resource for teachers who seek to go beyond merely controlling stu-

dents' unacceptable behavior by solving some of the interpersonal

problem that underlie,it.

Kounin, Jacob S. Discipline and Croup management in Claserooms

New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1910

This brief book,present, the reseerch by Kounin and his col-

leagues indicating that the key' to succeeeful cramp°, manage'

sent is preventing disruptions from occurring in the first piece.

The book describes and illustrates
the importance of: the general

characteristic, of vithitnesa and overlapping; the veriableruf

emolthness, momentum, signal continuity, valence, challeUge

arousal, group alerting, and eccountebility during lessons and

recitations; and the variables of variety and approvisto lev-

et of challenge in sestvork. It also illustrate how mos-

sully loud, disruptive, or harsh teacher reactions to students'

misbehavior ("desist" attempts) can lead to counterproductive

"ripple effects," That le, teacher overreactions may distreci

or disturb onlookers who were not involved in the original prob.

lel, tending to raise the general level of teniion in'the.roos

and increase rather than decrease the frequency or intensity of'

additional disruptions. In contrast, effective interventions

stop Inattention or misbehavior before it'escalatee into more

severe disruption, but do so in,wsys that do not talleceslerily

interfere with the momentum of ongoing acedesic activit!ii or

attract attention to the disruptive behavior.
4 ,

This is one of the moat comprehensive and important sources

in the literature on classroom management.

J.15



Heichenbeum, Donald. jaCoitive-Behavior odifkarloriyotereted

Approach., New York' Plenum, 1911.

This book provide, a detailed treatment of the theory and pro-

cedures involved in cognitive behavior modification. Although it is

written in 'somewhat technical language and covera a variety of elided

applications in addition to classroom applications, it is well worth

exallnation by teacher', and teacher educators interested in this ap-

proach. In addition to Heichenbaum's own work, such as the Heichenbeum

and Goodman (1971) study in which cognitively simpulsive student'

were trained to examine all response options carefully before select

ing one, the book diecuesee applications such as the Think Aloud

approach of Camp and Bash (1981) and the "turtle" technique

of Robin, Schneider, and Dolpick (1916). It also discusses the

application of modeling, verbalized self instruction, and related

approaches to the development of control over emotions and awe!

eive behavior, the improvement of self concept and confidence, and

the management of anxiety.

ulu
4

Moskowitz, Gertrude, $ Hayman, N. b. Success strategies of inner-

city teachers: A year long study. Journal of Educational

Reeearch, 1976, 69, 283-289.

This study compered the classroom management approaches Ind

levels of success of new junior high school teachers with those

of experienced teachers that had been nominated ae the beet teach-

'ere in the school by the student., The difference. found hire be.

the "beat" teachers and the new teachers are similar to the dif-

ferences found by Derma, Falter, and their colleagues between

successful and unsuccessful managers, The "beet" teachers begin

the year with more time spent establishing expectations and pro-

cedures, and ori getting to know the students personally 'and te-

eponding to their first -day anxieties and information need., The

"beat" teichertwere more at use in the classroom sad more per.

tonal with the students, joking, smiling, and accepting their ideas '

more frequently, This is One.of eany, studies that show directly

40

or indirectly that, although establishing and following through

on rule,' and procedures is essential to effective clefs= SSW"

pent, there is no need for artificial harshness nor support for

the "Don't smile until Chrietmee" notion.
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8, C. Nosh. The Effect,
of Clelerooe

Spatial Organisation
on four-

endFive-Year-Old
Children's Learning.

5ritieh hornet of

fducational peychologl,
1981, 51, 144-155.

This paper
describe' a three year

Rudy In which 19 preschool

and kindergarten
classroom In

!hid space wee
deliberately arranged

to promote
learning were compered with 19 similar classroom

arranged randomly or
according to

teacher preferences
based on house-

keeping convenience
criteria. In general, se

expected, students
in

the planned
spatial environments

showed more creative
combination

of materials
from different

locations, and more ability tot
select the

beet models or
methods for solving problems at

hand; think of

chemselvea es
capable of making thinge

successfully; and understand

and Apply science,
number, and readiness concepts

that involved

manipulating the environment.

Although the data come
from preschool

rather then elementary

or secondary
classroom, they

provide an tsportant
reminder that

the physical
environment can affect the

quentitpend quality
of

of students'
learning, and

that the physical
arrangements

of class-

rooms should be
compatible with the curricula and

instructional ob-

jectivee being used.

518

Sugutaky, Gerald, Patterson, Charlotte, I Leppert Hark, Training

children'. sell - controls A field expedient in selfmonitor-

in; and goal-setting in the elemioon. Journal of

Child Pechololy, 1978, 25, 242-253,

1

This paper deecribee a study of the effects of goal setting

and self monitoring on fifth end sixth grade children's sithemetical

study behavior and achievement. Student. in the goal setting condi"

tion were asked to estimate how ler they would get in their wotk

book if they worked herd for the entire period prior to beginning

work each day. At the end of the period, they were to write down

the page and problem number they had reached to ace if they had

achieved their goal. Students in the self monitoring condition

were given a grid with 12 empty boxes when they began each period,

and were asked to note (romp time to time whether or not they we,

working on their math by putting a plus sign in a blank box,if

they were working and a minus sign If they were not.

Comparisons of theme groups with each other and with i no

treatment control group revealed that the goal letting treatment

had no eignificenteffects but the self monitoring treatment yielded

improved study behavior and performance on achievement tests. Part

of the reason fur the lack of significant effect in the goal setting

group was that many of the students felled to follow the goal Wine

instructions, wherein' allot all of the student' in the self monitor-

ing group followed the self monitoring instruciions.

This is but one of many etudiee supporting the effectivenue

of self monitoring procedures for improving students' elmerome 515

conduct and achievement (see the reviews by O'Leary and Dubey; 1979,



Sagotsky, Patterson, 3 Lepper (1918) p. 2'

71-

and by Rosenblum end Drahmen, 1979), Also, although the goal setting

treatment in this particular study was not effective, other studies

have supported the effectionne of goal letting, especially when

it involves eotehliehine specific and difficult gull instead of

the rather general goals suggested in the present study (see losswork,

1971),

5 2 u
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Sanford, Julie P, I Evertson, Carolyn H. Clef:8room management in

e law SES jinior high: Three cage studies. Journal of

Teacher Education, 1981, 32, 34-38.

The first of what will be a series of reports, thin paper pre-

sents data from the Junior High Clisaroom Organization Study con'

ducted by Rverteon, Ekue, and their colleagues, It illustrates

effective classroom management strategies et the junior high lev-

el for the first day of school And throughout the year, by con-

trasting three teachers. Teacher A was an effective classroom

manager (as indexed by high levels of student attention, engage-

,

ment, and cooperation, endlov levels of inappropriate behavior)

in the beginning and throughout the year, and her students showed

high residual achievement pine at the end of the year. In con-

,

trio, Teacher B wee burdened with high rates of inappropriais b.-

havior right from the beginning of the year, and theie persisted

throughout the year, Finally, Teacher C enjoyed low rates of in.

appropriate behavior st the beginning of the year (Almost As low

as those in/Teacher A's room), but this good start was not metaled,

Data from Teacher C's classroom taken in the middle and end of the

year revealed high rates of inappropriate student Behavior. In

contrast to Teacher A'l relatively high auccess in producing stu-

dent learning mine, learning gains of the students of Teachers

B and C were average for the temple of 51 seventh and eighth grade

classrooms studied. 521
Data from the first day indicated that Teacher i spent the

moot time and Teacher B the lent time dimming rules and
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Sanford 6 Evertson (1981) P. 2

proceduree, end
that leacher.

A and C gave
their students some

seat -

work on the'
first day but

Teacher I did not,
These aseigneents

were

my and produced swell
experiences for

the students,
Teacher B,

in contrast,
spent much of the period sdminietering

a diagnostic

teat, which the other
teachers postponed

until later in the week.

She responded
ineffectively to Inappropriate

behavior such al talk-

ing, giggling,
or cheating during

the tear,
aometimee ignoring

it

and rometimea
reprimanding or threatening

ineffectively.

In subsequent
yleks, Teacher

A continued to
spend more time

presenting ruler
and procedures

to her class,
and was conolatent

in enforcing
expectation' and

providing feedback.
Expectations

were clear,
students were

held accountable,
the available

time use

used for academic purposes,
and the teacher continuously

and prom-

inently seemed
the role of

instractional leader
and authority

figure

in the classroom,
Teacher 8 showed the opposite characteristics.

Teacher C,
despite a generally

excellent, first
day and despite I

good feel for
students' concerns

and Information
needs and clarity

in articulating
expect/done,

failed to maintain her
good start

because she
failed to follow

through on those expectations.
Even

during the
first week of

clue she did not
enforce rules about

tardiness, ceiling
out Of answers,

or use of the pencil sharpener,

and she ignored
increasing amounts

of inappropriate
behavior.

The

atudente gradually
learned to

respond to the
guidelines she would

enforce rather
than to those originally articulated,

Furthermore,

is tine went on Teacher C shifted from
an emphasis on

whole class

Sanford 6 r..rtcon 4901

7%)

presentation and recitation to an emphasis on individual sestwork.

,

Soon she vas spending most of her time helping individuals at their

seats, while other etudents waited idly and impatiently for help.

In general, this paper illitetrates classroom management factor,

that are especially important it the junior high school level, and

also shows how even an.excellent beginning will not be stuttered

without affective follow through,
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Slavin, Robert. Cooperative learning. Review of Educational
Research,198050, 315-342.

This article reviews theory and research on fostering stu-

dent cooperation, particularly within small groups, in classroom

activities. 'It describes the similarities and differenrce between

the Jigsaw approach, the Tease -Games Tournaments (TGT) approach,

.
and other well known approaches developed in the United States and

in Europa, and rihrieVi the research on their effects on a variety

of student outcomes. These approaches have proven especially use-

ful for overcoming racial and other group difference barriers to

interpersonal contact and cooperation, and they also frequently

have positive effects on achievement, self concept, attitudes to-

ward school, and group cohesiveness.

Written by one of the leading developers and researchers in

this area, this is a comprehensive and scholarly review. The Salle

issue of the Review of Educational Research contains a review of

similar topics by Shlomo Sharan, and both reviews contain numerous

references for those who want to follow up by getting more informa-

tion on specific programs.
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DIssEmINATIEEmo,/

FIELD LOG

LOVELY BILLUPS

STAFF MEMBER

STANFORD UNIVERSITY - CALIFORNIA

SITE OR LOCATION
OCTOBER 20, 1982

DATE TIME

=111111211111111111

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

PROJECT COLLABORATION MEETING
SAN FRANCISCO SITE

=11111:1111M

PERSONS CONTACTED

Nate L. Gage Brenda Biles Kathy King
Ralph Putnam
Lee Shulman

Lovely Billups

FIELD ACTIVITIES

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - .FOLLOW-UP

Dr. Gage opened the meeting by giving feedback as to his reactions/o the SFFT

TRL session he visited at Far West Lab in June. He said that he was quite im-

pressed. He said that Ralph Putnam did have some questions about a process for

project evaluation. In other words,' "Is there evidence that teacher'practice is

really changing?" Another question posed: "How is the decision made as to what

research should be presented?"

We responded that our present method of gathering data for evaluation rested with,

"self-report" information from our TRLs. Our non-threatening/non-evaluative mode
makes us fairly sure that teachers' reports are accurate.

Gage then asked about the possibility of observers in the classrooms b prove that

practice has changed. We said we don't have any pre-test info. He recommended

"peer observation" method whereby project participant, could be compared to non-

participants. (Sampling should represent teachers who are as "alike" as possible).

AnoniMityiould be a big "sale" item to encourage trust factor... Also suggested

use of video tapes of teachers who exemplify concepts we are advocating. (Consider

pairing and use video tapes to demonstrate the ideal.) Suggested use Ralph

Putnam as consultant to facilitite process. Plan for opportunities for teachers
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10/20/82 - STANFORD
BILLUPS - 2

to engage in dialogue after observing tapes. Kathy King felt that a strategy
which involved peer training with peer observations (in pairi) might be a viable
consideration.

Gage mentioned that there is a small amount of money in the Stanford in the Schools
Project that could be devoted to this on-going process. Reference was made to
the Research project in Milpatis (Marsha Wiel and Pete Mesa coordinators). Lee
Shulman felt. that our process could be expanded to some degree to investigate
the way in which collaboration between the union, LEA and the univeristy could be
developed.

/I
Ralph Putnam had,to leave early. I spoke to him privately and asked wo ld he be
willing to serve as a part-time consultant in helping us to develop a observation
and/or evaluation process/instrument, if we decide to go in that dir ction. He
said he would and if not, he could recommend someone.

NOTE: AFT President, Albert Shenker is on the Advisory Board of the Stanford in
the Schools Pro4ect.

LHB/kls '
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

E L D LO G

SAN FRANCISCO

SITE OR LOCATION

LOVELY BILLUPS

OCTOBFR 21. 1982

STAFF MEMBER

DATE TIME

soomm sismessxm =miss =7:1=crx =gam= xaszamsz =am =oases= =mazzong =as= =ma= =====

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

TRL TRAINING SESSION

PERSONS CONTACTED

Presenters - Biles, Billups
Lee Shulman - visiter

N\

FIELD ACTIVITIES

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Two important notes to be added to other documentation of events in.this session.

1) Joan Regan - The teachers at Aptos. Middle School collaborated_on a
strategy to diminish number of students who were late to shcool each'day.
Changed homeroom to 2nd period - put academic class at 1st period. Student

attendance better because they don't want consequences of being tardy to
an academic class.

f

2) Betty Rothenberger - some TRLs like herself, are and have been exper-
ienced presenters.. They just needed help in how to present the ER&D

material.

LHB/kls
opeiu2aflcio
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

SAN FRANCISCO
SITE OR LOCATION

Ar

FIELD LOG

=11:111113111".11 SI=92 =====

[PURPOSE 'OF VISITATION 1

SUSAN VEITCH
STAFF MEMBER

, NOVEMBER 16, 1982
DATE

SYSTEM-WIDE WORKSHOP ON EFFECTIVE TEACHING

4:00 PM
TIME

PERSONS CONTACTED

Betty Rothenberger - partner.

IFIELD ACTIVITIES I

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Betty did not do a lot of "presenting" although I drew upon her to reinforce con-

cepts presented. TRL Rudi Faltus also added a lot to this group. The information

appeared to be well-received, but it was difficult to draw out group. Hence

Kelly was a major contributor and stated she wished she had had the info sooner.

She had just finished'a term with a group of high school students and realited

she had not been successful with them. She is a veteran teacher. She wants to

work on questioning and checks for understanding.

SCV/kls
opeiu2aflcio
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

F I E LD L0G

COLLABORATION
SAN FRANCISCO - STANFORD (ER)

SITE OR LOCATION

rPURPOSE OF VISITATI011

SUSAN VEITCH
STAFF MEMBER

NOVEMBER 17, 1982
DATE TIME

PURSUE DISCUSSION OF TRL EVALUATION FORM AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE.

PERSONS CONTACTED

Ralph Putman - Center for Educational Research

FIELD ACTIVITIES'

Discuss appropriateness of our questions.
Discuss format.
Discuss possibility of Ralph developing instrument.

'INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW -UP)
First, let me say that Ralph clearly requested that we devise the instrument.
Evidently, he feels he does not have the time.

He did, however, think that the questions we were considering would elicit the
right information. I asked about being able to identify my thologists, technicians,
(mechanics) and professionals. He was not familiar with those "categories".

He did suggest a format for the questionnaire and offered to draft some sample
items which we could use as a guide.- Although, he is not offering to write up
the instrument, it was nice to know that our questions were on target.

SCV/kls
opeiu2aflcio
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD LOG

SAN FRANCISCO

SITE OR LOCATION

LOVEY BILLUPS

NOVEMBER 18, 1982

STAFF MEMBER

DATE TIME

=11111=110M MIIMMOW =MOM ====M ===== ====M ===== ====ft ===MM ===== ===== ======

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

PROJECT ORIENTATION SESSION FOR PERSPECTIVE TRLs

PERSONS CONTACTED Presenter - L. Billups

Participants - June-McLaughlin - James Lick Middle School

Beth Marine - Golden Gate School (Mg.)

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Introduction to general sense of project. Presented BYCM research.

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

We talked about setting up an atmosphere that was conducive to learning, but

this was.a very difficult task with only two participants who represented such

widely diverse teaching styles and teaching areas. McLaughlin works with middl

school students and is highly organized and grade oriented. Her room arrangeme t

which she sketched is well thought out considering limitation of room size and

storage areas. Marine is a kindergarten teacher with'a more relaxed approach.

Her room is also well arranged because that is a specific focus in kindergarte

and Day Care due to the program at those levels.

It was very difficult to effeCt commonalities or encourage discussion between

these two. It is the first time in project process that I felt that somethin

couldn't work. I'm sure it could, but I didn't find it. They were courteous and

tried to interact, but it dinot fly!

LHBIkls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD LOG

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
PALO ALTO, CA

SITE OR LOCATION

LOVELY BILLUPS

DECEMW 8, 1982
DATE

STAFF MEMBER

2:45 P.M.
TIME

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

SAN FRANCISCO SITE COLLABORATION MEETING WITH STANFORD UNIVERSITY

/1=111=1:31:11 =MOW

PERSONS CONTACTED
Nate L. Gage, Lee Shulman, Ralph Putnam, Kathy King, Rudi Faltis, Betty Rothenberg,

Lovely Billups

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Group Discussion on ways in which to continue ER&D process in S.F. schools via

collaboration mechanism between Stanford U., AFT and SETT

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Dr. Gage initiated the discussion by referring to the December 3rd letter he re-

ceived from Brenda, re: possible directions for the project collaboration process.

He said that upon review of the letter he was again impressed with the magnitude

of the proposition and because of this he was concerned that adequate staff be

available to carry on the functions. He-said that there are people at Stanford

who could do it.. This he said involves money, (We might note that this is the

first time that financial. considerations were mentioned in our disCussions with

Stanford). Dr. Gage then proceeded to discuss a plan whereby ('4) one quarter

of a research grad student's time, like Ralph.Putnam, could be purchased, thereby

freeing the student to devote this percentage of time entirely to project demands,

mainly research identification and translation. He said he recognized the enormity

of the task performed by the AFT ER&D Team over the.past 2 years. The quality

of that performance must be continued as best as possible. Rough figures were

proposed which closely approximated $250:00 per month or $4,000.00 a year.



FIELD LOG
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Lee Shulman asked about AFT commitment in terms of which one of us (AFT Team) would
be coming to San Francisco over the next two years to maintain the continuity.
He said that he, too, was impressed with the enormity of the task.

Lee proposed an alterntive model for ER &D Collaboration with Stanford which he
said was implemented at MSU. Primarily, the plan called for creating the equiva-
lent of an AFT Fellowship, whereby a person could engage in study for a second
masters or even a Ph.D. This person would train for expertise in educational
research techniques and would be on-site to receive and translate the latest
relevent research. Assuming a funding source that would approximate $10,000.00
a year, the person could be a teacher who is on sabbatical. The university or
project would pick up 11 of the teachers subbatical pay and engage the teacher
services for the project for one year. The second year (which he sees as important
because it should be a two-year process). The university or project pay's for
LI teacher's salary. The teacher teaching 1.1 day and devotes 2nd half of day to
project. He also mentioned that a long-term commitment should involve 2 people
in theNprocess and an overlapping process by which one experienced person was
always involved via a staggered enrollment device (e.g. Plan for 2 people for a
2 year commitment in an overlapping process).

Nate Gage then suggested that AFT should be developing its own research expert
simil.s.r to the process by which newly graduated economists go to work for UAW.
He described a degree-oriented program through which AFT sponsored someone,
conceivably from National Staff to train in research on teaching with courses in
statistics, measurement, ethnicgraphy, etc. In this way he sees AFT as having
developed its own on-site expert in ed. research.

Each of the above ideas overlapping but in each case, Ralph, Lee and Nate seemed
to indicate that the possibilities were very exciting from Stanford's perspectiv,es.
They relish the idea of practictioner input to Stanford at this level. They also
mentioned the "Distinguished visiting Practioner" program at Stanford for project
cooperation. Should investigate this because practioners may get in on courses
without paying tuition. Kathy King volunteered that the corporate community
"is quite anxious to get involved in good public endeavors. She has been able to
get two grants totalling $40,000 for her school, Claire Lilienthal Alternative
School and feels that she may be successful in soliciting funds for this collabora-
tive effort. Lee offered help in putting proposals together and further volun-
terred to make verbal presentations on behalf of the project.

Several possibilities were mentioned, including the Marin Foundation (Judith
Mallory). Ityas porposed that Kathy and Lee meet with Judith MallOry to explore
possibilities of Funding as an ancillary process in the Marin-program. Lee thought
it might be beneficial if AFT - spOn6ored programs in ER&D be opened up to all
teachers (NEA & AFT) to encourage:FOndations\to donate funds. We reminded him
that we had already initiated this process by inviting all teachers. in San
Francisco to our system-wide ClassrOm Practice Seminars in October and November.

Another possible funding source that Kathy King pursue would be through Gladys
.Thatcher who is Chair of the Board of %vectors of Corporate Community Funding
for schools. The charge to Kathy is to investigate these possibilities and get
back to Lee and Nate after about6 weeks intii the new year to outline a possible
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path to follow in obtaining funds. I reminded the Stanford Staff that we could
"buy" some time because the experienced TRLs had at least 5 pieces of research
under their belts which they can disseminate. Also,they will be involved in
training the new line of TRLs in 1983. AFT should emain on top of this.

TRLs Rudi Faltis and Betty Rothenberg addressed the issue of thel: 4_71volvemnt
in the ER&D program. Rudi said that some ER&D information appeared at first, to
be "old hat" but it incites teachers to thinking about practice and talking to
each other about "little things that have been bothering them" for which the
research has solutions. Betty and.Rudi outlined their plan for 4 research sharing
sessions at their school, mid January to early February. They will present the
same material for six consecutive sessions during the day so that the staff can
come to the sessions on their individual preparation periods and not lose class
time.

Betty contributed that even though some teachers would-be interested in being in-
volved in this process for degrees and credit there are others like herself who
would like to be involved for the sheer joy of the knoWledge acquiSition. Lee
mentioned a new program of his that would benefit from having new teachers interact.
We need details on what is involved.

Dr. Gage has extended an invitation for TRLs to sit In on'his course on Psycholog-'
ical Research on Teaching - starting January 4th, Tuesday and Thursday 3:15-5:05
R. 230 as visiting practioners.. Rudi Faltis has expressed interest. Meeting
adjourned with'promise for all of us to get in touch after holidays.

Kathy King explained that Julie Koppich could not be present at this meeting be-
cause she was busy setting up(a "viewing" of the AFT vid,,o television series
"Inside Your Schools" for the San Francisco Schools Central administration and
major community groups. A ten minute segment of the 30 minute tape is devoted to
the ER&D project (specifically .a classroom management segment from practice).
Several S.F. TRLs and a member of the AFT Project Team appear in the film.
Dr. Gage was very interested in fact that the project was represented in the
film and instructed Ralph Putnam to be in touch with Kathy to get the tape. Gage
wants to show it to his classes at Stanford.

LRB/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

F IELD LOG

SAN FRANCISCO

SITE OR LOCATION

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

LOVELY BILLUPS

STAFF MEMBER

DEC. 9, 1982 3:30 P.M.

DATE TIME

FINAL TRL TRAINING SESSION UNDER NIE GRANT

PERSONS CONTACTED

Presenter. - Lovely Billups
Kathy King, Henry King, Joan Regan, Sandy Berger, Rudi Faltus, Betty Rothenberger,
June Jobin

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Project evaluation experienced TRLs

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

After a general introductory session during which Kathy King addressed both ex-
perienced and new TRLs about the intent of the project, we broke up into two

groups. Brenda took the new TRLs and I conducted a project, evaluation session.

First, we engaged in an oral discussion of project events during which TRLs
contributed comments about their experiences.

Rudi reiterated her point about "the little things" in a teacher's life that bother
them *ith which research info seems to be helful, especially classroom management
research. She also said that she finds herself turning more to the Direct Instruction
Techniques especially the Instructional Functions for planning a lesson. She has

been sharing it with other teachers and helped one teacher in particular who was
apologizing for having "gone back" to large group instruction.. Rudi shared the
research that validated this practice.

Joan Regan said that she reviewed all of her research action plans in preparation

for her workshop presentation in November. She found this very helpful and
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was amazed at what she had learned. She feels she grew as a professional (and

shared info with others). She realizes now that this is ,tslow "process" that grows

on you and makes you change practice for the better.

Henry says he has gradually changed practice based on the research. Has a few more

teachers in the school and wants to know when is appropriate to begin sharing the

info with;ithem. Does not want to overwhelm them. Sandy Berger said that when

you're news the best time to receive the help before it's too late.

After discussion, the group worked on writing responses to the Project Evaluation

form, herein attached.

LHB/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

NEW YORK glTy - unAuFic7q
SITE OR LOCATION

[-PURPOSE OF VISITATION1

F IELD L. 0 G

LOVELY BILLUPS
STAFF MEMBER

OCT. 2 1982 8:30 - 1:10
DATE TIME

CONDUCT ER&D WORKSHOP SESSION FOR DISTRICT-WIDE CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE

1PERSONS CONTACTED

District Special Education Teachers - grades pre-K to 12
13 participants

FIELD ACTIVITIES I
Presentation of basic concepts of:

BYCM research (Evertson, et al.) -
Group Management (Kounin) research

Alsasharing.of-activities related

.Teacher Praise Research (Brophy)
Direct InstIpiction (Rosenshine)
Time on Task (Stallings, et al.)
to the research.

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Initially, we had some concerns as to potential reactions to the research from this
specialized groUp of teachers. Even though we have found that many of the research
strategies are 'transferable from elementary to secondary school situations, we were
not certain that the transfers could be applied to classes in special education.
Thirteen participants were present at the session, teaching age levels from pre-
kindergarten to senior high school. Additionally, these teachers teach classes' -of
students with a variety of handicaps, including hearing and visually impaired, to
autistic and emotionally hanc...Lcapped.

My introductory statements to these teachers suggested that we would share research
on classroom and group management strategies as much for our information, as theirs.
That is, we would be very interested in their feedback as to whether or not aspects
of the research could be applied to the conditions of the special education classrooms.
I set up ground rules for lots of interaction from participants, so we could get
teedback.
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I was very ably assisted by Fran Coletti, a special education teacher who also serves
as an instructor in some of the Teacher Center courses in special ed. She is a
very capable person, who was highly supportive and helpful in the session process.
She was able to supply information that specifically related to the interests of
special educati0n teachers; and she facilitated the translation of some of our
materials for upe in those classes.

We started the session by having each participant do the activity, "Inventory of
Management Styles" which helped them to focus on themselves as "interventionists,"
"non-interventionists" or "shared-interventionists" in the classroom management
process. There, was a good deal of discussion about how they "scored". Some were
surprised that they appeared to lean in one direction when they perceived themselves
as being tptally opposite. We emphasized that this was not a definitive' document, .

simply one indication of teacher style. This group responded quite well to the
process.

We briefly covered the basics of the Beginning of the Year Classroom Management
research, emphasizing the establishment of classroom procedures and rules. They

said that procedures are very important in special ed classes often, being the
difference between survival or disaster or injury to students. We reminded them
that procedures may be many, but rules should be few and clear and well taught to
students. This group of teachers was heavily in favor of soliciting student par-

ticipation in the development of classroom rules. When we discussed consequences

for disobeying rules, some of them admitted that they had not developed a "hierarchy"
of consequences and tended to use their final consequence much too early in the
process. We brainstormed the kinds of consequences that might be applied to a
situation where a teacher has witnessed one child striking another. After
much discssion, this group developed a mutually agreed upon set of consequences in
a process from the instance of a "first offense" to a "repeated offender".

Step 1 - Review the class or school rule regarding hitting.
Remind students of reasons for the rule.

Step 2 - Talk to both students to try to determine why incidence took place.

Step 3 - Change seat or location of the proven offender.

Step 4 - Communicate with parents by mail or pone.

Step 5 - Report repeated offender to principal.
tr,

Step 6 - Conference with other school personnel for input.

Step 7 - Have parents come to school.

Step 8 - Remove child from class.

Step 9 - Suspension from school..
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One teacher commented that he used "step 2" quite extensively at one time, and
discovered-that he was spending a.great deal of time trying to verbally settle
fights and the class was enjoying it. He stopped because he found that elementary
school students had forgotten about it in an hour or so, and were back to being
friends. Othet-teachers responded_that-it was best to talk it out, or they'd
take the dispute to tha_playgfOund or after-school.

As was expected, Kounin's Group Management behaviors were quite popular and
elicited considerable dialogue., especially in reference to Group Focus. Because

of the smaller class-size for special ed classes, they felt that it was easier
to employ "With-it-ness" skills. Also, they have always to be "on the watch" with
these children because of their handicaps. They liked the strategies for Group
Focus "Keeping Students on Their Toes" (attached), especially the process of
holding individuals accountable for the lesson by giving them props for use in
working or responding while one student is reciting or working at the board.

Brophy's findings on the teacher merit of teacher praise as unrelated efficient
student learning was quite a surprise to this group. Many of them use some forms
of behavior modification and other systems of rewards. They were able to justify
what they, were doing without becoming hostile or distrustful of the research. In

fact, they agreed that praise could be used as a "positive ally" in the .claSs if
coupled with specificity, contingency and credibility.

When we discussed Direct Instruction-under the Teaching Effectiveness research, this
group contributed the,follOWing as special to its application in the areas of

special ed.

a) They never perceive direct instruction as "whole class" instruction. Most

of them are involved in a tutorial process of individualized instruction.

b) By nature of their student composition, special education teachers must do
a great deal of direct teaching.

TIME-ON-TASK

Special education classes "Allocated Time" is completely under_the-mandate-Of the

state. Because most instruction is indiyidualizedi-theYfeel they may be doing a

fairly good job in the area of appropriate use of "academic learning time" although

they did feel that they may be over-drilling on some skills and, thus wasting

learning time. This idea was further developed when we discussed the area of__

teacher questioning. Some teachers said that it was ,difficultto-askhigher order
questions of handicapped students because-of-'the Others argued

that even if they had .limitatione-,--ianguage,sight, etc. they could "feel ".

Therefore, they_could'iespond to "why" and "how" questions. It was agreed that

wherein it iag ood to establish the informational level or base with these students-

who-what-why-when, teachers should try to_pose more questions to handidapped

students which developed more critical thinking skills.

These special eduCation teachers responded to Stallings suggestion of time well

spent in during an ideal class period. They:said that in a special ed class, ap-

proximatley 10% of the time is spent on organizational sJcills, 15% on individual
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assignment or sea:work skills and 75% of the time on interactive teaching. One

High School teacher qUipped "Seatwork leads to violence."

This was a very informative session which was very well received by the participants

and which gave us quite a few insights about the applicability of the research in

special ed classroom situations. Many of these teachers have asked for copies of
the Organizaing and Managing the Elementary (and J.H.S. manuals), from the University

of Texas. We will follow through on this.

LHB/kls
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TRLs'SUGGESTED STRATEGIES FOR GROUP FOCUS

("Keeping Students On Their Toes")

Maintain eye contact with students.

Appeal to individual learning styles.

op. Vary turn-taking approaches.

Use props for non-reciting students in
the group.

Use diwergent as well as convergent
questioning modes.

Have students act as reviewers of lesson.

so Teacher models as an interesting presentor
and discussant.

Make sure instructions and presentations
are clear to all students.

Teach-students how to constructively
critique each other's work.-

Vary lesson presentation approaches --

to appeal to individual learning styles

to challenge students

to maintain student interest,

to utilize strategy of "suspense" about
what comes next

Allow students to call on each other according
to prearranged and agreed upon system.
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD L 0 G

UFT - TC - NEW YORK CITY
SITE OR LOCATION

SUSAN VEITCH
. STAFF MEMBER

OCT. 2, 1982
DATE..... aazart .. 9:0d-3:00

TIME

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

Work with TRLs in offering city-wide workshop on classroom management and,. teaching

effectiveness

1PERSONS CONTAgTED1

Organized by Myrria Cooper, Clare Cohen, Elliot Weitz, Aminda Wrenn

lo

FIELD ACTIVITIES.'

See attached materials and agenda, and UFT Bulletin.

'INTERACTIONS -,COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UPI 1.- GENERAL CONSENTS:

In the general session Myrna, Marilyn Rautivand Fred McDonald all helped to set the

stage for the breakout sessions. (Teachers were divided by level, specialty ie.

elementary, Jr. high, sr. high, special ed, first-year..) Myrna spoke of the Center

(-43
operation; Marilyn gave a pep talk on how r earch can give power to the teacher;

Fred, praised the project and pointed out specific findings in the BTES.

Particiliants were charged $k.00 and provided with a hot buffet luncheon(rewards).
Prior to Saturday 150 had signed up, but many came and had to be turned away because

of s tations. A second session was offered Monday afternoon for turn aways

those who honored the Saturday sabbath. In a follow up phone conversation with

Myrna, she reported that ,the Monday session was well attended, and as a result of the

workshop, that group would like to meet on a regular basis. This is significant

since the group is made up of teachers from all over the 5 boroughs. We suspect

that some of Saturday's group would also favor this idea. The center has already

received calls for follow up in schools.
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My session: High school conducted with Roni Wattman and Janet Slavin, teacher
specialists at the high school level. I had previously met with Roni and Janet
(see log dated Sept. 30th) to work out agenda.

First a comment about the group. All major content areas were represented except
foreign language (about 17 teachers in all plus one education professor from
City College [Lehman]). Math, English/speech, bilingual, social studies, science;
vocational. We also had an elementary teacher who has a high school age son. She

was looking for a kind of more personal assistance and remarked afterwards that
she found the information helpful.

We covered rules, procedures and routines; Kounin; Praise; and the direct instruc-
tion model offering caveats about its limits with older students and more abstract,
complex subject matter. We focused on the practice and feedback elements.

Teacher reponses: One teacher made the comment that teaching rules and procedures
was not something she knew how to do. We spent some time discussing the possibility

of individual consultation. This teacher has had 10 years of experience and my
suspicion is that she really needs help identifying 'ghat she's doing right and
making a conscious effort to do it more often.

Teachers reacted very well to the Kounin, praise and direct instruction model
presentations. Praise once again caused a stir. Our elementary person offered
a comment that a psychologist told her that many teachers negate praise or academic
feedback by stating things like "Your paper is well-organized, but...." We had
some discussion of the theory that in providing criticism you also point out

something good. Communicatively, this may confuse the child and muddle the feed-

back.

In response to the scenario - "Johnny has never participted.in class discussions.
He has just ventured his first response and the answer is incorrect" - one parti-
cipant offered a strategy specifically to extend Johnny's interaction (Interestingly

enough he offered an elementary example). The script would look something like

this:

T: What is 2 plus 2?
J: Five
T: Five is the answer to 3 plus 2. Now, Johnny, what is the sum of 2 plus 2.

An interesting response to the "wrong" answer without using the term. This also

fostered a discussion of extended teacher-student interaction through rephrasing,

prompts etc. Janet pointed out to them the need for recognizing older students
typical reaction to public praise and the misuse of vicarious praise.

A significant note regarding the gestalt of the TRLs. In follow up discussions
after the session, it seems we all felt there was more content than time and al-

most to the person, we all cut out the same things - we all had the same prioritized
agenda although in the planning session this was not specifically verbalized.

Myrna will be sending evaluation sheets after they have pulled off info for follow up.

°Attachments: Billups log Abe Levine's letter
workshop materials evaluations
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Myrna Comer. Circe:or

October 2, 1982

The New York City Teacher Centers Consortium with the support and coopera-

tion of The United Federation of Teachers and the American Federation of

Teachers presents the first

City-Vide Conference on
Classroom Management and
Teacher Effectiveness

9:00 - 9:15

9:15 - 9:30

9:30 - 9:45

9:45 - 10:15

Agenda

Coffee (Room 7)

General Session (Room 7)

Welcome, Myrna Cooper, Director
New York City Teacher Centers Consortium

Mari lyn Rauth , Di rector

Educational Issues Department of
The American Federation of Teachers

Dr. Fred McDonald, Keynote Speaker
'Teacher Effectiveness - A Research Perspective"

*Breakout Sessions

10:30 - 11:15 Discipline and Group Management in the Classroom;

setting expectations, establishing routines and

enforcing rules

11:15 - 12:00 Study of Group Dynamics in the Classroom; techniques

to better understand your students as individuals and

as group members resulting in more effective use of

praise

12:00 - 1:00 A Buffet Lunch Will Be Served in Room 7

*Tag indicates the room set aside for your group

United Federation of Teachers New York City Board of Education Institutions of'Higher Education
544



1:00 - 1:45

V145 - 2:30

2:30 - 3:00

-2-

The Relationship of Time on Task and Direct
Instruction to Student Achievement

Investigating instructional Strategies
that Better Classroom Managers Employ:
a) Thematic planning/Brainstorming
b) Questioning techniques
c) Matching teaching style to

learr1ng style

Feedback Session
a) Individual Conferences
b) Network Procedures
c) Evaluation

lab
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SITE OR LOCATION

VEITCH w/BILES

OCT 13, 1982
DAic

STAFF ME USER

.11:00-1:15
rmi......... 311111M0111111 211111=11111

P RP'SE OF VISITATION

OBSERVE BUILDING SESSION "RESEARCH FOR LUNCH BUNCH"

(sea attachements)

PERSONS CONTACTED

Sol Lubow, Principal
Elliot Weitz, Teacher Specialist
Hannah Fishman TRL

'FIELD ACTIVITIES]

Irwin Davis, UFT Chapter Chair

!INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW -UPS

Let me first mention that Hannah had done a terrific job of organizing these two

lunch time sessions. She enlisted the aid of Chapter Chairman Irwin Davis. His

name appeared on all the invitations and he and Hannah financed the coffee, cookies,
cheese and crackers available to those who attended. All 41 teachers and 3
administrators attended the session.

While Hannah did not present the research at this first session she gave a general

overview of the purpose of the project and explained her involvement, offering

her "expertise" at future sessions. There is a reluctance on some of the TRLs

parts to be the prophet in their own land. This technique of having someone else
actually present the first session is helpful in initiating interest and
setting the stage for the building TRL.

Elliot presented the Kounin information on with-it-ness and overlapping and group

focus. This was in response to Hannah's request and the limits of time. Once

teachers had eaten there was a lot of interchange among and between them. He

also embellished the information with some of his own like personal space between

the teacher and student. In talking about desisting inappropriate behavior one way
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to be with-it is to know the student's sense of personal space. For the student
whose "circle of safety" is small; a glare may not be an appropriate desist. The
teacher may have to move in or actually touch the student or his/her desk. He .

also talked about placing potentially disruptive students n%._t just close to the
teacher; but within easy range for monitoring. For example, if the teacher
writes on the board frequently and :As right-handed, "disruptors" can be placed to
the left so the teacher can more easily monitor. Elliot is very good at linking
the research to useable strategies. He was actually modelling how to be more
with-it! He also talked about identifying a student as a barometer in maintaining
group focus. The student who is usually with you. When this student "acts-up"
the teacher can bet she's lost others. A really good session!

As a follow up to the sessions, Elliot and Hannah surveyed the staff (her idea) as
to content for future sessions. The results are attached. Hannah also mentioned
at our next training session that the most positive verbal feedback she got was
from a specific group of teachers. Not the real "old-timers" but those whose
teaching experience lies between 8-16 years. Her feeling is that this is ,the group
more willing to seek out new strategies and will be a good target group to start
with.
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PURPOSE OF VISITATI671

AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

F L D

NEW YORK FORDHAM UNIVERSITY

Strc (i2 lc,CATIO

L 0 G

OCT 14, 1982

VEITCH wLBILES
STAFF mE4BER

.)A1-E

. 2:00 om
rrmt

Zffillirlif IMO 11110/11Mi ...... =I3 =7= =M1==29C

COLLABORATION FOLLOW-UP - MORE OF A COURTESY-CALL

PERSONS CONTACTED

'Max Weiner, Dean School of Education

FIELD ACTIVITIES

4

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Tentatively scheduled including Max, Tom Mulkeen :Ind Fred McDonald in the November

22 TRL session. We spent most of our time listening to Dean Weiner's philosophy

of how teacher training should look. He claims schools of education have done

their job-providing training in teaching content. The school should provide the

other, should produce the teacher. We explained that we felt there was a lot of

information about schools and classrooms the prospective teacher should have. He

agreed but said it's the schools responsibility to provide it ;got the university.

It was an interesting meeting!

SCV/kls
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,1
OCTONA.15. 1982 lli rirhEam......... =1:1111 =1:1111111111122

LEURPOSE OF VISITATION

MEETING WITH PRINCIPAL IRENE FITENI
MEETING WITH TRL PENNY DENTON AND TEACHER

PERSONS C TACTED

SaMe as above.

(FIELD ACTIVITIESJ

INTERACTIONS COMMENTS - FOLLOWUP

I met-with Mrs. Fiteni first, outlining the project and enlisting her support. Tne

Superintendent in this district has made classroom management a focus, ao Mrs. Fiteni

was quite receptive. She ..s scheduling a staff meeting November 22 for Penny to

do an awareness session. Penny was on sabbatt. Y->t school year.

I then met with Penny and Teacher X. Penny A.tuation over the

phone and made a special request that I do sort t11!: teacher.

This teacher is Chinese-American and lives in ;';11,7 had reQue!Jted a school

in that borough, but because of minority placRzient F,..1vm this scho'l in Queens.

She leaves home at an early hour to get to sr,S-ool using .?Ablic transpurtaion.
This is her first year of teaching. The stent populat:L':n is primarily middle-class,
withvery few minority students of any bacround.

0 The class is made up of 10 4th graders ;:u'id 23 5th graders - the "highest ability" in each

grade. The teacher's initial problem by Penny was that because of the-high
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ability, the teacher was having trouble keeping up with the kids. She would give
the 4th graders work to do while she was working with 5th and they'd get it all
done and become "antsy." This teacher kept saying "I have a master's degree,
but nobody ever told me I was going to be facing this or how to deal with it."

Note: At the first parent meeting the principal told parents that having a new
teacher work with this group was not preferable, but that she had no control
over that. Sort of a Pontius Pilate routine!

The room needs some rearranging. Routines and procedures need to be clearly taught.
We had some discussion about the "culture clash" going on. The teacher wants to be
perfect, wants all of her kids to achieve and focuses all of her energy on
content. "They have tests in February that I have to prepare them for."

The principal comes in almost everyday to observe or "work" withher. So far there
has been no formal evaluation. The principal did do a "demonstration lesson in
reading," but she did it with the whole class. What the teacher needs is some
group management strategies!

We planned a course of action for this teacher as follows:

1. Anita Cimino, teacher center specialist will work with her in the
classroom (Penny cannot do this).

2. She should ask for specific help from the principal in writing and note
iihen she does not receive it. Penny will monitor. One of this teacher's
greatest fears is dismissal - dismissal without a chance.

3. Penny will share the Evertson and Kounin"work;with her which will be
reinforced by Anita's work.

4. Attend the next TRL training session.

I want to add a personal note. This teacher wants to teach and be good at 'it.
She has not received information that she feels can help her. In light of our
conversation with Max Weiner (Oct. 14th) I am more convinced more than ever that ouri
positiodlis right at least_at this point in time. I sure hope we can help her.

I think we can.
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIEID LOG

NEW YORK PS 104 BRONX
SITE OR LOCATION

!PURPOSE OF VISITATION I

VEITCH w/BILES

STAFF 2.!EScR

OCTOBER 14,1982
DATE

OBSERVE TRL DAVE MITTLER PRESENT (BLDG. DISSEMINATION)

'PERSONS CONTACTED'

Dave Mittler

11:00 am
TIME

LFIELD ACTIVITIES I

J
'INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-Upj

Dave was doing a brief presentation on Rosenshine's Instructional Functions at a
grade level conference. These were teachers of 1st, 2nd and 3rd grade. About 12

in all. Dave's principal, Boston Chance and the Chapter Chair Cheryl Berman have
been very supportive of the Program.

While Dave's time was limited (20 min.) he did a good job. He also developed an

activity which we will include in the manual. In an effort to get teachers inter-
acting around-the research information, he had cards with the functions (review,

demonstrate, practice, feedback, etc.) written on them. He also had cards with

teacher statements written on them. His style is very informal, putting the teachers

in a relaxed, conversational mode. He does, however, not give himself enough credit

for what he is able to do. He has been one of our strongest supporters and activists.
Attendance at sessions has been perfect and he also was involved in the Promotional

Gates training and the October 2 city-wide session. He is a classroom teacher!
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FIP1 0 L. 0 G

NEW YORK - TEACHER CENTER
SITE OR LOCATION

S. VEITCH w/ L: BILLUPS
STAFF MEYSER

OCTOUR25. 1982
DATE........... =MIMIC

IPURPa$_E OF VISITATION

PLANNING FOR TRANSITION AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF PROJECT IN NEW YORK

PERSONS CONTACTED

Myrna Cooper, Clare Cohen, Aminda Wrenn, Elliot Weitz

FIELD ACTIVITIES

COMMENTS - FOLLOW -UPf

Where do we go from here? That was the focus of this meeting. What does AFT need?

What does UFT need?

It is clear that the need for the program has been established. The teacher center
specialists cannot manage the requests for training in buildings being made, and
regular teacher TRLs are busy in their own buildings. This planning meeting focused
on three specific topics:

1. Developing a new line of TRLs
2. Collaboration
3. AFT's continued role

1. Developing a new line of TRLs
Using the evaluations from the October 2nd city wide conference, Aminda and

Elliot were charged with a follow-up activity to keep this group engaged and
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begin to develop second line TRLs.- (See Oct. 27th documentation.)

2. Collaboration
As documented in previous reports, money is an issue for the universities.
Myrna Cooper has been working with representatives from Columbia-Teachers
College, Fordham and Queens College* (Ann,Lieberman, Fred McDonald and Dan
Brovey, respectively) and the administration in putting together a.funding
proposal for submission to local foundations .--FundiWOUid be used for higher
ed faculty time and stipends for trainees. The concept would be something
like the grant covering one third of training, the school system and/or
teacher center covering one third of training and the TRL donating one third
of training time. The plan has a three-pronged approach:

I. Target by..district -and train a TRL in each'school
2. Use hudy-Circle approach (see Oct. 27 doc.)
3. Offer specific course credit through the center with present TRL and

higher ed faculty staffing, suggested title "Recent and Relevant Research
for Teachers."

3. AFT continued. assistance
Since there will be some slack-time in'terms of getting new research shoUld
the collaborative funding ptoject came through, NesiYork's concern is a valid
one. In order to keep momentum going, they will still need assistance in
identifying and translating research and building their owtroollaborative
network beyond the local institutions.

,

Informally, this concern has beedNfresented to Ed. Issues Dept. Director,
Marilyn Rauth." At least one of the-project personnel will-,be responsible for
maintaining the network of pilot sites and developing replication in other
sites. plot sites will have to assume training responsibility. It may, be

worth ie to conduct a two-week "internship" here during the summer for focal
pilot site coordinators or their dedignees and really map out some strategies.
(Note - this is my `suggestion and has not been cemented, but something on
this order may-be feasible.)

The teacherrenter is increasing its staffing. Of our original TRLS, 4 have been
relieved of their classroom responsibilities to become Teacher Center Specialists:
I would like 1:0-ida that Myrna is totally committed to maintaining the project and

its integrity in the New York schools.' I believe that one-of the;teasons,we'
have 'been so sucCessfui-there is that we tapped into a system that was_already
institutionalizecL- The center had been in operation since W78 using the specialist
model. When they were not refunded in 1981 they had already"eceived a committ-,.
ment-froM the UFT, the administration and other groups to continue its operation'.
All of this support hai added to the effectiveness of this project,there.-

,.

*John Lidstone, Dean
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF THE CITY OF N.Y.
NEW YORK CITY

SITE OZ Lourrom

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

F I ELDLOGE

PROJECT COLLABORATION MEETING

LOVELY BILLUPS
STAFF MEMBER

OCTOBER 25, 1982
DATE TIME

PERSONS CONTACTED

Arnold Webb, Dean of Education
Jim Neujahr, Associate Dean,.
Nola Whitehead, Director of Teacher Education

FIELD ACTIVITIES

'INTERACTIONS COMMENTS FOLLOW-UPI

DiscussioncentAed around. some questions.which the City College group had as a

result of our past meetings.

The first question raised regarded turf, namely how would power to make decisions

bedividedbetween the Teacher Center and City College. They would be concerned
with attitude ,that reflecteduJust find the research, translate., it and. turn it

over to us. We'll do as we please from there." City College would want to be
given some accountability as to what happened with the information and would:

want to have some "say!' in the on-going process. They are also intersted in
icaloWing-what would'be the role of AFT in as regards continuation.

Flexibility - They wanted to know whether or not there would be flexibility in

selecting areas of research and research studies.- They note 'that we have....19,cked

into a certain school of thought in research (Behaviorist).

Lillian Weber's Center for Learning - between'Lillina Weber's Center ary Myrna
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Cooper's Center. They feel that Weber is the best suited on their staff to carry
out the program as it closely fits their style.

I promised to discuss above questions with all interested parties and get back
to them. They will also continue to discuss options.

LaB/kls
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FIELD LOG

TRAINING SESSION
L( A 10.

SUSAN VEITCH

OCTOBER 25, 1982
DATE

STAFF mEASER

4-6 PM
TIDEssas .... =esessat alemonsera =I= ====== ==t =mos

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

TRAINING SESSION

PERSONS CONTACTED

Merri Fogel
Stu Lyons
Anita Cimino

Roni Wattman Arlene Smith
Joan Milano Dave Mittler
Aminda Wrenn Joe Mancin

v_Coo v D n on

Review and discuss 'linguistics" piece
Hannah, Dave report on building-activity

*-----117130= COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Lila Feldman
Bunny Nadelman
Hannah Fishman
Clare Cohen

Elliot Weitz

TRLs had received the linguistics draft and had had a chance to read it. 1 reminded

them that the piece had to be reworked and asked for suggestions. Clare felt it

was too "arrogant" - too much vocabulary. (Perhaps the socio/psycho-linguists

should come up with a voacbulary like Kounin's.) Hers was the only really negative

complaint. My suspicion is that she-has not-done as much with the research as

others have.

We focused on the reference to Donna Eder's study regarding participation structure
and reading style in high and low ability 1st grade reading groups. Initially

some TRLs said this was in conflict with the Teaching Effectiveness research.
Joan Milano was the first to state that perhaps there is not a conflict with the

findings that, in fact, the findings represent two different things. It did not

take the group long to concur. This says something about how far these folks

have come. They have learned to sift and sort and identify intent.

I must admit_ even with the problems in the piece itself - this is one of the best

discussions we've had!
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I then had them go thrbugh the script and pick out reasons why Albert came up
with "pessent".

1. The teacher gave the wrong rules.
2. The syllabification is wrong.
3. 'Teacher and/or Albert never pronounce the entire word.
4. Every interaction was over a mistake.
5. Albert integrated the errors to come up with' "pessent"
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THE Ll?.;GUISTICS CF TEACF.ING

Communication. That's what_the teaching-learning process
is all aboutcommunication among. the teacher and students.
That communication is governed by how each participant in the
classroom process plays out his or her role. Teachers and stu-
dents continually assess expectations and performance based on
a series of both verbal and non-verbal communicative events.
Teachers ask, "How can I present this so they understand? What
questions do I ask? What responses do I anticipate? How do -I
get Samuel to participate?" Students ask, "How can I get a turn?
What does she want me to do? I need help; who do I ask? How will
I know my answer is correct?"

One of the most beneficial outcomes of examining the research
on teaching as a linguistic process-communicative events in class- .

rooms--is that it confirms that which teachers already know:
teaching is a tough job. Metaphorically, participating, in class-
room structures is like playing golf. In order to succeed, there
are a series of checks to be monitoredfeet'apart, knees bent,
head down, eyes on the ball, one arm straight, the other bent,
etc. A slip on any one of these can affect expected results. And
so, communicatively, the teacher must monitor questions.asked,
responses given, nonverbal behavior, social context, etc., to
help insure:expected results in the learning process.

While approaching the classroom from a linguistic perspective
is a relatively new areeLalof educational research, the results of
a variety of:studies cane useful to teachers in examining their
-own classrooms, determining why things happen the way they do, and
making adjustments so that outcomes more closely-match intentions.

The following subheadings are constructs used by a variety
of researchers examining the linguistic processeS in classrooms.
While further ork is continuing in this area,, the body of
knowledge gen rated by these studies provides concepts for the
classroom tea her's investigation and discussion.

Participatin in Face-to-Face Interaction - A Rule-Governed Process

Rules for engaging in conversation are culture specific and
learned through a process of observation. The term "culture,"
for our purposes, can apply to the home, the classroom or to socio-
'ethnic groups. Knowledge of how the culture-functions guides
participation and determines what will or will not occur. Generally,
when asked.a question, we are expected to respond. However, in
response to the question, we may provide the desired informatiOn;
respond with another question; not respond at all; or respond with
something unrelated. In addition, any response different from the
anticipated-response helps to clarify the rules of communication
for that setting.
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:n the home or at play, rules governing children's partici-
pation are (44-2-ent than those at school. In the home or within
the social group of playmates or peers multiple, extended conver-
sations may take place. Children may focus attention on more than
one event at a time "switching" back and forth between them. In
the classroom, however, gaining access to conversation may be more
constrained; and students who apply rules for pg.rticipating in play
conversation to classroom conversation soon find out the difference.
They also learn that responses like "I don't know" to a question
generally don't generate the same readtion,in teachers as in play-
mates. or parents. In observing these contrasts in interaction,
students soon learn the rules governing classroom conversation.
If there is a strong enough clash in these rule-governed partici-
pation.structures, student achievement can be affected (ref.
Philips, Erickson and Mohatt) and often teachers inaccurately
access student performance. For example, Philips (1972) studied

' children's language patterns among the Warm Springs Indians in
Oregon. At home,. discourse rules allowed that each participant
determine the form and time of participation. It was unheard of
to have a "leader" who could make someone "pbrform" in front of
others. When these same children were in the classroom and the
teacher called on them, they dist not respond and consequently,
were misjudged as "dumb, shy" etc.

Since so much of classroom life is communication not only
is formal conversation between and among the teacher and students
rule-governed but also all communicated cues, routines, etc.,
whether verbal or nonverbal. Like our golfer preparing to tee
off, the slightest alternation of the "nuances" of communication
can produce what linguists call a "frame clash." Simply, a frame
clash occurs when one or more parties in the communication
structure come from a different frame of reference than the others
resulting in some type of unanticipated .outcome. Consider this
example of a "nonverbal" frame clash. Michele Stoffan-Roth
reports in "Shh the Children Are Watching" (1981)

"On a di.y. midway into last school year, the
teacher played a piano chord signal to clean up
Arrival Time activites as usual. The children put
away their materials and moved to the group
meeting circle but continued to talk to their
neighbors. The teacher took her place in. the
circle. This was usually followed by quiet around
the circle so that opening activities could begin.
This did not happen. By reflecting on specific
nonverbal behaviors, the teacher realiied she had
not yet picked up the attendance roster and pencil,
a signal that she was ready to begin. She picked
them up. Silence ensued and class began without
any comment or direction by the teacher:."

Here is another example. In establishing a beginning of the
year rule for participation in class (see Evertson) students were
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asked to raise hands to be called on. One student in this seventh
grade class consistently violated the rule by talking out, talking
when others were performing, etc. The eighth-grade brother
exhibited the same kind of behavior. During a parent conference,
the mother was asked what kinds of conversation went on in the
family. She replied that dinner time was the only time when
the entire family (mother, father, six children) was together.
She admitted that most of the time all family members were talking
at the same time! It was easy to anderstand why, these two boys
saw nothing "wrong" with their behavior. Once it was clearly
explained, then reinforced, that the rules in class were indeed
quite different from the'home, the number of "frame clashes"'
diminished.

Philips', Stoffan's and the above example point out that
difference in rules governing communication can exist between
the classroom and the community or the home and even within the
classroom itself. Whether or not students themselves recognize
these differences depends on their ability to infer what is
happening in the communication process.

Understanding Conversation: An Inferencing Process

By using communicative, social and cognitive skills partici-
pants, i.e. students and teachers, begin to define the meaning of
what is going on around them. They infer or make sense of the
event(s) and then determine what is expected of them. Two factors
make the inferencing process a complex one. Different messages
can be delivered at the same time. While presenting information
verbally to the class on photosynthesis, the teacher "glares"
at Sarah who is not following along in the textbook. In addition
to these different forms, another factor affecting the task of
inferencing is that the message can serve multiple functions.
Besides providing instructional content, a message can give a
behavior cue to students. "Let's all (in a louder voice) look
to the board as James shows us how to solve problem 9." The use
of "let's all" in a louder voice communicates the expectation
that all students are quieted down and focused on the math problem.
This is one of Kounin's suggested group focus techniques (see
Kounin)

In performing these inferencing tasks, frame of reference also
is a factor. Frames of reference can be modified by receiving
both overt (explicit) and covert feedback (Frederiksen, 1981).
Covert feedback results from observing what other participants do.
Morine-Dershimer and Tennenberg.(1981) report that students make
use of covert feedback from not only the teacher but other students
as well, typically using other students' responses to check their
own knowledge or to learn the right answer.

Work by Michaels & Cook-Gumperz, 1980; Scollon & Scollon,
1981; Griffin, Newman & Cole, 1981 also identify a covert nature
in frame clashes as well. These covert clashes, because they
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are not so obvious, often add to a negative evaluation of student
ability. Beyond that, Hymes (1981) reports clashes between
parents and teachers on perceptions about homework. Teachers ask
parents to "chedk" homework.. Because the parents do not under-
stand what is meant by the direction "check," they were not
signing work that was not correct. Teachers interpreted papers
not returned and signed as an indication that parents did not
care. It is often only through a series of interviews with the
"participants" that these covert frame clashes can be clarified.

A' whole series of studies comparing the "linguistics" of
home and school have generated thought and action regarding
curriculum and instruction. The Kamehameha Early Education
Program used in-depth studies of interaction patterns in the
community to alter how teachers taught reading. After careful
planning and investigation it was found that student achievement
improved by more closely matching the school and community
patterns (Au 1981). Time on task was high both.befare and after
the changes, underscoring the importance of task appropriateness
to student learning gains (see Time on Task).-

Meaning and Context

The meaning of verbal and nonverbal messages is context
specific. That is, what a message "means" depends on what came
before, it's present use and what follows it. Consider the use
of the term okay in the following scenarios.

Teacher: Okay (as "good" in response to a correct student
response)

Okay, Richard and James, that's enough!
(desisting inappropriate behavior)

Okay, Michelle, that's enough.
(in a reading group, changing reciters - signals

change)

Okay? (checking for understanding, are you still
with me, etc.)-

Okay (mouthed with 'a nod in response to student
request to use the restroom "you haVe my
permission)

Messages then clearly derive their meaning from the.context
surrounding them. Complicating this process, however, is the
fact that at any time in interpretation (inference) of a message.
can alter one's perception of the meaning of prior messages
(Gamperz, 1981).
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Classroom Communication: Not a Scribted 7vent

For the :-.1:eract4ve teacner who doesn't nlways =et
the day's plan, ttere ts protessional solace in the ling.z.istic
finding that contexts are constructed. Teachers and students do
not read from scripts. Therefore, although we 'would like
predictable outcomes, we 1,-..11 not get them 100!: of tne time.
How the participants interact in this evolving process detes
the context and subsequently the meanin:t. Researchers have lecke,i
at three factors influencing the construction of context: C-bn.=.

textualization cues (Gumperz Ferasimchuk, 1973; Cook-Guimperz
Gumperz, 1976 Corsaro, 1981); participation Ltructure (PhAJ:ps,
1972; 1974; Erickson !4 Shultz, 1977; 1981; Erickson & Mohatt,
178; Florio Shultz, 1979); and communicative competency (aymes,
1972).

Contextualization cues are both verbal and nonverbal cs
used to clarify meaning. The teacher who circulates around th_
room during seatwork reinforces the verbal statement "I'll be
available to help you or check your work. ' This verbal and
nonverbal behavior reiterates to students that the teacher js
chere to teach and provide feedback.

Participation structures refer to the demands for parti(*-
pazion and the rights and responsibilities.of the participants..
Another way of looking at participation structures is through
routines since these enhance the continuity and stability of
repeated activities, These routines also signal expectations for
behavior at the same time instruction is delivered.

Communicative competence refers to the participant's ability
to know when, how, and to whom to talk in a given situation. This
is a developmental process that ideally.qnly the.barticipant can
assess. However, this competence is generally evidenced by
appropriate behavior.

The Communicative Environment of the Classroom

Work done on participation structures indicates the commuLi-
cative environment of the classroom shifts both across and within
lessons. As a result, there are a variety of demands placed on
all participants. Consider these results reported by Eder (1982).

In comparing the communicative styles of varying reading
ability groups, high ability group gained access to conversation
more readily.than other groups, especially the low group (1st
grade group - high, medium-high, medium-low, low). Interruptions
by high-groip members were often reprimanded, while they were
accepted when initiated by low-group members. As a result, low-
group members did not recognize the typical reading turn pattern -
one person reading uninterrupted. They had learned a differen;
rule for.participation than the high group. What can happen as
a result of this differentiation? In whole group activities,

-
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tnese low group children can be misjudged on :heir competence if
they-apply the same rule. W:11:1-iin their own group, unless the
teacher is aware of differentiation, they may also be assessed
inaccurately.

It is is It to relate these findings to those in the
teacher effec:.. ,:less studies (see Teacher Effectiveness) since
that body of research suggests acceptance of call-outs from
lower-achieving students. Eder includes a personal communication
with Gumperz & Cook-Gumperz on a finding that the teacher made
more interruptions during turns with low students (correcting
errors) than high resulting in a choppy style of reading for the
low group compared with a flowing style for the high group.

In the Eder study higher group students seemed to develop
an awareness for general speaking turns. Because interruptions
were limited, they also had a tendency to "hold" comments or
questions until after the turns making for a more fruitful dis-
cussion period', thus developing other communication skills. This
did not happen with the low group.

By the spring of the school year these first-grade students
had clearly developed different communicative styles.

The Teacher's Role

For our purposes, the role of teachers in the communicative
process is twofold. They "orchestrate" participation (whole class;,
small group, individual) and assess student ability based on these
interactions. The teacher is ultimately responsible for what
occurs in the classroom, since she develops a series of strategies
designed to achieve a variety of objectives based on intended
academic and social outcomes.

Work done by Merritt & Humphrey, 1979; Merritt 1981, 1982
supports much of Kounin's work. Teachers orchestrate and monitor
a lesson, "the primary vector of activity" as well as secondary
vectors. The way teachers handle the flow between vectors is also
rule governed. Teachers develop patterns of "slotting-in and
-out of vectors--Kounin's overlapping--in at, attempt to manage
both instruction c.nd behavior. For example, 1;he teacher is
working,with a reading group or high school lab group--the primary
vector of activity. Carlos comes over indicating he needs help.
The teacher temporarily "slots out" of the primary vector, deals
with Carlos's question (the secondary vector) and slots back in
to the primary vector. If the teacher has left instructions for
the group, thus preserving the acty, the transitions between
these activities are smooth.

From a linguistic perspeCtive the ::valuation role of the
teacher is the ongoing assessment based ::.)n observation of how
students participate in interaction.
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I

Since communication and interacting in "communicative events"
is a complex :;rocess, students' competence can be misjudged as
:oi,nted cut in several examples. Thef_ndings of some of tne
linguistic studies can be linked to other work on teacher t'er-
cepticnc; and expectations. Michaels ,k Cook-Gumperz (1980) found
that in teacher assessment of story-telling ability, students
whose stories were topic-centered were viewed more positively
than students who "topic-chained"--went off on related tangents.
It was found in further analysis that the chaining style was
cul-ture specific, but the overall judgement of sudent ability
was negative.

The point of results like these is that teachers can get a
better understandir of the basis of their assessments by
examining these stuaies and make adjustments in instruction to
teach ''appropriate" story-telling styles.

The Role of the Student
-----

While the various studies-dOnot focus on this topic
specifically, there is an underlying message regarding the
student's role and the complexity of "acting" it out.

Consider the following situation. The teacher is working
with a small group of students while the rest of the class is
engaged in seatwork. Barney is "stuck" on his assignment. He
has several choices 1) interrupt the teacher; 2) ask someone
else for help; 3) "tough it out"; 4) abandon the problem
momentarily and3go on; .5)-abandon the activity all together,
possibly leading to misbehavior. That is a big decision for some
children; and unless the tacit rules governing his behavior at
that moment are clearly inferred, one or many "frame clashes"
can occur.

The research on teaching as a linguistic process clearly
points out the complexity of the teacher's role as decision
maker. Equally important is the fact that it reminds us,t,that
being a student is also a tough' job.

SV/mmp
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Transcript 1:pisode
Lines Number Speaker

Verbal.and Nonverbal (NV),
!4essages

001 1 --Albert: (Albert is reading and comes to the
word "peony" and stops)

OOZnv TEACHER: (Teacher points to the "eo" in peony)
4.1

003 TEACHER: REMEMBER THE TWO VOWEL RULE.

004 Albert: Peen - y

005nv -TEACHER: (Points to the fizst syllable--"pe")

006 TEACHER "pe" SAYS...

007 Albert: p; (correctly,prcnounces syllable)

008nv TEACHER: (Points to second syilcAble--"on")

009 TEACHER: THIS SAYS...

010 Albert: c';n(correctly pronounces syllable)

011nv TEACHER: (Po5ats to last syllable--"y" ) P

012 TEACHER: AND THIS SAYS.,..

013 %. Albert: ; (correctly pronounces syllable)

014 TEACHER: WHAT'S THIS WORD?

015 --Albert: Peen - y
1

016nv --TEACHER: (Points to ripe" again)

017 TEACHER: THIS SAYS...

018 Albert: p; (correctly pronounces syllable)

019nv TEACHER: Points to "on" again)

020 ArN Albert: on (correctly pronounces syllable)

021nv A TEACHER: (Points to "y" again)

-
022 Albert: e (correctly pronounces syllable)

023 .- TEACHER: GOOD

(Albert continues reading until he
comes to the word "pest" and then
he stops again)
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TranscrIpt
T ^es

-
...pea4ar

:L1=er
Vernal and !;onveroaL7)
essazes

024=7

025

026

027

023

029

030

031

032

033

034

035

Albert:

TEACHER:

TEACHER:

Albert:

(Pauses at the word "pest")

PEST

DO YOU KNOW WHAT A ?EST IS?

Something that bothers you.

73 HUH

(Albert continues reading the
story. ,He mispronounces tne
word rodent ,and the teacher
intervenes)

::Vdent (uses short "o")

LONG "0"

rodent(corrects pronunciation
error)

GOOD

(Allomirt cnapiete the story)

NOW I WANT TO AS YOU SOME QUESTIONS_
ABOUT THE STORM.

WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THE FLOWER IN
THE STORY?

pessent...

TEACHER:

Albert:

TEACHER:

Albert:

TEA ,R:

4 TEACHER:

TEACHER:

Albert:

.11=
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIF! D lOG,

PS 197 - TC SITE FOR ELLIOT WEITZ
SITE C LOCATION

susAN vauli
Si-4Fr McM0E"Z

OCTOBER 27, 1982 .9:00 - 12:00
DATE TIME........

PS,IRPOSE OF VISITATION

PLAN FOLLOW UP TO OCTOBER 2ND CITY-WIDE SESSION

=QC= =6111112:11=1C1 ===

PERSONS'CONTACTEDI

ELLIOT WEITZ, AMINDA WRENN

FIELD ACTIVITIES
...aomMMINna.,eaFargel, PZISII,

INTEPACTIONS COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

Usingthe evaluation sheets a letter of invitation will be sent to all participants
who requested continued involvement- Using a study circle approach tea0-r,-; will
be "pulled in" in -each borough.- The first study circle will run 4 week ,:eginning

Monday, Nov. 29th Elliot and Aminda felt it would be better not to wait 7-atil
after the holidays or to run circles for 6 weeks with the holiday breaks to

'017;7. them up. Facilitator's were identified from the list of TRLs who have received
training.in ER&D and study; circles. At the 29th session, teachers will be asked
to evaluate the:usefulness of the research they implemented after the Oct. 2nd
session as part of that meeting's agenda.

See attached packet on study circles.

SCV /kls

opeiu2aficio
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

F t E! 0 ' 0 G

NEW YORK
SITE CR LOCAIIA

e 'PURPOSE OF VISITATION 1

COLLABORATIVE MEETING (see below)

Nnimmmmw7PERSONS CONTACTED

SUSAN VEITCH

OCT FR 27. 1932 1:30 - 5 ;00 PM
TV4E

=1:11111==i

Involved: Myrna Cooper; Anne Sabatini; Fred McDonald, Fordham; Judith Green, Delaware;
Greta Dershimer, Syracuse; Phil Winne, Simon Fraser

FIELD ACTIVITIES

INTERACTIONS COMMENTS FOLLOWUPI

Originally, we had been invited to attend a pre-NERA conference in Ellenville NY
on action research which Greta and Judith were coordinating. Because various other
"players" - including invited NIE staff who could not travel due to budget constraints
would not be in attendance the Ellenville meeting was cancelled. However, Judith
and Greta wa_ited to meet with us and came-Vanhattan.

After some debate between Judith and Fred as to the merits of ethnographic research,
we began to explain our various topics which was the purpose of the meeting.

Anne Sabatini outlined her involvement in the IR&DS study on positive teachers
done with the center and Columbia Teachers college. Teacher-researchers were
taught how to collect and analyze interview data gathered from teachers identified
as "positive." Myrna pointed out that many of those teachers were part of our

project as TRLs. A final report on the study is being compiled. Anne pointed
out that the experience was rewarding for her in terms of the process,,and the

5(;8,
(Q1 ER)



FIELD LOG
10/27/82 - N.Y.
VEITCH - 2

fact chat while the study lead to some conclusions, not all questions were answered.
She pointed out that just the process of deciding the research question has given
her a new appreciation of the researcher's role.

I gave-1 brief overview of our project highlighting the research used and the
process. The fact that we had just used the linguistics work was of interest
to JUdith and Greta.

Greta was very interested in how she could become involved in something like this
in Syracuse. I explained to her that once the final manual was available we could
link her up with unions in her location who want to pursue the.project. Syracuse
itself is NEA.

SCV/kls
opeiu2aflcio



AFT - 7aCATIONAL RESE.4RCH .ND DISSENINATION PROGRXI

(q.EcON QUEST
SITc (TR L',CA7101

4,

D 0 G

SUSAN VEITCH
QTArr :4E,'JBER

OCT. 8, 1982..... =sae e ====

PURPOSE OF VISITATTO4

SFFT TRL BETTY ROTHENBERGER WAS SENT t REPRESENT THE PROJECT BY CONDUCTING
A CLASSROOM MANAGEnENT WORKSHOP

PERSONS CONTACTED4

Deanna Woods

FIELD ACTIVITIES

INTERACTIONS COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP .0"

Deanna had attended the AFT convention and was anxious to use part of the project and

our resources to organize their October 8 PFT QuEST Conference. She and I spent

several hours planning by phone. Our role was primarily to link her up with resources.

She had originally requested one of us to do the session and be on the panel, but

becausetof pilot site demands we decided to utilize a San Francisco TRL. Betty

was selected. Deanna and the PFT were very grateful for our networking. With

local support from Northwest Regional Lab this may be a good target site for

replication. Resources we helped link up are bulleted on the workshop offering

page.

SCV/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PR

F I ELD LOG

BALTIMORE, mp

SITE OR LOCATION

1:111.MOS

PURPOSE OF .ISITATION

GR

LOVELY BILLUPS

STAFF MEMBER

OCTOBER 15/16, 1982

DATE TIME

ATTEND BALTIMORE TEACHER'S UNION QUEST CONFLRENCE
PRESENT ER&D WORKSHOPS

PERSONS CONTACTED

50 participants

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Workshops "Classroom Mangement and Discipline"

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW -Up

The research information was very %.:.11 received by this group. We were able to

do the role playing activity involvin-g the L.D. child in the pull-out schedule

from the classroom. Generated good kliscussion One of the most verbal teachers

has been newly placed in a classroom for the chronically disruptive child. He

says he received the assignment because he was the only male on staff. He

said it was important for him to thirk through his rules and consequences because

he is not allowed to suspend students from class.
He(Zyspadded walls which is called the "Quiet Room").

control (power)

taZeensNteyto a room with
come back

they're worse. He needed to develop a process whereby he maintains

over the situation by keeping them in, class. (This is good info for the research
.

. Tmunity.)

was in the

e said
a presenter for another session,

ng Principal,
who was also

the information had great potential. W7-ted session for his school.

opeiu2aflcic
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PT' r M
Sc c c, L.C.0 ON

77010"1111.11 21.101112=11111X

= T = n

7ISSIMMI

LuRPCSE OF VISITATION1

1=61101=1=1

SUE VEITCH

OCTOBER 21,1982

Jinn AC:'.10CR

. ALL DAY
DATE -----TrmE

71:01:212===, --, =19===

1. WORKSHOP PRESENTATION
2. PLANNING MEETING WITH LEADERSHIP AND STAFF ON MAKING 11.3E OF THE PROJECT AND

OTHER ED ISSUES

mmumm""7PERSONS CONTACTED

James McGarve Y, Executive Director; Eileen Egeland, PR
Veryl Kosteczko

FIELD ACTIVITIES

2 workshops See attached program.

IINTERAFIONS ":761MENTS FOLLOWUP

1st session was large group - about 50 people. No way to break them up into small

groups. Had to bring in extra chairs to--=take care of overflow.

2nd session was on instructional strategies from TE research. Program had no

descriptor so group was small - 14. However, rather than a presentation we had a

discussion group format using research concepts to solve specific concerns. I

began by asking teachers the steps they took in teaching a lesson. As we went

around the group all of the instructional functions got mentioned. The discussion

proceeded from there.

One teacher raised a concern about seatwork and homework. It seems that in her

junior high sitting she uses the end of the period for letting kids get started

on homework, but some of them dawdled claiming they'd do it at home. I suggested

she clearly delineate between in class assignments and homework. In class seatwork

is to be completed in class and collected. Students even at that age may need to

be told "You have X minutes to complete this." In this manner,' students cannot

"cop out" on staying on task.

SCV/kls
opeiu2aflcio
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F I_ LD LOG

GARY, INDIANA

SITE OR LOCATION

===I =====11

PURPOSE OF VISITATION

LOVELY BILLUPS

OCTOBER 28/29, 1982

DATE

ATTEND EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE OF GARY TEACHERS UNION
PRESENT ER&D WORKSHOPS

STAFF MEMBER

TIME

PERSONS CONTACTED

Number of workshop participants_- 46

FIELD ACTIVITIES

Workshops "Strategies for Effective Classroom Management"
- "Using Educational Research to Build and Maintain a Professional Knowledge Base"

INTERACTIONS COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

This is a very large regional conference which offers an average of 24 workshops

in a given time frame. Teachers are free to select. Group size averages 20.

Size of group for Classroom management was almost double that of research utiliza-

tion session. Conversations with teachers indicated that they were "wary" of
the term Educational Research in the session title and felt it would be a dull and

uninteresting session. I used the A.S.C.D. film on School and Teacher Effectiveness
with Barak Rosenshine and Ron Edmonds, as a focus for discussion oa the applica-

bility of research-based information in the classroom. Those who acteaded were

quite impressed and told others, which s what prompted theca to come me about

the title. (I learned something!)

The classroom management workshop went very well. I covered the identification of

classroom procedures, establishment of classroom rules and the development of en-

forceable consequences. I also covered Kounin's Group Management techniques. The

group was quite interactive. Teachers ranged from K-12 and two,were teachers of



FIELD LOG
10/28,29/82 - GARY, IN
BLLLUPS - 2

bilingual classes. Some lingered well after the session time was over to ask
questions. Some questions centered around use of "puddling" as a consequence for
breaking rules. They said that perhaps developing a hierarchy of consequences
would help them cut down on the need to "spank".

Program attached.

LHB/kls
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AFT - EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND DISSEMINATION PROGRAM

FIELD LOG

LOVELY BILLL'PS

NCSIE CONFERENCE - ATLANTA GA

SITE OR LOCATION
NOV. 19-23, 1982

DATE

STAFF MEMBER

TIME

SIZOCI=Of =2111,2=13C=IIIF

PL OF VISITATION

,,fTEND CONFERENCE AND PRESENT SESSION ON ER&D PROCESS FOR INSERVICING

PERSONS CONTACTED

FIELD ACTIVITIES

SESSION PRESENTER
"Teachers + Research .2. An Effective Union"
The AFT Educational Research and Dissemination Program

INTERACTIONS - COMMENTS - FOLLOW-UP

There were 15 people present at the project presentation session. Most of the

participants were from State Educational Agencies. Questions revolved around the

ways in which we got teachers to volunteer their participation in the project with-

out credit or monetary remuneration. Dennis Loro from NYSUT said he would like to

pursue possibility of establishing this model in upstate N.Y. and tie in some of

his trainers for Project TEACH etc. into the program I told him to contact

Marilyn and think about setting up a meeting with his people, the AFT ER&D Team

and Myrna Cooper. Another participant who is in charge of a Teacher Center Con-

sortium in California was also arranging a meeting with Marilyn to further discuss

the project.

Also attended sessions:

-Planning and Implementing A Collaborative Multi-Institutional Inservice Program

-Development/Operation of"a Multisystem Staff Development Consortium

-High Tea for Staff Developers
-All general sessions

Program and materials attached.
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